t: 0141 333 9700

mon-fri: 9 - 6pm

e : info©audiosalon.co.uk

sat: 9 - 1pm

w : www.audiosalon.co.uk

finance available

If you are looking beyond the ethics of the High
Street and the internet traders, there are but a
handful of consultant dealerships who have not
jumped onto the multi- room / multi-channel
markets. If you are in the market for ultimate
upgrades, you may be guided by our best selling
products of the year.
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ATC: if you can change your amplifier and
speakers together, you must make an effort to
listen to these active loudspeakers. Over many
years, the ATC design expertise has reached
apeak of perfection you may not want to live
withoutAnd if you are serious about multichannel sound, we can point out that ATC
master it in most studios and if you want the
same sound, you can have it at home. Just to
show that rules are broken, try the marriage of
ATC's integrated amplifier with their ( passive)
SCM35 loudspeakers; at £4000 it surpassed
£13,000 of new NAIM equipment to the shock
of the man who had just bought the latter!
Ayre Acoustics: offer an acclaimed range
of CD, DVD and now the C5 Universal
Player at f4,495 which put emotion back
into the music by adding or subtracting nothing
from the source. It sounds simple, and it is
simple to do it for megabucks. But when the
globally acclaimed reference pre-amp is only
£4,995, it is asign for smart buyers to watch
this brand. Ignore it at your peril.
Consonance "Opera Audio." You
cannot generalise about Chinese Audio; it is a
continent, but these CD players are wonderful
quality and unbelievable value.All customers
guessed the Droplet CD player at £ 5-6000
(£1,895) and the amplifiers have to be
experienced to be believed.VVe were the first
UK Shanling dealer, and the quality gets
even better; try the latest CDT- I00 and the
ultimate CDT-300.The SCD-T200 SACO
player (
on offer for f1,995) unusually
optimises CD and SACD.
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Gryphon: this Danish company designs the
best money can buy.The Mikado CD Player
dispels many digital myths and beats multi- box
combos and multiples of its £6,800 price
pointThe Legato phono stage similarly
redefines vinyl's true potential.The Diabolo
integrated amplifier sounds and looks twice
its price f6, I00 while the loudspeakers, preamps, and power amplifiers reward anyone
who takes the trouble to seek them out.
JPSLabs are one of the very few audio
cable companies who offer serious value and
serious engineering; not badge engineering.
The unique metal alloy is superior to
copper or silver.The mains cords condition.
The interconnects preserve the signal and do
not add any signature which is system or taste
dependent. Once we sold many brands; our
customers told us the one to stick with!!
Mark Levinson: We offer awide range
of current and used products which offer
legendary performance and system integration.
Levinson amps drive any speaker to fulfil its
accuracy and dynamics. JPS audio cords and
cables are the preferred partners.

art audio
art loudspeakers
atC
audio philosophy
audbsource
aYre

bcd
bow
chord cabs
custom design
ear
esoteric

furman
grand prix audio
gryphon
Ps kibs
kemp electroniks
tyrn

aúdio salon

4 park circus, glasgow, g3 6ax, scotland
Pathos: style with substance. From
the Classic One amplifier at abargain
f1,350 up to the amazing Cinema X,
(f4,700) which switches automatically to
two or 5.1 channels according to the signal
...and that's only one of its great ideas.The
unorthodox approach? Certainly! But that is
the manufacturer's modest slogan: Iwould call
them genius.The Logos (
triode input/ solid
state output) is our best selling amplifier (and
we have aone-year old mint on demo at £500
discount from E2,750).
ProAc: apersonal favourite.At one extreme,
try the astonishing Response D100 to get
the adrenalin going; but at around £ 3k, you can
hear the sublime genius of the designer at work
in the Response D25. It seems to combine
the greatness of the big models with ProAc's
supremacy of the mini- monitors' potential to
project ahuge soundstage.
Symmetry: taking over the Path portfolio,
we are proud and privileged to represent in
Scotland: Lyra, TEAC Esoteric, STAX
and Sumiko. Relatively new to this portfolio is
System Audio - we especially recommend
their speakers from £495 - £ 995 as the best
money can buy. Ignore at your peril.
Thiel: This range of loudspeakers stands at
the top of the trees from which they are made.
No loudspeaker in the world has been so
consistently acclaimed, and you can hear why
the 1.6 (£ 1,895) and the 2.4 (f3,495) are
our best-selling products. For £ 1,995 you can
add on aSmartSub: agenre we despise, but
this one has patented principles which tailor
the bass to rooms and will literally cure the
ills of conventional loudspeakers.Aptly named
Smart after people to take time to seek them
out despite prejudices. Could even apply to the
designer ... or the dealer who got the agency??
Unico: nobody, but nobody, makes amplifiers
and CD players costing as little as £ 1,000
which are true high-end uncompromised
class!!The pre-amplifier and DM power
amplifier (
each f1,395) just blow rivals out
of the river.Try the pre-amp with ATC active
loudspeakers, and find out why grown men cry!
It's the value that's unbelievable.And no, it's not
made in China.
VAC: the world has only one company
who consistently produce valve designs the
others may never catch up with.Again, you
may have to travel, but from the budget range
upwards, music becomes real with this kind of
technology.The leading edge product, the Phi
Beta amplifiers, are on permanent dem at
The Audio Salon.The £ 3000 Limited
Edition pre-amp has an energy and beauty of
sound no one else achieves.
Zingali: for surround or stereo, this Italian
loudspeaker is the one bought by Italians,
musicians and many famous studios. Handmade from solid wood, compression driver,
and horn- loaded ( using the OmniRay unique
patented principle) these loudspeakers are
very different and very superior to ordinary
loudspeakers.

mark levinson
inanley labs
michell
oracle
origin live
parasound

pass labs
pathos
primare
pro ac
revel
shanhng

Special Opportunities Just In
ATC
SCM-150, Walnut £ 11,850/f 6,495
Audio Analogue
MAESTRO CD 24/96 [ 1,695/f725
Audio Note ( Kondo)
KEGON "C" £84,000/f 14,995
AVI
Phono Stage 52000pp and
52000mp pre-amp £ 1,200/f 495
Bow
Wizard CD, 24/192 £4,500/E1,995
EAR
V20 Int Triode amp £ 3,480/f 1,395
Exposure
CD Player £ 1,050/E395
Manley
Ref DAC Unsurpassed professional sound
—just needs abasic CD transport
£8,250/E2,995
Parasound
JC-1 mono ( pair) £5,200/f 3,995
Pass Labs
Aleph 3 £2,250/E1,150
Pass Labs
Aleph Lpre £2,600/£1,250
ProAc
D100 £ 15,995/£ POA
Mark Levinson
332.5 bridged monos 600 wpc
£15,800/f 5,250
Quad
Mk11 Refurbished monoblocks f795
Quad
ESL 63 £ 1,150
Shanling
CDT- 300 £ 3,995/f 3,395
Shanling
CDT- I00 Gold UK £ 1,650/f 1,250
Zingali
Overture Four ( latest) £5,600/f 3,750
Zingali
HM 112 Mk 11 £9,700/£5,750.
Latest list; photos; reviews on
www.Hi-FiShop.com
Hi Fi Shop Ltd operated by The Audio
Salon. Established 26 Years. No B
grade/ service failures/ grey imports; no
phantom products; 7-day Exchange:6
month warranty: all products vetted by
our engineer: Despatched Next Day by
premium UPS Carriers £ 12 per carton.
Personal Export. MasterCard,Visa,
Debit Cards.

simon yori<e
sme
stands unique
sumiko
stax
thiel

townshend
unison research
vac
vivid audio
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43 How our tests work
We explain the secrets behind our trustworthy testing
process - the most stringent of any hi-fi magazine!

Funk Vturntable
Ken Kessler gets to grips with the new E780 Funk V
turntable and Paul Miller puts it to alab test

49 Van den Hut cables
Tony Bolton tries out Van den Huis new Fusion range of
interconnects, mains and speaker cables

53 Sonus Faber speakers
Martin Colloms tests out tee compact Concertino Domus

GRACE m902

speakers from the Sonus Faber stable

57 Grace m902 headphone amp
The Grace m902 headphone amp and Manley Skipjack
get tested - Ken Kessler dons ' phones...
1
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61 Ancient Audio CD player
Rock- solid Ancient Audio Grand Lektor from Polska
spins the discs as Andrew Harrison listens in...

ANCIENT AUDIO

66 Classic Kit - Spendor BC- 1
Ken Kessler tells the tale of the classic Snendor sneaker
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the future outlook for
High-Defintition TV

B&W BowersaMilkins

The new B&W 800 Series
Diamond Tweeter Technology
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The mark of a truly great tweeter - one that can

o

release all the vivid detail in your music - is what's
called ' perfect piston behaviour'. As long as the
tweeter dome is vibrating rigidly, like a piston, its
delivery will be accurate. The higher the frequency,
though, the harder that becomes. The materials most
resistant to ' break-up' combine lightness and stiffness.
And there's one that does that better than anything
else on earth.
The new B&W 800 Series feature tweeter domes
of pure, ultra- hard diamond. It may seem extravagant,
but nothing gets closer to the behaviour of a hypothetical
'perfect tweeter' - one with infinite stiffness. Our diamond
dome carries on vibrating like a piston well beyond
the range of human hearing, and delivers audible
sound with unheard-of clarity.

www.bw800.com
Visit our website and order your free DVD
Call + 44 (0)1903 221 500

•
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Welcome

What you have in your hands is

the result of many late nights,
heated debates over font styles,
and hundreds of hours listening

to hi-fi equipment. This NEW LOOK! issue of Hi Fi News coincides with our annual

awards and to find out what is, in our collective opinion, the very best currently
available in the world of hi-fi please turn to pages 23-34 of this magazine.
Oddly enough Iwas flicking through the very first issue of Hi Fi News -June
1956 - recently and came across the editorial explanation for the title. Part of it
read: ' We may mention many things, but we shall recommend nothing that does
not -measure up -.We hope in this way to build and maintain apublication that
our readers and our advertisers will come to regard as sound and dependable'.
That statement still holds true today and to emphasise this we have explained
our testing policy on page 43 of this magazine, plus you will see some new look
tests peppered throughout the pages of Hi Fi News in the coming months. It
is, however, important to remember that regardless of changes in fonts, page

designs, or test graphs that our mission is simply to deliver
you the best hi-fi publication every month.
It's also important to know that this NEW LOOK! is just
the beginning of anew era for Hi Fi News and we have
dozens of new ideas fizzing around in our heads for new
articles. As well as that as ever, if there's anything you'd
particularly like to see featured in afuture issue do let
me know. After all, it's your magazine, not mine.

MANAGEMENT TEAM
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Editor- in- Chief • Mark Hedges
Marketing Director • Angela O'Farrell

STEVE FAIRCLOUGH • EDITOR
e-mail us at. hi-finewsflpcmedia com
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Publisher & General Manager • Niall Clarkson
Managing Director • Paul Williams
Editorial Director • Mike Soutar
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Chief Executive • Sylvia Auton
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Roger Phillips, Norman Hodson,
Anthony Butler, Clare Collins, Sophie Jones
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CLASSICAL MUSIC • Christopher Breunig
JAll • Ben Watson & Steve Harris
ROCK • Johnny Black & Ken Kessler
HI-FI • David Allcock, David Berriman,
Tony Bolton, Christopher Breunig,
Martin Colloms, John Crabbe, Barry Fox, Alvin
Gold, Jonathan Gorse, Ian Harris,
Keith Howard, Ivor Humphreys, Paul Miller,
Howard Popeck
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THE IPOD RACE - Sony

new book from Steve,

)) ting back with its

Harris and Ken

Walkman Bean MP3

Kessler tells the si

player but the simple

of the history of hi-fi

truth is that Apple ' owm,

and 50 years of

this sector of the audio

Hi Fi News in great

market and won't give

style. Having seen the book at
proof stage we can promise that yoi.
won't be disappointed. Get down to
,r local bookstore,

iT

up lightly. Anyhow we'd
rather take agood look
at the new Krell Evolution amps ( ser ,
next month's issue for the full reviev,
.
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The experiences this chair has had! The amazing performances, concerts and gigs it has witnessed from all around the musical world.
From the front row at Carnegie Hall to the stalls at Brixton Academy, from the dress circle of the Sydney Opera House to the bar in
Ronnie Scott's — this chair has been there! It has experienced music as it should be heard — alive and vibrant, with every nuance and
emotion as clear as the musicians intended.
The Rotel 02 Series is anew range of hi-fi from acompany with areputation for delivering award-winning sounds at realistic prices.
The 02 Series' superb sound is the result of Rotel's Ba anced Design Concept — an integrated approach that ensures five star performance.
To find out how the Rotel 02 Series can take you to the world's greatest musical venues, visit www.rotel.com.

The Rote! IM Series
including the RA-03 amplifier

WINNER
** A, *
Rotel RA-03
v., 2005

RO -rat_
B&W Loudspeakers, Dale Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN11 2BH, United Kingdom, 01903 221500

HFFICHOICE/
,*
Rotel RA-03
April 2005
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SONIC CD ' REVELATION'
motor, disc
servo and data
processing
electronics, each
•

choke- regulated.
The CD data is
first upsampled
to 96kHz, before

MON
awe

the unorthodox
data output,
introducing a
dual cable version

MUSICAL FIDELITY KW25
Promising a revelation'

of S/PDIF using two XLRbalanced digital lines.
Once in the kW 25DM

in sonic CD performance

digital- to- analogue converter

is Musical Fidelity's latest

the signal is further

statement product, atwo- box

upsampled to 192kHz at

CD player - the kW 25.

24- bit word length. Two

The company has packed

output stages are offered,

SEEING THE PINSH
PINSH 2FLOORSTANDER

of black ash, rosenut or cherry

it into the now- familiar

one based on valves, the

kW series black and silver

other solid-state, allowing

Joining the Pinsh 1standrnount

casework and the two- box

the user to select to taste. An

speaker is afloorstanding

set-up comprises the kW

'extraordinary' signal-to-noise

design, the Pinsh 2. This uses

25DM transport and the kW

ratio of 122.5dB is claimed,

the same custom-made ribbon

ribbon technology, designing

25DM DAC.

with linearity said to be better

tweeter and 5in bass/mid

and building its ribbon tweeters

The kW 25DM disc
transport includes an isolation
system with adjustable

wood veneers. The Pinsh 2is
priced at £ 2000.
Pinsh proclaims itself as the
world leader in loudspeaker

than - 100dB and distortion

unit as the Pinsh 1, but bass

in-house, with over 3000

below 0.002%.

extension is advertised as

prototypes made and 21 years

increased thanks to the larger

experience on the technology.

The kW 25DM transport

levelling, to improve immunity

and DAC sell for £ 1999 each

to acoustic feedback. Inside,

and will be out in late October.

three entirely independent

MF • 020 8900 2866

sculpted design measuring160

response up to 40kHz.

power supplies fuel the disc

•www.musicalfidelity.co.uk

x900 x186mm ( whd), is front-

Pinsh • 020 8683 6700 •

ported and available in achoice

www.pinsh.com

cabinet volume.
This cabinet, adistinct vely

Its ribbors feature only 7mg
of moving mass and claim

SONY FULL OF COLOUR BEANS
1
111111MIMID

moving songs from computer

Management ( DRM). Sony

for Microsoft Windows users

Aimed at ' the most fashion

(Windows PC only) to this

also offers amusic download

only, and requires the use of

conscious of music lovers who

Sony WALKMAN has never

service — £ 0.79 for he

Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.5.

want to be astep ahead of the

been easier. The Bean still

UK, or the lower price of

rest', Sony's new range of Bean

relies on Sony's SonicStage

€0.99 for Austria, Belgium,

The Bean comes in pink,
black, white or blue ( blue finish

MP3 players use flash memory

music management software

France, Germany, Ireland,

only in Sony Centres).

in 512MB and 1GB capacities.

to transfer music and

Luxembourg, Netherlands, and

Sony UK • 01932 816000 •

control Digital Restriction

Switzerland. The service is also

www.sony-europe.com

Sony promises that this
provides space for around
700 songs, although this is

The new Sony

based on the use of Sony's

range of Bean

proprietary ATRAC3plus at a

MP3 players

punishingly low 48kb/s data
rate. At arealistic data rate
of 128kb/s, the Bean has the
same song capacity as Apple's
iPod shuffle, around 240 songs
for the 1GB model.
The WALKMAN Bean boasts
over 50 hours of battery life
from its built-in Lithium Ion
battery, and Sony says that
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A different Classé
For more than 20 years Classé has been designing and manufacturing extraordinary
audio equipment ior enthusiasts who demand nothing less than the very best. Our
engineers have apassion for what they create and it shows: engineering, style, userinterface, product reliability and performance are all second to none. The new Delta
series is an inspired statement about the art of high performance design. Visit us
at www.classeauctio.com or experience the product range at one of the following
authorised retailers.

boiburnHii-Fi Ltd
+44 (0) 1224 585 713
note@holburnhifisco.uk
HiFi Experience
+44 ( 0) 20 7580 3535
salesœifilondon.co.uk

Sound Academy
+44 (0)1922 493 499
sales@soundacademy.co.uk
Acoustica
+ 44 ( 0) 1244 344 227
geoff.coleman@acoustica.co.uk

Robert Taussig
+44 (0) 20 7487 3455
sales@roberttaussig.co.uk
Cloney Audio
+ 353 ( 0) 1288 9449
sales@cloneyaudio.com

CLASSE

DVD-Al XV OVO Player

"The biggest, the meanest and very possibly the best player ever
-areal feast of cutting edge technology"
What Hi -Fi Sound and Vision

AVC-AIXV Amplifier

"The AVC-AlXV not only expands the home cinema envelope,
it shreds it then nukes it for good measure."
Home Cinema Choice iAL,

Visit www.denon.co.uk or call 01234 741200

DENON

III -FI NEWS COMPETITION

OPERA SPEAKERS • UNISON RESEARCH AMP

Win £15,000 of
Italian hi-fi!

In the last part of our exclusive token- collect competition you have

the chance to win £ 15,000- worth of top Italian hi-fi - astylish pair of
speakers from Opera and aUnison Research Performance amp

I

nthe third part of this
exclusive Hi Fi News

1500 x320 x800mm ( hwdl.

competition you have the

The Unison Research

company's classic designs.

three KT88

Power output of this dual- mono

valves per sterec

Performance five- input

amp has risen from 24W to

charnel in the output stage,

chance to win some of the

integrated amplifier is an

more than 40W per channel,

while still remaining in

wcrld's most stylish hi-fi crafted

updated ver'

thanks to the parallel use of

mode fnr-t-le

in Italy, worth £ 15,000...
It comes courtesy of our
friends at Opera Loudspeakers
and Unison Research, and
comprises apair of the £ 9995

nof or

t‘t ti ••

HOW TO ENTER!
Complete this entry form and then send it in with tokens 1, 2and 3from the September, October and
November 2005 issues of Hi Fi News) to: ( 15,000 Italian Hi Fi Competition, Hi Fi News,

OPERA / UNISON
RESEARCH COMPETITION

IPO Box 531, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2ZA. Entries must arrive no later than Friday, 4November.

Opera Tebaldi loudspeakers
plus the superb Unison
Research Performance
amplifier that costs £ 5000.
In addition to all of this the

I Please

answer the following two questions:

In what year was Opera Loudpeakers officially established?

E1889

H 1984

0 1999

I]

1989

runner-up in the competition

What is the per channel power output of the Unison Research Performance amp?

will win the magnificent prize of

0 24WU 80W

I
I240W

E 40W

aweekend for two in Venice!
Every model in Opera
Lcudspeakers range combines

II Name
IAddress

aluxurious hardwood cabinet
with quality drive units to deliver
sLperior sound quality with a
urique touch of Italian style.

Postcode

IDaytime

Opera was established in 1989
and since then has pursued a
pclicy of marrying top quality
materials with carefully applied
principles of acoustic science.
Each Tebaldi floorstander
weighs 90kg and measures
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APPLE CUTS IPOD DOWN TO SIZE
iPod', said Apple CEO Steve
I>

Now Playing

.
7.7.i

in conjunction with 02, followed

featured iPod in an impossibly

by Orange, Virgin Mobile, BT

Fatboy Slim

small size, and it's going to

Mobile. According to Apple,

Palookaville

change the rules for the entire

9of 12
•

be the first retailer of the ROKR,

Jobs. iPod nano is afull-

The Journey

3:37

-0:59

portable music market'.
The iPod nano will play
the same music formats as
the full-size iPods, namely

most phones will sell with
512MB of TransFlash memory,
sufficient for about 100 songs.
Apple announced it has 80%
share of paid- for downloaded

traditional MP3 files ( 16-320kb/

music in UK, based on figures

s); VBR ( variable bit- rate) MP3;

from the Official Charts

AAC ( advanced audio coding);

Company ( 0CC), but this wasn't

AAC files locked with Apple's

backed up with any quantities of

proprietary DRM by the iTunes

purchased music files.

Music Store; uncompressed

Apple UK • 0800 0391010 •

WAV and AIF; as well as Apple

www.apple.com

Lossless files.
The nano was announced
recently alongside the unveiling
of the anticipated mobile phone
with iTunes support. While
there are many phones that
IPOD NANO
-fflfflusupp----••••••••••
Apple Computer, currently the

prices set at £ 179 and £ 139

now include music players

respectively.

and expandable memory, to

Navigation of tracks is with

date none has supported any

undisputed world leader in the

the trademark click-whee.,

of the DRM ( digital restrictions

fashionable world of portable

first seen on the iPod mini,

management) technology

audio, has shelved its midpoint

and connection to aMac or PC

required of the hardware

iPod mini and replaced it with

is now only possible through

companies by the music

the iPod nano.

USB 2.0. Price per megabyte

industry. The main addition

is higher than the ' Pod mini

to this Motorola handset that

gets acolour screen capable

it replaces, and batte-ylife is

allows the iTunes-compatible

of displaying personal photos

lower too, yet Apple is confident

label, is its ability to work with

or album artwork, and relies

that the nano, in its pencil- slim

locked- down music files bought

on solid-state flash memory à

form of 90x40x6.9mm : hwd),

from Apple.

la iPod shuffle, with capacities

and weighing just 42g, will

of 2GB and 4GB available. This

continue the success story.

Like the full-size ' Pods, it

translates in Apple- speak to
500 or 1000 songs. with UK

.iPod nano is the biggest
revolution since the original

The Motorola E790, or
ROKR, works with US cellphone
network Cingular. In the UK,
Carphone Warehouse is said to

EXCLUSIVE KIMBERS FOR UK
Kimber Kable has made Special Edition version of its
classic 4TC and 8TC loudspeaker cables, exclusively for
the UK market through distributor Russ Andrews.
The new versions are the same basic design as the

•s

PHILIPS STREAMIUM WACS700

familiar black-and-blue cables but with new insulation

Philips is now ready to launch

colours and materials — clear and white Teflon over

the first batch of ' Connected

the copper conductors. Both 4TC and 8TC already

Planet' Convergence products,

uses Teflon over coper, but according to Russ Andrews

which use PC technology to

.Kimber

try and make listening easier,

started using colourless insulation on some of

their interconnects awhile ago. There is some evidence

reports Barry Fox.

that the pigmerts uesd to colour insulating materials

The WACS700 Streamium

can have an effect on the performance of acable so it

Wireless Music Center costs

makes asense to use neutral or no colours at all.'

£1000 and uses a40 GB

Prices start at £ 22 per mono metre of Special

computer hard disc to store

Edition 4TC, and £ 39 for SE 8TC.

the music from 750 CDs;

Russ Andrews • 0845 3451550

WiFi wireless links can then

•www.russandrews.com

stream the music to five substations round the home. The
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NEW EQUIPMENT

PRIVATE SPEAKER
together in aresin- based

FORMAT WARS

compound. A piano- lacquered

Support for Toshiba's HD-DVD blue

The Clearlight Private

two- box loudspeaker followed

laser system was hard to find at

Edition follows the Diamond

and this has now been joined

the recent IFA show. Yoshio Abe,

Symphony as the second

by the similarly- sized Private

Toshiba Europe's President said:

loudspeaker to be built from

Edition, in matt nextel finish.

'We are continuing to talk to Sony

The Private Edition sports

in order to unify standards, but we

CLEARLIGHT PRIVATE EDITION

the company's proprietary

a1in cone tweeter, with 5in

have not succeeded yet'. Toshiba

midrange and 11in bass

USA confirmed that the launch of

Germany made its name

Hexacone drivers from Eton.

HD-DVD in North America may be

with abuilding material

High power handling is listed

delayed. Frank Simonis, Marketing

called resonance dampening

as afeature, with distortion

Director for Philips Optical Storage.

compound iRDC1. This is an

specified at less than 0.35% at

confirmed a ' Blu-ray format launch

amalgam of odd materials

10W input. The Private Edition,

early next year'. 20th Century Fox

originally designed to control

is 97cm tall, in grey or black

has now backed Blu-ray format.

vibrational resonance in

Nextel finish, and costs £ 6995.

support platforms; amixture

Activ Distribution • 01635

LOWER BIT-RATES

of rubber, lead and other

291357 • www.clearlight-

DAB Digital Radio is set to

unspecified materials, bound

audio.de

reduce further in quality after

audio- minded material.
Clearlight Audio of

0f corn's proposals to allow DAB
broadcaster to lower their bit- rates,
reports digital radio specialist
site digitalradiotech.co.uk. At
present broadcasters are following
guidelines that allow them to use
aminimum bit- rate of 128kb/s
(already considerably below the
192kb/s considered necessary for
'acceptable' levels of fidelity); but
new rulings would allow this to fall
further to 112kb/s.
BRILLIANCE CABLES
New cable brand Brilliance Hi Fi
makes arange of audio cables, all
employing Teflon insulation. Two
audio interconnects are available,
the Synergy and Euphony, plus a
balanced cable with Neutrik XLR
plugs, known as the Symmetry.
For loudspeaker connections,
Brilliance Hi Fi has the Prodigy,

EASY LISTENING

in single or hi- wire configuration,
and terminated with Profigold
4mm banana plugs or WBT spades.
Brilliance Hi Fi also offers adeep

Streamium comes pre- loaded

months. Computer literates can

viruses, worms and spyware

cryogenic treatment WU) service

with the Gracenote CDDB

use aPC to download an update

that can quickly stop it working

to improve the performance of any

database which identifies CDs

over the Internet and then burn

properly. The MC comes with

of its cables. Contact 07963 117341

by the exact duration of their

it to CD.

Norton Internet virus and

•www.brilliancehifi.co.uk.

tracks, and automatically labels

Philips is also taking the

firewall protection, but the free

acomputer copy with track

plunge and selling aMicrosoft

trial only lasts for three months.

RHAPSODY IN BLACK

titles and artist names.

Windows Media Center PC,

Owners who do not then pay

Arevision to Black Rhodium's

costing £ 1500. The Showline

Norton to extend protection

low-cost Rhapsody interconnect is

be out of date even by the

MCP9350i is an Internet

are likely to be infected, think

anew twisting technique, said to

time the customer gets the

computer dressed up to look

they have afaulty Media Center

confer the most remarkable and

Streamium home, and be

like an audio-visual product,

and claim from Philips under

natural improvement in musical

unable to index new CDs. So

with 250 GB hard disc for music

the one year warranty period.

performance. A1metre pair sells

Philips will ask owners to

and video recording.

The database will inevitably

register with ' Club Philips'

Philips accepts that Internet

Philips in the UK is now looking

for £ 30. For more contact: Black

at ways to resolve this recipe for

Rhodium • 01332 342233 • www.
blackrhodium.co.uk

to qualify for afree software

connection lays the Media

disaster.

update on CD every three

Center open to computer

Philips • www.philips.co.uk
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Letters

YOUR VIEWS

Does any aspect of hi-fi get you hot under the collar? If so just write to: Letters,
HiFi News, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or you can e-mail your
thoughts to: hi-finewsaipcmedia.com - please mark it ' Letters'

Shipshape
Garrard

Confidence in Colloms
Iwas astounded at the Editor's

Letters(

makes this information even more useful

Iwas most interested to read

to us. It's hard to find any magazines

Ken Kessler's history of the

that mix genuine technical information

Garrard 301 and 401 decks

page of the October 05 issue. I

with really informative reviews. Hi Fi

in the June 2005 edition. It

hope this vote of ' no- confidence'

News is ( was?) one of these. Imust

reminded me of when Ijoined

dismissal of Martin Co[toms'
scoring method on the Letters

my first ship in the Royal Navy

doesn't indicate that we are to

admit for the ' world's most established

be denied Martin's knowledge

hi-fi magazine' headlining a24- page

as ayoung apprentice in the

and experience in the future.

supplement on in- car entertainment

early 1970s. Iwas already

Irecognise that change is

-when it knows many readers push

interested in hi-fi and so was

against even quality surround sound

delighted to discover that my

systems - seems like amove in the

frigate was fitted out with a

wrong direction.

sound reproduction system

on the way and am very afraid
this will lead to adumbing down
of aclass magazine. Please
don't turn the magazine into an
extended advert for whatever
systems are being pushed that

Testing
times

Of course it's possible I'm not the

Isr Wen [eon.,
d
wr re.
Ss al as SS NS IMISISIS«
WS. IsA
ased aIS‘
Os ayaw • Sall"... saw
Mello Mt mas•Gcal,
IS as el Subs. OM la SS II
•••SOIS sa
ISSI.S.
arkv sasass Is IS Ilan ha

designed purely for the ship's

new readership/market the updated

company entertainment ( to play

mag will be aiming for. I've subscribed

records during recreational

month. Many other magazine

OS.*
-sa--

for 25 years ( and have every issue). So

periods!) Even better: the

reviews seem to contain mostly

.___ IS...,
MS FM ant waS Ss Pr*

maybe Iam, but maybe Iwon't be soon.

equipment included aGarrard

Chris Aldham, by e-mail

401. The arm and cartridge

information that can be obtained
from aproduct marketing sheet
and virtually nothing about how

SS SS
•S •
III.
me Mesa sir. SOS, Ss Se
eemnd "Was. •Flg smear O.,awl
yrymn,
~on.

were of dubious origin, but

YOU WIN AGAIN

the equipment really performs,

Steve Fairclough replies: 'The comment

were designed to be able

was not meant to be dismissive of Martin

to withstand the rigours of

Colloms in any way. It was merely to state

and where everything at every
turn into Hi Fi Answers either.
Anyone who has been reading Hi Fi News

seagoing conditions! Eventually
we needed to replace the

that we are moving towards amore easily

price point gets 4or 5 ' stars'. Don't

understandable system that hopefully can be

turntable, but instead of just one

understood by readers (new and regular) of the

replacement being delivered we

for any time will be familiar with his scoring

magazine. In fact, we are combining subjective

received eight. Unfortunately,

system and know his preferences and prejudices

and objective reviews with more information on

without the benefit of hindsight,

(and those of other major reviewers) and that

product to give you more, not less'.

we retained the one we required
and returned the other seven!
Ialso enjoy reading the
articles about readers' systems,

Get tough, guys

but have one important
question: where do these

Iwas amused by your August

others Ihave met using the

pass then they are letting us all

individuals keep their software?

2005 issue with the comments

same amplifier were all having

down. Manufacturers think they

In virtually every article there's

made by Ken Kessler, and the

problems which should have

can get away with things not

no evidence of albums, CDs,

review of the Audio Note ( UK)

been discovered at the time of

being perfect and the poor old

or any other form of source

Ongaku amplifier. The reasons

the review.

customer is let down by buying

material. In all cases the rooms

why people are getting turned

The review of the Audio Note

shoddy goods. It's time hi-fi

look very purposeful and ' used'
for the sole reason of enjoying

off hi-fi is very simple really: it's

Ongaku men:ioned some faults

magazines took atougher line

the quality and reliability of the

which to me sounded serious

with less- than- perfect kit.

music. Likewise, where rooms

products sold.

on an amplifier costing alarge

Colin Anderson, by e-mail

appear to be very contemporary,

amount of money, yet these

they have also been set up for

years with avalve amplifier

were brushed

the purpose of enjoying the

costing several thousand

aside as

music. Ilive in ahumble cottage

pounds from areasonably well-

minor flaws.

with apurpose-built listening

Ihave spent the last few

known French manufacturer

If the

room, but have limited space so

that never worked properly. It

reviewers

the software resides in amongst

was sent back several times

let things

the hi-fi ( it's difficult to locate

only to return with the same

like this

nearly 1000 albums and 1000

fault and sometimes worse

CDs anywhere else, and in

faults. This amplifier had

any case is that not where one

received glowing reviews

requires the music to be, near

in the hi-fi mags yet

to the equipment?

myself and some

Gordon W. Dunsmuir,
Kingskettle, Scotland
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Letters
Kessler is
an a**hole
Ihave been acasual reader of Hi Fi News
for afew years now. Ihave also been
entertaining the notion of signing up for
asubscription as Ialways thought it to
be entertaining and agood value for your
readers. However, after picking up the
latest issue ( at least the one available so

kW 750 review, July ' 05: 'Antony does show aproclivity for PR putz-ness,

far in Canada), Iwas thoroughly disgusted

eg, " My amps are the only interesting products in the known universe" '

by Ken Kessler's reviews. He is avery
negative, and seemingly bitter person.

fan of trie Pistols ( or the Ramones for that

also be reprimanded, for allowing such

For example, in his Musical Fidelity

matter:, Iwould never sink so low as to

unprofessionally written articles to pass

kW 750 review, Iwas thoroughly offended

label somer.4re an asshole based on his

across hsdesk. Personally, Iwill be

by him calling employees in the local TV

musical tastes/opinions.

emporium idiots' ( he must realize that

punishing you ,- publisher, by refusing rot

Ken Kessler IS an asshole. He is a

only the purchase of asubscription, but

they're generally minimum- wage earners

bigoted audiophile snob - the kind which

also the magaz ne altogether.

with little or no training). Iwas equally

some hi-fi salespeople emulate, that are

Byron Peterson, by e-mail

offended by his saying that it's a ' PR Putz'

the exact reason that so many people are

who decides how to rate equipment, and

turned off when they walk in to some local

Steve Fairclough replies: '
Ken Kessler is

not some group of managers.

hi-fi shops. In my opinion, Ken Kessler

one of the most professional journalists

Furthermore, in his review of the latest
Ramones release, he calls Sex Pistols

is very unprofessional, and should at

I've ever come across but is paid to give his

least be reprimanded for his bitter and

opinions. You may not agree with him but

fans ' assholes', and while I'm not ahuge

blistering comments. His Editor should

then nor do all the time. Iguess that's life'.

What is hi-fi?

The Sky's the limit!

Ihave bought Hi Fi News for 30

this will be driven by the mass

Having read laudatory reviews

years and have never written or

market, we will all end up with a

of the Pioneer PDP-505XDE

emailed you regarding anything.

further dumbing down cf quality.

However upon reading the July

Ken Kessler increasingly

OK, we thought, well we
can still record programmes

plasma screen system, we

from digital Freeview, can't we?

took the plunge and invested

Wrong! The PDP-505XDE has a

2005 issue Ifear that Iwon't be

mentions the imperding demise

acool £ 4000 in asystem. We

il

reading it for much longer as it's

of specialist audio and I'm afraid

wanted to be able to record TV

the DVR-920H does not, only
an analogue receiver, providing

gital TV receiver built in, but

increasingly becoming nothing

the very magazine in which he

programmes, so we considered

to do with hi-fi. There's an item

writes is hastening this process.

aSky+ system. However, we

poor reception in our area. Well

then learnt that, since our

surely the Pioneer DVR can

on portable DAB radio, an

Chris Mitchell, by e-mail

AV speaker system review,
:ea • !el ...
hey

seven pages devoted to
Media PCs, 14 pages of
TVs, projectors and AV
receivers and an item
about computers and

•...
Chord One

audio. I'm interested in
none of these.
Ithink you are in
danger of alienating

001
Take ashine to this
setious CD player:
Page 18

rm.., be tOr

ews
w

wwW••••,,

Me 10o,

EXCLUSIVE
Auda Research VM220
Pcnwer arse Pe 26

apartment is wired with only a

take aDTV feed from the PDP?

single cable to the communal

Wrong again! The Pioneer DVR

satellite dish, it isn't possible

carat control the Pioneer POP,

to install Sky+ as this system

directly nor via aG- link cable.

requires two cables, one to the
TV and one to the Sky+ box,

Pioneer GB advised us:
'the PDP-505XDE and DVR-

thereby allowing one channel

920H-S are not designed to

to be recorded white another

work together with the Guide

channel is viewed.
So we opted for aPioneer

Plus system'. So we have had
to invest in afurther Freeview

your core readership

DVR-920H DVD/HDD recorder,

box and link this to the Pioneer

by including this stuff

at £ 1000, again on the basis of

DVR. So, not only is the £ 1000

and I'd bet that the vast

rave reviews. Disappointment

Pioneer DVR-920H DVD/HDD

majority of them found

was swiftly to follow. Because

unable to fulfil the same

the Quad 33/303 article

we had only single satellite

functions a £ 400 Sky+ box, it is

far more interesting.

cabling we were limited to one

unable to control the flags-tip

Your editorial intro also

Sky box and therefore could not

plasma TV! You don't get much

welcomes convergence

watch one Sky channel while

for £ 5000 these days, do you?

with open arms but

recording another.

Alan Stedall, Birmingham

Ithink that, because
• Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the ight to edit o
,shorten letters for publication. Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address !which won't be published). Letters
seeking advice will be answered, in print on our O&A pages, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone, by post or by e-mail.
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SOUND

Creating

QUALITY

a new

reference

Materials science is critical in the search for perfect sound. Our patented W cone technology
possesses vital characteristics required for unrivalled performance. Extremely light
with superb internal damping and twenty times the rigidity of conventional materials of
similar mass. Flexible sandwich construction allows each cone to be manufactured with
a linear response curve, removing the need to add correction within the filter network. So
technology allows a better application, setting a new reference for what can be achieved.

Focal-JMIab UK - Jesson

House - Tower Street -

Coventry

CV1

1.JN - Tel. 084S

660

26 80 -

FOCAL
the

spirit

of

sound

info@focal-jmlab.co.uk

Objects of Desire

HOT
In the first of anew regular series on the
most stylish items in hi-fi today we offer
you afew choice Objects of Desire...

KRELL EVOLUTION AMPS • FROM

44

38,450 PER PAIR

The mighty Krell brand hails from the
US and the Evolution One arnoli'ier and
Evolution Two pre- amplifier are said
to provide the culmination of more
than 25 years of industry leading
audio design'. As they are amonaural
design you'll need pairs to create
stereo. You'll find out exactly how good
they may be in next month's exclusive
Hi Fi News test! Otherwise keep filling
in the lo:tery numbers and pray that
they come up.
•www.krellonline.com or
www.absolutesounds.com

FUNK TURNTABLES
• FROM £ 450
GOLD1FRAPP CD and SACD and dts DVD • FROM £ 13.99

Funk by name, funky by nature.
The FUNK range of turntables is

'The best soundtrack to athinking

the latest audio project from former

woman's porn film or not - Goldfrapp's

Pink Triangle designer Arthur

latest is full of deep down grooves riding

Khoubessarian. Choc full of new

below Alison G's throaty voice, fruity

patents and ideas the FUNK range

synthesizers, tinkling piano... and those

epitomises what 21st century disc

moments of dreamy introspection that

spinners should look like land now

could play over arthouse erotica. Then try

dol. The range and innovation is likely

it all in surround- sound, from the limited

to change subject to incorporating

edition SACO + DVD pack, including video

new technologies into the units.

extras and the whole album repeated on

•www.thefunkfirm.co.uk

DVD in glorious DTS 5.1 and PCM stereo!
•vnvw.goldfrapp.co.uk
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CHIC AUDIO PIECES

DROPLET CD PLAYER • £ 1995
44 Made in China, the Consonance Droplet
CDP 5.0 player has astylish chassis
construction made up from wood, graphite
and ceramic in a sandwich'. Weighing
in at ahefty 28kg this is aheavyweight
contender in the CD player division. Looks
fabulous, but not yet tested by Hi Fi News.
•www.aliumaudio.com

VIVID KI SPEAKERS • £ 10,750 PER PAIR
Beautiful looking floorstanders from Vivid Audio start with a
choice of five colours ( including the ' copper' shown here). The
shapely K1 is alarger, more assured version of the company's
SONY WALKMAN BEANS • FROM £ 79

B1, with the potential for increased level and greater detail
through the use of four bespoke low- frequency drivers in a3 &

The orig.ral maestro of music on the move', Sony, has taken its

1/2 way system. Awe-inspiring looks.., and the sound? Watch

latest dive into the MP3 player market with its new WALKMAN

out for an exclusive test in HiFi News very soon!

Bean range of colourful players. Beans can store over 45 of

•www.vividspeakers.com

your favoLrite albums (' around 700 tracks .;but see News, p8 for
more...) and the players feature apop-up USB jack to allow for
cable- free connection to your PC. The Bean range offers achoice
of models with 512MB of memory lin black, white and blue) or
1GB ( available in black, white, pink and blue options).

Matb"
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ticlio Consultants

ART Audio
ART Loudspeakers
Audio Analogue
Aurum Cantus
Audio Physic
Audionet
ATC
AVI
Bel Canto
Black Rhodium
Blue Note

Border Patrol
Custom Design
Croft
Eastern Electric
GamuT
Goldring
Graaf
Hovland
Fiyperion
Isol-8
IsoTek

JAS Audio
JungSon
Living Voice
Lumley
McIntosh
Micromega
Musical Fidelity
Musical First
Nordost
Opera
Origin Live

Ortofon
Pathos
Project
QED
Qinpu
Ref 3a
Resolution
Roksan
Shanling
Soundstyle
Stello

TacT Audio
Triangle
Trichord
Townshend Audio
Unison Research
Wad ia
Whest
Wilson Benesch
Vertex AQ
and many more.

with our unique 30-day money back guarantee* there is no better time to
enjoy the best in passive/active home monitors!
The entry-level passive models consist of two supeth
bookshelf models, the SCM7 (£499) and larger
12
(£999). Easy to drive, easy to place the SCM7 and
12 are ideally suited to smaller Mullis whether you
are at home or in the studio. For larger rooms
is the SCM35 3-way floorstanding speaker. A serious
combination of dynamics, scale, and resolution that
almost defies belief. At £1999, the SCM35 has no
equals!
Why Active? The advantages of the active approach
are well known and ATC are true pioneers in this area.
Because the Amplification is built into the speakers all
you need to is add aPre-amplifier and Source. Imagine
ATC speakers connected straight to aCD Player (built

in volume control) - arguably one of the most sonically
superior two-box solutions in the world! We have the
Active SCM10-2 (£ 1,978), SCM20-2 (£3,251) and for
the ultimate installations: SCM50 ASL at £7,652.
An ATC Active Speaker requires the very best in
sources components and Pre-Amplifiers, which is
why ATC developed the SCA2 Pre-amp (£3,929). The
SC_A2 is simply breathtaking. Shadow Audio has the
complete range available for demonstration.
Awide choice of real wood veneers, professional and
piano black are available. For many models, custom
colour finishes to match room interiors are also
available.

we are so confident that you will love these Loudspeakers, we even give
you our peace of mind, unique 30-day money back guarantee*
When aproduct wins this many awards in a
single year, you know to expect something
pretty special!
No matter what your expectations are, nothing
will prepare you for your first encounter with
the Hyperion 938 loudspeaker.
The beautiful piano high gloss finish and
attention to detail can hardly fail to impress but
its the noise this speaker makes that will leave
most speechless. Listen to other speakers and
in most cases you'll find one aspect, one area
that you wish you could change to create that
perfect loudspeaker. Listen to the Hyperion
938 and the first thing you'll ears will tell you is
just how balanced the 938 is. You really cannot
fault its performance in any area.

A duo-cabinet design has been created for this
full-range 3-way speaker. With adecicated cabinet
for the bass, two 8" S.V.F. woofers are used instead
of alarger size woofer for truly amazing bass
speed, resolution, coherence and impact The New
FIPS-938 is your answer to anew level of audio
experience.

editors'
choice

The piano high gloss black version sells for £3,750
and birds-eye maple version for £4,500. Reviewers/
customers are comparing the Hyperion 938 to
speakers costing three or four times the price.
This high-efficency loudspeaker (90db) car be
driven by both valve and solid-state amplifiers with
ease. Contad Shadow Aucio for more information
and to arrange an audition of these next generation
loudspeakers!
*conditions apply

for the best free advice and 30-day money back guarantee* o IsoTek mains
conditioning products...
IsoTek Special Offers
On the following IsoTek mains filtration
systems:
NOVA (new)
Titan (new)
GII Minisub
Gil Solus

£1495
£ 1425
£495

NEW IsoTek NOVA

e2l4110
Gill Solus

(shown on the left)
Following the renowned Titan mains
conditioner, cornes the new NOVA.
Titan

Sollgemni
: •;•:.;;;.`"

£295

FREE delivery, FREE IsoTek mains cable
worth £49 and a30-day money back
guarantee*.

NOVA

10.-

Gill Minisub

moor

Similarly styled to the Titan, the NOVA is
innded primarily for lower power source
components. Like the Titan it has high current
capability (3860 watts). This makes it su:table
to run complete modestly sized systems.
Each of the six outlets has individual filtering.
senses components power
requirements and adjusts filtering and power
to suit.

SELECTED PRODUCTS COME WITH ANO RISK 30- DAY MONEY BACK OPTION* .(coND,TioNse„,,)

Best Part- Exchange Prices
For lull details of our extremely comprehensive range of products, our extensive
used listing, links to reviews, technical information and much more, visit www.
shadowaúdio.co.uk

MasterCard

Maestro

Shadow Audio Consultants, 21 - 22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes, KY7 6RU, Scotland
tel: 01592 744 779 Ifax: 01592 744 710 Iinfo@shadowaudio.co.uk Jwww.shadowaudio.co.uk

Listent

IN MY OPINION

Government kilted
the radio star
He's hungrier than abear with asore head and this month
Ken Kessler gets his teeth into the latest format upheavals

W

ith this issue, HFN
starts a new era
- new Editor, new

look, new approach. The

timing is spot-on, and not
just because the magazine
is about to celebrate the
completion of its first halfcentury. Rather it's apt
bacause we're smack in the
middle of a major upheaval
that will forever change
the way we deal with audio,
v.deo. photography, radio,
phone usage - you name it.
But it's not all for the good.

SACD and
DVD-A. These
absolutely
unnecessary
by-products
of one of the
stupidest 'pissing
contests' in
Japanese audio
history still
await last rites

Although we read, every
month, about the resurgence

11*new' doesn't necessarily

have incompatibilities galore,

mean ' better', 21 they mustn't

from four or five types of

launch new formats just for

memory cards for cameras

the sake of it, and 31 if they do,

and portables, to naïve rivals

software deals must be signed-

of MP3, to various types of

up beforehand.

digital radio. David Day, of

FAILED FORMATS

forthcoming digital tuner will be

Idon't need to rattle off the

made like afour- band mobile

litany of failed formats that you

phone: one model will work in
every territory, thus eliminating

DaySequerra, told me that its

got suckered into buying. And I
don't care how careful you were:

US- vs- UK- vs- Continental- vs-

somewhere along the line you

Asian differences. If only all

bought into at least one, and

manufacturers thought this way.

you have aplayer of some sort

More to the point, if only

sitting there covered in dust.

all governments thought this

Mine was Betamax. One friend

way, and DAB was the same

electronics purchase will be

of mine invested in DAT, another

everywhere. Which leads me
to the latest bile- inducer.
Ill-informed as Iam, Idon't

in vinyl usage, the continued

an MP3 player that isn't an

Elcasette. Doesn't matter what

survival of stereo and valves.

iPod. My portable recorder for

it is: we got screwed.

consumer backlash against the

interviews is digital. Ican't wait

curse of being an early adopter,

for affordable HDTV in the UK,

can't bleat too loudly about

and other suggestions that

and Iwill certainly upgrade to

audio's ' Living Dead': SACD

radio. What's tragic is that

reason will rule, this is not the

Sky's next super- tuner after the

and DVD-A. These absolutely

they don't have to, because

case. We will be screwed, and

early adopters pay the full price

unnecessary by-products of

the transmitters have paid

big time, by the changes. And

and iron out the bugs for me.

one of the stupidest ' pissing

for themselves, the costs

contests' in Japanese audio

are lower than digital, and

while the more philosophical of

On the other hand, over 90%

There's only one reason we

know when this government
will switch off analogue

social commentators will say, as

of my listening is two- channel.

history still await last rites.

nobody - police, ambulance,

they probably did to the original

Ihave valves in just about every

And there will be aday, sooner

what- have- you - wants the

Luddites, that progress and

system in my home. The latest

rather than later, when there

wavebands. Overnight the loss

change require 'sacrifices', weLl,

component to be overhauled

simply won't be any new discs

of analogue radio will create

Ithink we've made enough.

and reinstalled in my office

in either format. But they have

the obsolescence of probably

system is the DaySequerra

abuilt-in escape clause from

ahundred million pieces of

tuner - analogue, not DAB. I

consumer wrath: every SACD

electronics kit. Think of the

Before you go, aaah, Kessler's

buy vinyl LPs every month. Istill

or DVD-A player ever made

landfill. Too bad the schmucks

suffering overload, please let

own five film cameras. Iread

can still be used for CDs, while

in Whitehall haven't.la

me disabuse you of that. Iam

universal players ensured that

doing my damnedest, as a

old-fashioned, print- on- paper
for at least two hours every

SOME DISABUSE

'nobody got hurt'.
Trouble is, the big

Jai

LIE

paid observer of the ' world' of

day: books, magazines, fact or

consumer electronics, to sort

fiction. Igo to the cinema with

companies, like this

out the wheat from the chaff. On
one hand, Iam acommitted and

my son at least twice amonth.

government, don't give adamn

DAT

about what we think or want.

Digital Compact Cassette

appreciative user of broadband

we really must, more than

(Hands up, all of you who enjoy

communication, the Internet

ever, pick and choose the best

what happened after alcohol

and e-mail. Iwill never go

regardless of technology, and

sales went to 24/71. Here we

back to film cameras for work

not let the multinationals abuse

are, looking at afracas of VHS

usage unless Isuddenly wake

us due to our complacency. We

vs Beta magnitude, and still

up as aphotographer of 36 x

must, somehow, get it through

the Blu-Ray/HD-DVD schism

24in posters. My next ( leisure

to the electronics industry that

hasn't been eliminated. We

So what am Isaying? That

16rpm vinyl

Elcasette
Dolby FM
Eight- track
Philips 2000 video
".11.11.11••••••••^
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INNOVATION IN SOUND
AND OE516N...

Í

eProAc
perfectly natural

ProAc STU010 110
A stunning new compact stand mounted design. The
Studio 110 takes its place in the ProAc Studio range.
This new front ported speaker will excel on music
reproduction and is breathtaking on home cinema.

ProAc RESPONSE 015
The Response 015, renowned musicality and superb looks.
Beautiful British hand crafted cabinets, high tech drive. units all
seamlessly mated by the same cesign team for over 32 years.
Involving, exciting andl natural on all types cf music.

ProAc STU010 130 & 140
The ProAc Studio 130 and Studio 140 speakers were
launched officially at the Bristol Hi Fi Show in February.
These new loudspeakers offer a powerful, natural sound,
with over two years of development resulting in some
clear performance improvements.

For more details and information contact us on 01280 700147
or visit our website at www.proac-loudspeakers.com
Hiahpoint Hcuse, Riding Road, Buckingham Road Industrial Estate, Brackley, Northamptonshire NN13 7BE

After thousands of hou -sof listening to hundreds of the best products
that the audio industry has manufactured our panel of 'golden- eared'
experts has reached its verdicts. Just turn the page to find out the
hottest equipment that hi-fi has to offer...

CATEGORIES
Best Digital Audio Source up to £ 1000

24

Best Phono Stage up to £ 1000

26

Best Loudspeaker up to £ 2000

32

Best Digital Audio Source over £ 1000

24

Best Phono Stage over £ 1000

28

Best Loudspeaker over £ 2000

32

Best Multichannel Audio Source

24

Best Integrated Amplifier up to £ 1000

28

Best AV Integrated Amplifier

33

Best Turntable up to £ 1000

25

Best Integrated Amplifier over £ 1000

28

Best Subwoofer

33

Best Turntable over £ 1000

25

Best Pre- amplifier

30

Best Interconnect Cable

33

Best Tonearm

25

Best Power Amplifier

30

Best Speaker Cable

34

Best Cartridge up to £ 1000

26

Best Loudspeaker up to £ 500

30

Best Accessory

34

Best Cartridge over £ 1000

26

Best Loudspeaker up to £ 1000

32

Best AV Display Product

34
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Digital Audio Source up to £ 1000
Two versions of this affordable CO player are
available; our judges thought the Special Edition
was worth the extra. The Katana features asturdy
aluminium and copper chassis, upsampling
converter, balanced outputs and massive power
supply; additions in the SE version include improved
power supply capacitors and precision quartz clock crystals.
•Contact: 01635 291357
NJOE TJOEB 4000 REFERENCE £899
Take abudget Marantz CD player, trick it out with anew 24/192 upsampling converter
and avalve output stage, and you have avibrant, rhythmic- sounding CD player.
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-RAY V3 £899
Production may have stopped of this compact disc spinner, but it received so much support 1H
our voting that this budget player deserves mention while the product is still in circulation.

Musical FidelLy A5 CJL, £1500

Digital Audio Source over £ 1000
Spiritual successor to the Nu- Vista CD player also features
small valves, in beefy kW Series casework and with
upsampling digital circuitry, to make this the

£1500
•Contact: 020 8900 2866

e

player to beat at

le
nure
On P

DCS VERDI/PURCELL/ELGAR PLUS £22,497
The performance of this three- box CD player remains
state-of-the-art but its heart- stopping price tag keeps it
below the event horizon for most music lovers.
MARANTZ SA- 1151 £2000
A dedicated stereo SACO player that will endear itself to
followers of the format. CD playback can be tweaked with achoice
of different digital filters to alter the sound of regular Red Book CD.

411111111118.

Multichannel Audio Source
The most comprehensively- equipped OVO
player is also afine performer, especially on
video thanks to advanced Silicon Optix processing.
This is avery complex multi- format player to suit
the cineaste, with good audio available with Denon's
AVC-A1XV.
•Contact: 01753 888447
ARCAM FMJ DV29 £ 1600
This best ever OVO player from Arcam is adevelopment of
previous best DV79 OVO A machine but with FMJ enhancements
that improve audio quality further.
TOWNSHEND TA- 565 £2995
Based on aPioneer DV565, the Townshend is auniversal player packed into two boxes,
the lower one dedicated as apower supply. Welt- regarded as aCO player as well as
OVO Audio or SACO multichannel machine.
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Turntable up to £ 1000

Roksan Radius 5 £ 850

Still the best player under four- figures, with great seethrough looks mirroring astartling transparency of
sound. Capable of handling good m- ccartridges
too, thanks to aworthy inipivot Nima tonearm.
•Contact: 020 8900 6801
PRO-JECT RPM 9X

£1000
,1 its flagship deck with the addition of

aclear acrylic plinth, leading to asmoother sound,
better definition and deeper look into arecording
PRO-JECT DEBUT HI £ 130
his is the classic budget deck that relaunched

Íí

many arecord collection, revised again with improved

»taw; 1W

arm and motor, giving more solid, deeply textured sound,
resulting in agreater maturity in size and presentation.

Turntable over £ 1000

Oracle Delphi Mk V £3999

Now over 25 years old, the fast and phenomenally transparent Oracle Delphi returned to the UK
last year in Mk Vguise. This classic design remains aworld reference, admired for its immediate
fatigue free sound and suitable for both tweakers and fit- and forget users.
•Contact: 07790 907737
CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE FROM £4705
.,.,! man analogue-meisters Clearaudio make bigger and
even more expensive desks but this one represents aplayer of
stunning performance at amore reasonable price.
ROKSAN XERXES 20 FROM £2000
The Xerxes was always avalid alternative to
Linn's LP1 2and the ' 20' anniversary model
saw the design completely updated to make
amodern sounding deck: immediate, tonally
credible and fully fleshed- out.

Tonearm
The simple high-performance arm fitted to the Radius 5is
also available separately, alightweight unipivot with acrylic
•-

headshell and aflexible PCB for internal wiring.
•Contact: 020 8900 6801

Niwie

GRAHAM PHANTOM B44 £2385
Top- of- the- range tonearm from US arm specialist

Graham is its most advanced design ever, using ceramic
armtube, apatented alignment system, silver- andTeflon wiring, and unique magnetic stabilization system.
HADCOCK 242 INTEGRA £740
This lightweight unipivot design with slender stainless- steel
armtube may be more fiddly than some to set-up but its airy,
detailed yet cohesive sound is just the ticket.
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The Cartridge Man MusicMaker III £ 625

Cartridge up to £ I000

Moving- coil designs dominate at the highest level of vinyl replay
but this dynamic and sweet performer shows how far the fixed
coil idea can be taken, with startling and needless to say,
musical, results.
•Contact: 020 8688 6565
ORTOFON KONTRAPUNKT A £450
There are better performing moving- coil designs under £ 1000 but
the baby of Ortofon's Kontrapunkt range provides excellent value while
sounding open, engaging and relatively neutral.
LYFtA ARGO £795
Last year's winner remains afavourite, an ' affordable' Lyra with stunning
weight and drive yet delicacy and finesse.

Lyra Titan i£2695

Cartridge over £ 1000
ter'illfue

e

F:agship model from Lyra replaces the flagship Parnassus DCt
and comprises aone-piece titanium body and diamond- coated

111114148

boron cantilever, tipped with the original Lyra line- contact

b ete"
100e

stylus. Aworld reference pick-up cartridge.
•Contact: 01727 865488
CLEARAUDIO GOLDFINGER £ 5640

6

Gold by nature, this 17g heavyweight claims an amazing 95dB of dynamic
range from modern records, and sits at the apex of Clearaudio's
sophisticated line-up of high performance moving- coil cartridges.
BENZ LP £ 1895
This dark wood- bodied wonder from Switzerland provides anigh- perfect
blend of agility, weight and extension, while showing untold low-level
detail and lightning- fast transients.

GSP Audio Era Gold/Elevator

EXP

S

Phono stage up to £ 1000

Still the combination to beat under £ 1000, this pair of
wide- band pick-up amps allow the die-hard enthusiast to

1%fs-

G

£970

hear more of what's hidden in the vinyl groove, and make

11'

o
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ees

you need only use the Era.
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200g

•Contact: 01226 244908
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-LPS V3 £ 249
Now in more upmarket casework, the X-LPS V3 continues to provide

s
o

less of ameal of vinyl noise; and if m- m is all you need,

elt
elefe-ve

ee' ‘'
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e
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cost-effective access to LPs for modern amps, showing smooth
clarity and good bass weight and speed._
EAR 834P £715
Valves can work very well in the critical phono stage area, and
this classic design for m- m and m- cby de Paravicini keeps the
cost realistic and the sound sweet.

TRUST

SENSES

YOUR

IKON 6
Have you ever heard ablade of grass crying out in fear of the

FEATURES
Wide Dispersion

oncoming mower, begging for a drop of water or a nurturing
spread of fertilizer? To discover aworld of details, we recommend
that you hone your hearing by auditioning apair of IKON 6at your

3D Audio

nearest DALI Embassy.
"We've yet to come across a rival that can match the IKON 6S
combination of full bodied midrange. treble sparkle and crisp timing."

e

Low Resonance Cabinets

"Verdict: The IKON 6's are great speakers."
What Hi Fi

Time Coherence

September 2005

-Conclusion: A loudspeaker of exceptional resolve for the money,
the IKON 6 will show what has been recorded in exquisite detail and

4.4

Hand Crafted

with pin-sharp precision."
Alvin Gold

Hi Fi Choice

Illgr HI FIT
satomoN

F

September 2005

Amplifier Optimised
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abet ,Mamma. Vid.

5.1

SURROUND AVAILABLE

LAP

IN ADMIRATION OF MUSIC

www.dali.dk
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2063
Phono stage over £ 1000
Massive, over- engineered box employing
choke- regulation to bring dividends in this
supremely quiet one- box phono stage. A tidy,
toe- tapping sound with excellent grasp of
rhythm and aclassy soundstage.
•Contact: 020 8900 2866
AYRE P-5XE £ 1695
This very low noise high- end phono amp is fully- balanced
throughout, and its discrete FET circuitry, two- stage passive
equalisation and proprietary mains power filtering make it a
sublimely musical choice.
AUDIOVALVE SUNILDA C1950
This valve- based design from Germany may not be the prettiest in black and goldplate, but its worth comes from ahigh level of adjustment to suit almost any m- m
or m- ccartridge, with three-dimensional clarity and control.
411111111111101111111,

Rotel RA-03 £ 199

Integrated Amplifier up to £ 1000

,

Rotes cost-effective line-up
was augmented with this
uprated version of the RA- 02;
the RA- 03 is equally strong in
detail and dynamics, providing even
better bass control and aclean top- end
character to boot.
•Contact: 01903 221761
ICON AUDIO STEREO 401 £899
More valves at affordable prices: the Stereo 40 remains afavourite with its
versatile 19W triode/40W switch, tidy build and smooth, rich sound.
NAIM AUDIO NAIT 51 £699
Entry-level 50W amp from Naim is the most powerful NAIT to date. And with both
DIN and phono inputs, its also the most versatile

Musical Fidelity kW 500 £3999

Integrated Amplifier over £ 1000

Over 500W are on offer from this high-powered hybrid design,
which banks on very low distortion across the audio band to make
aneutral, natural- sounding integrated amplifier that approaches
the company's monster kW pre/power statement.
•Contact: 020 8900 2866
EAR 899 £ 3250
Take an EAR 890 70W power amp, fuelled with KT90 output
valves, and add apassive pre- amp stage to make this
punchy, lucid one- box amp; admirably neutral, rich,
full and textured.
MUSICAL FIDELITY A5 £ 1499
Once again the MF stable provides acomponent
that ticks all the right boxes, trading some of th
kW 500s sheer power for useful clarity.
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Character
Reference
Introducing the new Reference Series 250 System
and Reference 300 Mk. II. Following the stunning
success of the original award winning Reference
Series,TEAC is proud to announce these brand
new products. Both feature DAB tuner, beautiful
silver finish and offer high quality hi-fi performance
in amicro/mini sized package. Ease of use comes
naturally with afull function remote control.

tONC T
REFE7 :

The new Reference Series the new reference point for

DIC

all mini systems.

For an audition at your nearest retailer
contact TEAC on 0845 130 251 I
or at info(teac.co.uk

Reference 300 Series Mk. II

Reference 250
[he New Reference

300,,Ak II

Reference CRH250 System

Reference 300 System
The Award Winner

r

www.teac.co.uk

gee&
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Music First Audio Passive Magneti £ 1500

Pre- amplifier

Sometimes aproduct arrives that re- writes the

lea

iga

performance available at agiven price. This is
no ordinary passive pre- amp — it uses precision

,
„. 1PszaZi-r;

transformers for setting level, takes balanced or
unbalanced connections, and is the most dynamic,
transparent, musical pre- amp available under
£5000. Stunning value.
•Contact: 0870 9096777
MUSICAL FIDELITY KW HYBRID LINE £2999
leLnnically advanced flagship, aminimalist design with vanishingly
low distortion and very high overload margin. Valve- like and refined.
CONRAD-JOHNSON ACT 2 £ 13,000
This replacement for the long- running ART, using less valves and more reliable
capacitors, to make apre- amp ' that draws you in with asound that's thoroughly modern
and yet rich and deep'.
monnumull.1111111111011111

Chapter Couplet £ 5750

Power amplifier
This sophisticated amp employs various new technologies,
including four high- frequency power supplies and avariation on
the class D system, to make apowerhouse of an amp that
wields finesse and delicacy over incredible bass control.
•Contact: 01392 686797
BRYSTON 14B- SST £ 5850
A dual- mono powerhouse, 600W aside, that remians tuneful and
agile yet with all the weight and control you'd expect from abeefy
solid-state design.
CONRAD-JOHNSON 350SA £ 8000
Unusually devoid of valves for c- j, the Premier 350 nevertheless
impressed when reviewed for its expressive dynamics, good
sense of pace, and deep and focused soundstage.

Castle Richmond 3i £320

Loudspeaker up to £ 500
A new loudspeaker with an old name, the Richmond 3i is a
well-balanced two-way speaker, finely detailed and open with a
fast tuneful bass that drives music along. Available in Castle's
usual high-grade real veneers, this reincarnated Richmond is one
vital, expressive speaker.

ew
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hater

•Contact: 01756 795333
WHARFEDALE DIAMOND 9.1 £ 179.95
Approaching its silver anniversary, the Diamond lives on as an entry-level
favourite. The new 9.1 adds acurved rear cabinet, cast chassis bass driver
and rare earth tweeter magnets to keep this product above the crowd.
CHARIO SILHOUETTE 200 £ 50
This bottom- ported two-way standmount design impressed on review for
its easy- grooving and engaging sound. Italian veneering adds to the charm.
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2- CHANNEL AMPLIFIER 2005-2006

Marantz PM 7551

As the EISA jury explained: "The New PM-15SI proves Marantz is still aserious force in
audiophile two-channel music equipment. Luxury touches include ashimmering
solid-aluminium fascia. Advanced technology includes an accurate electronic volume control.
And thanks to aunique four-way stacking option, with central channel steering,
the PM- 15S1 is ready and willing to lend its natural, poweifid sound to movies as well as music.
It completely justifies its membership of the high class Premium component range."

The Premium Series is exclusively available through the following authorised dealers:
Cambridgeshire
Audiovision, St Neots: 01480 471202

Leicestershire
Leicester HiFi, Leicester: 0116 253 9753

Cheshire
Sound of Music, Crewe 01270 214143

London
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Holborn: 020 7837 7540

Cumbria
Peter Tyson, Carlisle: 01228 546756
Derbyshire

Manchester
Practical HiFi, Manchester: 0161 839 8869
Middlesex
Harrow Audio, Harrow: 020 8930 9933
Northamptonshire
AV Land, Wellingborough: 01933 442222

Superfi, Derby: 01332 360303
East Sussex
Adams & Jarrett, St. Leonards-on-Sea: 01424 437165
Guernsey
Teleskill AV Ltd: 01481 722323
Hampshire
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Southampton: 02380 337770
Humberside
Manders HiFi, Grimsby: 01472 351391
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Hull: 01482 587171
Kent
Canterbury HiFi, Canterbury: 01227 765315

www.marantz.corn

Classic HiFi, Kettering: 01536 310855
Scotland
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Glasgow: 0141 332 9655
Surrey
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Epsom: 01372 720720
Unilet Sound &Vision, New Malden: 020 8942 9567
Tyne-and-Wear
Global HiFi, Newcastle: 0191 230 3600
Yorkshire
Vickers HiFi, York: 01904 629659

Marantz 01753 680868

Stirling Broadcast LS3/5A v2 £890

T
A

Loudspeaker up to £ 1000

The legendary BBC Grade il monitor has built ahuge following
over 30 years use, and thanks to the enterprise of Stirling
Broadcast we have anear- facsimile replacement in the V2, with
wholly new drive units in the familiar sealed- box cabinet. With the
original BBC R&D prototypes as templates you can be sure these
reborn mini- monitors sound the business

pliegge,
tretage
200g

•Contact: 01963 240151
RUARK SABRE III £899
A return to traditional values see the classic Sabre bookshelf speaker
revised to Mk III form, displaying good bass strength and tonal evennesE
SONUS FABER CONCERTINO DOMUS £787
An entry-level Sonus Faber bookshelf speaker at under El 000, with
good sensitivity and exceptional power handling allied to exceptional
build quality and style.

Loudspeaker up to £ 2000
Natural sound and low coloration are combined with modern bass

ie'muita
—elfrm. atoe

delivery and wide dynamic range in this three- driver floostander.
An open window to aperformance is possible, alongside iron- fistlike power and clarity

200g

•Contact: 01323 843474
LEEMA ACOUSTICS XAVIER £ 1999
Leema is another British brand with BBC heritage, making solid well- tuned
speakers like these natural and transparent sounding Xavier floorstanders.
B&W 805S £ 1600
Gently revised along with the rest of the 800 Series, this jewel-like
two-way sounds even better than ever.

B8LIN 800D £. 13,000
19

Loudspeaker over £ 2000
Seven years after the Nautilus 800 Series appeared, an evolution
spread across most of the range, bequeathing diamond domed
tweeters and better bass drivers. The 800D stands at the top of
this incredible range, atechnically refined speaker that makes
incomparably great music.
•Contact: 01903 221500
MORDAUNT SHORT PERFORMANCE 6 £3500
Exotic plastic cabinet and unusual rear- venting tweeter contribute to making
this astylish- looking sculpture, comparable to the air and separation of agood
electrostatic loudspeaker.
QUAD ESL-989 £4600
Quad's electrostatic panel continues to keep listeners entranced, and the
largest panel of the range has the dynamism and bass response required
by modern audiences.
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AV Integrated Amplifier
This behemoth includes 10 channels
of conventional amplification with a
traditional power supply, and its digital
ports allow it to plug into the future of
encrypted sound and pictures. This is the
mother of all AV amps, awilly-waving exercise
for the AV boys.
•Contact: 01753 888447
LEXICON RV-8 £5000
Famed for its AV processors alone, Lexicon has added a
one- box AV receiver to its range comprising seven channels
of 140W amps, AM/FM tuner and decoding of all the latest
Dolby and DTS surround formats.
DENON AVR-3805 £999
Sturdy AV amp under four figures with impressive remote handset, set-up mic, and all the
48111111111111111101188181181111e

Velodyne DD- 10 £ 2000
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Subwoofer
Compact box sub with over lkW of class D amp inside, and a
remote control to set up its room EQ feature. Deep, even, clean
bass is the reward available with this well- engineered product
•Contact: 0131 555 3922
REL STRATA 5 £800
British sub specialist REL has improved on its winning formula again with this
remote- controlled Strata, offering 150W power from atraditional MOSFET amp.
B&W PV1 £950
Pressure vessel is the inspiration for this two- driver compact design, aiming at no
cabinet coloration by balancing internal forces. A 500W switching amp keeps the
low notes thrumming.

Interconnect Cable
Long-time favourite Signature makes acomeback, showing the great
purity and neutrality that's possible with aclever fully- floating
three- layer shield over two separate solid- core signal wires.
A fantastic performing cable, also available for digital
use.
•Contact: 01980 635700
NORDOST VALHALLA C2195/1M
Still the best for many listeners, providing uncanny
transparency to any musical signal, but sky-high price keeps
it out of reach for most system budgets.
TRANSPARENT REFERENCE XL £3915
Another pricey US high- end cable, famed for its
extra boxes built in- line to the cable, with specially
designed connectors for ideal signal transfer.
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Chord Co Odyssey 2 £ 17.95/m

Speaker Cable

Keeping it real, this affordable speaker cable just keeps going and
going, able to show vivid tonal colours, good leading edge clarity
and the clear natural decay of notes.
•Contact: 01980 635700
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TOWNSHEND AUDIO ISOLDA DCT C300/2M
Deep cryogenically treating signal conductors is no idle gimmick, as this wellrespected, bass- tight speaker cable can show.

PHILOSOPHY OROANON £1050/3M
Unusual design based around air dieletric over amultiple cores, giving
good bass extension, smooth and detailed presentation.

Accessory
14iprjetail

This mains filter has singly redefined what is
possible for cleaning mains quality, particularly
for power amplifiers which traditionally have not
been suited to this kind of treatment. Peerless
looks and build add to apackage that can

erase)

100
beer
e -

fundamentally improve asystem's sound.
•Contact: 01635 291357
ISOTEK MINISUB GII £ 545
Lower- power ampiifiers and source components, the
six- outlet second gen MiniSub is just the ticket to keep
system sound clean and tidy.

NORDOST THOR £1600
Based heavily on the MiniSub Gil, but with the addition of Nordost internal
cabling and additional Quantum QRT Resonance Technology from the US.

•Mr."

SIM2 C3X projector £ 11,500-£16,000

AV Display Product

A high brightness, high contrast, three- chip performance from
aprojector that doesn't require its own room, or at least some
major structural reinforcement of your existing ceiling. Its price/
performance is exceptional and is set to improve further with
promised updates.
\

• Contact: SIM2 UK • 01825 750859
FUJITSU P5OXTS4OGS PLASMA

£
4695

Fujitsu 's 5ljin plasma that wowed us in AVTech (
June 2005) has
now been ' completed with the addition of aversatile media
receiver unit with tuner and increased connectivity.

INFOCUS SCREENPLAY 7210 PROJECTOR £4500
Offers great contrast, particularly in shadowy areas of the
image. It'll certainly out- gun a50in £ 5k plasma screen when it
comes to wall-to-wall video action.
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1&,5'
With only 300 units available worldwide,
the Limited Edition Shanling CD-T300
"Omega Drive" has already become a
truly sought after Reference CD Player.
The CD-T300 is afusion of the best CD
transport in the world ( Phillips CDM-4),
specially selected esoteric parts and a
"no-compromise" valve output stage, all
fed by aseparate power sup)ly.
Each CD-T300 is individually numbered
and proudly displays the signature of its
creator, Zhao Yingzhi. His (b
eam to build
the best CF) Player that money can buy
has now become areality.
The CD- T300 will never he made again
so if you want the finest CD Player in
existence, buy one before they are all
gone - forever!
CD- T100:

"Make ruirkuthl abuts: it, thi. pLo er
is sluslliislg, 1101 just hi it', furl( i•
categerry, lust as .1digital , 111111111111'Ili
at any price. "

" dirge from awhimper tu a
nun/sin» in thereat eof asingle
note lu, way that'll have roc, jumping
out oi your seat. "

"...in tny experient 1111111•111
Iby
any digital compturent lie heard to

"Norm. of the most powerful and
dynamic low-frequency reprodur fion
I've heard from digital at any price. "

date."

4,000

om !rhino:
A stunning pier eof audio engineering,
this player e.
an unequivocal
red 011111111Hidiiiill alki.111111S1 -6111dititHI
if you are considering a player at mer
Lt000. Shelling slutuld be tumid of
Alkock, Hi-fi News Sept 05.

Tel: 0870 909 6777
info@realhi-fi.corn
www.realhi-fi.com

A gift to music.
Definitive Audo offers you afresh and focused way of choosing a
sophisticated sound for your home
Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our reputation
is peerless. The results we achieve are skilfully tailored to fulfill the
desires cf the most ambitious and discerning music lovers Our
systems are infused with an illusive le-factor' that will stimulate your
passion: and broaden your musical horizons
We use ajudicious selection of the worlds most artful and rngenous
creations, inrluding the ocanny and beguiling OBX R2 Loudspeaker
from Living Voice

LIVI\G VOICE

0BX R2

www.livingvoice.co.uk Tel. +44 (0) 115 973 3222

www.hifinews.co.uk

Email. shouteivingmice.co.uk
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NAIM AUDIO DVD5 PRIZE

Win! Naim's unbeatable
DVD-A player!

In an exclusive Hi -Fi News competition

we're giving you the chance to win Naim's
stunning DVD5 player that's worth £ 2350

W

hen adie-hard music
company like Naim
Audio puts its long-

earned expertise into an AV
product like aDVD player, you

can be sure it will be more than
just are- box job from aDVD

will play DVD-A downmixed

anon-Naim system. And for the

as aset- top box. ' While it's

supplier's box of bits. And so it

to two- channel stereo, and

cineaste user, the DVD5 is no

tempting to major on the DVD5's

was with the DVD5, aplayer so

for surround- sound music

idler in features or performance.

fine two- channel performance:

intriguing that it has appeared

enthusiasts there's the option

Digital and analogue video outs

said PM in his lab test, ' it is,

in Hi Fi News no less than three

to add a ' 7.1- channel' decoder

include DVI, RGBHV via BNC 75-

after all, not aCD player but a

times since it first appeared in

board for 5.1 DVD-Audio, for an

ohm, YPbPr via BNC; plus ROB

DVD player, and avery fine one'.

prototype form! [
AVTech, May

extra £ 250.

interlaced, YPbPr interlaced and

'04; HFN April ' 05 and July ' 05]

While the DVD5 was

The first thing to note with

composite via SCART.

designed to connect easily to

Video is deinterlaced by a

'With Naim's committment to
support this new AV direction:
said AH, ' you can be sure that

this DVD-Audio player is its

Naim's sterling surround- sound

Faroudja DCDi processor, and

noted capability at playing music

processor, the AV2, the DVD5's

afuture upgrade promises

DVD5 and AV2] one of the best

CDs, unlike many aDVD player

custom resolutions up to an

ways to experience first-class

which has music replay well

additional phono socket outputs
means you need never fumble

incredible 1080p HD- sized

pictures and sound right now,

down the list of performance

for DIN- to -phono adaptors

picture, with the option to take

but it will continue to be so in

priorities. As standard it

again to enjoy aNaim product in

an external video source such

the future:

not only is this combination [ of

NAIM DVD5 COMPETITION - ENTRY FORM

Complete this entry form ( please answer all the questions] and then send it in to: Naim DVD-A Competition, Hi -Fi News, PO Box 531,
Croydon, Surrey CR9 2ZA. Entries must arrive no later than Friday, 4November, 2005!

Please answer the following three questions:
1. What type of connectors does the DVD5 used for

3. Which ' high- resolution' audio format is the

highest- quality analogue video connections?

Naim Audio DVD5 equipped to play?

DIN

LP

BNC

SACD

DVI

11

SMB

DVD-A
8- Track

2. How many times has the Naim Audio DVD5 been

Name

featured in Hi -Fi News?

Address

[7,

Postcode

Never
Once
Twice

Daytime Tel

Thrice

email

Competition rules
ir the trme of going to press, IPC Media cannot be

Hr-fr News 61 the canner should be prepared to co-

entry Would you Ike to receive emails from Hr Fi

11 responsible for any errors or discrepancies
'he winner will be selected shortly after the
ring date and yoll be contacted by post 51 The
,'or sdecision null be final and brahng and no

operate wfh publicity arising as aresult of yenning
the prise Pl fairy to thts competition mplies
acceptance ot the rules All entry forms submitted

News magasine and IPC concerning mews. special
offers. and product and sernce information and tuln=
part in our magazine research ea e-mail if yen.
please tick here 0

,
Arrespandence

at ell information reoarchng the prise mcorrect

wilt be entered into ¡ he winner s
name roll he onbIshod ir Ire inns-ore ppqy m,un at

become the property of IPC Media
News magazine published by IPC Media.
cri' ^
,r1,1 to .
,111 information amed', cor r
mirrillake
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Hi - fl News magaune and IPC would Ike to
nract you by post or telephone to promote and ask

your opinion on our magannes and sernces tick
here if you prefer pot to hear from us. U

arid resecticeieg Mee 'adducts dad amerces lick
here if you prefer rut lo be contacted 0

Simply
stunning.

The Chord
Choral Series.

C

horal. Small, but perfectly formed.
A discerning range of compact

system components that will captivate
you, delight you and intrigue you.
•'
DAC64' Digital to Analogue Converter
•'Symphonic' Phono Stage
•'Prima' Pre-Amplifier
•NEW '
Mezzo 50' Power Amplifier
•NEW 'Blu' CD Transport
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chordelectronics.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

Chord Electronics Limited

ITSPOT

Vinyl Solution
After asuccessful career as aphotographer

Stephen Harper entered the audio trade. Here he
shows you around his system that concentrates on
getting the best from vinyl

112

STEPHEN HARPER

ost of us can only dream of
owning a system in which more
than one major component

comes with a five- figure price tag. One way
bought?

of realising hi-fi dreams is to go into the

'It was aPioneer

business and that's exactly what Stephen

PL- 12D turntable'

Harper of The Audio Consultants did, after

First album bought?

a successful. - career as a photographer. He's

'It was Elvis Presley's Rock and Roll

now enjoying vinyl through an SME/Conrad-

Vo'. 2or Ray Charles, Genius + Soul.

Johnson/Avalon system, and CD replay by

Jazz. I
can't actually remember which

Wadia or Ayre with the whole system kept .in

came first!'

his converted barn.

What's your favourite piece of hi-fi
le equipment?

Back in the early 1970s, Stephen was one of
the many thousands of hi-fi buyers who pl

'The SME Model 30 turntable'.

down their hard-earned cash for abasic sy

Ilhat would be your dream kit?

budt around the Pioneer PL- 12D.

I'm still looking for the ultimate valve
amplifier'.

38 www.hifinews.co.uk
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'The amplifier, believe it or not, was the le,«
Ferrograph F307 integrated, styled like their

\
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SWEETSPOT

[Above and clockwise]: Conrad- Johnson 350
power amplifier; Ayre C- 50e universal DVD
player above Conrad- Johnson ACT2 valve
pre- amp, plps SME Model 30 turntable above
Whest phono stage; DAAD diffusers

tape -ecorders, and Ihad
Wharteoale somethingor- other speakers. Funnily
enough, Isold that system to
my brother: he still has it.
'The first serious hi-fi Igot
was aRega Planar 2and Linn
active Jscbariks, with Linn
amplifiers! II never really got on
with the Naim sound]. If Iwere

every time they went back to

to hear them now, id probably

the valve amps, Ipreferrec the

think, -far too much woolly

sound of them. Ithought, -Well,

bass -,bFut it was very organic,

somebody ought to be able to do

involving- type sound at the time.

t-us better. - That started me'.

Iupgraded the Rega to aLinn

Stephen explained: .1called

LP12, out what Ifound with that

the first business Vinyl Tube

system was that you seemed to

Audio, so Iwas really laying

be constantly fiddling with it. I

my cards firmly on the table.

wasn't ever very satisfied with it.

We ran for alittle while in very

'I was collecting jazz records
at that time and in record shops

expensive p-emises in Kentish
Town, had acouple of good
Bandor metal- cone full- range

'He was connected - in the

THE FIRST SERIOUS HI-FI IGOT

drive units. ' It was asatellite-

sense that he Knew him - with

WAS A REGA PLANAR 2 WITH LINN

plus- sub system, though he

Tom Fletcher, Nottingham

AMPLIFIERS! NOW I'D THINK ' FAR

never liked to call them subs

Analogue. And it was the

-they were -bass speakers -.

Spacedeck that weaned me

TOO MUCH WOOLLY BASS'
like Mole Jazz Ray's, ikept

years but ran into that early-' 90s

'I was very much asupporter

from the LP12

of the small British cottage

'A friend of mine had a

industry. And there was a

system very similar to the one

bumping . nto the same people.

recession. Ihad to re- camp into

man in the Midlands who

I'd had prior tc getting into

Igot fnerrdly with one chap. He

asmaller, more affordable set

operated under the name of

valves.One day phoned me up

had avery modest valve amp

of premises in Camden Town'.

Sound Design, making output-

and said:

transformerless amplifiers.

secondhand Townshend Rock. Iwas locked into the Linn

-I've

just bought a

system - aCroft pre- amp and I

So you became Valves &

think arefurbished Leak Stereo

Vinyl? ' Yes. We had to have CD

They were called Direct Coupled

20. Ano Isuddenly thought,

as well, but the emphasis was

Output, DCO 150 - and the way

philosophy ano Isaid:

-Why

still very much on vinyl Wort-

he did it, you ended up with an

you must be mad! What on earth
have done that for?"

does this sound so good?"

'That started me on aroad

ends. In my system at home

awful lot of power, 150 watts per

that eventual:y got me into tne

had the Art Audio pre- amplifier

channel, whether you wanted or

business. Iwent to awell-

and Art Audio Concerto power

not! The level of transparency

known central London dealer,

amplifiers'.

-Martin,

'So Iwent round to his house,
and it was so radically different,

and the detailing igot from that

ihad to say to myself, -Well, one

As for speakers, at that

system. I'm never sure even now

of these two turntables has got

on sorrte new valve amps. They

time Stephen favoured the

whether I've totally equalled - I

to be abit wrong!" Because I

did their damnedest to persuade

Pentachord, made by Oliver

must have done. But it was a

couldn't get my mind round it.

me into buying solid-state! But

Brooke of Putney using the

tiny company and sadly he died.

Eventually Idecided that it was

and Iasked them for an aud tion
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THE ROOM
The width of the listening area is approx
25ft ( 7.6m). The full length of the room
!behind is about 36ft but Stephen listens
about 12ft ( 3.6m) from the speakers.
The speakers are approximately lm into
the room, from rear wall to the rear of
the speaker,

using the Benz Glider cartridge.
Before that Iwas using
moving- magnet cartridges,
including -The Cartridge Man -,
Len Gregory's. But the Glider
showed me the potential of a
really good moving- coil'.
Ther Stephen went to a
[Above, and clockwise]: Avalon Acoustics

give me that little bit more and

-They've

gone! The speakers

Kuzma turntable, moving up

Eidolon loudspeakers, replete with diamond

was less of afiddle, without the

have disappeared!" And that

to aBenz LP cartridge, with a

tweeter; SHE Model 30 with SHE Series V

silicon- fluid trough at the front

was quite arevelation.

TriPlanar arm. ' But then Iheard

tonearm; Are Acoustics C-5xe disc player

of the arm. So Igot myself a
Spacedeck and aSpace arm'.

the LP12 that was wrong, and

'I think Iwent from there

an SME 20 with the SME Series

to the first of the Avalons, the

Varm, with the same cartridge,

Eclipse. The Avalons offer the

which Ithought gave me just a

that the solid deck approach for

A LOT OF MONEY

level of transparency that you

little bit more precision'. And

me had something to offer.

By now Stephen was using

can get with electrostatics,

then he had to have aModel 30.

the slim Pentachori column

but with dynamics in the bass,

asecondhand Elite Rock

speakers, using the same

which you can't.

turntable. And it was so much

Bandor units at the top but now

better than the Linn. It was

with the bass drivers built-in

'I managed to get myself

CD PLAYER CHOICE

'Shortly after that Iwas able
to get aset ol Conrad- Johnson

know
Wadia can be criticised for all

rhythmic, it was precise, it didn't

below. ' They retailed for about

Premier 8 \bake amplifiers, with

sorts of things, but it's that

need fiddling with, you never

£1700, which seemed like

aPrem'er 14 pre- amplifier. And

very difference of sound that

needed oworry that the springs

quite alot of money. But it was

that was alovely sound. You had

Ifound in Wadia that made it

were gc!ng to go off.

the first speaker with which I

dual mono, oodles of power,

sound comparable to an LP. I

suddenly realised you could get

and it drove those Eclipses

was getting musical satisfaction

was only making the big Roc:k

what I'd describe as an -out

superbly. By hat time I'd moved

from it. Iended up with aWadia

Reference, which was quite an

of the box - sound. You weren't

up to the Nottingham Analogue

861. W`len Iplay aCD on that I

expensive turntable. So Idid a

conscious of what the speaker

Hyperspace, which looks like

don't feel that Iwant to turn it

little experiment and compared

was doing. You got this beautiful

aSpacedeck but beefed up in

off after half an hour. But there's

my Elite Rock with aSpacedeck,

layering of sound. awas that

every respect. Istill had their

still adifference. Wher you

and the Spacedeck seemed to

first experience of thinking:

arm but at that point Iwas

At that time, Max Townshend

listen to CD it's like almost as if
you get little knots in your head.
Your brow furrows. When you

SWEETSPOT

listen to avinyl record player,

READER SYSTEM • EQUIPMENT USED

even an inexpensive one, it
seems immediately relaxing'.

THE SYSTEM

Stephen added: ' When Ifirst

•SME Model 30/11 turntable with SME

Player (£ 4495) or Wadia 861SE CD player

•Virtual Dynamics Master and Cardas

heard SACD. Iwas expecting

Series Vtenearm, Cardas phono cable

(£99951

Golden Reference power cords (£ 5650)

more. Ididn't hear it as amajor

(£13,535)

•Conrad- Johnson ACT 2pre- amplifier

•Finite Elemente Master Reference

leap forward. Personally. I

•Transfiguration Temper Vcartridge

(£13,000)

equipment supports (£ 5150)

still enjoy listening mostly to
regular CDs of decent quality.

(£22501 or Benz Micro LP cartridge

•Conrad- Johnson Premier 350 power

•Finite Elemente Cerabase and Cerapuc

(£1895)

amplifier (£ 80001

support feet (£ 25801

But ultimately everyone wants

•Ayre P-5XE phono pre- amplifier

•Avalon Eidolon loudspeakers

•Two DAAD 3Absorber/Diffusers (£ 500)

the quality of vinyl with the

(£1695) or Whest Audio PhonoStage.20

(£23,000/pair)

•Shun Monk Spatial Control Kit, used at

convenience of CD. Idon't know

(£12751

•Virtual Dynamics Master interconnects

floor level 1£4101

whether we can achieve that'.

•Ayre C-5XE Universal Stereo Disc

and loudspeaker cabling (£ 5600)

•Interview by Steve Harris;
photos by Anthony Butler. CI
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Worth The Wait...
The long-awaited versatile CD- 1transport/player
is coming...
User- selectable upsampling ( 48khz, 96khz, 192khz - 24 bits).
Reclocxing on output stage, minimizing jitter and improving
detail, timing, dynamics, imaginç and soundstage.
Optimized musical Philips transport mechanism.
High gJality DAC can be switched of to maximize
performance when used as dedicated transport.
Linear power supply - with low noise local regulators on critical
circuits and optimized regarding EMC/EMI performance.
Matches rest of Lyngdorf Audio ranee.

1111111M1111•11Milei

This new CD player extends the Lyngdorf Audio range of
products that offer high performance, value and versatility.

At £ 2150, the TDA 2200 True Digital Amplifier offers:
The functionality of a DAC, pre and power amplifier.
Simply connect a CD transport to obtain pure music.
Optional analogue inputs available.
Parametric and voicing equalizers, subwoofer DSP crossovers.
Ready to accept the new room correction module.
200W/8 ohms, 375W/4 ohms.

At £ 775, the SDA 2175 Power Amplifier offers:

"111111111111•11

Balanced and single- ended analogue inputs.
Treble is sweet and accurate. Bass is tight and controlled.
Complete lack of noise. Advanced protection circuits.
200W/8 ohms, 375W/4 ohms. Vice- like control of speaker cones.

At £ 1095, the SDAI 2175 Integrated Amplifier
shares the same impressive power engine as its
brother and includes the following main features:
6 RCA inputs + 1XLR balanced input. Tape Out.
Pre- amp output balanced and single- ended.
Programmable attenuation, level and balance for each input.
IR remote control.

mud"

RS 232 connection for software upgrades.

Millennium True Digital Amplifier:
Our statement amplifier.
The world's first true digital amplifier, now in its 3rd generation.

"Supreme:y smooth and well balanced in ,every respect, this amplifier
starkly shows what other solid-state does wrong.
Brilliantly engineered, it's nothing less than an epoch-making product.

LYNG DORE
0870 9 100 100
www.tactaudlo.co.uk
www.lyngdorfaudklco.uk

VERDICT — Outstanding."
SDA review, Hi Fi World, June 2005

Hi-FiNews

TESTS WO

From this issue many of the reviews in Hi -Fi News will be accompanied by our
new- style lab tests. Here we explain why you can trust our tests and how you can
access extra test information by downloading it for free online
J-'weroVision bection), Hi Fi News

Whatever the product, we have the

Hi Fi Nevvb iia5 : he most comprehensive

o,fl

tests of any hi-fi magazine in the world.

offers auniquely thorough, credible

technology to test that any claims made

Whether it's two- channel audio or AV

and independent range of lab tests to

about equipment are realistic. In fact one of

processors, receivers, and displays lin

accompany its subjective product reviews.

our staff invented the test kit we use!

HOW OUR LAB TESTS WORK

OUR TEST EQUIPMENT

Our lab tests are illustrated using four key parameters that are

All Hi Fi News' lab tests are

compared with the manufacturers' specification on a

conducted using the 6- channel QC

product- by-product basis. For example, for aturntable we

Suite Functional Testing station.

measure key aspects such as ' rumble' and ' wow and tlutter'.

Hi Fi News' Technical Director,

The results are in the form of colour- coded graphs that show

Paul Miller, developed it in the

the claimed specification ( on the left) against our lab results

Miller Audio Research labs over

Ion the right). Lab results in green exceed the manufacturer's

aperiod of 10 years. It gives us a

spec - those WIred are worse than those claimed. Thus you can

powerful edge in its testing of all

,mmediFitplv

stereo and multichannel kit, and

ee if equipment is as good as its claimed to be!

we're the only magazine to performance Dolby conformance
testing on all AV processors and DVD players. Go to www
milleraudioresearch.com/avtech for more on the OC Suite.

1LAB REPORT
2 TOTAL LAB SCORE PM

DOWNLOAD EXTRA DATA FOR FREE!
3 KEY TEST PARAMETERS
As well as the graphs and lab reports in
4 LAB RESULTS

the print version of Hi Fi News, you can
get free downloads of all the raw data
behind the published bar graphs, and

What our
perceniage
scores mean
0-10%

, Disastrous

11-20%. Unimpressive

other pararemeters tested, from www.
milleraudioresearch.com/avtech. This gives
you online access to many hundreds of tests
and more information for those of you who
want it! No other magazine comes close.

21-30%. Barely adequate
31-40°/0 = Below average
41-50%. Average
51-60%. Above average

.eut
sate ell Irroml
wufflow's -0111

Wee;
4/411»
wre

06
.s ilwealrsiir1010% Sul
Mrs Se..1.1616111•11WTO

EXPERT REVIEWS

61-70%= Good

As well as our technical tests

71-80% = Very good

each month, we publish avariety

81-90%= Excellent

of product reviews from our team

91-100% = State of the art

of expert audio reviewers - such
as Ken Kessler, Keith Howard,

However, these are just afew key parameters for the

Alvin Gold, Dave Berriman, Martin

equipment ol our test bench. For each piece of equipment the

Colloms and many more. They

QC Suite tests many others. The results of all the technical

instantly can hear the subtle

measurements are combined to give our TOTAL LAB SCORE (
as

nuances of audio equipment and

apercentage - see ' What our percentage scores mean .,abovel.

give their exclusive verdicts each month in Hi Fi News.
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LAB TEST
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Do the Funk
From the ashes of Pink Triangle is born

The Funk Firm with aradical new turntable it
dubs the Funk V. True to form, as Ken Kessler
discovers, it's not just the platter that matters...
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FUNK VTURNTABLE • £780

lus ça change: after adecade -plu
off the radar, Pink Triangle's Ar
Khoubesserian reappears

do- able and positively inspirational. Almost as
ir

anew
• wever

Pink Triangles, alongside arange of upgrades

much Arthur alleges to have

ed - ' I'm

for Pinks and other turntables.

piss'n'yinegar, and
I

Arthur decided to set up aservicing plan for

turntable. Who'd have thunk it?

not going to be confrontatigne - he's still all
if the 1990s never

e
.
.:. Tfris
Toriangle
Brie
aenr gvliecing
fl yo
I
,s
w.A
B
nt K
a
eh c
er. s
k
wa0-us
m
'
t ccn
doh
o
r
m-,
i
vrs
eeei
vrn by hordes of old Pink

could do with the easier money that making

:. re- launching Pink wasn't on the cards; coming
up with aradical new deck, however, was both

Funk Vturntable
£780

making arange of all- new and radical ' budget'
turntables and accessories. Arthur said, ' I

red decks. But

•

But the core business of The Funk Firm is

happened. But this Ééally isn't acase of ' Pink

up with some method

DETAILS

an afterthought, or better yet aparallel venture,

•

www.thefunktirm.co.uk
020 8697 2705

and selling only afew expensive toys ayear
•

would provide. But Ibaulked at the idea of the

e

well-off once again benefiting, whilst, oh- somany others looked on and wished. So it is a
prime aim that Funk's designs are fresh and

Pink heritage, hi-tech, low price
Looks won't please all

In
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affordable. Proletarian pricing
policy notwithstanding, what
links this indisputably to Pink
Triangle is Arthur's passion
for employing freakish/radical/
unexpected materials.
THINKING LATERALLY
With Pink, it was the acrylic
platter and an Aerolam
subchassis. To achieve the
necessary brilliance in his
sub- Elk products, though,
AK needed to think laterally,
employing far- less- costly
materials. The result is the
AchroMat. Arthur explained:

[Above] Deck optionatly packaged with Rega RB250 arm

'This mat and material are

and Denon DL 103 cartridge; the Achromat [ below] is

the results of much head-

said to give greater resonance match to vinyl than PVC;

scratching over the years. The

33 and 45rpm via on- board speed changer [ right]

requirements? To incorporate
damping in athin section. The
result was the aerated structure
found in AchroMat:
In addition to the new platter
material is an inverted bearing
and Vector asymmetrical triple

before, for which the DC motor

pulley system ( patent applied

is far better suited in the first

for!. Taking the bearing first,

place than the AC synchronous.

according to AK, ' by correct

The Funk has afresh

design of the centre of gravity

suspension, too. It's constructed

relative to the bearing point, not

of three Sorbothane bushes,

only is this immediately stable, it

its main isolation is lateral

-magically - changes

and ' hence avoids any lateral

the lateral

error components to vertical!'

modulation from taking place.'

In the Funk, the bearing point

The Sorbothane is sandwiched

is held in an optically- polished

between the plinth and the

proprietary sapphire cup, which

spherical feet.

retains the lubricant at the top,

Arthur told me that the

while the bottom of the bearing

engineering for Funk is done

is in an hydraulic oil bath of a

using ' the most modern of ONO

specific viscosity to minimise

machinery, from someone who

speed: these will be moved to a

without arm for £ 450. But when

lateral -throw - for the bearing.

has worked in Jaguar Formula

more- accessible position on top

another £ 330 moves you into an

1team. The platters are

in future production. The mains

area where the platter is dished,

system, to counteract the uni-

machined to 20 microns. All in a

connects below the arm- board

the pulleys are tripled and the

directional pull of the motor, the

bargain priced product.' You can

end of the player, and there's a

paint goes from grey to awild

As for the Vector pulley

metallic purple, well, it just

MOVING TO MONOS FROM CAPITOL - OPENNESS, SPEED,
COHERENCE, A WHIFF OF DELICACY. OH, AND A TINGLING
AT THE BACK OF THE NECK. DAMN, THIS THING IS GOOD

seemed like the Funk Vwould
be more interestirig. When
he told me that the Vwith the
Rega arm and the Denon DL103
would sell for an all- in price of

three pulleys act to

see, by this paint, that tue Funk

clip to keep me lead in place. As

bearing evenly all round, ' much

t.ipport tue

isn't as simple as it looks, and

this uses aDC motor, there's

£995 - hey, it was ano-brainer.

like aballerina pirouetting: This

owes nothing to generations of

no pulley- or belt- changing

Igot past tne ' IKEA meets

triple pulley system has '... been

Rega wannabees.

involved to move from 33 to

Vivienne Westwood' looks,

45rpm. Speed- change works via

was total amusement. This

My first impression, once

developed with the pulleys

Cool, too, are the minor

positioned asymmetrically

details: the package came

the shapely on/off lever, with a

little treasure just makes you

to even out the belt tension

complete with the sublime

'Funk Off' position between the

chuckle, even without imagining

about the bearing: To achieve

Rega RB250 pre-ritted, carrying

two speeds.

this, pulleys are carefully

an all-time fave of m:ne, the

the permutation that its name
will inspire in adverts and for

adjusted and optimised for each

Denon DL103 moving- coil

TOTAL AMUSEMENT

T- Shirts, eg, '
Get Funked .,

individual Funk. Thus the motor

cartridge ( see January 2006's

Arthur wanted me to look at

the inevitable universal player

can now operate with far less

Classic Kit!. Underneath are

the entry-level player, the flat-

or tonearm called the ' Funk

demand on servo action than

two screws for fine-tuning the

platter, single- pulley- drive Funk

U' or the ' Funk Me Rigid', ad
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FUNK V TURNTABLE • £780

• • 1
LAB REPORT • VERDICT

LAB REPORT
This Funk Vturntable looks to be an

But with aDIN- Bweighted total of

early sample, so revisions are inevitable.

-71.8dB, the Funk's ( inverted) bearing

As reviewed, this sample showed a
potentially audible + 1.1% pitch error

noise is otherwise perfectly low. Peak
wow, however, is just alittle higher than

which was easily reduced to + 0.05`)
/0 in

expected at 0.12% (contributing to a

the lab. The 33.3rpm setting held true to
some +1-0.02% thereafter which is well

0.16% total). Neither was I
convinced
that the belt was entirely clear of the

within the compass of abrushed and
servo-controlled 12VOC motor.

motor mounting screws, which may also
explain the higher wow figure.

The main bearing rumble components
were detected at 9Hz, 10Hz and 14Hz
nauseum. It joins such populist

enough to leave the parcel

with, presumably, higher-frequency

offerings as the Citrben 2CV

under cover from the rain.
Uh-uh: it rocked.

rocking modes at 28Hz, 40Hz and 84Hz.

and the BIC pen. But the 2CV
analogy is the one that applies
to the Funk V's core philosophy,
transport for the masses.
This thing reeks so heavily of
left- of- centre, why- shouldn'tpeasants- have- foie gras?
egalitarianism that you expect it
wi:l only play ' La Marseillaise' or
Pete Seeger albums. Precisely
what I ' didn't' play on it. Hell, no.
Iwent elitist.
Its arrival coinciding with that

Speed accuracy was spot-on,
the slight motor noise inherent

0.1Q2L

in DC designs only apparent
when putting on arecord, and

tion_

isolation from microphony and
airborne crud was admirable.
All we were listening to was
the disc. Blissful! Solid- stable
'mages, plenty of air and space

•Visit www.milleraudioresearch.
com/avtech to download the full report.
TOTAL LAB SCORE:

0.104.

1
0.0 Ei
0

Funk V
Speed Accuracy

Funk V
Drift after tir

801

0.

0.04N_

70%

Rated spec
0.05%

Rated spec: !
0.05%
1

1

0.0r,

0.0rY,

— and you could tell it was

o

aclassic Denon DU 03, the
warmth and richness preserveu
SPEED ACCURACY

DRIFT AFTER 1HOUR

LP of Neil Young's Greatest Hits,

UNSULLIED

Manufacturer's Spec: 0.05%

Manufacturer's Spec: 0.05%

the Funk Vwas immediately

Onto less bombastic tracks,

HFN's Spec: 0.05%

HFN's Spec: 0.02%

subjected to take- no- prisoners

such as * Helpless', and

of Classic Records' 200g double

torture testing. Straight into

harmonies meshed, the

the reference system, against

voices unsullied by artefact

aorace of SMEs. Well, funk
nie if it didn't positively sing!

or sibilance. Moving to monos
from Capitol — same thing:

Not ' Kum-ba-ya', no dreams
of Joe Hill, but * Down By The
Rver' and ' Cinnamon Girl'

openness, speed, coherence,
awhiff of delicacy Oh, and a
tingling at the bad of the neck.

with all the fuzz and angst and

Damn, this thing is good.

mass that Ithought would be

If there's an a,r of incredulity

unapproachable by aturntable

about this review, it's only

that seems to have no more
weight than aloaf of Hovis, nor

because Iunderestimated
Arthur Khoubesserian, based

any more structural integrity

on my continJino and utter lack
of respect for the original Pink

than abeach- ball.

-100

-BO

-60

Funk V

Funk V
Rurnbiv

Wow I Flutter
0.15%

Rated spec:1
-68dB

0.10%
Rated spec:
0.10%

-40

-20

o

o

Triangle's construction and

RUMBLE

WOW AND FLUTTER

goods across the frequency

physical presentat.on. Iwas

Manufacturer's Spec: - 68dB

Manufacturer's Spec: 0.10%

spectrum, it delivered them
with aplomb — very un -British,
none of this dumping it on your

not expecting something that
worked so welt, that delivered

HFN's Spec: - 71.8dB

HFN's Spec: 0.16%

doorstep, mate. I'm not paid

Ultimately, it lacks only the
absolute grip on the music and

The Funk Firm • 020 8697 2705 • www.the funkfirm.co.uk

•Michell Tecnodeck, [767 - if you

the indisputable subtlety and
finesse of the SME 1(.1 ILet alone

runt build quality and looks as well as

the SME 301, but comparing

VERDICT

oerformance.

them slike a2CV challenging

•Rega P5 £ 698 - still the standard by
which to judge affordable LP spinners.

aBentley. Arthu-, ' owe you
an apology: this turntable is

absurd the ingredients, especially aplatter that you'd mistake for packing

•Roksan Radius 5, £ 850 with Nima arm

funk;ng brilliant. But you'll

-areviewer's fave, deservedly so

never get me to demo it with

works like adream. It's fun. It's affordable. It's musical. As apackage, I
simply

But it didn't just deliver the

Also consider...

so much ' bang fo- the buck'.

'The Internationale'. CI

SUPPLIER

Whatever your reaction to the looks here - and it will be love/hate with no inbetween - you will find the sublime sound quality enchanting. However seemingly
material and amotor that you can hear when you're right next to the deck, it
can't fault it. I
can't resist: it's afunking bargain. KK
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litv1X-50

DAB/FM/CD/MP3 Micro System

Dogitalk •

digital

cast,

radio

DIG TAL AUDIO

NIP3

SA>
USB
«II P
ReVu
Digital Output

•40W RMS per channel
•ReVuTM for pause and
revvild of live DAB radio
•Record DAB to SD card

PocketDAB

EVOKE-"I'“

01923 277488
www. pu - e.com
sales@pure.com

ri
Designed in the UK

ThU91,111018 AAAAAA
111.10 ,01,10111
pp.

EVOKE- 2

bt

OASIS

DR X - 702 E S

PURE
World Leaders in DAB Digital Radio

LISTENING TEST

VAN DEN HUL CABLES • £100-£225

Taking alead...
VEn den Hul's Fusion range of mains leads, interconnects and speaker cables is based
around an alloy of copper, silver and zinc. Tony Bolton finds inspiration...

Van
den Hul

DETAIL

is a Dutch company
whose name is synonymous

Internally . thas three blue

1.4 kW at 230VI. Both items have

with good quality cables and

(neutral) and three brown ( hot)

high- purity dense silver- coated

p.ck-up cartridges. On test

conductors. The ground has a

stranded shield and inner

here is its latest range of

separate conductor made of

conductors and PTFE as the

cables, which use what is

84 strands. Termination, in this

insulation material.

called

case, was with an : EC plug at

Fusion Technology' in

The Integration interconnect

their construction ( see 'Alloy,

one end and Vers own version

is made of four stranded

alloy.: panel).

of the UK 13A plug at the other.

conductors arranged in a

(Terminations to suit wall

'star quad' configuration. The

sockets in other countries can

triple screening has 180 cores.

The models under discussion
are the Mainsstream and

DOWN THE CENTRE OF THE SPEAKER CABLE RUNS AN

Van den Hut Integration range
£100-£225
www.hentevdesigns.co.uk
01235 511166
Strong on tones and textures
Nothing apparent

is left exposed at either end

EARTH LEAD INTENDED TO BE CONNECTED BETWEEN THE

of the cable. This is intended

GROUND TERMINALS OF YOUR AMP AND LOUDSPEAKERS

to be connected between the

Mainsserver power cables, the

be supplied). The Mainsstream's

Polyethylene foam is used for

your amp and loudspeakers,

Integration interconnect and the

baby sibling is the Mainsserver

insulation.

assuming they are suitably

Inspiration speaker cable.

power cable. This is intended

CURRENT CAPABILITY
7he

Mainsstream has acurrent

Completing the loom is

dedicated ground terminals of

equipped. My speakers are not

for source components and

the Inspiration speaker cable.

so equipped so Iam unable to

pre- amps, and is similar to the

This again uses the ' four quad'

comment on a-iy sonic benefits
this connection yields.

Mainsstream in its construction

configuration of the signal lines.

capab lity of 16 Amperes, which

except that it uses thinner leads

Running down the centre of

at 230V gives acontinuous

for each set of conductors. This

this is an earth lead made up of

strands braided around the

power capability of 3.7kW.

cable is rated at 6Amperes ( or

seven strands, alength of which

main cable and is terminated

The screen is made of 252
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LISTENING TEST

VAN DEN HUL CABLES • £100-£225

ALLOY, ALLOY..
Fusion Technology sees different

ultra high inductive heating, followed

sonic harshness found in other cables,

materials combined to create anew

within milliseconds by ultra fast cooling

their removal being claimed to result in

alloy, says company founder and

which causes the alloy to settle into an

better resolution and asmoother sound.

designer Ai van den Hut [ lest]. Here,

amorphous state. The result is ametal

extremely high purity copper, zinc and

alloy with aglass- like atomic structure

silver are evaporated inside avacuum

-anon- crystalline frozen liquid.

which results in awire with 150 micron
diameter. These wires are then fused by

Inter- crystalline boundaries are
claimed to be responsible for some of the

braiding are attached.
separating the performance cf

Minor [ Decca records SXL 21731

the two cables.
The Inspiration speaker cable

to the speaker boundaries,

matched the similarly priced

whereas the Chord Co. cables

Signature speaker cable in

produced asound that seemed

performance terms. The forme'

to reach around ametre either

offered brighter spotlights on

side of the cabinets. Again the

stage, the Chord gave amore

VdH set produced adeeper

even spread of light across the

soundstage, which seemed to

instruments.

portray the orchestra sitting in
Integration int

it is then coated in Linear Structured
Carbon before both the insulation and

of Grieg's Piano Concerto in A
Ifound the soundstage extended

Mainsstream power cable

After the construction of the required
number of strands to form aconductor,

Comparing the Mainsstream

the classic horseshoe shape in

and Mainsserver power leads

amore obvious manner than

with similarly priced Kimber

the Chord. Both were very good

models revealed equal focus,

at reproducing the different

but asofter approach from the

textures and tonal colours of

Kimber. The attack of sounds

instruments, the VdH set leaving

was nct quite as pronounced,

me with aperception of slightly

with the Mainsstream in

brighter spotlighting on the

particular having aweight and

sonic picture.

author .ty that seemed to justify

Looking at the VdH cables

the price.

individually Ifelt that the
Integration interconnect wa

Mainsserver power cable

Inspiratin speaker cable

THE VDH SET PORTRAYED THE
ORCHESTRA SITTING IN THE CLASSIC

TONES AND TEXTURES

the star of the ' value for money .

I . eave this review feeling very

show. While not having the

impressed with Van den Hut's

smooth sophistication of the

new Fusion technology. The

Chord Co. Signature ( at over

smooth, effortless and unforced,

three times the price) it was

but very obvious, detail in

surprisingly close, with only the

the sound, combined with

truly dark inky black silences

beautifully rendered textures

HORSESHOE SHAPE IN A MORE

and spaces between the artists,

to the tones of instruments,

OBVIOUS MANNER THAN THE CHORD

and afeeling of alittle more

made for avery enjoyable and

weight to voices and vocals

satisfying listen. CI

outside the amp end of the

listening with The Beatles Help

THE REPORT

cable's Hullifleix sheathing,

[Parlophone records PMC 12531.

allowing connection to a

The mono image was placed

REVIEW SYSTEM • VERDICT

suitable earth point on the

centrally, taking up about half of

amplifier. If the is not possible,

the area between the speakers.

REVIEW SYSTEM

VdH recomme-ds attaching the

Its lateral size differed little

•Musical Fidelity A5 integrated

•Isotek Minisub Gll mains conditioner

screen grounding lead to the

from that of the Signature,

amplifier

•Isotek power leads

negative ( black) speaker output

though John, Paul and George

•Musical Fidelity A5 CD player

•Ulf mains leads

binding post on the amp, which

seemed tc be standing further

•Chario Ursa- Major loudspeakers

•Crystal Cloud Isofloat supports

is how Iwired it for this review.

in front of the speakers, with

THE SOUND

them than before. Separation

The Musical Fidelity 45 amp and

of the different performers wal

Ringo sitting abit ,urtfier behind

SUPPLIER
Henley Designs • 01235 511166 • www.henleydesigns.co.uk

matcning CD player used for

good, Wth none of the blended .

this test had been running with

sound thaat accompanies the

Chord Co. Signature cabling

ray;r1g of mono records with

Both power leads and speaker cable offer excellent performance for the price,

and interconnect, and Kimber

some ( usually cheaper) cable

sounding even, weighty and smooth, but it was the Inspiration interconnect that

mains cables and purification. I

sets in place.

proved the true star , performing like something nearer twice its £ 155 price tag.

replaced all but the latter witn
the Van den Hut kit and started

Switching to stereo and the
Curzon/LSO/Fjeldstad recording
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VERDICT

For asound that's effortless and unforced, all are highly recommended.

NAGRA HIGH RESOLUTION DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE CONVERTER,
NAGRA PL- LVALVE PREAMPLIFIER, NAGRA 250 WATT MPA SOLID STATE AMPLIFIER.

Listen Up!

inakustik Cables
Now Wired For Sound
in the ,_U1

View our new product range
on stand # 4at the Hi- fl Show

inakustik
Exclusively Distributed in the UK by Wienerworld Limited IUnit 82 Livingstone Court I55-63 Jeel Road Wealdstone
Harrow IHA3 701 IEngland IPhone: 1441 020 8427 2/77 Ifax: 1441 120 8427 0660
cables@wienerworld.com

www.hifinews.co.uk
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21 - 22
Cadham Centre
Glenrothes
KY7 6RU

ALL PRODUCTS COME WITH
A NO RISK 30- DAY MONEY
BACK OPTION*

tel: 01592 744 779
fax: 01592 744 710

*(CONDITIONS APPLY)

Liistributio

Dealer enquires very welcome

info@shadowdistribution.co.uk
www.shadowdistribution.co.uk

JAS Audio

where beauty and sound reside in total harmony with one another
I

e)

Introduction
Combining exceptional workmanship and the
highest quality components, JAS Audio brings
to the world the 2- way speaker Orsa and Orior.

•.• •.e.'•••

Both the Orsa and Orior are designed to
deliver precise acoustic and vocal as well as
rich tonal balance. The deep soundstage and
extended frequency response are excellent for
the enjoyment of HDCD and SACD.

,nr?

Orior (
12,299.00)

This 2-way speaker has adistinct twin cabinet
design.This vertically vented speaker has venting
ports between the upper and lower cabinets,
which produces a360 degree sound field that
give rise to excellent 3-D soundstage.

Every model is handcrafted with quality and
details that are seldom found in speakers at
any price. For instance, inside the cabinet, pure
natural wool is used for efficient damping/
tonal signature and top grade heavy gauge
silver interconnecting wire is used for signal
fidelity. The authentic wood veneer and 14
coats of piano lacquer finish simply gives aJAS
speaker the elegant look to match its exquisite
timbre.

Description
Frequency Response
Dynamic Range
Impedance
Nominal Power
Sensitivity
Drive Units

Most of all, its price/performance ratio is
without peer hence our no risk 30- day money
back guarantee.
Call us today to arrange ano- risk audition.

Crossover Frequency
Dimensions (cm)
Weight
Finishes

For additional information please visit
www.jas-audlo.com.

2way vented, twin cabinet,
2units
40 Hz - 60 kHz
10W- 200W
8
150W
88dB
5"twin ribbon tweeter
6" DPC cone midrange/bass
2400Hz
W 23 xH 42 xD34
11kg/pc
variety of 14 coat piano
lacquer finishes

Smooth, precise and powerful! Never has a2- way
speaker sounded so big and with such details in
its sonic reproduction.The quick and agile bass
region goes below 30Hz, easily outshining many
large floor standing speakers at any price range.
Description

2way vented. 2units

Frequency Res
Dynamic Range
Impedance
Nominal Power
Sensitivi
Drive Units
Crossover Frequency
Dimensions cm
We' • ht
Finishes

88dB
'5"twin nbbontweeter
7"ceramk cone rniçirange/bass_
2200Hz
W 24.5 XH393 XD35.5
14kg/pc
variety of 14 coat piano
lacquer finishes

ALL PRODUCTS COME WITH ANO RISK 30- DAY MONEY BACK OPTION*

Eastern Electric
great things can indeed come in small boxes...
+SW

!

• r,'

Minimax M520 Valve
Integrated Amp
(WxLxH) 412x415x183mm

Minimax Valve
Pre Amp
(WxLxH) 316x145x115mm

Minimax Valve
Phono Pre Amp
(WxLxH)316x215x127rnrn

Minimax Valve
Power Amplifier
(WxLxH) 316x205x150mm

Minimax HDCD
Valve CD Player
(WxLxH) 316x338x95mm

£1,539.00

£769.00

£1,099.00

£989.00

£879.00

A Brief Introduction
Eastern Electric is ajoint venture between
US- based Bill O'Connell and Hong Kongbased electrical engineer Alex Yeung
which began when O'Connell metYeung in the
cyber world and eventually ordered one of his 5wpc
MA- 1amps with RGN2504 rectifier and 6L6 output
tubes.
The rest as they say, is history
and the results
speak for themselves. A range of products that
set new standards and alevel of performance way
beyond its price- point.
Eastern Electric has received world-wide acclaim,
awards and praise from reviewers and listeners alike.
Visit www.easternelectric.co.uk for more
information.

t

cnoo,,

F1NESSE,ADAPTABILITY & BUILD
QUALITY: Minimax Pre- amp

FATIGUE FREE HIGH RESOLUTION
MUSICALITY: Minimax Tube CD Player

TRANSPARENCY & LOW-LEVEL

ULTIMATE AFFORDABLE TUBE SYSTEM:

DYNAMICS: Minimax Pre- amp

Minimax CD Player, Pre-amp, Power Amp

"Put more succinctly yet,
MiniMax is for music lovers,
not theoreticians, critics and
other cold-blooded experts."

"Without endless money and
asaint's patience for costly
mistakes, you're far better
off with something like the
MiniMax."

"Within seconds it was
obvious that the MiniMax was
painting abig, very full and

"Known as agolden ear in
Hong Kong, designer Alex
Yeung voices all of his valved
components to do justice to
music's innate beauty. Music
first, test tones ninth."

"Yet another example of atrue
value product that's intelligently
packaged with just the right - and
some unexpected - features. My
hat's off to the golden ears in
Hong Kong. "

"Pour yourself awarm bath
and settle back with aglass
of wine.You have just entered
the MiniMax zone, adomain
of luxuriant harmonic textures
that envelopes and caresses
the aural pleasure centers."

rich sonic picture."

LISTENING TEST

SONUS FABER CONCERTINO DOMUS

£787

DETAILS
Sonus Faber Concertino

e

£787 amir
www.absolutesounds.com
020 8971 3909

0

Scale, exceptional focus
Occasional dry bass

Small Wonders
A Sonus for asmall room with no loss of the brand's classy looks and
sound. Martin Cotton's listens to the compact Concertino Domus

taround athousand
pounds there is

A

mainstay of ahome cinema

the Italian couture loudspeakers

is designed and operates and

set-up, the powerful left and

from Sonus Faber. Selected

these factors concern sound

certainly anumber

right channels.

from the new Domus Series,

quality. While such acompact

our choice here is the highly

will not have deep and powerful

compact Concertino.

bass nor attain the same

of fair-sized floorstanding

For an audio enthusiast

loudspeakers to choose

with astronger commitment

from. Several of these offer

to stereo reproduction and an

extended powerful bass,

eye for style, aproposition that

has the footprint and height of a

While the resulting assembly

maximum sound levels, if built
with sufficient quality it may

good power handling and an

might seem to offer best value

floorstander, it is quite different

provide ahigher resolution

ability to drive larger rooms.

in the shape of the floorstanding

in style and in the space it

sound of greater realism and
satisfaction.

In the main their purpose is

designs may not be the best

occupies; it has less impact on

to provide convenient, fit-and-

on offer. With its matching

the room furnishing and offers

iorget solutions for general

acoustically- designed floor

atouch of visual design in its

purpose two- channel use, but

stand, you could consider the

own right. The difference also

clearer' midrange, more open

more specifically to form the

smallest and least expensive of

relates to the ' ay the speaker

vocals, faster more articulate

Well- designed standmount
speakers may offer cleaner,
»

•
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LISTENING TEST

Above: Custom ring dome

Above: Driver of custom bonded- fibre

tweeter in new 19mm size

handles low and mid frequencies

bass and asuperior

to aim the beam alittle above

any false brightness or related

soundstage with pinpoint

the listener's ears. This is a

exaggeration to the sound.

focus and impressive

bid by the designer to achieve

scale and depth.

adegree of time alignment

remarkably loud, obviously not

between the mid and treble of

in the truly big speaker league

The Concertino is

This speaker plays

beautifully finished with

the system, and by all accounts

but well beyond the ability of

curved, lute- shaped

he has succeeded.

the £ 300 to £ 400 compacts, a

hardwood sides and a

After some preliminary

tribute to the good motor design

distinctive top quality

adjustment with placement,

and effective bass loading for

leatherette wrap for

setting the spikes, choosing

the low- frequency driver.

the remaining panels,
founded on high- density
board material.
SOUND QUALITY

the spacing to the wall behind

Enclosure coloration is very

the speakers — in this case

low thanks to the dense and

closer than usual at about 0.4m

well- damped construction,

— listening could begin.

while the drivers themselves

What was delivered was

are well behaved. The mid is

My experience with the previous

asoundstage out of all

nicely transparent even if it

Concertino was agood one

proportion to the size and

has just abit of emphasis on

and it proved to be alively

price. The Concertino Domus

French horn. The bass is alittle

performer with astrong heart

clearly aspires to greatness,

dry, avoiding any boominess

for such acompact design. As

and succeeds in generating

and has good punch and tune

The Concertino Domus clearly aspires to
ACustom matching
steel stand [ left]
places speaker above

greatness, and succeeds in generating a
stereo image of exceptional focus

level of listener's

may have been fashionable at

astereo image of substantial

playing down to 40Hz or so. It

ears which, together

the time, the treble was set

scale, exceptional focus and

does not try to go deeper and

with aslight tilt, aims

alittle bright and best tonal

considerable depth.

thus avoids trouble. The treble

to achieve adegree

balance was achieved with the

of time alignment

enclosures aligned 10 or 15°

nicely layered with natural,

between the mid and

away from the listener.

stable perspectives. You felt that

nasality. It has clean sibilants,

the designer's intention was

and sounds sparkling and airy

treble of the system

Without adoubt the new

The images created were

is quite special, vice free, and
it avoids the often- encountered

Domus series Concertino

to recreate asense of musical

in the room acoustic. It is also

differs from the old and by

performance, richly detailed

transparent. Violin timbre is

comparison is perceptibly dull

and atmospheric with the

particularly convincing.

in the treble. Consequently

speaker capable of recovering

most users will direct the new

much of the hall ambience

articulate and well focused, and

speaker at the listening seat to

encoded in the recording.

it is as impressive on rock as it

make the most of it. Additionally
the matching speaker stand is

What was surprising was
the quality of dynamics, the

Vocals are full-bodied,

is on classical material.
Sensitivity is quite good for

quite high, with the speaker

drive and sense of energy

acompact and decently loud

intentionally tilted upwards

provided; this achieved without

results were possible with a

SONUS FABER CONCERTINO DOMUS • £787

11
Both drivers are fed via asingle pair of gold-plated binding posts with 4mm sockets

SONUS SWATS
Its atwo-way
bass reflex
design, tuned
by alarge,
front- mounted
port. Low and
mid frequencies

components are used. Both drivers are
magnetically-shielded as the Concertino
is, of course, amember of arange of
speakers for home cinema use.
The specified frequency response is
50Hz to 20kHz given without limits, but
in fact ±3dB would be appropriate. The

ale provided by a150mm diecast frame

sensitivity is good for the size at 88dB

driver with acustom bonded-fibre cone,
aid an open pole is fitted with afixed

though 4ohm impedance is stated.
The recommended matching steel

termination. Crossing over at about
35kHz, the high range is covered by a

stand has alarge, stable footprint and
up tilt. The stand may also be locked to

famous ring dome from DST Tymphany,

the speaker to make asafer assembly.

Cenmark, this time in the smaller

Connections are single- wired via
gold-plated binding posts with 4mm

The crossover is initially first- order
far good phase response, and has
secondary components to help tailor the

the stands may be locked to
the speaker for safety; those
real wood cheeks ensure
domestic acceptability

sets the speakers at adesigned angle of

new tweeter, acustom variation on the

'19mm' size.

Front-firing port makes for
aclaimed 50Hz to 20kHz
frequency response while

sockets. As very occasionally happens,

blend of the driver outputs. Top-quality

my sample came with one bass unit
connected out of phase and this proved
simple to correct for the review.

clean 100W per channel making

its well designed and effective

•Marantz and ° retie CD players

them suitable for even medium-

matching stand it becomes a

•Orelle SA 100 Evo 2integrated amplifier

sized rooms if very high levels

elegant assembly of optimal

were not required.

performance and safety.

•Van den Hut Jade speaker cable
•Wireworld Equinox interconnect

REVIEW SYSTEM

In the room the sound had

It excels in providing

much of the stature of alarger

generous sound images of

and more costly design and is

great scale and clarity with
natural perspectives. However,

an undoubted success.

the high quality of the drivers

•Mana Acoustics platforms

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds • 020 8971 3909 • www.absolutesounds.co.uk

SENSIBLE LOAD

and the system design ensures

TECH SPEC

For its size the Domus range's

Two-way loudspeaker, front reflex port

Concertino is quite sensitive

that there is no loss of detail
or clarity. The whole plays

Sensitivity:

880 SPI 12.83V/10

and has exceptional power

more like alarger and more

handling. It also presents a
sensible load to the matching

expensive design, with great
hall ambience.

Nominal Impendance:

4ohms

Power Handling:

30W — 150W, without clipping

amplifier, and several valve/

Now consider that attractive

Dimensions:

180 x270 x330mm hydhl

Weight:

26.5 lbs per pair

tube models are thus suitable

punchy, dynamic, rhythmic

candidates. What's more, the

character also seen in the

frequency responses are fine

classic Sonus Faber designs

VERDICT

both on- and off- axis and the

and you can see that we have a
real winner in the Concertino

with much of the stature of sound of larger and more costly designs. Add great

Domus standmounter. It's firmly

looks and superb build quality and the Concertino Domus is areal winner.

distortion is moderate.
The build quality and finish
are both exceptional, and with

Full-bodied vocals, sparkling treble, punchy, tuneful bass and all from aspeaker

recommended.
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COUSTICA
HI- FI & HOME CINEMA

-....1111•111r

Amphion

e

rcam •

Audiolab AVID Aye Be

Classé Focal.ef Lab Linn Products • NW Acoustics Konitor Audio
Nairn Auclio Nautilus
Shahinian

Pee

Quadraspire Rega BEL Rotel

Spendor Sugden Thiel \\ adia

B&W Nautilus 800 launch eveni
Thursday 27 October 2005. Chester shop — call for details
Acoustica
17 Rode Road
CHESTER CH2 3NH

Acoustica
114 Wolverhampton Road
STAFFORD ST17 4AH

01244 344227

01785 258216

www.acoustica.co.uk

www.acoustica.co.uk

www.ypsilonelectronics.com, tel/fax: + 30 210 9966892
Meet

us at

Bleriot

Hi -Fi

& Home

1 suite.

Entertainment

Park

Inn

Show.

Hotel

23rd- 25th

September 2005

Griffin Audio
3Gibb Terrace, Gibb St
BIRMINGHAM B9 4AA

0121 224 7300
www.griffinaudio.co.uk

YPSILON SET 100
120W single- ended
power amplifier

11
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LISTENING TEST

GRACE m902 HEADPHONE AMP

Amazing Grace

£1427

DETAILS
Grace m902 phono amp
£1427
www.gracedesign.com

Hmm...something cool from the pro sector. Ken Kessler discovers a
headphone amp/DAC/pre-amp that takes private listening to new highs,

01296 681313

plus from Manley asolution to adding more inputs to pre- amps

Reveatinl yet inviting

B

Thin-sounding DAC

t
,cause the chasm
between audiophiles

escape the clutches of

unless you qualify any full-size

studio denizens is so utterly

pre- amp with onboard DAC

and professionals

captivating that you can only

and headphone outputs as a

grin stupidly when you try it.

direct rival. Or, conversely, any

lwdhl, they've managed to pack

overkill DAC with anon- digital

asuperb- quality headphone

seems as wide as ever - they
think we're freaks and we

Quite how Stateside

know they're deaf - those

manufacturer Grace Design

line input and headphone

amplifier able to drive two

rare * crossover' moments

came up with the idea of

output. But it's the ' pro-ness' of

sets of cans to ear- bursting

are all the more delicious.

acombination miniature

the Grace m902 - construction,

levels, plus a24-bit/192

For instance, they've given

headphone amplifier/D-to-A

facilities, seriousness - as well

DAC fed by TOStink optical,

us Nagra, the LS3/5a and

converter/pre-amp isn't clear,

as its diminutive size that make

phono style coax ( S/PDIF1 and

myriad headphones, while

but apparently the ,topology is

it more than abasic DAC-cum-

balanced XLR IAESI digital

we've given ( some of( them

familiar to and useful for studio

pre-amp variant.

superior cables, Wilson

personnel. What's clear is that

speakers and various valve

there are no domestic audio

treasure! Into abox measuring

supports 16-bit/44.1 and 48kHz.

amps. The latest gem to

equivalents that spring to mind

ateensy 8.5 x8.25 x1.7in

As well as the digital inputs,

inputs. Moreover, there is USB

Just look at this little

computer interfacing, which
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LISTENING TEST

The fascia [ right] features two headphone
outputs, together with the upsampling
options [ far right] offered by the DAC

the rear features apair of RCA
line level inputs, apair of XLR
balanced inputs and apair of
single- ended analogue outputs;
Isuppose space precluded
the addition of apair of XLR
balanced outputs. These are the
makings of afull-blown system
controller: four digital inputs,
two line inputs, aDAC, remote
control - add source, amp and
speakers, and you're away.
On the front panel are two
1/4in headphone inputs, a
display that shows output level
and the various menu functions,
alarge rotary volume control,
the input selector and the
on/off switch. Press the volume
control, and you access menus
for setting balance, choosing
high or low gain and other
options for interfacing it with

'Pipeline' was fat and tight, with the

monitoring systems.

kind of flow that has gibbering idiots

THE TECHNOLOGY

howling about rhythm and timing

Grace adds other niceties to the

recipe, including its proprietary
s- Lock dual stage PLL ( Phase

simulate HRTF ( Head Related

must be looked at primarily

that Ican't recall headphone

Lock Loop] for extremely low

T-ansfer Functions]. Other

as a * reference headphone

monitoring that was so truly

intrinsic jitter and * rock solid

headphone amp manufacturers

amplifier' regardless of its other

naked and revealing. Ordinarily,

digital performance». Another

have similar offerings, and their

capabilities. What it does above

this is amoot virtue for

feature, the effectiveness and

efficacy can vary from recording

and beyond other headphone

audiophiles, but remember this

appeal of which are determined

to recording and headphone

amps is offer universality,

was designed for professionals

by personal taste, headphone

te headphone, so consider it

in that its ' high- current

to use for monitoring the

selection and head shape, is

afreebie. But it does have an

transimpedance amplifier

recording process. It has to

the XFeed setting. This is said

intriguing effect on in- your- head

circuitry' seems to drive any

be revealing. But Grace must

to ' simulate the acoustics

imaging, so don't dismiss it.

headphones you connect to it,

have an audiophile in its ranks,

of aloudspeaker listening

Over the years, I've played

even with silly, low impedances

because the sound is also

environment, which significantly

w.th anumber of headphone

like the legendary Beyer DT48s

smooth and inviting.

improves imaging while

amplifiers including wonderful

(25 ohms!!].

reducing listening fatigue when

units from Grado, AudioValve,

using headphones.'

While nothing can convert

With apristine stereo
transfer of Bobby Vinton's

Musical Fidelity and others, and

the sound of adynamic

they're heartily recommend if

headphone into the open, airy

possessed asheen of Mathis-

your system lacks aheadphone

brilliance that is the sound of

grade, while the slapped electric

designed signal * crossfeed .

output but you don't need the

aStax electrostatic, the Grace

bass was both round and solid

filtering and delay circuits to

addition of aDAC. But the m902

is so clear and uncoloured

Speaking of bass, the opening

Designed by Dr. Jan Meier,
XFeed employs carefully

MANLEY SKIPIACK

I
bought the Skipjack at Stereophile's New

destinations, 1of 2stereo sources to 1013

set of ' Direct Inputs that bypass all digital

York high- end show, begging Eveanna Manley

stereo destinations, etc Now the one I
have is

conversions and processing But it is also

to sell it to me It's Manley ssolution to

pre- production, eg the remote is hardwired, so

intended as awonderful way to compare

adding more inputs to pre- amps with only

there may be changes and alternatives, like

multiple audio products with minimal

one line input But its secret weapon, and

abalanced version or one for multi- channel,

electronics in the audio path

0

why I
wanted it, is its ability to do seamless
A/B/C/D/X switching for blind listening tests
In basic form, the Skipjack will feed

A sources in this manner 4stereo inputs to
1stereo output, 3stereo inputs to 2stereo
outputs, 1stereo source to one of 4stereo

58 vnvw.hifinews.co.uk • NOVEMBER 21305

Blue Velvet, the backing vocals

and certainly infra- red or RF remote

'In fact, the audio only passes through

As Eveanna Manley explained. ' These

the high- end phono connectors, afew inches

basic functions extend the number of inputs

of audiophile wire, and is switched by sealed

on atypical hi-fi pre- amplifier or receiver

gold contact relays where both the signal

which often have too few, especially in the

sides use two switch elements and the

case of surround receivers that only have one

ground uses two switch elements for reliable

GRACE m902 HEADPHONE AMP • £1427

presence. Ditto the clarity

the Marantz PM- 4integrated

—even with my crappy command

amp driving LS3/5As. Whether

of French, Icould make out

in your head or out of it, the

every syllable.

depth perspective changed.
Grab acopy of Wheatus'

PLAYER SWITCHES

'Teenage Dirtbag' and listen

AIL the while. Iwas switching

to the acoustic guitar at the

between the various CD

beginning, and notice the shift, a

players' DACs and the Grace's

slight backward step away from

onboard offering. This is one

the listener with the Grace DAC.

classy converter, able to hold
its own with some top notch

rei902

Press the rotary volume control to access menus for setting both balance and gain

devices. Aside from its obvious

plus £ 90 for the remote, it

convenience and flexibility ( less,

costs more than most straight

of course, HDCDI, it does have

(non-DAC-equipped( headphone

its own sonic personality. Ifound

amps on offer. Meanwhile, Quad

its processing less forgiving and

99CDP Il owners, for example,

more detailed than domestic

have all the digital inputs they

audio conversion, at times

could want, and any AA/ system

sounding thinner. It certainly
proved less romantic than the

with aheadphone output would

X-RAY V3 CD player or Denon

much the DAC section — which

serve, too. But the key is not so

DVD2500 OVO player used for

Iwill be using as areference

this test.

when reviewing CD transports
—as it is the headphone amp. If

One interesting effect of

_JP

Question time: Do you need
an m902? At £ 1427 inc VAT,

the Grace's DAC was aless

you use headphones even half

'forward' sound. Irealise

as much as you listen to your

that's an odd trait to discuss

speakers, find away to hear

with headphones, but it was

this. Your ratio of headphone-

identical to the effect through

to- speaker usage will certainly

loudspeakers, which Iconfirmed

change. And you'll understand

by feeding the Grace through

why I'm buying one. CI

Balanced inputs join RCA ins and single- ended analogue outs, plus aUSB computer interface
of the Chanteys' Pipeline was

Sukiyaki was gorgeous, the

fat — or should that be ' phat' as

whistling solo sounding natural

it ceserves sampling by some

and sibilance- free, every nivarrze

•
TECH DETAILS • VERDICT

lower- octave degenerate — and

in his voice heard clearly enough

REVIEW SYSTEM

tight, with the kind of flow that

to help you brush up on your

•Beyer 0148 headphones

•Maranta CD12 CD transport
•Denon DVD2500 universal player

has gibbering idiots howling

Japanese — including that

•Grado RS1 headphones

about pace, rhythm and timing.

tough- to- master ' ng' sound.

•Sennheiser H0414 headphones

•Maranta PM- 4integrated amplifier

And if ' weight' is avirtue,

And Lord knows why, but Igct

•Sennheiser HD580 headphones

•Spendor LS3/5A speakers

check out the sheer mass of

hold of asuperb transfer of

•Musical Fidelity X-DAC V3 DIA

•Kimber TOSlink cable

the drum in the opening salvo

the Singing Nun's Dominique.

of That Thing You Do from the

the acoustic guitar was simply

•Musical Fidelity X-RAY CD player

•Transparent Ultra balanced cable

soundtrack of the same name.

glorious, if not quite convincing

•Musical Fidelity X-RAY V3 CD player

•Acrolink 7N- A2500 interconnects

(God bless Tom Hanks...(

enough to make me join the

And the sound even retained

ranks of the Dominicans. It

its openness in the seemingly

somehow sounded bigger, with

non- conducive milieu of mono

its sonic borders outside of the

reeorciind

head despite acoud eentrA

Kw: Sakamoto's

•Acrolink 75 ohm digital cable

converter

SUPPLIER
Aspen Media • 01296 681313 • www.aspen-media.com

TECH SPEC
DIMENSIONS

8.5 x8.25 x1.7in ( wdh)

WEIGHT

2.2kg

redundant and leakage-free connections. In

phonos across the back, five buttons on the

other words, astereo pair needs four relays

front, and alight show explained in the massive

and the Skipjack has 28 relays to perform all

owner's manual. Suffice it to say, it's the most

routng needed.' Switching signals and grounds

sane and flexible switching unit I've found, and

separately allows the Skipjack to control the

it doesn't interfere with the signals. At f749

VERDICT

timing to afine degree to minimise clicks.

inc VAT, the Skipjack is irresistible. Add it to

There's nothing really to touch this if you aneed DAC or digital pre- amp with a

•Full technical specifications for this product can be viewed online at
www.gracedesign.com

the cost of aGrace m902 to expand the latter's

handful of inputs. If you can factor in heavy headphone usage, the Grace suddenly

high with added 'ballast' so it won't be pulled

input tally, and you have one hell of apre-

takes on aunique role. Add the Skipjack if you need more than the two line inputs,

off shelves by heavy cables, the Skipjack uses

amp/DAC combo for E2250, apackage that just

and you'll have the neatest, most compact, most ruggedly- built, clean- sounding

asmall external supply, followed by linear

happens to include one of the finest headphone

control centre at the price. Suffice it to say, I'm buying an m902 for my desk'

regulators in the box. It has five pairs of stout

amplifiers I've ever heard.

system...which Ilisten to six hours aday, five days aweek.

Housed in an 8in square box only 2in high
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audiolab
Have you been
missing

something?

7.18dioseries series
The original 8000 series from Audiolab
started something of a revolution in value
and performance. When they disappeared
from the market, the hi-fi world lost a
well-loved and reliable friend.
Now, the new 8000 series marks a strong
return to the original brand values and
philosophy, These famous products have
been re- engineered to create a complete
two channel range, including the famous

The new 8000 series offers a
definitive and genuine hi-fidelity
performance from a no-nonsense
approach to engineering

8000S, 8000Q, 8000M and 8000P models
as well as an all new CD player.
7.1 channel pre and power amplifiers have
been added to create a series of building
blocks capable of meeting your system
needs now and for the future.

audiolab

Audition them now and find out
just what you've been missing.

Sovereign Court, Ermine Business Park,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE29 6XU
www.audiolab.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1480 447700
Fax: +44 (0)1480 431767

LISTENING TEST

ANCIENT AUDIO GRAND LEKTOR

£9000

From Poland comes alidless CD player built into three
boxes around two mono digital- to- analogue converters
that costs the thick- end of nine grand. And it sounds
simply sublime. Andrew Harrison applauds

A

ncient Audio has been
hand- crafting hi-fi
components since

1995, when founder Jaromir

Waszczyszyn launched the
brand with the Hybrid amplifier,
using avalve gain stage and
Class A MOSFET output. This
was matched by acustom-made
CD player, and both products
are still in daily use in Musica
Antigua, one of Kraków's finest
music shops.
Ifirst heard the brand
at the 1998 Audio Show in
Warsaw, and was intrigued by
the gothic Victoriana offerings

CD player, the Lektor, had just
appeared - atop- loader without
any disc cover, amo:if carried
over to all subsequent players,
including the current flagship
player, the three- box Grand
Lektor CD player.

S/PDIF ( Sony/Philips Digital
InterFace) but the more robust
I2S standard.
While S/PDIF provides
afamiliar standard for

The Grand Lektor CD
transport is based around a
Philips CD- Pro 2M mechanism,
said to be the most reliable and
longest- available mechanism

manufacturers, it is far from

designed for professional use.

ideal. S/PDIF must carry music

This is built into the transport

data, block data and clock

unit's granite chassis, with a

MONO INSPIRATION
Multi- box CD players are

signal bundled together, and

magnetic puck used to secure

it is not straightforward to

the disc when it's playing. On

nothing new, but what is

retrieve all data accurately,

unique in my experience is the
inspiration to build Vie player

the clock signal especially
lacking absolute time/phase

DETAILS

around two mono digital- to-

accuracy. This means clock
phase noise, or *jitter*. This jitter

Grand Lektor CD player

analogue converters, one
each for left and right stereo

can be correlated to the signal

£9000

channels. Each of the three

or power suppy, and is often

from Mr. Waszczyszyn, the
man whose name carries more

boxes here is self-ccntained

blamed for the unconvincing

in power supply terms, and

'digital sound' pf CD. Ancient

clustered consonants than is

requires its own IEC power

Audio's solution is to exploit

considered safe to pronounce
by Western Europeans ( try

lead. And to pipe digital audio

I2S, using a50 ohm matched
impedance line to preserve

Analoque-like sound

signal integrity [ see ' Thinking

Stellar price taq

Vash-chish-in). The company's

between disc transport and
DACs, the Grand Lektor uses

first commercially- available

not the industry- standard

www.ancient.com.pl
+48 12 417 23 66

Outside the Black Box', p62).
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Above: units are built around
solid slabs of stone; rear of
transport [ left] sports five
SMB sockets per side for
connection to the DACs

Gold finished spikes complete the took

the back of the CO transport
are five sets of SMB sockets per
channel for the proprietary link

the review sample, and Ancient
Audic's stonemason lists almost

comparatively recent ' discovery'
for the audiophile world, and

200 kinds of stone which can be

to the matching DACs, plus an

specified for abespoke model.

is used here for its low output
impedance, transparency,

XLR and BNC connector. The
XLR link was disabled on the

Inside each Grand Lektor
mono DAC unit is aconverter
based on the Ancient Audio

dynamic qualities and long life
During its time in the
listening room, the Grand Lektor

review sample, as there is also

THE WAY THE LEKTOR CONVEYS THE PITTER-PATTER
OF HI- HAT CYMBALS, STRINGS, OR A SOARING FEMALE
VOCALE MAKE IT AN INSTRUMENT TO BE RECKONED WITH
an option to use it as aremote
output for system control;
but the BNC provided regular

Silver DAC II, using differentialmode hybrid Idelta-sigma/

made new fans of passing
visitors, not just for its head-

low- bit) converter chips with

turning looks but for aquite un -

upsampling to 24/1 92over a
Dual AES connection. And other
times, the smoother, less busy
sound of the Grand Lektor.
WEIGHT AND GRAVITAS
Given arich orchestral
performance the Grand Lektor
was formidable in conveying
weight and gravitas, such
as the Gergiev treatment of
Shostakovich 8, reflecting some
of the taut playing and gravitas
first instilled by Mravinsky as
arguably the work's master
interpreter. The trumpets

S/PDIF, usefully enabling it to

integrated digital filters. All

CD- like sound that contrasted

of the Mariinsky may not be

be used as aCD transport into

connections are made in

with my usual reference, based

as strident as the Leningrad

more traditional digital- to-

silver. The output stage has a
benign first- order filter using

on dCS electronics. In quickfire comparisons, Isometimes

Grand excelled at supporting

analogue converters.
All three units are built

Philharmonic, but the Lektor

one capacitor, with output

found myself preferring the

these and other textures, like

around solid slabs of stone,

buffering provided by a6H30

higher resolution sound of

the basses and timps, in araw,

black Nero Absoluto marble in

double- triode valve. This is a

dCS Verdi, Purcell and Delius,

oelievable manner. On more

THINKING OUTSIDE THE BLACK BOX
After his university master's degree, Waszczyszyn stayed

up to 30m can be accomodated safely . Each of the five

in academia for 10 years, working on projects such as
the first fibre- optic ethernet hardware in Eastern Europe.

lines between transport and DAC serves adifferent
purpose: one each for amaster clock running at 384Fs

The use of I2S in high-end audio is not unique, but the
implementation here is based on matched impedance

116 9344MHz), adata clock, asample clock (44 1
kliz1;
and the sound data itself, and the fifth for an in-built

lines. 50 ohm impedance internal cabling, 50 ohm

volume control system The Grand Lektor employs a

military- grade SMB sockets, 50 ohm military- grade cable
(MIL- C-1761, and a50 ohm terminator sited only 5mm

very low jitter clock, boasting 3pS accuracy, made by

from the DAC chip. The Grand Lektor is shipped with ten

Tentlabs of the Netherlands This level of precision
is said to be preserved all the way to the destination

short 50 ohm cables 50cm long Unlike many modern

point, thanks to the 12S interface, which is specified for

high-speed data protocols, eg, FireWire, long runs of

operation at frequencies up to 4000MHz ( 4GHz).
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ANCIENT AUDIO GRAND LEKTOR CD PLAYER • £9000

.tal domed buttons give full
tr nsport controls, with
•
.
nalog-in' button reserved for
Cure expansion possibilities

Above:
magnetic
puck secures
disc while
it's playing

WE LISTENED TO...
Lamb
Between Darkness and Wonder ( Mercury 9865700)
Matte] Grzybowski Dialog ( Universal Polska 476 155 7)

Each mono DAC is self-contained with
power supply, digital converters and

Pin( Martini
Shostakovich

Sympathique
( Heinz 498912)
8th Symphony, Gergiev, Kirov ( Philips 446 062)

valve-terminated output stage

Tchaikovsky

Violin Concerto, Chung, Previn

Tod Amos

Little Earthquakes ( EW 7567-82358)

intimate acoustic pieces the
Grand Lektor shone equally,
with the incredible percussive
pianowork of Szymanski able
to communicate clearly, piano
harmonics ringing out in the
captivating studio- echoed

Mecca 425 0801

once again this combination
provided the busier, detailed
sound familiar from an all-dCS
front-end: faster leacing edges
and lower, more secure bass.
But the festival of percussion
overlaying the song made the
experience less restful in some

concentration on the minutiae of
sound slip, and you can hear the
music flow. As an objet d'art,
as amusical instrument, or as

convincing case. The way it
conveys the pitter-patter of
hi- hat cymbals, violin strings,
or asoaring female vocal make
it an audio instrument to be
reckoned with. And its best
is revealed when it lets your

phrases of Dwie Etiudy.
Where the dCS would give

ways, perhaps it's as it should

aneutral, nearly dispassionate

be, but ultimately it wasn't as

rendering, the Ancient Audio
player had amore engaging

easy to listen to.

personality, evident on vocal
performances like the voice of

Lektor, the more Icame to
appreciate its rolling, organic

China Forbes from Pink Martini.

flow, its sweet top- end and
expressive midband. A track

•Music First Passive Magnetic pre- amp

album with the sustained cry of

from Lamb's last studio album.

•Chapter Couplet power amplifier

Amando A4io, it's plain to hear
that the Grand Lektor is playing

Sugar 5 [Between Darkness and

•Chord Electronics SPM 1200C

the musical card to highlight a

upon it, with Louise Robinson's
child- like vocal now distinctly

When she opens the band's first

sweet midband articulation.
Moving to Donde Estas,

The more Iplayed the Grand

Wonder] had anew light cast

the Ancient Audio Grand Lektor
is aunique achievement that
will appeal to the well-heeled
connoisseur looking for
something different. O

REVIEW SYSTEM • VERDICT

REVIEW SYSTEM
•dCS Verdi CD transport, Purcell
upsampler, Delijs WA converter

•B&W Nautilus 802 loudspeakers
•Nordost Valhalla speaker cable,
digital and analogue interconnects
•Clearlight Audio ROC rack
•lsotek Titan mains filter

power amplifier

SUPPLIER

tracked by her own added

Yoland? from the same album,
asimple, honest analogue- like

harmony, riding acomplex

sound was heard, quite opposed

the band's trademark drum n

to the character heard when

string- bass rhythms.
For the most accurate sound

switching to adCS upsampled
DAC, even when fronted by the

apiece of audio engineering,

musical picture founded on

of CD. Idare say that dCS or

Grand Lektor CD transport.

similar cutting- edge digital

The latter proved itself afirst-

electronics can read further

class disc transport, more

into the 16- bit noise floor;

than capable of fronting these
high- resolution components via

but for astatement cf theart with regard to music, the

aBNC digital connection, and

Grand Lektor makes ahighly

VERDICT
At C13,000 ( around £90001 this CD player isn't cheap, but thanks to its sweet, liquid
and organic presentation there are few machines that will take you closer to the
heart of the music. Rich and weighty when appropriate, yet never glossing over the
details when confronted with acomplex mix, it may not be the most transparent
big- ticket player on the market but what it lacks in sheer resolving abilities it more
than compensates for with its addictive, analogue- like sound. Add in striking looks,
afirst-class transport and aruggedness of build that extends beyond the stone
used for the casing to the choice of professional-spec Philips CD mechanism and
you're looking at aworld- class design.
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MU Maths!!!
£650 + £650 = £ 1000
Kandy CD player & INTEGRATED amp
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WiseWords

IN MY OPINION

Putting the
instrument strings
The early skiffle incarnation of The Beatles - and their use
of the ' tea-chest bass' gets John Crabbe thinking about the
merits of simple instruments

B

ack in the mists of
time, experimenters

dating back to the Stone Age

young or old had no

dug to provide aresonant cavity,

With this, asmall pit was

exemplars to follow, so what

topped by adiaphragm of bark

we take for granted as the lipreed technique was probably

or leaves weighted down by a

discovered by chance and
exploited haphazardly, as also

from this was held taut by a

the edge tones and finger- holes

anchored in the vound at

ring of stones. A string rising
bent- over bow- like stick firmly

needed for flutes. In both cases

its far end. When plucked or

the modes of activating suitable

struck, the string's sound was

pitch intervals took ages to

enhanced by the cavity, while

se:tie into apattern we'd now

the player's other hand gripped

see as normal.

the bow's tip in order to vary

Imention this because
(percussion and reedpipes apart) the other

its upward pull, thus changing
tension and thereby frequency.
Such devices are said to

major acoustically distinct

have been confined to the

instrumental group involves

rather sparse note- span of a

A recent radio programme about
1950s" Liverpool skiffle groups
alerted me to the one- stringed
'tea-chest bass"... the instruments
were very similar to the ground-bow

The Beatles: 1950s skifflers
near the top with fingers around

operative fret, representing a

the adjacent string, the Latter's

neat alliance of fixed length and

tension could be raised by a

variable tension.
Finally, returning to ancient

squeezing action or...
•2 - free to hinge outwards,

bows, the mouth- bow, where

facilitating control by applying a

ahorizontally held hunting

strings. A recent radio

musical 5th. But enterprising

direct pulling force. Each level of

bow was closely coupled to

programme about 1950s'

practitioners could circumvent

tension thus produced mediated

the player's mouth cavity. Its

Liverpool skiffle groups

this by repositioning their pitchcontrol hand so as to stabilize or

acorresponding note, which

string was drawn part- way

the performer's other hand

towards and tied to the bow

generated by plucking.

by asubsidiary string, with

alerted me to the one- stringed
'tea-chest bass', where the

'stop the string at alower point,

enployment of variable tension,

thus taking atentative step on

not length, to effect pitch

the road to fingerboard control.

possible off-centre attachment
providing contrasted UR pitch

SKIFFLING CIRCLES
How well this matched musical

regimes. The bow would be held

instruments were very similar

needs is uncertain, but tea-

very near to the open mouth

of tension is universal, althougn

to the ground- bow. The cavity

chest devices and their ilk

or gripped between the teeth,

beyond that it has for ages been

became an upturned tea-chest

seem to have provided the

when the string's two halves

customary in most cultures to

whose plywood bottom provided

only example in 20th century

would be struck, scarped or

alter astring's ongoing note- to-

amore secure diaphragm,

Western music of reliance

plucked while being variously

note pitch by changing its leng:h

with length of ' parcel quality'

on the manipulation of string

stressed or stopped, producing

vi

string sloping up from its

tension to accomplish ongoing

aconsiderable range of pitches

their 1920/30s transatlantic

centre to terminate at the top

note changes. The situation is

and timbres.

skiffling predecessors ( who

of ashortened broomstick fixed

less clear-cut if one looks East

used washtubs), the penniless

vertically to one of the chest's

to include pitch variations within

delivered something akin to

Lverpudlians abandoned this in

sides. The stick's fixture could

notes. Thus the sliding effects

favour of an instrument derived

take two forms:

produced by the Indian sitar are

headphone- style music- in- thehead, and could be replicated

from the African ground- bow,

• 1 - rigid, when by gripping it

of the melody string, behind the

for the price of abudget CD.

changes points to the past.
Preparatory tuning by means

3 fingered

' stopping'. But like

In essence, the Merseyside

Barely audible to others, this

O
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ClassicKit

Trolley
dolly
The LS3/5A was but one of aseries of speakers designed to meet BBC
standards. Another was the SpenCor BC1, afull- range design that was
to prove even more influential during its 34 years of existence.
Ken Kessler salutes those woofers on wheels...

0

fthe many beloved
British institutions

Hi Fi News - speaker design.

LS3/5A, was its big sister, the

oy screws, providing further

Although its models tended to

BC1. And why would it be more

lossy .mechanical coupling.

diminished in recent

be conceived for internal use,

influertial? Simply because it

years by non- elected,

The BC1 followed this practice,

invariably they still affected

was amore satisfactory, truly

'think-tank' bureaucrats, the

its enclosure made from 3/8in

the way music lovers perceived

full- range system for primary

BBC ranks alongside the Royal

birch ply, battened at the joints,

sound; BBC radio was cnce that

use in aroom larger that 12 x

with 3/8in bitumen- impregnated

Mail, the NHS and British Rail

influential. Along with Ive FM

16ft. And it so embodied what

as among the most keenly

felt border] to the inside ot the

broadcasts, nothing did more to

has become known as ' the BBC

mourned. Younger readers

panels to provide damping.

impress BBC standards upon

sound' that it's just as iconic.

probably won't believe that

enthusiasts than BBC- approved

'BBC once meant more than

loudspeakers. Why? Because

Although acommercial
offering - there was an

THE BC1 EARNS ITS PLACE IN ` CLASSIC HIT' BECAUSE,
DESPITE A COUPLE OF TRAITS THAT DATE IT SLIGHTLY,

A 3- way bass reflex system
.ntended to operate in afreestanding position, the BC1 was
normally found on adedicated
trolley - ano- no in these days of
spikes and earthquake- resistant

IT'S PERFECTLY USEABLE 35 YEARS AFTER ITS BIRTH

speaker fixing. Ihad my circa-

'Boring Biased Channels' found

few years ago and was able to

'976 pair restored at Spendor a

many of them, not least the

edition with proper BBC ' LS'

at the beginning of the Sky

LS3/5A, were made available to

nomenclature [ see ' The Origin

try them both with the trolleys

directory, or that it was capable

retail consumers.

Of The BC1' panel, right] - the

and on 12in stands. While they

speaker was truly ' of the BBC'.

look so ' right' on the trolleys,

of fielding radio personalities
of greater intellect and tact

SERIES OF SPEAKERS

But it was innovative, too, and

than Jonathan Ross. But most

While Iam as guilty as any of

would influence British speaker

quickly forgotten because they

elevating the L53/5A to the

design for acouple of decades

BC1A active

existed ' behind the scenes' were

deified status it deserves, we

through the pioneering use of

monitor with

Right: Spendor

the unglamorous, yet unique,

mustn't forget it was but one of

plastics for woofers. During

M50 amplifier;

engineering departments.

aseries of speakers designed

the 1960s and 1970s, the BBC

a25W version

to meet BBC standards. And
probably the most influential of

approach was to use cabinets

was also uttered

all, even more so than the tiny

damped plywood panels, with

and therefore bmited-appeal

front baffle and back panel fixed

Yes, the BBC once paved the
way in recording techniques, in
digital technology and - most
relevant in the context of
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made with ' thin wall', heavily

SPENDOR BC1 LOUDSPEAKER

[Left] Testing early blue

THE ORIGIN OF THE BC!

magnets for BC1 around
1976; constructing baffle

Derek Hughes [right] supplied acopy

assemblies [below]; baffle

of awonderful letter from 1980, sent

assemblies for BC1 with red

by his father, Spencer Hughes, to

magnets [ below left]

Hi Fi News. Part of the BC1 design
team and founder of Spendor, ' Spen'
was responding to aquery about the
origins of Spendor. We're reprinting
parts of it here:
Dear Sir,
The Spendor BC1 was not a
development of the BBC loudspeaker
type LS316... Even before hi-fi, the
BBC has designed its own monitor
loudspeaker systems as commercial

e,1,12g,

systems were not accurate enough for
broadcast work. These designs were
based on available units matched by

and initial listening tests indicated that

very complex crossover networks and
mounted in custom designed cabinets.

an increase in size, hence the present
design. The second pair of BC1s was
made for afriend who took them to

During the mid- 1960s, the
development work carried out by the
BBC had advanced to astage which
was beyond the capabilities of the
available paper pulp cone bass units.
stands, acarefully- chosen
pair of cables and arobust but
sweet-sounding solid-state amp
can work magic; think Primare

Heel: sloppy lower octaves.
Like the L53/5A, the BC1
the LS3/5A, it goes loud enough
to satisfy most domestic needs
and the bass below, say, 100Hz,
is extended, deep and musical*.

on abudget, McIntosh MC275 if
you're not.

not quite that easy.
Some two years were spent making

What it isn't, however, is tight,
totally controlled nor fast
enough by today's standards.
Spen Hughes even noted that,
as the BBC

W3S

addressing a

of speakers about the size of the BC1s.
Being akind soul, I
suggested that my

and from arange of plastics. The first
successful unit was made from the now
well-known Bextrene and used in the

design could be used, so I
was given the
task of producing an official version of
the BC1, later designated the LS3/6.
This design used an Bin unit made
by Research Department, the Celestion

artifice that mars modern sound
preferences for people who

do most of the actual work both on

The main change in the crossover

have heard live performances.
Careful matching will create a

the plastic investigation and the

was the addition of alarge multi-tap
autotransformer to allow adjustment of

system free of sibilance, with

rejected the design on first

surprising good imaging and
arealistically dimensioned

Which is not to say that

about this time there was aspecial
requirement within the BBC for one pair

type LS5/5.
My part in the operation was to

pop market 30 years ago, Auntie
approach because * the main
request was for more power:

main request was for more power,
so the BC1 was turned down. Around

12in unit cones in avariety of shapes

development of the BBC studio monitor

with awarmth and richness
that defies the trend toward

beginning to arise as under the terms
had to be offered to them. Fortunately
the ' Pop' era had just started and the

depend on the mood of pulp stirrer. Over
the years it has been found that it was

vocals and acoustic instruments

niche in the audio world.
Now some difficulties were
of my contract with the BBC the design

1551. On the valve front, try the
PrimaLuna ProLogue 2if you're

WARM AND RICH
With alittle effort, you'll hear

pair was sold to Morrow Sound and
Spelidor was on the way to asmall

It was assumed that plastic would be

level models, Marantz PM-

excels in the mid- band. Unlike

Merrow Sound of Guildford. The third

plastic as acone and surround material.
aconsistent material unlike paper
pulp, which to some degree seemed to

amps, Musical Fidelity's midthose wheeled frames do not
help the speaker's Achilles'

The decision was taking to investigate
the possibilities of using some form of

the performance could be improved by

soundstage. It earns its place
in ' Classic Kit' because that's

you can't use this classic as

precisely what it is: avintage

areal-world speaker circa
2005. Ifound that decent 12in

component that, despite a
couple of traits that date it

CCI

HF1300 and aredesigned crossover.

development of the LS5/5. With that
experience I
decided that it should be

levels between the two units, normal

possible to make aloudspeaker from

BBC practice at that time.

scratch in the home environment. With
the aid of our electric fire, acompressor

with an amplifier mounted in the back

working in reverse and an iron bedstead

panel and the 4001G super tweeter

the first vacuum former was built.
Bins full of malformed cones were

added. This addition was for purchase

produced before any measure of

gains. Firstly, it improved the overall

success was achieved and the first Bin

dispersion characteristics, secondly,
from the broadcasting angle, it made

Some months later BC1s were fitted

tax reasons, but it did have two extra

Left: Front baffle
of BC1 fixed

Left: Interior of
very early BC1;

unit was produced. This unit turned
out to be almost certainly the first

by screws to

this is the original

provide lossy*
mechanical

2-way design and
probably one of

commercial Bin Bextrene driver and still
arguably the best.

easily detected.
The LS3/6 was eventually taken by

the first 50 made

The first pair of BC1s was
constructed using these units and

Rogers, then under the control of Jim

coupling

Celestion HF1300 units. The cabinets

assistance from the BBC, Rogers added

were smaller than the current model

the Celestion HF2000.

any 625-line breakthrough to be more

Rogers. With approval, and alittle
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ClassicKit
SPENDOR BC1 TECH SPEC

what one would call ' tight* or

'Variants were few: The BC1A

'modern - eliminates acertain

included abuilt-in 25W or 50W

Impedance

8ohm nominal-1r

type of listener. This is not the

amplifier. The BC1/3 was alater,

HF Drive Unit

Coles 4001G, Celestino HF1300

speaker through which to revel

revised version using a38mm

LF Drive Unit

Spendor 200mm, 26mm coil

in techno. There never was the

HF/mid driver and a 19mm

Sensitivity

likelihood of special editions for

SHF driver. The BC1/69 was a

Power handling

84dB/W/lm ( 74dB/1W1m1
55W

Frequency resp

50Hz to 15kHz

either Kraftwerk or NWA.

limited edition, luxury, upgraded
anniversary model based on

Crossove• point

3kHz and 13kHz

BASIC DATA

the original specification:

Pair matching

within ldB

As for ' collectormania .trivia,

And to put the speakers into

Dimensions

635 x300 x300mm ( hdw)

Derek Hughes provided some

perspective, they cost just under

Weight

14kg

basic data. Spendor was

£75 each in 1973 - the same as

started in 1969, although afew

the Quad ESL ( 57).

slightly, is perfectly useable 35
years after its birth.
Ne there's good news fcr

BC1s were produced in the

But there is no better

previous year. The last ones

summing-up of the allure of

were produced in 1994; the

the BC1 than remarks made

final serial number was 27,024.

in the September 2004 issue

Collectors and purists might

of Stereophile magazine by my

like to note afew notable design

fellow anachrophile, colleague

changes:

and friend, Art Dudley, while

1) A change from white PVC to

reviewing another Spendor

I —
seems the goir,gprice for a

black surround at S/N 7,396

model. He says: ' I'm never

(mid 1975)

more conservative than when

mint pair. Why so cheap? Two

2) It was uprated to 55W power

the subject turns to home

things: firstly, fairly large,

handling from S/N 13,000 ( June

audio...Give me tubes. Give

cotlectcrs: BC1s are not hard

Roorstanding speakers that

1977, and the magnet colour

to find in good condition, and

me vinyl. Give me thin- walled

need to be used away from

changed from blue to red to

hardwood cabinets, obsolete

the prices are embarrassingly

the walls are currently out

signify this)

tweeters, and handmade

tow. I've seen them for just

of fashion, and secondly, the

3) Ferrite magnets were

polypropylene woofers. Give me

£15C per pair, but E300- E400

aforementioned bass - hardly

employed from S/N 20,600

the Spendor BC1'.13

1
1:

See no evil!

Hear no evil!

Ente trinment Show

We will be in Syed.cate
Room 8, Park Inn.

Sepbmber 23. 24th & 25th.

11161.
Hi41-Fi&Fici-ile
See vou there.
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Loptuna DRC-205 drastically

improves sound reproduction at
‘ie pus of asi gle button.
Simply connect the Copland
DRC-205 between the signal
source and the amplifier.
Plug in the accompanying
microphone, push asingle
button, and the room will be
thorou9hly measured and
the entire system optimised
williin seconds. The Copland
DRC-205 room correction is
now activated.

The influence of room
acoustics has been one of
the most disregarded factors
in the pursuit of. the perfect
sound experience.
DRC is an advanced time
domain based technique
where complex antireflection signals are
generated to counteract
room resonances and room
cancellations while leaving
the original sound signal
unaltered.

Besides the default setting
for flat frequency response
in the listening room,
alternative predefined sound
profiles can be activated by
asingle push of the select
button.

The Copland DRC 205
is very easy to operate
and does not require any
previous knowledge of
room acoustics or audio
technology.

The Copland DRC-205
drastically improves sound
Copland DRC 205 Digital R
oom Lorrnrtion
11.11-eled

o

eeeeee
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Copland CTA 405 Integrated Amplifier
C•C

r+Pow

reproduction, giving the
listener aclear and natural
soundstage, all at the push
of asingle button.

The new COPLAND CTA
405 is the result of careful
research and development,
combining the best of
classical construction with the
latest in circuit design.
Using 4xKT88 Valves and
avery special output stage,
excellent performance is
obtained with very low
feedback at 2x50 Watts
per channel.
The CTA 405 is set to
follow in the fuolsteps of
th e original and famous
401/501. Amplifiers thal ore
still bought after today,
Established in 1988, Oxford
Audio Consultants are one
of the leading specialist hi-fi
outlets in the UK, specialising
in Audio, Home Cinema,
Audio-visual and
Multi-media installations.

rm.

From asingle component to
acomplete system, Oxford
Audio Consultants have the
answers and just as
important, the solutions.

o

Call, email or visit us today.

1
t
a

WE LOVE

0

Cantay House
Opening Hours
Park End Street mon-fri: 10am - 6pm
Oxford ( closed ihiinday)
OX1 1JD
sat: 10am - 5pm

Tel 01865 790 879
Fax 01865 791 665
infotoxfordaudio.co ilk
www.oxfordaudio.co.uk

ST

(visit ou web site for
the latest information on
new/used equipment)

Brands include:
Artcoustic, Audio Aero, Audio Analogue, Audio Research, Avid, Blok, Bose, Burmester, Canton,
Copland, darTZeel, Denon, Dreamvision, Fujiisu, Anthony Gallo, Gradf, Harman Kul don, Hitachi
plasma, I- scan, Isoblue, Isotek, Jadis, Jamo, Kef, Koetsu, Krell, Loewe, Lyra, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Michell, Mission, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Naim, Nordost, Opera, Opus, Parasound, Pathos Acoustics,
Pioneer, Prima Luna, Projekt, Pure, Quadraspire, REL, Sennheiser, Sharp Aquos LCD, SME, Sonus Faber,
Speakercraft, Spectral tables, Stax, Stewart Screens, T & A, Tannoy, Teac, Theta, Tivoli, Transparent
cables, Unison Research, Triangle, Vogel, Whest Audio, Wilson Audio, Wireworld, Yamaha

TalkingTechnical

Spectral
Lines

ete•

Whether you're fazed by spectral
analysis graphs or not, there's still
plenty for the keen audiophile to learn.

-

Keith Howard has the lowdown

Velà

0e3e

S

pectrai analysis - the
process whereby any

is periodic - ie that it has a

beneath, part of its spectrum.

repeating pattern - and that it

signal can be converted

What the spectral analysis

stretches from plus to minus

Fast Fourier Transform [ FFT)

shows is that this signal

infinity in time. Music doesn't

algorithm, which remains the

comprises a lkHz fundamental

fit this description, nor does

most commonly used, requires

plus odd- order harmonics at 3,

that N be apower of 2. So the

from amplitude versus time
the waveform you'd see on an
oscilloscope or in asoftware
audio editor) into amplitude

any value of N but the classic

speech, birdsong or any natural

5, 7, 9kHz, etc of progressively

or synthetic signal which is

number of samples can be 2, 4,

versus frequency - is ubiquitous

decreasing amplitude. If we

intended to convey information.

8, 16, etc. Figure 3illustrates

in audio today. Most modern

add these harmonics one at a

This leads to problems with

the nine frequency slices that

measurement techniques rely

time to the fundamental ( Figure

spectral analysis of these

result from using N=16. Note

2) we see how the waveform

that all the frequency slices,

MOST MODERN MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES RELY ON
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS FOR DETERMINING AND IT FORMS A
FAMILIAR PART OF MANY OF HFN'S EQUIPMENT REVIEWS
on it for determining frequency

signals that will be touched on

with the exception of the halfwidth ones at either end of
the spectrum, are of the same
width ( sampling frequency/N),
so that the analysis generates

becomes more and more

aspectrum whose data points
are equally spaced along the

response, distortion, jitter, etc,

later in this piece. For now we'll

and spectral analyses form a

like asquare wave as further

look at spectral analysis of the

harmonics are added. This

familiar part of many of HFAI's

sine wave- based test signals

frequency axis. This explains

equipment reviews.

illustrates afundamental point:

that are traditionally used for

why when alogarithmic

the time domain and frequency

measuring audio equipment,

frequency scale is used

domain views of the signal are

graphs faze you altogether - you

-as it usually is for depicting

which meet the Fourier

alternative ways of representing

probably take them for granted.

frequency response - the

assumption nearly enough.

the same thing. With the right

spectrum often looks jagged at

mathematical tools, we can

low frequencies.

So familiar that - unless

But there is more to this subject
than meets the eye. In fact there

CLASSIC EXAMPLE

move from one to the other in
either direction.

is quite alot you need to know

Let sbegin with aclassic

about spectral analysis if you

example of spectral analysis,

are to interpret it properly and

the square wave, to illustrate

the frequency domain using

understand both its strengths

how aperiodic signal in the

the Fourier Transform, first we

and limitations.

time domain ( amplitude versus

used, typically from 1024 ( 210)

select N samples of the input

to 65,536 ( 216). The reason

time) can be converted into the
frequency domain ( amplitude

signal which will be converted

for this is simple: the larger

into N/2+1 frequency slices in

the value of N, the narrower
the frequency slices ( lins'

Spectral analysis using
Fourier methods ( there are

To convert from the time to

SO-CALLED BINS'
In audio work much larger
values of N are generally

others, but they are not so

versus frequency) and vice-

the spectral analysis. So-

widely used) assumes that

versa. Figure 1shows the

the signal to be analysed

called ' arbitrary N' algorithms

in FFT-speak) in the spectral

square wave's waveform and,

exist which will do this using

analysis. Put another way,
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o
-20

-40

-120

10k

15k

25k

Irequency

Fig 1. Waveform [ left] and spectral analysis [ right] of apure square wave, showing descending odd- harmonic sequence

the higher the value of N, the

over adifferent bandwidth. But

possible. This is one reason why

being analysed, amultiple

better the frequency resolution

provided N remains the same,

these parameters should be

of N samples is used. For

of the resulting spectrum. For

noise floors are comparable

clearly stated alongside every

instance, using 40960 signal

instance, if we use N=1024 for

across different sampling rates

spectrum, although in audio

samples we can perform ten

asignal with 48kHz sampling

because each frequency bin

circles we are lax about this.

N=4096 FFTs and average their

frequency, the frequency

continues to receive the same

resolution will be [ 48000/1024=1

proportion of the total noise

AVERAGING

the benefit of this process.

46.875Hz. If we increase N

energy. Of course, this assumes

A further factor that affects the

Here afull-scale lkHz, 16- bit

that the signal's noise spectrum
is flat, which it may well not be.

noise floor in aspectral analysis

dithered sine wave is analysed

to 65,536 then the frequency

results. Figure 5illustrates

is the amount of averaging

using N=4096 across 4096 ( red

Bear all this in mind when

within the measurement and

trace) and 40960 ( blue trace)

will be able to see finer detail

comparing the noise floors of

how this is applied. Typically,

samples. Note that the level of

within the spectrum.

different spectra. If N and/or

published spectral analyses

the noise floor is unchanged

the bit depth of the signal are

use FFT averaging to reduce

but its variance ( how much it

floor is also lowered within the

not the same in each case

the variance in the noise

fluctuates) is much reduced

spectral analysis because the

then adirect comparison is not

floor. Instead of N samples

when 10 spectra are averaged. ID

resolution will be improved to
(48000/65536=1 0.732Hz and we

With larger N the noise

noise energy within each bin is
reduced. This means that we
can resolve signal components
of lower amplitude, as Figure
4illustrates. The signal in
this case is adithered 1.5kHz
sine wave at an amplitude of
-110dBFS, sampled at 48kHz.
If we perform an FFT analysis
on this signal using N=64 ( red
trace), the sine wave signal can
oarely be distinguished from the
noise floor. But if we increase
N to 4096 ( blue trace), the
noise floor is lowered ( and the
frequency resolution improved)
sufficiently that the 1.5kHz sine
wave is now clearly resolved.
In Figure 4the 1.5kHz sine
wave signal was generated
using 16- bit resolution, as
provided by Compact Disc. If
Fig 2. Progressively adding the harmonics of

we generate the same signal at
24- bit resolution, as offered by

the square wave to the fundamental slowly

DVD-V and DVD-A, and analyse

rebuilds its characteristic shape

it again using N=4096, because
of the 8extra bits the noise floor
will be lowered by over 40dB.
The level of the noise floor is
additionally affected by changing
the sampling rate, because
the noise energy is now spread
NOVEMBER 2005 • www.hifinews.co.uk 71
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audio
consultants

E info@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk
FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

cConrad-johnson ACT 2and Premier 350.
This combination offers an exceptionally
transparent and natural sound producing
avery 3dimensional, large soundstage.
A reference system. ACT 2valve pre-amplifier
£13000. Premier 350 power amplifier
(35owpc) f8000.

e
eAt last we have heard some universal disc players that
perform well and without compromise to the standard
CD replay. The 3units we have on offer will compare
extremely favourably with any regular CD- only player
at their respective price points. The extra replay formats
available, DVD, DVD-A, SACD, MP3, etc, can be counted

a Eclipse- TD 7122.
These unusually shaped loudspeakers

as abonus. Top to bottom:

produce imaging and soundstaging that

Ayre C-5xe. A universal stereo player, 2- channel only.

dThiel 2.4 loudspeakers.

can equal that achieved with the best
speakers costing several times their price.

This speaker is rapidly becoming one

Very sharp focus, very fast and probably

of our best selling components. Avery

the best transients we have heard. )Artually

coherent sound producing arealistic,

no colouration, amost revealing loudspeaker.

large soundstage. Tonal balance is very

With their r.ustom stand f4000 apair.

natural. Dynamics, at both macro and
micro level, are accurately reproduced.

b Ayre Acoustics K-1 and

An innovative design with a beautiful

This pre- power combination offers an

finish. Standard wood veneers f3495.

exceptionally high level of transparency

exceptional sound. Extremely natural tonal balance with
avery focussed, deep soundstage. Up with the very best
CD players we have heard, aremarkable achievement
at fy495.
McCormack UDP-i. This player offers full multi- channel
outputs as well as 2-channel replay. A neutral to warm
sound with abig soundstage. Exceptional value at £3200.

and deep soundstage for the price. With

Bel Canto Player PL- 1. A high performance universal

acharacteristically sharp focussed image,

player. Leaving aside the universal bits, this is one of

the fully balanced circuits offer avery neutral

the best sounding CD players we have heard. It produces

tonal balance. On apar with the best

alarge, believable soundstage and has extremely good

amplifiers we have heard. K-1 pre- amplifier

bass character. Player PL- 1Audio f699o. DCDi and high

£4995. V-1 power amplifier (2oowpc) f6495.

AMPHION • AUDIO PHYSIC ` AVALON • AYRE

By avoiding any video replay in the circuits, this results
in ano compromise universal audio player that has an

performance DVI. SDI available as options at extra cost.

ACOUSTICS

FINAL » GRAAF • LYRA • MCINTOSH • MONO PULSE

BEL CANTO • BENZ- MICRO • CARDAS • CLEARAUDIO • CONRAD-JOHNSON • DALI • EAR/YOSHINO • ECLIPSE TD

NORDOST

NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE

SME • SHUN MOOK • SUGDEN • THIEL • TRANSFIGURATION • UNISON RESEARCH

Located approximately 15 minutes drive
from either My/Junction 12 or M3/Junction 6
with free and easy parking outside
the building.

PAGODE • PATHOS • QUADRASPIRE • RESOLUTION AUDIO • ROGUE AUDIO

VELODYNE

VIRTUAL DYNAMICS

WADIA • WHEST AUDIO

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:00.

Aldermaston

We have ahome evaluation scheme for those

Reading

who might find this method more convenient.

Berkshire RG7 8JA

It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
AC
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10dB for each 10- fold increase
in the number of averages

201e

taken. Combining the two
averaging methods - coherent

<0

FFT bins

and FFT - gives us the best of
I

e

I

both worlds.

1

WINDOWING

e
e
frequency

If asignal doesn't complete

-120

-140.

5k

10k

15k

20k

an exact number of cycles

25k

within the N samples used for

frequency 11111

Fig 3. The nine frequency bins [ frequency slices] generated

Fig 4. FFT analysis of a - 110dBFS 1.5kHz sine- wave using

the spectral analysis, it isn't

by FFT analysis using fi=16

N=64 ( red trace( and N=4096 ( blue tracel

only coherent averaging that
is affected. Fourier analysis,
remember, assumes that the
signal is periodic and stretches
from plus to minus infinity in
time. This may seem at odds
with analysing afixed number
of samples but those samples
are presumed to represent a
'cell' of the repeating waveform
that recurs on either side of
the selected samples. If we

14 %

`,1q

10k

15k

20k

10k

20k

take the example of asine

25k

wave that does not complete an

IHI

frequency 11111

Fig 5. FFT averaging reduces the variance of the noise floor

exact number of cycles within

Fig 6. Coherent averaging of the time domain signal prior to

N, Fourier analysis presumes

FFT analysis suppresses the signal's inherent noise

the signal to look something
like that of Figure 7. This is not

1111111111111•11111111111111P""

This can aid the identification

for instance, apply coherent

through exactly 85 cycles every

the waveform we actually want

4096 samples.

to analyse because, far from

of low-level components that

averaging across successive

would otherwise be lost in

intervals of 4096 samples using

the ' grass' of the noise floor.

the lkHz signal of Figure 5. At

happens if we apply coherent

A second forrn of averaging

48kHz sampling rate, alkHz

averaging to this signal using

(represented by the ticks on

is coherent averaging of the

tone completes 85.33 cycles

c,ample lengths of 4096, 40960

the time axis). If we apply FFT

being asine wave, it has sharp

Figure 6shows what

A SECOND FORM OF AVERAGING IS COHERENT AVERAGING
OF THE TIME DOMAIN SIGNAL PRIOR TO FFT ANALYSIS,
WHICH IS USEFUL FOR SUPPRESSING INHERENT NOISE

discontinuities every N samples

analysis to asignal like this the
result is as Figure 8. Because
the discontinuity implies the
presence of awide spread of
frequencies, the spectrum does

time domain signal prior to

within 4096 samples. As this is

and 409600 samples ¡ which

not show the clear single line

FFT analysis, which is useful

not awhole number, coherent

allow 1, 10 and 100 averages

we expect from asine wave.

for suppressing inherent noise

averaging of this signal won't

respectively) and then apply

and other spuriae ( eg hum

work. In fact we have to use

N=4096 FFT analysis to the

harmonics). If we have 40960

asignal frequency that is a

resutt. In contrast to FFT

using atechnique called

signal sampes available then

multiple of ( 48000/4096=)

averaging, coherent averaging

windowing. What this does is

This problem, which applies
to most signals, is overcome

instead of averaging ten N=4096

11.71875Hz, the nearest to

provides no reduction in the

apply adefined envelope to

spectra we could average the

lkHz being 996.09375Hz. If we

variance of the noise floor but it

the signal waveform so that at

time signal over 10 successive

use this then the signal goes

dons rpritire,its overage level, by

either end of the N samples

intervals of 4096 samples and
then apply spectral analysis to
this average.
WHOLE NUMBER
I
-he problem with this technique
is that it only works if the signal
to be analysed completes a
whole ( integer) number of
cycles within the signal interval

120

over which the averaging is

10k

performed, otherwise the
averaging process will result
in the signal self- cancelling.
This means that we could not,

15k

20k

frequency C
Oc I

Fig 7. Discontinuities evident when repeating signal does not

Fig 8. Spectral analysis of adiscontinuous signal like that

undergo an exact number of cycles within Nsamples

shown in Fig 7

15k
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www.usheraudio.com

Be
THE BERYLLIUM EVOLUTION

there.

)

CP 8872 II
-: way system: be low- bass woofers, 7" woofer
2' soft dome midrange and 1 Be dome tweeter
sensitivity: 90 dB

With the music.

e 1watt

/ 1m

nominal impedance: 4 ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 25 Hz — 30 kHz
power handling. 200 watts
crossover frequencies: 150 Hz, 1.3 kHz and 3.5 kHz
weight: 92.7 kgs (including base)

The new Usher Dancer ll Beryllium.

dimensions (w

dx h): 32 cm x96 cm x 152 cm

CP 8871 II
3- way system: 2x8 1 low- bass woofers

rmid- low woofer, and l' Be dome tweeter
e 1watt / 1m

sensitivity: 90 dB

nominal impedance: 4ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 28 Hz - 30 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies: 300 Hz and 2.5 kHz
weight: 77.5 kgs (including base)
dimensions (w nd xh): 32 cm s85 cm x137 cm

CP 8571 II
3- way system: 8' low- bass woofers

7. mid- low woofer,

and I Be dome tweeter

sensitivity: 87 dB @ 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance: 8ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 30 Hz — 30 kHz
power handling: 100 watts
crossover frequencies' 220 Hz and 2.2 kHz
weight: 51.7 kgs ( including base)
dimensions (w xd xh):.32 cm x60 cm x112 cm

USHER 4UDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai-Fo 1g Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Tel:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-maikusherems11.hinet.net

HIAuclu
9 Soyerei
Tel/Fax:

n Gardens Miskin nr Pontyclun CF72 8SZ
443 231458

Mob:07968 272614

Web:www.hiaudio.co.uk

Email: hugh@hiaudio.co.uk
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used for the analysis the signal
amplitude is reduced to zero
-20

[Figure 91. This eliminates the
discontinuities and results in a
spectrum much closer to the
one we expected ( Figure 10).
There are many different
window shapes that can be
applied ( Hann, Hamming,
Blackman, Blackman- Harris,

5k

Doplh-Chebyshev, Kaiser -

10k

15k

20k

frequency 1,121

Bessel and others), each with
different attributes. In Figure

Fig 9. An appropriate window function ( grey traces) reduces

Fig 10. Spectral analysis of the windowed waveform.

10 you may have noticed that
the peak associated with the

the amplitude of the discontinuous waveform ( blue trace)
to zero at each end of the Nsamples ( red trace), thereby

spectral leakage

sine wave does not occupy a

removing the discontinuities

Note the skirts around the main peak, which result from

single FFT bin, as it should,
but bleeds into adjacent bins,
giving the peak ' skirts' on either
side. Where no windowing is
applied ( termed coherent FFT)
the spectral peak occupies a
single frequency bin. This effect
is known as spectral leakage
and it occurs with all windows,
although to different degrees
depending on the window type.

2

3

4

5

6

1k

7

10k

20k

f
requency I1121

time Irnaltseconds1

Fig 12. Frequency responses obtained by time windowing the

FREQUENCY RESOLUTION
The true frequency resolution

Fig 11. Example loudspeaker impulse response generated by

impulse response of Fig 14 from 3to 8.8 milliseconds and

provided by any FFT
measurement is equal to 1/T,

MLSSA ( maximum length sequence spectral analysis)

applying N=1024 ( blue trace) and N=4096 ( red trace) FFT
analysis. The improved smoothness of the latter is illusory

where Tis the measured signal
interval in seconds. Usually 1/T
gives exactly the same result as

first reflection. Because the

Figure 11 using N=1024 ( blue

components ( basis functions)

dividing the sampling frequency

number of samples within this

trace) and N=4096 ( red trace).

that stretch from minus to plus

by N, as we've already used.

time interval generally doesn't

Although the latter looks

infinity in time. Other forms of

correspond to apower of 2

smoother and therefore better

spectral analysis - based on

(in the Figure 11 example the

resolved at low frequencies

wavelets, for instance - use

resolution of the measurement

length of the measurement

because it has four times as

basis functions which are

and the inherent resolution

window is 579 samples at the

many data points, in both cases

more closely confined in time

of the spectral analysis are

ANALYSIS OF NON STEADY STATE SIGNALS LIRE MUSIC,

But there are instances
where the true frequency

different. Mostly this occurs in
the context of time- windowed

CHARACTERISED BY MEANINGFUL TRANSIENT CONTENT,

speaker measurements using

INVOLVES A TRADE-OFF BETWEEN TIME AND FREQUENCY

tools like MLSSA.

[although not in frequency),

Figure 11 shows an

105.3kHz sampling frequency

example MLSSA-derived

used for the measurement), it

the true frequency resolution of
the measurement is exactly the

which suits them better to the

same: 1/T.

characterisation of waveforms

impulse response, in which

is normal practice to pad out

the initial response peak and

the windowed signal segment

decay, beginning at 3ms, are

with trailing zeros to achieve a

TIME RESOLUTION

that change over short time
intervals. But wavelet and other

due to the loudspeaker and

value of N compatible with FFT

Spectral analysis of non steady

joint time- frequency analysis

the second, lower- amplitude

analysis, eg, adding 445 zeros

state signals like music or

(JTFA) methods have yet to be

peak that occurs about 5.5ms

will bring N up to 1024.

speech, which are characterised

widely used in audio.

later represents the first

This process of adding

by meaningful transient content,

room reflection. To achieve

zeros means that the true

involves atrade-off between

MORE

aquasi-anechoic free- field

resolution of the measurement

time and frequency resolution.

Inevitably there is much more to

measurement, the impulse

11/T=182Hz) is not the

For good time resolution, N

learn about this subject and for

response is analysed from just

same as the FFT resolution

should be small; for good

those interested, Irecommend

before the beginning of the

(105,300/1024=103Hz), and the

frequency resolution, N should

chapters 8, 9, 10 and 12 of

speaker's response ( eliminating

disparity will be even greater

be large. In fact Fourier- based

Steven Smith's The Scientist

the ' time of flight' delay between

if further zeros are added to

spectral analysis is inherently

and Engineer's Guide to Digital

sound leaving the speaker and

achieve higher N. Figure 12

poorly adapted to analysing

Signal Processing. This can be

shows the result of analysing
the windowed impulse of

non- stationary signals because

downloaded free by visiting

it presumes sine and cosine

www.dspguide.com. 0

arriving at the measurement
microphone) to just before the
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In abrand new regular feature our expert panel dispatches
pearls of hi-fi wisdom in answer to your gnawing queries...

MEET THE PANEL...

Getting settings straight

KEN KESSLER

Q You

US- born Ken
Kessler is the

recently covered Pioneer's fifth

If DVDs are your main source of viewing,

Jeremy Clarkson

generation plasma in your AVTech section, and
on the strength of the review Ibought one.

then Iwould strongly recommend that you leave

of hi-fi • and

Obviously, Iam keen to squeeze the optimum

writes exclusively

Advanced. This puts the plasma into a75Hz PAL/

performance from my new 50in display, so

for Hi Fi News

NTSC mode with optimised 2-2 and 3-2 pulldown

Iwould appreciate abreakdown of 4V Tech's

as our Senior

for film- sourced DVDs.

Recommended Settings for this model.

Contributing

If, by contrast, you notice some jerkiness about

Matt Crayton by e-mail

the picture with broadcast material then you

Editor. Watch out
for answers with attitude'
STEVE HARRIS

might want to switch the Pure Cinema option to

A Paul Miller replies:

'Due to alack of space,
unfortunately we were unable to publish our
Settings for

the Consultant

Pioneer's POP- 505

Editor of Hi Fi

plasma. Better late

News and edited

than never, here

the title between

they are (see right).

Picture

1986 and mid probably forgotten
more about hi-fi than most

>AV Selection
>Contrast
>Brightness

>Standard

>Colour
>Tint

>

of us can remember...

Paul Miller is the

it into a 100Hz scan mode'.

>40
>0

>Sharpness
>Pro Adjust
>Low
>Colour Temp
>DNR/CTI/DRE > Off

2005. He has

inventor of Hi Fi

-Off ,putting

Recommended

Steve Harris is

PAUL MILLER

the Pure Cinema option on the Pioneer set to

>0
>
>Pure Cinema

>Adv

e de

Over to Tannoy?
Q Icurrently own

apair of TDL Reference

which are - alas - not much in favour at present. If

News' lab test

Standard speakers from 1991 and am looking to

equipment - the

the designs you've listened to so far haven't moved

upgrade. Unfortunately most of what Ihave been

QC Suite - and

you, you should look at larger models from PMC

able to audition does not come close to the TDLs,

and ATC - both British companies that manufacture

was recently

especially in the bass area.

for the professional sector and have distribution in

appointed
Technical Director

Since you reviewed the Reference Standards
and are familiar with their sound what

the US. Tannoys have ample bass, but this is of a
different 'nature' than that of the TDLs. But do give

of the magazine. Paul is

would your recommendation be for apair of

the Westmister Royal alisten: you can't get more

also awhizz at all aspects of

loudspeakers in the under $ 20k range? Ihave

AV technology.

British than Tannoy!'

auditioned Vandersteen 5A's, Revels, B&W 802s,

ANDREW HARRISON

Avalon Eidilons, NHT Evolution Tbs.

MartinLogan, Wilson Audio Sophias,
After acareer in

Ilike the ' British sound'. Would

hi-fi retail Andrew

the Tannoy Westminster Royal be

Harrison joined

aviable candidate or is it too bass

Hi Fi News four

weak?

years ago and is

Redell Napper, Lima, Ohio, USA

now Deputy Editor
of the title. He's
agoldmine of
information when it comes

A Ken Kessler replies:

This is

certainly atough one, as you're talking
about transmission line speakers,

to all things audio.
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READER QUERIES

Making

CD does it
Q Ihave asimple

from mint?

technical

Q Iknow that you

query. What is the sampling

cannot

frequency of the 5A-1551 CD

advise every reader on the

playback? Bravo to Marantz for producing

value of equipment, but while

aseemingly first-rate SACD/CD player at an

chatting to Steve Harris afew

affordable price, but its website states that the CD

years ago at the Hi -Fi Show

sampling frequency is 44.1kHz/16-bit, despite the

Imentioned that Istill had

presence of the CS4397 DAC. I'm confused: does CD p.ayback
sample at 192kHz/24-bit ( in which case Iassume the specs rider

aTechnics SL10 in its box
complete. He suggested Ihang

to CD software) or 44.1kHz/16-bit? Ifind it hard to be.ieve the latter.

on to it as it was becoming

Paul Wizonski, Uxbridge

acollectors' item. Iam now

A Ken

to its worth?

looking to sell it; any ideas as
Kessler replies: Daniel Rose. at Marantz tells t.s that tfie SA -15S1 does indeed sample

Nick Spencer, Gosport

strictly at 44 ikl-'2/16-bit for CD playback, the dearer SA 11 S1 upswrples CD playback at 192kHz/
24 bit But don't hold that agairst it In my eyes it still sounded terri 'ir'

A Ken Kessler replies:
'SL ¡ Os are wonderful, useable

Belt it out

delights, but condition is

QI
have aConnoisseur BD

ones should fetch E400-(600 on

everything. I've seen knackered
ones for as little as ( 100 but mint

1 ( kit) turntable that has

given good service for over aquarter of acentury. Not

up. Ihate to say it, but eBay is

surprisingly the drive belt has now lost its elasticity.

the only way to realise the true

As Arnold Sugden's company doesn't seem to exist any

market worth of this turntable

longer, do you know of another source for the belts?

because it theoretically can reach
everyone on the planet'.

Peter Heidenstrom, New Zealand

A Steve Harris replies:

Your best bet is probably

Technical and General, which is based in Crowborough, East
Sussex, England. The company specialises in bits for old
turntables, such as Thorens and Garrard To find out more
contact: Technical and General, PO BOX .
53, Crowborough,
East Sussex TN6 2BY Tel: +44 (0)1892 654534'.

Pixel cropping
Q Ihave just

read your review on the Denon DVD-A1XV, wKch

service packs available to key dealers (if not directly from its Product
Support department) to deal with technical issues encountered in the
field. As aresult, if the picture position facility fails to do the trick, I

was excellent, but Ihave aquestion anout arelated player, the

would recommend you contact your local dealer to check whether your

OVO -3910. Ialso use the Marantz VP- 1253 projector, but when

DVD-3910 might benefit from arefreshed EPROM!'

watching some DVDs there is excessive pixel cropping as the
picture comes in from the right hand side and also the bottom of
my screen. Did you notice any pixel cropping when using the NDA1XV with the Marantz 53 via DVI?
D. Spero, by e-mail

A Paul Miller replies: This is certainly an issue with the player and
not the projector, which we've used with virtually every mid- to- high end
DVD player on the market. Having said that, we did not experience any
cropping with either the DVD-3910 or C1VD-A1XV. If you check-out the
'Picture Adjust' menu you'll find asetting to adjust the picture position
(the details are in the manual). One of the benefits of modern kit fike
the DVD-3910 is the upgradability of its firmware and Denon makes

GOT A QUESTION?

If you have any hi-fi o- AV query you can e-mail your question to hi-finews0ipcmedia.com and mark it ' CI&A'.

Alternatively you can ' snail mail' us to: Hi- Fr News, IP'C !Media, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ. If you
want a particular expert to answer it please wake thiis : tear and we'll get it sent to them for an answer. We regret that
due to time pressures we can't answer any technical queries by telephone, e-mail or post. Sorry!
4•1111111111111111Olommuffloommi•-1
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ULTRASONE

Put on apair of Ultrasone PROline 750 or PROline 2500 headphones with patented
S- Logic -v. technology and you'll be immersed in an amazing 3D environment.
A world where decentralised speakers allow you to hear sounds coming at you from
all directions, perceive distance, pick up every chord, every note, every living breath.

www.ultrasoneuk.com
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TechTalk

IN MY OPINION

The nightmares
of networking
Technology wizard Barry Fox examines the promises, and the
pitfalls, of using acomputer to pump music into every room

E

lectronics companies
are now obsessed with
network rag. They now

believe that what we really want
next is acomputer server in one
room which squirts music, radio

and TV all round the house, by
wires or wireless links.
Let's say this is based
on solid market research
-although no-one has yet been
able to show me any. Let's also
set aside the practical difficulty .
tnat some CDs are copyprotected and will not copy to a
hard disk server and that even
taugher controls are planned for
there was HAVi ( Home Audio

installation., without help

connections which work one day

Video interoperability) which

-just like today's VCR'. All the

will vanish the next and then

that computer networks are a

was unveiled at CES in January

devices are ' self- configurable',

return the day after. The only

nightmare to set up and they

2000. HAVI was developed

using IP/TCP ( Internet

thing that makes me wonder if

fa l
lover and shut down at

by Grundig, JVC, Panasonic,

Protocol/Transmission Control

UPnP might just fly came from

the slightest opportunity. As.k

Philips, Sharp, Sony, Thomson

Protocol), arid each device has

arecent trip to Linn. Linn boss

anyone who has tried to share

and Toshiba.

its own IP address. A Control

Ivor Tiefenbrun's son Gilad is

HDTV and blue laser discs.
The more basic problem is

internet access between two

The CES demonstrations

Point contrats the network, a

now on board, after working on
secure software with Symbian.

pCs, while keeping the wireless

were adisaster, with modified

Media Server serves up the

connection private and guarding

TVs behaving like PCs, showing

entertainment and aMedia

The more basic problem is that
computer networks are a nightmare
to set up and they fall over and shut
down at the slightest opportunity

'Currently some companies
cooperate so that multi- room

Renderer renders it.
The network behaves like

systems are easy to set up,' he

aminiature internet. When a

said. ' But many don't. UPnP

CD player o- tuner or TV set

creates an ' open playground'.

(aka Media Server) is plugged
in, the player announces its

Linn's Chief Engineer, Bill
Miller, elaborated: ' HAVI tried to

model number and what it can

do this but was too early. They

the system against viruses,

error messages and needing

do, and aremote control box

were trying to put complexity

hackers and worms that steal

are- boot. Not surprisingly

(aka Contrat Point) adds the

into adumb TV. UPnP comes

private information and send

the HAVi website has not been

information to an electronic list.

from the computer world where

it off over the iiternet to who

updated for five years.

Pressing play then sucks music

equipment already has the

or pictures from the player and

necessary smarts to run the

Plug and Play ( UPnP). This

sends it to aspeaker system or

control system. It starts from

STANDARD SYSTEM

time the project is driven by

screen ( aka Renderer).

the power of the PC'.

Over the last 20 years there

computer companies Microsoft,

have been several attempts

Intel, Hewlett Packard and

TRIP TO LINN

consumers, and the upside

at creating astandard simple

Texas Instruments, with input

All this will sound horribly

for manufacturers, is that we

system for networking home

from Philips, Panasonic, Sony

unappealing to anyone who uses

shall have to buy new UPnP

entertainment hardware.

and Thomson.

aPC and is all too familiar with

compliant equipment if we want

the way the USB system was

to build anetwork. Personally

knows who and where.

Matsushita, Philips, Sony

The new buzz is on Universal

The object, as described

The downside for

and Thomson failed with D2B

by Intel in awelter of wishful

promoted as plug- and- play, as

I'd rather carry aCD or DVD

(Domestic Digital Bus). Then

thinking, is ' out of the box

opposed tc plug- and- pray. USB

from one room to another. 13
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Walrus

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

Some Digital and some Analogue news. And, don't forget the upcoming Heathrow Show ..!
Just because we are predominantly an analogue, vinyl based, retailer doesn't mean we don't care about digital. We realise that our
customers, much as they love their vinyl collections, still need to play digital media occasionally! It's apity that SACD never
achieved the prominence it ought to have. But then, the choice of music is still very limited. Or, perhaps it's the other way round.
Anyhow, when you get agood recording, SACD can be stunning. You guessed this was leading somewhere, and it is! Musical
Fidelity have at last released their new
kW Series SACD player. It features MF's
trademark sophisticated choke
regulated power supplies, and, unusually the
SACD and CD circuits and their power
supplies inside the player are completely
separate. Too often, when you buy a
really good SACD player you still need to
retain your existing expensive CD
player to get the best out of the respective
media. The MF player gets the
absolute best out of both media, it really is one
of the only genuine dual purpose machines on the market. Other details include technical specs (signal to noise ratio and jitter)
which challenge the resolution of measuring instruments, and the ability to switch between two very high quality output stages,
valve and transistor, to keep both camps happy! This is their best digital player yet, and one which it will be very hard to surpass
(despite what MF say in their regular newsletters - existing owners know what we mean!) - if you are interested, don't delay in
hearing it as Ithink the limited production run will soon all be allocated. Oh, nearly forgot, the price is awhisker under £4000 very good value indeed when you see (and hear) what you get for the money.
Staying with digital, we've just taken delivery of the new "entry-level" Shanling CD player - the CD-T80 at £650 - and what a
brilliant player it is. How they manage to make this superbly built unit for the price they do is quite scary. The fit and finish is
absolutely top class, what you might expect if you pay double or treble the price, and the sound quality is on apar or better than
just about anything else up to athousand pounds. I'm told the importer is having aproblem keeping up with the demand! If
Shanling continue on present form, they will be (rightfully) dominating quite afew sectors of the enthusiast hi-fi market. We refer,
of course, to their two existing models, the mid-range CD-T100 (£ 1650) which has been around for ages now but is still very
competitive and looks as stunning as ever, and the relatively new limited edition CD-T300 Omega Drive player, featured in our last
ad, for £3999. This new, very modern and attractive player is attracting huge interest. Like the Musical Fidelity it is also alimited
edition model. If you fancy owning atop class CD player which will have lasting value, superb sound, and totally original
appearance, come and demo it before it's sold out.
Our main business, in case you were wondering, is definitely still analogue! And, we have some exciting news on the turntable
front. First, the affordable: Michell
Engineering have released alimited edition (it's all
limited editions this month!) turntable,
loosely based on the famous Gyrodec. However, the
Odyssey looks completely different, with a
jet black acrylic base, black chassis, clear lid, and a
special black version of the acclaimed
Tecnoarm A, finished off with ablack version of the
HR power supply. It also has nickel silver
weights, and aclear acrylic spyder like the Orbe.
This special model, which only needs a
cartridge to complete it, is not only stunning looking
but very competitively priced at £2150. But,
the most interesting thing is the exclusivity - only 100
pieces are being made. They will almost
certainly become collectable. And, sadly, due to copy
dates, by the time you read this we suspect there may not be many left, so please phone for current availability.
The other exciting news is the arrival at our shop of the brand new flagship turntable from Nottingham Analogue, the Deco. This
model is about as exclusive as it gets, the price alone will assure that! Mass is very high, and the platter features aunique
contoured design to aid energy dissipation. If you want to know more (and hear it) you'll have to pay us avisit.
Also new to Walrus is the Stirling Broadcast LS3/5a loudspeaker. Stirling is only one of two current licensees for this superb,
classic speaker design. It might be an old design, but it still beats most other compact speakers, especially since Stirling made
some small but important tweaks! Price is avery reasonable £890 to £973 dependent on finish. On demo now, please try to hear
before you consider purchasing any other compact speaker.
On to this month's Featured Accessory, the Shure SFG-2 Stylus Force Gauge. This is avery simple well made balance which sells
for £28, and will last you alifetime. It measures tracking weight between 0.5g and 3g. For anyone who regularly changes their
pickup this is an absolute must, unless you're rich enough to afford one of the swish electronic gauges such as the Martin Bastin
gauge. Even if you have an arm which already has tracking force calibration, the Shure will be alot more accurate.
Lastly, don't forget the Hi-fi and Home Entertainment Show at Heathrow, from the 23rd to 25th of September. Iknow it's along
way off, but put it in your diary now! We'll be there with lots of our favourite stuff in room Syndicate 16, feel free to turn up with
your favourite LP or CD for aquick demo. See ya there!
air tangent amazon amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio aero audio physic audiovalve black rhodium
breuer dynamic brinkmann

cartridge man cawsey clearaudio consonance decca london duevel dynavector ear yoshino final

lab goldring graham ( tonearms) graham slee hadcock heart hyperion ( loudspeakers) incognito isolda jadis kr electronics
klimo koetsu lavardin lyra magneplanar michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordost nottingham analogue opus 3
origin live ortofon pro-ject rega ( turntables) revolver ringmat roksan shun mook shahinian shanling shelter slinkylinks sme
something solid sonneteer spendor stax stirling broadcast sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tom evans townshend audio
transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo

tel: 020 7724 7224 fax: 020 7724 4347 email: contact@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk
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WHERE THE WORLDS OF AUDIO AND VISION MERGE

IN MY
VIEW

KEF GOES TO THE CINEMA

Paul Miller
Editor, AudioVision

M

usic and movies alike are
all part of amodern home

entertainment landscape that has
evolved almost out of recognition
thanks to the development of key
digital audio and video technologies.
It's that diverse and colourful
landscape that we'll continue to
explore as AVTech evolves into our
revamped AudioVision section. We'll
continue to provide the most in-depth
tests on the newest and technically
innovative multichannel and AV kit,
while tickling the fancy of every
progressive hi-fi enthusiast.
HFN's AudioVision section pays
testament to the fact that powerful
home cinema and emotionally
convincing music systems are not

KEF Audio has announced the

is finished in high- gloss black

KIT200 to be: ' the first complete

introduction of acomplete 5.1

and includes an extra amplifier

5.1 DVD Home Cinema system
designed for the contemporary

mutually exclusive. Quite the reverse.

channel Home Cinema system,

channel to drive the centre

All the features that go into creating

the KIT200, which combines

speaker.

afantastic stereo are required to

ahigh gloss black finish with

fashion the immersive experience

'enthusiast standards' of AV

in this design, says KEF and

music or film aficionado'. The

delivered by atop-notch multichannel

performance.

claims the simple connection

KIT200 is available for E1500

audio system. That leads directly to
an equally fabulous home cinema with

The KIT200 comprises a
high- gloss black finish DVD

the addition of aplasma or projection

player with five, three-way,

system. Why pamper your ears and

three- drive unit satellite

leave your eyeballs out in the cold?

speakers and ajet-black
subwoofer. The DVD player is

THIS MONTH

based on the KIT100 model and
is complete with satellite/cable,

home that will suit the ears and

Ease of set-up is paramount

eyes of the most demanding

system is * impossible to get

KEF Audio • www.ketco.uk •

wrong'. KEF also promises the

01622 672261

A CAT AMONG THE PIGEONS
PROJECTOR PRICES

seems its C3X has certainly
had an impact. Infocus has

83 News

TV and VCR inputs as well as

Our ccynei of the world

announced price reductions

achoice of composite, S- video

should resonate to the cry of

on several of its most popular

86 Yamaha

or component progressive scan

hallelujah from achorus of

and highly regarded DLP

outputs.

home cinema fans, as the cost

projectors, including the

The five uniquely styled

of DLP fro -it projection takes

ScreenPlay 7205 which is

satellite speakers 1KHT5005)

an extraordinary tumble. The

down £ 1500 to £ 2999, the

feature the latest Uni Q

catalyst fo , change comes

7210 down to £ 3500 and a

aluminium dome tweeter set

courtesy of the C3X, SIMrs

staggering drop of £ 10,000

DVD-S2500 player

89 Arcam
AVP700 and P1000

93 Jon Thompson
Talks touchy-feely 3D

94 Fujitsu
P55XHA40 plasma

96 Masterclass
David Perry on DTV

into a75mm 13in1 midrange

revolutionary and ' affordable'

for the 3- chip ScreenPlay 777

cone and accompanied by twin

3- chip DLP projector that

which now retails for £ 9999.

75mm 13in) midrange/bass

we exclusively reviewed

drivers. The speakers include

last month. Although SIM2

desk bases and wall- mounting

can't take all the credit

brackets as standard, with

for instigating major

the option of amatching floor

price adjustments

stand in high gloss black.

throughout the DLP

The subwoofer is also derived

projector market, it

from the KIT100 set-up, but
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CEDIA

3times award winner
Home Cinema Choice
"Best Multiroom
Installation"

Founder Member
Inteltgent Homes
in the Making

www.musical-images.co.uk
London's premier centre
for the world's leading
hi-fi and AV brands:

Arcam
Art Acoustics
B&W
Bose
Chord Electronics
Crestron
Denon
KEF Reference
Linn

CELEBRATING 10 YEARS
of high- end excellence
gam'

Musical Images' award winning
Covent Garden store is now

Meridian
Musical Fidelity
Pioneer
ProAc

celebrating ten years as London
and the South East's premier centre
for high- end AV and hi-fi.

Living Control

Pit

and many more

VVIth five luxurious demonstration

Covent Garden branch, in the

suites, a choice of top brands, plus
product and installation expertise

is just 5mins walk from

that's second to none, if you're
looking for the best, look no further
than Musical Images.
We look forward to welcoming
you as we celebrate ten years
at the top!

heart of London's West End,
Covent Garden or
Leicester Square tube stations
Branches around the M25:
173 Station Road, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8
Tel: 020 8952 5535

Musical Images, Covent Garden
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London, WC2H 9HB Tel: 020 7497 1346

126 High Street,
Beckenham, Kent BR3 1EB
Tel: 020 8663 3777

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
Audio Visual Lifestyle Ltd t/a Musical Images. Please call for opening time details. E-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk

E&OE.

Audidision

NEWS

SCREEN TECHNOLOGY
ABSORBS AMBIENT LIGHT

BRIEFS
HANDYCAM HOME MOVIES
•Sony has come up with arelatively
affordable way for enthusiasts to
increase their collection of HO source
material. Consumers can now create
their own movies in 101301HOTV
format to show off to friends and
family alike. The Sony HDR-HC1E
is alightweight ' handy- cam' sized
camcorder featuring a2.97megapixel
CMOS image sensor that records high
definition video to miniDV tape at a
resolution of 1440x1080. It's in the
shops now for around £ 1200.
SETTING THE SCENE
•Optoma's new DP projector the

The Mirage from Screen
Innovations features ascreen
filter that is said to leave it
'unaffected by ambient light'

Screen Innovations has come

experience in environments

such sources as windows and

other than darkened rooms'.

room lighting. As aresult, the

It adds: ' the Mirage screen,

screen is virtually unaffected by
ambient light'.

up with amaterial it claims has

with optics by DNP, features a

twice the brightness and ten

patented high- contrast filter

Screen sizes will initially

times the contrast ratio of a

that covers 60% of the screen

be available in 1in increments

typical screen in high ambient

surface. This filter allows the

from 60in to 120in. The company

light conditions. This, says the

projected image to be reflected

has yet to finalise European

company, allows viewers to

but effectively absorb incidental

distribution channels but pricing

enjoy arealistic home theatre

light from other angles, from

is likely to start at around £ 1000.

SHARP'S FLAT PANEL PAL
LCD TV

the P5O's 540 lines, but the
lost information is usually

first- timers by launching

hidden in the over- scanned

the world's ' irst LCD TV

picture area anyway. The P50

specifically designed for the

series include HDMI inputs

originally intended price). Contrast
and brightness have been improved,
coming in at arated 4000:1 and 1000
lumens, respectively. The H79's
proprietary coated DVE ( Dark Video
Enhancement) eight- segment colour
wheel increases the amount of detail
and dynamic range available in darker
parts of the picture and reduces
image noise. The H79 is available now.
-9111
1111•111111
1.1111.111111.

HASSLE- FREE HOME CINEMA

and feature the company's
Advanced Supe - View ( ASV)

two thirds of the nation who

technology to enhance picture

currently own atraditional

quality still furtner.

CRT may be looking to enter

in the UK for £ 2995 ( around half its

standard are cropped to match

on the swathe of flat- panel

Sharp believes: At least

highly- regarded H77 and now fitted
with aDarkChip 3DMD, will debut

scanlines from the PAL576

Sharp is setting its sights

PAL UK broadcast signal.

ThemeScene H79, successor to the

for around £ 899, the DV10 is
designed as a ' lifestyle' product

The three- strong Aquos
P50 series compr ses the 26in

In the April 2005 edition

to be used from acoffee table or

LC-26P5OE ( E8 99), 32in LC-

of AVTech. our CES report

other mount placed in front of

the Aquos P50 series of LCD

32P5OE ( El 2991 and 37in LC-

highlighted anew ' plug-n-

the viewers.

TVs, featuring anative pixel

37P5OE lE18991mdescreen.

play product trend in the

Weighing in at just 3.5kg,

resolution one quarter that

Sharp UK • www.sharp.co.uk

DLP market with micro or

the DV10 can throw images up

of HDTV at 960x540. This

•0161 205 2333

the world of flat panel TV'.
So, Sharp has produced

'pocket' proiectors. More

to 100in diagonal from just 10

allows a1:1 match between

practical solutions included

feet away. Meanwhile, audio

the PAL brcadcast scanline

fully integrated ' instant theatre'

is supplied by integral stereo

standard ard the LCD panel,

products inc:luding Optoma with

speakers. An optional Dolcen

avoiding the need to apply

its MovieTime DV10.

any vertical scaling to the

& Kreiting subwoofer can be

The quirky and diminutive

added for greater sonic impact

image and, with afollowing

device integrates aWVGA 14800

and an optical digital output

wind, optirrising its picture

DLP projector, digitally coupled

enables direct connection to a

quality. Some of the image

OVO player and sound system

separate AV system.

in one box. Available now

Optoma • 01923 691800
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stèred SACD sounds superior
through these multichannel
outputs, rather than the
separate stereo connections.
Yamaha has not only
leveraged off its video DSP to
create awonderfully illustrated
and colourful OSO but it's also
provided awealth of user adjustments. The bullet -point
menu style includes adjustment
of picture mode and aspect,
gamma, chroma delay,
Faroudja's DCDi and TrueLife

A collaboration with Philips sees Yamaha deliver afeaturepacked universal player priced at £ 600, but can its picture
performance match the magic of its multichannel sound?

processing, the tatter another
nod in Philips' direction.
It's possible to set and track
the status of its v1.0 HDMI
and iLINK outputs, the former
offering 480p, 576p, 720p and

amaha once ruled the

playback should be taken for

1080i video with two channel

AV roost with the likes

granted at this price level.

audio only up to 88.2kHz ( stereo

of Pioneer and Denon

Yamaha DVD-S2500

At £ 600, the DVD-52500

playing catch-up, but today's

is packed with plenty of

PCM is downsampled to 48kHz).

home cinema scene sees

familiar technology, including

OPTIMUM RESOLUTION

Yamaha fighting for attention.

aGenesis ( Faroudja) FLI2310

Incidentally, the ' auto .HDMI

The DVD-52500 is the fruit of

de-interlacer and scaler

mode allows the attached

acollaboration with Philips,

and av1.0 HDMI Panel Link

display to force an optimum

to deliver afully -specified

transmitter from Silicon Image.

resolution from the DVD-S2500

Robust multichannel sound

universal OVO player equipped

The audio board has its quirks,

(through E-EDID), provided

with scalable video outputs

not least with Yamaha's use of

that it's available. 1080p is not

Pictures lack slickness

plus HDMI and iLINK digital

a6- channel DAC to drive the

supported. The HDMI LED only

connections - three firsts for

surround, centre, sub channels

lights on the DVD-S2500 when

Yamaha. All other features,

and stereo channels while

it detects avalid HDMI receiver,

£600
www.yamaha-uk.com
01923 233166

including Dolby and DTS

asuperior 2channel DAC

which includes the likes of

decoding, full compatibility with

feeds the front ( multichannel)

Denon's AVC-Al 1XV amp and

DVD-A, SACO and MP3/WMA

outputs. As aresult both CD and

Marantis VP- 12S3 projector
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YAMAHA DVD-52500 DVD PLAYER • £ 600

THE REPORT
RECOMMENDED SETTINGS • VERDICT

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS

• IV
• ...I ...411,

DETAILS

• Mina hadeur

The video outputs are all located on the far left of the rear panel and include an

fflon••••,

'

HDMI vl 1connection for digital video and composite, Scart, S- and component for
analogue. The latter is also switched between interlaced and progressive on the
rear panel Apair of S400- rated ' LINK connections carry encrypted digital audio
while standard coaxial and optical outputs offer two- channel PCM and Dolby/OTS
bitstreams. Remember to use the front ( multichannel) audio outputs with stereo
(DVD-A, SACO and CD) sources.

Preferences
Setup

used in this test. Sony's ' LINK

surround into aLarge/Small/

connection supports encrypted,

Small configuration. Dowload

multichannel SACD and OVO A,

full test reports from www.

- but does not carry OVO video.

AudioVisions Recommended Settings for the Yamaha DVD-S2500

milleraudioresearch.com/aytech

It is possible to set channel

Ado, Picture
Audio Menu

DM

Off

HDMI Video

Auto

Analogue Output

Multichannel

PCM Output

96kHz

SA- CD Direct

On

Front/Centre/Surround Size Large

Speakers

VERDICT

levels, delays, speaker

LIGHTS OUT

It doesn't take aday in the cinema room to discover that the DVD-S2500 is a

sizes and the sub crossover

While Yamaha's HDMI output is

multichannel audio player first and avehicle for movies second. Judging by the

frequency for OVO Audio, Dolby!

akey selling feature to anyone

raft of video OSP on offer, this might not have been Yamaha's intention, but the

DTS-encoded DVDs and SACO

with an HD- Ready display, I

fact remains that its audio performance got only racked- up afive-star report from

media. Purists should go to the

was unable to decode either

the lab but also had our blind listening panel eager to hear more than afew OVO A

abitstream or two- channel

and SACO favourites. I
would also have preferred av1.1 HDMI output, if only for

Audio Menu and switch it from

'audio' feed using the Denon

compatibility with Yamaha's own, forthcoming AV receivers. Perhaps if Yamaha

Ithe default IOW position to On.

AVC-A11XV amplifier that I

had elected to engineer its universal player to hit the £ 1000 target instead of a

- This bypasses araft of audio

had to hand. And this despite

generous f6CO, the outcome might have been all the more exciting,

.I54- CD Direct option of the

DSP ( which necessarily involves
;I converting the DSD data into

the Yamaha's blue HDMI LED
glowing by way of recognition of
saturated as the luminous red

for any player and it certainly

carpet from Shrek's visit to Far

proved troublesome for the

was successfully authenticated

Far Away served to illustrate.

IS2500. The boiling clouds often

by both the Screenplay

While the ( multichannel) sound

betrayed astaccato jerkiness

management is not as versatile

7210 and Marantz VP- 1253

of this player has life, weight

matched by asimilar lack of

as you might expect, for

projectors used in the cinema

and arobust energy about it, the

smoothness throughout the

setting either of the centre or

room, delivering what is best

accompanying picture can seem

aerial landscape sequences.

3urround channels to ' Small'

described as an adequate .

slightly dim lacking in subtle

And yes, this disc looks as

'orces the other to do likewise

digital picture quality.

contrasts and fluidity.

smooth as silk with the better

The remastered

OVO players from Arcam and

PCM) before addressing the
DACs and the multichannel
analogue output directly.
The player's bass

just as switching off the sub
Dutput forces the front/centre/

Denon's HDMI
Otherwise, the DVD-52500

Colours are strongly painted,
but perhaps very slightly over-

Koyaanisqatsi is atortuous OVO

Denon, for example. 13
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www.acousticarts.co.uk

visit our web site for second hand listing

co ustic
rts

Independent audio consultants

For 23 years Acoustic Arts has been known for it's exceptional service.
So if you are considering your next upgrade speak to people who really know!

theta digital casablanca mk3

prima luna prologue 3and 5

101 st albans road, watford, hertfordshire. wd17 1rci tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5:30 PM

martin logan summit

t.01923.245.250 f01923230798 ! 1[ ,
.

audio reseach . audioquest aloia b&w . beyer. blueroom . clearaudio . copland . densen . focal jm-labs
grado . harman kardon . hutter . kef. koetsu . krell . martin logan . michell . ortofon . primare . project . qed
quadraspire . roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber . theta . transparent audio . vertex aq . vibe . wilson audio
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Stunning

New Range of Projections

Screens Exclusively from the Screen Experts

Projection System
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Over twenty five years projection screen experience
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Portable Manual Electric Home Cinema Tab- tensioned
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AudioVision

ARCAM AVP700/P1000 • £ 1400/£1600

DETAILS

Dynamic Duo

11111

www.arcam.co.uk
01223 203200

Powerful, flexible and half the price of its flagship forebears,
Arcam's latest processor/power amp package boasts afine
measure of musicality too. Paul. Miller investigates

A

Instead, the AVP700's

Arcam AVP700/P1000

P1000 at some length from the

Engaging performer
Too civilised?

Operation is adoddle and

sa home cinema
enthusiast with

bloodline is traceable to

AVP700, then these balanced

the comprehensive setup pages

£3000 burning a hole

Arcam's AVR300 AV receiver

connections are invaluable.

are easily accessed by holding

in your pocket, you have the

with its 400- series Crystal

option of choosing either

processor handling both Dolby

Furthermore, the

down the ' menu' button for

AVP700 also provides video

acouple of seconds. Divided
into six Basic and six Advanced

a massive AV receiver or

Digital EX and DTS-ES decoding,

upconversion from composite

a separate AV processor

full bass management and a

and S- video to component and

pages, the menu includes

and multichannel power

0-220msec lip- sync delay. It

uses the composite output

everything from input naming

amp to douse the flames.

also includes the same FM

to provide async to support

and association, speaker and

Arcam has just made the

tuner and analogue board,

ROB. Aside from its balanced

subwoofer configuration,

choice that much simpler

albeit populated with higher

outputs, the AVP700's other

delays, input and output level

with the launch of its new

quality parts and fed from

real claim to fame is its HDMI

trims, speaker EQ and video

£1400 AVP700 processor and

an altogether superior PSU

swaching facility for both audio

modes. The OSO is best viewed

£1600 7- channel power amp

with improved regulation and

and video ( servicing both v1.0

via the standard composite

combo, a duet that looks

screening.

and v1.1 HDMI sources). I

video output and is not carried

should make it very clear that

at all via the HDMI loop.

-emarkably like a strippeddown version of its high- end

BALANCED OUTPUTS

the AVP700 does not offer any

AV8/P7 two- boxer.

Arcam uses the same single, 6-

HDMI decoding - its simply an

P1000 9 Well, this is about as

And what of the partnering
far removed from the P7 as it's

Indeed, while this might be

channel Wolfson DAC but offers

HDCP-transparent repeater'

enough to fool the red tops, in

both single- ended and balanced

that's invisiole to either the

possib.e to get, as our boxout

practice any resemblance is no

outputs driven by Burr- Brown

DVD player at one end and the

on Class H switching illustrates.

more than skin deep.

op- amps. If you are running the

display at the other.

It is also far more powerful
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Bryston
Wilson Benesch

Chord

If you don't want to go to the
ends of the earth to find the
right product and you don't
want to pay the earth, maybe
you should take a trip to New
Malden in Surrey

Spendor

STOle searching
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LOOK at our website
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in our demo rooms

111161.0EN

r
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Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden,

been stocking, demonstrating
hi-fi equipment.

NEW

UNILET

For 30 years or more we've
and advising on the very best

S1 NE E T

1-e -1

Surrey KT3 4BY

www.unilet.net

131\ I ) 1\
urlt,

Tel: 020 8942 9567
Fax: 020 8336 0820
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ARCAM AVP700/P1000 • £ 1400/£1600

TECHNOLOGY EXPLAINED
DETAILS

THE REPORT • LAB REPORT • VERDICT

THE REPORT
In this enlightened age its the goal

AVP700

signal - alow power output uses the

of most audio engineers to combine

lowest PSU voltage and so on. Early

ahigh level of efficiency without

applications of this technology were

sacrificing sound quality, particularly
when it comes to power amp design.

blighted by audible PSU switching,
but today's implementations are

For its P1000, Arcam has chosen

slick enough to mask the transition.

aClass Htopology. This uses three
power supply rails that are switched in

This, in anutshell, is how Arcam has

or out according to the demands of the

acompact case with no cooling fan.

squeezed 7x135W amplifiers into such

Four stereo inputs are joined by three tape loops, an 8-channel analogue input
and output ( unbalanced and balanced outputs through XLRs). There are also

LAB REPORT

three coaxial and three optical digital inputs, two switched HDMI inputs with one

Arcam has had plenty of practice

fortuitously, the former may have

monitor output, three component video inputs and one output, three composite/
SVideo inputs and two video loops plus amonitoring output and another to

engineering aclean Dolby decode,
and the AVP700 is no exception

the effect of masking the latter in

service an independent second zone. Other custom installation features include

with its solid bass management.
Do note that the LFE channel is

full RS232 control, IR pass through and multiple 12V triggers.

set some + 9.6d8 up on the main
channels and that the LF roll- off on

listening tests!
The partnering P1000 is more
powerful than Arcam's conservative
7x135W rating would suggest,
delivering 2x215W, 5x190W and

than Arcam's conservative
rating would suggest. A
comprehensive techical spec

undead in the marshes and the
final battle atop the mountain.

'small' channels is very steep ( an
80Hz setting yields - 6dB/80Hz and
--48dB/20Hz). Otherwise, Dolby

for both products is available
at www.milleraudioresearch.
com/avtech. This compact

Just as importantly, the P1000
conveys all this wonderful,

distortion is low at 0.0025-0.005%
over the top 20dB of its dynamic

free- sounding detail without
sounding overtly loud or forced.
Granted, one of our listeners

range and low-level linearity true

good to - 2.5dB/100kHz through a
low 0.02ohm output impedance.
You'll be hard-pressed to trip- up
the P1000 with any combination of
loudspeakers.

slab of an amplifier is clearly

swirl of snow around Gandalf's

most demanding of speaker
packages, including B&W's

thought its dynamics were

to - 100dB. The overall, A-wtd
S/N ratio is alittle weaker than
expected at 96d8 and jitter alittle

slightly softened, while others

higher at - 500psec although,

substantial Nautilus 802/804s

thought it possessed arare and
subtle poise in its delivery of the

capable of grappling with the

that Iuse in my cinema room.

same blunt impacts. Dialogue,
SIMILAR SOUNDS

perhaps, is just too dry, too

Having hammered home

articulate and manicured, as if

the fact that the P7 bears no
resemblance to either the P7

to emphasize the fact that much
was dubbed on at the studio
stage. Then again, the AVP700

or even the P1 monoblock
amplifier, it was voiced by the
same engineer and, as such,
sounds very similar indeed. Just
like those amplifiers, the P1000
has agentle but firm authority

Back had us glued to the screen
as the Imperial Walkers trudged

powerful and tightly- controlled
bass. Never in your face' but

their way through the Battle

always close to your heart,
the P1000 - and particularly

the impact of explosions and

when used in combination with

its depth, there was not the

the AVP700 - sounds detailed,

leading- edge whack' that you

Many of the big, blockbuster
movies have equally grand
and sweeping scores and its
here that the AVP700/P1000 is

in the Snow. Once again, while
footfalls was rib- tickling in

heady 7x430W into 4ohm under
dynamic conditions. Distortion is
typically 0.002-0.008% over its
power bandwidth and its response

0.005%
Arcam AVP700 AV processor
Digital signal-to-noise ratio

0.004%

[10d8

Arcam AVP700 AV processor
Digital distortion, lkHziOdBfs

0.003%
0002%

Rated spec:
<UM

0.001%

is probably being very faithful to
the source!
Another monumental movie,
Star Wars V: The Empire Strikes

that's underpinned by ahugely

robust and eminently listenable.

105dB

afull 7x155W into Bohm with a

90d8

200W

0.01%
Arcam P1000 power amplifier
7- Channel power output

0.008%

Arcam P1000 power amplifier
Distortion, lkHz110W

Rated spec:
71135VI id°
im

might experience with less
sober amplifiers.
John Williams' familiar score
helped develop atremendous
sense of atmosphere as did the

VERDICT
While much of our auditioning was

remarkably similar, successfully

ethereal noises of the swamp

undertaken with Arcam's top-end AV8/

treading the narrow tightrope that

following Luke's crash landing
on Dagobah. Add to this a

P7 combination by way of reference,
the new AVP700/P1000 ( at less than

demands arich ' musicality' with audio

from The Two Towers might have
lacked some headline impact'

clear if slightly dry but utterly

half its price) was not left cowering.

sources like CD and OVOAwhile still
delivering the weight and impact of

roused to its fullest potential.
The march of Treebeard the Ent

but the atmosphere of the forest

crisp dialogue and the Arcam's

This newcomer has benefited from the

effects- driven home cinema. With the

was beautifully preserved, as

pool of sound will have you

lessons learnt since the development

flexibility brought by HDMI switching,

were the resounding hooves of

enthralled and engaged with no

of Arcam's high flier. It sounds

perhaps the AV8 is on the back foot.

the Rohan, the whispers of the

suggestion of effort. CI
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AUDIO T & AUDIO EXCELLENCE are
two of the UK's leading retailers of
hi-fi and home cinema equipment and
specialists in the design and installation
of complete home entertainment
systems. Whether you need atwo
channel stereo system or aten room
distributed audio and video system,
we have the expertise to do the job.

Experien

We have over 63 years experience,
fully trained staff and are members
of the British Audio- Visual Dealers
Association which means we are able
to specify the best sounding products.
We will even come round to your
house and install the system for yob
to make sure it's working at its best
For more information please visit our
websites.

auelo4T
www.audio-t.co.uk

. « dO T In: BASINGSTOKE BRENTWOOD
t3i-i,GHTON CAMBERLEY CHELTENHAM
EASTBOURNE ENFIELD EPSOM HIGH WYCOMBE
LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD OXFORD PORTSMOUTH
READING SOUTHAMPTON SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
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F N C

www.audio-excelle . co.uk
VIslt ALAI° Excellence n BRISTO.
CARDIFF CHESTER SWANSEA
WORCESTER

er'c'E GUIDE
The 2C ,
and Mo. ,.
Ultimate Guide" is waiting in
store for you now.
To get your FREE copy
cad in at your local store or
freephone 0500 101501
(quote HFNO5j)
www.music-at-home.co.uk
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/tow reel,
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tks ére
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The DCM5 is the latest and greatest evolution of Audiostatic technology - aloudspeaker
so transparent and fast the only sound it makes is that of the source ard amplification
driving it.
With the addition of the patented Mirror Drive transformen making it arelatively ben gn
load to drive, the DCM5 is adream - afull range electrostatic with asmall footprint and
aunique visual appeal. It has sufficient bass output to negate the need for asub-woofer;
and delivers dynamics, speed awl transparency across the frequency range. And, when
well set-up, the imaging border> on the holographic. All this from atransducer that's
equally at home on the end of either solid-state or tube amplifiers of 100w or more.

Musicology is the UK distributor for Audiostatic, Atma-sphere OTL amplifiers, Symposium
equipment supports. Coincident high efficiency dynamic loudspeakers, and the Rives PARC.

Contact us on 01273 700759 or email: sales@musicology.co.uk

www.music&ogy.co.uk
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INSIDE VIEW

Play with display
Touchy-feely 3D projections, wallpaper with programmable
designs... not science fiction but developments in AV displays

W
i

ith digital cinema
starting to roll out in
the United Kingdom

courtesy of the UK Film Council

1A0 Technology's HELIO display

and Arts Alliance, we will all be

system [ left and above] creates

able to enjoy high quality digital

3-D displays in mid-air that can

projection in one of 200 sites

be manipulated by the hand

ac -oss the UK. So with digital
projectors about to become

change the room's environment

claims you could build one into

degree of physical fitness on

so commonplace, what is the

or air quality - air is drawn into

adoor jam and create avirtual

the part of the player, but no

future for other displays?

the device, modified and then

walkthrough image. This might

bad thing if the couch potato's

finally ejected to produce the

be arepresentation of adoor,

joypad

projected image.

avirtual privacy screen or even

healthy aerobic burn!

A company called IA0
Technology recently announced
its launch of atrue 3-D

Despite the fact that the

thumb' is replaced by a

aview through to abeach.

interactive display system.

HELIO system uses lasers, the

There would be no need for a

REDECORATING

Named ' HELIO', this invention

images are not holographic.

computer monitor on your desk,

WITHOUT THE PASTE
More abstract still, Philips

creates 3-D displays in mid-air

Instead, they appear 3-D when

as you could have the HELIO

and the company claims that

viewed from afew feet away

display built into the desktop

has recently demonstrated

it will have the first production

because there is no physical

with the image projected into

a ' Photonic' pillow with an

units ready for alimited release

depth reference. Neither does

free space. Although this may

embedded organic LED screen,

From what we have seen of

the viewing require special

sound alot like science fiction,

which can act as alow-

the technology so far it looks

glasses or foreground or

HELIO is now much closer to

resolution display. Philips says

mightily impressive, producing

background aratings.

science fact.

the material used to make the

in Star Wars. But the ultimate

MONSTERS INC.

interactive gaming are limitless.

and simple graphics that can be

wow factor is the possibility of

IN THE REAL WORLD

Imagine aversion of Street

sent via acomputer or mobile

interaction with the images by

Its business applications are

Fighter where your opponent

phone. Philips says that these

moving them with your fingers

immense, stretching from

is projected in front of you and

textiles could be used to display

-aconcept sold by the company

virtual board meetings to

by simply punching or kicking

wake-up reminder messages

as ' virtual touchscreen!.

aircraft simulators. On its

the virtual object, the character

or even offer the prospect of

Operating the device will not

website, the company even

reacts. This might require a

afabric- based wallpaper with

images like the 3-D chess game

The possibilities for

pillow can show light patterns

programmable designs. What a

DLP CUBED

frightening concept - imagine
waking up to find the colour

Another company, called

state. The image is then

3-D anti-aliasing algorithm

Lightspace Technologies,

projected onto the appropriate

virtually eliminates the visual

claims to have developed the

image slice

world's first volumetric 3-D
ciisplay. Its ' Depth Cube' is a
rear projection display device

scheme of the room completely
changed. You literally could

discontinuities

wake up after aheavy night and

corresponding to

between layers

not know where you are!

its visible depth.

and ensures the

Each image

Developments in display

3-D image appears

technologies are now reaching

that uses high-speed DLP

slice is stopped

completely smooth.

apoint where sci-fi and science

technology. The device uses

in the projection

Though being sold

fact are converging. Home

20 switchable, liquid crystal

volume at the

into the industrial

cinema as we know it could be

scattering shutters. At any one

correct depth,

world, Ican see these

an antiquated idea, provided

instant, 19 of the scattering

producing a3-D

technologies finding

that this technology is used for

shutters are transparent and

image that looks

only 1is in avisible scattering

genuinely deep. A patented

aready application in the
home cinema market.

good and not just visual spam.
For now, I'll fall back on my DVD
player and 3- chip projector. 12
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PlasmavIsion

Panel Beater
All Fujitsu's technologies collide in this huge, hig 1- end
hang- on- the- wall plasma screen. Paul Miller rubbernecks

Fujitsu P55XH440

B

de- interlacing, scaling and
driving electronics but at a

any bang- up- to- dare DVD player.

getting more affordable by

price that's a full two grand

What's more. it's also future-

£5995

the season, although the

cheaper than last season.

proofed for Sky's forthcoming

www.fujitsu-general.co.uk

Fujitsu's new P55XHA40

monitor ostensibly designed

plasma suggests it's not

for the US market, capable of

PRECISION SETTING

020 8731 3450

getting any lighter. T-us

handling PAL, NTSC and HDTV

The * P55 is driven from a

is the evolved version of

11083i1 signals but lacking

straightforward OSD and basic

Fujitsu's P55XHA30 (
AVTech

both aTV tuner and SCART

IR handset, wi:h menu options

Aug ' 041, based around the

input. In th srespect, it's no

that span the basic brightness,

DETAILS

Unrivalled images and price
No media receiver

ig screen,
hang- on- the- wall

panel technology with AVMII

DVI-D and

input for direct connection to

entertainment is

substantial 55kg bulk o'

For now, what we have is a

3

fully certified HDMI

HD Plus service.

same 1366x768 pixel panel,

dfferent frcèrn the 50in panel we

contrast, colour, tint and

with its native 16:9 aspect

reviewed back in AVTech Jun ' 05,

sharpness adjustments to a

ratio, but finally benefiting

amodel recently ' completed'

'Precision Setting' sub- menu

from its 10bit AVMII video

by the addi:ion of amedia

that lends access tc4 Fujitsu's

processing regime. -Nis

receiver box. As atrue High

various noise reduction, detail

is now the largest plasma

Def,nitior monitor, however, the

enhancement and colour

to combine Extended-ALiS

P55XHA40 is graced with both

temperature features. It's
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FUJITSU P55XHA40

TECHNOLOGY EXPLAINED

DETAILS

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS • VERDICT
ALiS stands for Alternate Lighting of

Surfaces, aproprietary technology
from Fujitsu that optimises its plasma
display for today's progressive video
inputs. The extended-ALiS panel used

The P55XHA40 has two- channel speaker outputs and
stereo audio inputs but is driven through either composite,

here has agrid- like structure not
unlike Pioneer's 'Waffle Rib' concept
that separates individual cells or
pixels. Moreover, while the original
ALiS panels would have odd and even
lines of cells addressed alternately,
the eAliS derivative updates all lines
on the panel simultaneously.

This truly progressive lighting

of the panel helps the P55XHA40
deliver very smooth, film-like images.
Allied to this is Fujitsu's proprietary
Advanced Video Movement- II (AVMII)
digital video processing. With afull
10- bit resolution, AVMII includes
power de- interlacing, scaling and
noise reduction algorithms in addition
to controlling a ' Natural Light Sensor'
that adapts the on-screen brightness
and contrast of the panel to the
ambient light of the room.

component or S-video inputs or, alternatively, through DVI-D
(digital video only) and HDCP-compliant HDMI inputs ( digital
video and audio). There is no RF input or TV tuner.

fuss- free but comprehensive in

movie and none more so than

exmution. Never forget that the

the luxuriant reds, blues and

P5-5XHA40 is amonitor, and not

(especially) the greens that

aTV, so you'd be daft to address

populate those outdoor scenes

the display from anything

shot at the Hepburn Estate.

other than an HDMI-equipped

TechniColor it might be, but

source. We drove the P55XHA40

you'd never realise that the ' ID55

frcm both the 576p RGB digital

has areduced green gamut

feed of Arcam's DV79 and

from the verdant iridescence of

the scaled 720p HDMI output

the grass and pines that leap

o'ered by Denon's DVD-Al XV

from these frames.

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS
Our Recommended Settings help reduce the very high and blue-ish
9000-10,000K color temperature of Fujitsu's factory default settings to a
near- perfect 6550K. We achieved adecent 16.6FL full-screen brightness
that increases to apenetrating 45.1FL with just 20% screen driven, yielding
acontrast of 250:1. Once again, our CIE chart, below, shows Fujitsu's panel
has aslightly compressed green gamut (white 'triangle') although the reds
and blues are usefully extended.

to impressive effect. Fujitsu's
AVMII deinterlacer is of the very

PURITY AND RICHNESS

highest quality, so there's little

The duller, almost sepia browns

to choose between the 720p

that pervade Open Range are

and 1080i outputs from Denon's

painted with the same purity

player. Very little except, should

and richness by the P55XHA40,

you monitor the sound through

despite their not possessing

Fujitsu's speaker outputs, the

the same detail in murkier

delay introduced by the internal

scenes that we enjoyed with

video DSP makes watching a

the brighter Aviator sequence

movie from an interlaced source

In fact, our measurements

almost impossible without a

clearly indicate that this 55in

lip- sync buffer on the partnering

Fujitsu panel cannot deliver

DVD player.

the same black depth or dark

Otherwise, the P55XHA40

grey resolution achieved by the

paints bright blue/white images

same AVMII processor driving

very well indeed, so much so

aPanasonic panel in its 50in

that the intensely sunlit but still

model. The images are still

coldly blue scenes from the

clean, sharp and breathtaking

Speed Trial Chapter of the The

in their clar'ty ( for aplasma)

AudioVisions Recommended Settings for the Fujitsu P55XHA40 plasma
Signal Contrast
0
Drive Contrast
85
Picture Mode
Fine
Precision Setting
User Color Temp
Red
255
Green
255
Blue
170

Aviator positively gleam from

but we knew there was more

tnis plasma. The mirror-like

detail and texture to be had

finish of the aircraft's fuselage

from the dark overcoats, the

possessed agenuinely hard,

dimly lit shopfronts and torrent

VERDICT

metallic solidity that contrasted

of muddy water that rushed

At last Fujitsu has delivered ahuge plasma panel that combines both e-ALiS and

with the reddish rock of the

through the Rainstorm chapter.

landscape below while the

Fujitsu's own 50in display brings

AVMII technologies in asingle solution — asolution made all the more tempting
by adrop in price from £8k to £6k. Nevertheless the P55XHA40, while offering

exaggerated blue tint of the sky

an added depth to these scenes

glinted without overwhelming

thanks to its improved dark grey

either the eye or the scene itself.

gamma, but when tcomes to

superbly crisp and colourful images with high quality digital feeds, is not atruly
inclusive package in the fashion of its smaller partner, the P5OXTS4OGS, with its
media receiver. But as the centrepiece of ahigh-end home cinema, and where a

the fleshtones of Costner and

projector is simply not practical, this 55in monitor is about as good as it gets.

Colours are gloriously
over- saturated throughout this

Duvall, there's little to choose!C)
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Audidision

Time for

HDTV

We're on the threshold of an exciting era
in the evolution of television and home
entertainment with High Definition TV
(HDTV) set to sweep across our shores.
David Perry investigates...

A

specification might suggest. The

nalogue colour
broadcasting began in

extra detail can be breathtaking,

September 1967 but

providing atruly engrossing

we had to wait until 1998 for a
digital alternative called Digital

'you- are- there' experience.
The HD formats are 720p

Video Broadcasting ( DVB) to

(1280x720 at 50 progressive

became available via satellite,

frames per second) and 1080i

cable or terrestrial means. Its

(1920x1080 at 50 interlaced

picture resolution is defined as

fields per second). The

720 pixels horizontally by 576

consensus has 720p best for
programming with lots of

pixels vertically ( 720x576) at
50 interlaced fields per second

motion detail, including sports,

(a video field is 720x288). This
definition is the same as DVD,

with 1080i bringing out the best
in live TV, documentaries and,

although DVB rarely matches

of course, movies.

DVD's image quality.
This ' standard definition•

QUICK MATHEMATICS

ESDTV1 system has served

Quick maths would suggest

us well and stilt does.

that 720p is of less interest

However, it harbours three

since its resolution is only about

major limitations - it isn't

double that of SD, whereas

an inherently widescreen

ABOVE: Images of an actual movie still, showing the resolution

1080i is five times greater. The

format, it has no provision for

difference between SD Ion the left) and 1080 HD ( right)

clue with 720p is in the ( for

progressive scanning and it has

progressive). So if afootball

interlaced- only SDTV (
AVTech's

alow spatial resolution. These

match was captured with a

Nov ' 03 Masterclass). It also

only serve to squander the

50Hz progressive scan camera

avoids the complications of

capabilities of modern imaging

HDTV, whether from broadcasts

then the temporal ( motion)

de- interlacing video content

technologies and multi- media,

resolution would equal that of

or from the next generation

for compatibility with the many

home cinema systems.

DVD format, the simplest route

1080i, but its spatial resolution

progressive displays dominating

is to consider aTV sporting the

HDTV addresses these

In order to guarantee your
display is compatible with

would remain constant

the market today. However,

'HD Ready' logo. In January this

regardless of the level of motion

when converted to progressive

digital widescreen formats

year EICTA ( aEuropean industry

in the scene. With interlaced

with ahigh- quality processor,

even if one is still burdened

organization representing

cameras the level of perceived

with archaic, interlaced

1080i material can took very

vertical resolution varies

consumer electronics sectors),

good indeed to consumers and

scanning. Nevertheless, both

announced the specification

between 540 and 1080 pixels,

producers. So it's difficult to

new formats are capable of

required before adisplay could

depending on the type and

predict whether or not we'll

rendering avisual experience

be labelled ' HD Ready'.

degree of motion in ascene.

see many 720p broadcasts

limitations with two new

that transcends what acursory
comparison of SD and HD

The ' progressive' format
is amajor improvement over
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The label helps consumers

as the delivered format is the

differentiate between displays

broadcasters' prerogative!

capable of processing and

MASTERCLASS

MPEG4. It would be prudent to

HDTV HISTORY

check the future compatibility of
any Eurol 080 satellite decoder

High definition television has been
in development for around 40 years.
so here's aquick run down of key
moments in its history.

you may care to purchase.
FORMAT WAR
The high- definition capable

1964 - Japan's NHK Labs begins
HDTV research.

movie disc is an exciting
development, but the format

1970 - First public demonstration of
HDTV in Japan.

war between HO -OVO and BluRay is another exasperating
episode in consumer

1984 - Japan's MUSE analogue
satellite HDTV transmission system
developed.

electronics. Toshiba and Sony
respectively lead two heady
consortia comprising major

1986 - The European Commission
attempts to establish the MAC
broadcast system for SDTV and
HDTV ( HD- MAC) throughout Europe.

consumer electronics firms
and content producers such
as TV studios and Hollywood
film companies. AudioVision

1989 - Full scale MUSE Hi-vision
1125i HDTV service begins in Japan.

suggests you avoid early
adoption until there's aclear

1993 - FCC in the USA begins
project to define an all- digital HDTV
service, while in Europe the HD- MAC
system is abandoned through lack
of interest.

winner or acompromise.
HD is elsewhere. There
are two plug and play' supercomputers heading our way as
Microsoft's Xbox360 and Sony's

1995 - Japan's Hi-vision debuts on
LaserDisc.

PlayStation 3. Both feature
full 1080i HD outputs and the

1998 - USA begins HDTV 720p &
1080i digital service and JVC's
D-VHS digital tape format is given
HDTV record & playback capability.

PS3 will even allow for 1080p,
well ahead of any displays with
1080p inputs and the native
resolution to do it justice.

1999 - Japan follows global trend
and begins transition to digital TV
and HDTV.

The clarity and size of a
HD display makes it perfect
displaying HD signals and
those that won't. Many flat
panel displays and projectors
have been designed for ' HD
Readiness' long before EICTA's
pronouncement. Even if your
chosen display doesn't sport
the official ' HD Ready' logo,
then it's still worth checking
its specification outlined in our
table ( right) before buying.
Those with non-' HD Ready'
displays will find themselves in
the unenviable position of being
limited to whatever the HD
programme copyright holders
see fit to allow via analogue

MINIMUM HDTV'
READY SPECS
Native resolution of 720 physical
lines in wide aspect ratio
Analogue and digital High
Definition component inputs. The
latter through High- bandwidth
Digital Content Protection ( HDCP)
compliant HDMI or DVI
HD inputs must support:
1280 x720 Id 50/60Hz progressive
(720p), and...
1920 x1080 050/60Hz interlaced
(1080i).

component or non-HDCP
compliant digital connections.

-similar in concept to the

Always assuming that such

Sky+ box. Potential purveyors

options will actually exist at all.

of ' video-on-demand IVOD)

Broadcasters will be the

broadband Internet services

major HDTV source until the

have been testing HDTV and

next generation HD disc formats

may provide an alternative.

are launched in the near future.
BSkyB is planning to roll- out

Eurol 080 has been beaming

for viewing images from a

2004 - Euro1080 begins trial HDTV
broadcasts throughout Europe in
digital 1080i. BSkyB announces
intention to start HDTV service in
early 2006.

mega- pixel camera. Flat panel
displays from the likes of
Pioneer, Panasonic, LG and
Philips include media systems
that allow for photo slide shows

2005 - EICTA announces ' HD Ready'
compliance specification for HDTV
display products sold Europe wide.

direct from aFlash- memory
card or USB connection.
With ahome- theatre PC

4

(HTPC) or Windows Media
Centre PC once again photos
figure highly as do video and

camcorders such as JVC's

films via various HD capable

GR-HD1 and Sony's HDR-HC1.

codecs, including Windows

These record at 720p and 1080i

Media Video 9 ( WMV9). Also

resolution, respectively.

JVC has its ProHD OVO player
SRDVD-1 00U (£ 280) that will

HD is the future of TV and
home cinema, whatever the

play DVDs containing hi-def

source. Tread carefully and you

WMV9 and HDV formats from

won't regret the experience. CI

SPATIAL COMPARISONS ( 576, 720 & 1080 FORMATSI

720 x576

HDTV across Europe and the

its HDTV digital satellite service

UK since early last year. It is

early in 2006. It has chosen

currently expanding its services

Thompson Electronics as the

with several new channels

initial manufacturer of the HD

and is making atransition

Personal Video Recorder ( PVR)

from MPEG2 video encoding to

1280 x720

1920 x1080
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audiovalve
envizio
merlin littygritt\ perreaux
The HiFi & Home Entertainment
Show 2005 on 23rd, 24th and 25th
September at The Renaissance Hotel,
London Heathrow.
Meet RPM-Audio in Room 1007
This year we have some excellent new additions for
you to feast your ears on, which will surely see RPM
Audio producing one of the very best sounds available
regardless of price, just pop in & listen.
This year it has been an extremely busy year & we are
proud to announce four new product lines to our already
amazing range of equipment, Audiovalve Amplifiers,
Blue Angel Audio moving coil Cartidges, Envizio
Amplifiers & Talon Loudspeakers.
Oracle Audio continues to sell well above our
expectations with the Delphi VTurntable still coming
out on top regardless of price, we will be using their
awesome new Temple phono stage with the prestigious
Blue Angel Mantis MC Cartridge, other equipment being
used from Oracle will be their flagship CD-2500 & DAC1000, with this CD System being one of the best digital
spinners on the market, you are sure to be amazed at
the jaw dropping sound produced, Ken Kessler had a
e time with it, so much so he didn't want to give
it back. See his review in August issue of HiFi News.
Also on audition will be products from Audiovalve. The
superb Eclipse Line Pre-amplifier will be used with their
Sunilda Phono Stage, there will be other products from
Audiovalve, but we'll leave them as asurprise & all this
from acompany who build excellent products with that
typical German pride & quality stamped all over them,
they are virtually indestructible. We will also be using the
brilliant Hawk Speakers from Talon, they are cons dered
to be one of the best stand mounted speakers available.
The Hawks give that being there type of sound with

reat

accuracy & musicality to die for. Last bat not least see
the Enrizio Amplifiers from New Zealand for their
sheer musicality, unrivalled by any other solid state
amplification that we have heard. These were designed
just with the music in mind, be prepared to be shocked
& blown away.
We will be using two different systems at the show this
year, which will change over in the middle of each day.
Products used are as follows:
•Audio Valve Sunilda Phonopreamplifier
Sunilda is athree stage phonopreamplifier, based on
6922 ( ECC88) and 12AX7 ( ECC83) frame grid tubes,
suitable for MM- and MC-cartridges. Independently for
the two phono inputs, impedance and capacitive load
can be set separately and 'on-the -fly' while listening.
•Audio Valve Eklipse Pre
The beauty and elegance of the Eklipse sdesign and
construction mirrors the purity and vibrancy of its
musical presentation. Music is freed from the boundaries
of the speakers. The Eklipse was created to pay aspecial
homage to all musicians and the music : hey create.
•Blue Angel Mantis mc cartridge
The Blue Angel Mantis mc transduces only the music
recorded - nothing else. Every part is precision-made and
assembled in one workshop - atrue high end musical
instrument born from the mind of amusic lover.
•Envizio 360 Power amplifier
An amplifier designed by Roger Charles From the
tight powerful bass and clean highs to jaw-dropping
sound-staging and abreathtaking naturalness the
Envizio 360 provides stunning sound. The overall effect
is aholographic experience of being there with the
performer.
•Orack CD2500 CD Player
A uniqce suspension and disc clamping system, originally

used in our analogue turnzables have been adapted foi
use in the CD2500. Oracle wanted to build the best CD
Player available and needless to say they have succeeded
beyond their wildest dreams!
•Oracle Delph. MK V
The Delphi is aiemarkably handsome work of art.
Clearly arefinement over its predecessors, the new Mk
V is engineered to alevel that the industry is invited
to emulate. Responsible for Oracle's reputation and
prestige, the Delphi further demonstrates its ability to
defend the leading edge position for another decade,
well into the New Millennium.
•Oracle Temple Phono stage
If you want to get the most out of your Vinyl collection,
this reference phono stage has very few equals!
•Merlin Loudspeakers
Built with atrue love for muse and exquisitely finished,
the vsm is an elegant, compact. design that is timeless in
appearance. The magical merlin realises extraordinary
performance from acompact enclosure with asmall
footprint. It combines the imaging and soundstage of a
mini-monitor with the larger presentation, fuller tonality
and presence of afloor-stander.
•Nitty Gritty Mini-Pro/1.5
The ultimate record cleaning systems!
•Talon Hawk Speakers
The Hawk is afa- more amazing loudspeaker than
its size suggests. They do not use magic to build their
loudspeakers, the dynamics, transparency, detail, focus,
timbre, and musicality you hear though, will definitely
impress upon you the magic of the music, the magic as
revealed by the Hawk.
See you there! Room 1007.
RPM Audio.

For further information please contact Andrew on 07790 907 737, email: info@rpm-audio.co.uk or visit www.rpm-audio.co.uk
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REVIEWS • CLASSICAL
icd

Franz Liszt performed by Yoram Ish-Hurwitz. recorded with cables from SILTECII

Muddleviews
BACH • BRAHMS

TONY BENNETT • RAY BROWN •

GOLDFRAPP • CAROL KING •

BI

and complicated fugal episode. The

Sanata for two pianos .14,Waltzes and
Hungarian Dances

Pekinels really throw themselves into
the Sonata; the scherzo is quite wild

Variations on aTheme of Beethoven

their classically restrained opposites,

Giiher and Sutler Pekinel

with much subtle balancing of inner

Warner 2564 61959-2

parts. Is their some vocalise on the left,
during Brahms's tender Andantino?
If so, it is entirely understandable.

SAINT-SAENS

NEIL YOUNG

but very exciting - Ax/Bronfman are

55s f£C
Produced at Snape Maltings, this

able

new release by the Fekinel sisters
closely follows the Ax/Bronfman Sony

Apparently, with their pianos back to

-ecording of the Sonata (
1-/ FN Octl, the
music later developed as the
F- minor Piano Quintet. More
interesting than their Haydn Variations

performances, but rely on ears and
memory - during practice the sisters

we have Saint-Saëns' 16m unbroKen
set of variations on the trio theme from

composer from his Op.39 set they
present an entirely different face, as
they do in their two Hungarian Dances

tne third movement of Beethoven's

back they don't use eye contact during

interchange parts.
For five Waltzes arranged by the

Op.31:3 piano sonata. We don't hear
the theme for 45 seconds and it

(No.17 the more well known). Warner

returns rather demurely at the end,
before agrandiose flourish; there's a

recordings on the Apex label. CB
Performances

parody funeral march and aglorious

Recording

has just reissued three earlier Pekinel

JS BACH

JS BACH

Double and Triple Concertos
BWV1060-63

Goldberg Variations

Wier and Süher Pekinel,

(No.30), Gould
illustrating

Glenn Gould

his own fusion of God Save the

Sony Classical 82876 698352
71m 27s mono iff
Glenn Goutcfs debut recording

Queen and Star Spangled Banner.
Alexander Schneider
prompted the Columbia signing

58m 29s £££

and his 1981 stereo remake

(its terms later derided by the

Take Bach

(with more spacious tempi and

pianist) and the 22- year- old

Gther and Suher Pekinel/

Canadian was assiduously

Jaques Loussier Trio

amodicum of repeats - there
are none in the 1955 version)

Warner 2564 62116-2

have been endlessly reissued,

genius and acomplete and

gm 44s £

separately and together. The

conscious eccentric. His foibles

Heifetz/Sargent, and more

mono is the more iconic and is

recently Kremer, have recorded

boxed for its 50th anniversary

Zurich CO/Howard Griffiths
Warner 2564 61950-2

Bach's Double Concerto

Gùher and Süher Pekinel

(a limited edition) with a160

marketed both as apianistic

Ratings

Performance Recording

Outstanding
Very Good

page illustrated hardback.

playing in sync with apre--

prove as adept at these versions
as the Zurich remakes - where

recorded solo track. In the

you may feel the jazz experience

LP sleeve, the CD itself has the

Poor

keyboard Triple, one of the

has influnced their Bach.

Pekinel sisters plays two

Strings are too recessed in

Columbia original label; the
playing side is jet black and the

Reviewers

parts thus; on their 1998

these 2003 recordings, although

content extends to outtakes and

CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

version Loussier was the third

the overdub has been done with
skill. BVVV1060 is better known
with violin and oboe soloists; the

unedited takes of three Bach
Sinfonias. Producer Howard

JAZZ STEVE HARRIS

Scott believes that these should

AUDIOPHILE KEN KESSLER

a-rangemerts by Loussier
although he remains silent) and

comparatively unfamiliar 1061

have remained upublished: the

Prices

has awonderful fuga finale. CB

Goldberg outtakes we have had

a 'straight chorale .
..iesu Joy of

Performances • • • •

before - they include discussion

man's desiring' for two pianos.

Recording

with Scott about the Quodlibet

EEC full price EE mid price
Ebudget price
[special special price set or disc

BWV1043 ( reworked as 1062)

pianist. This budget reissue
aiso has BWV1060/61 in jazz

••

•

Contained in afacsimile of the

Good
Moderate

ROCK JOHNNY BLACK, A HARRISON
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REVIEWS • CLASSICAL
Four Winds by Dick de Graaf, recorded with cables from SILTECH

are recounted here - and on

are credited here: Kenneth

disc you hear Gould saying

Wilkinson, at Walthamstow

he can only accomplish one

Town Hall in 1961 ( Concerto 11;

Variation sat on awaste basket.

and Lewis Layton in 1958. The

It would have been nice to

earlier recording was athree

Philarmonia Promenade
Concert

HERBERT VON
KARAJAN

have had a2005 vinyl copy: my

track Carnegie Hall production;

Works by Berlioz, Borodin, Chabrier,

only LP pressing is of the 1969

multi- channel listeners can

Offenbach, Suppé, JStrauss and others

'electronic stereo' transfer, but

hear the original centre track

Philharmonia/Herbert von Karajan

played as mono it has more

but there's no simulated rear

EMI 476900 2

colour, pedal action is better

information.

73m 35s ff

defined and Gould's notorious

With Rubinstein it was often

Philharmonia Orchestra

vocalises - first noticeable

aquestion of ' my playing'

BRUCKNER

to its highest standards.

around 8m - coexist more

rather than ' the music' and, in
partnership with Wallenstein

remains astonishing; the

(Toscanini's one time NYPO

Symphony 8 • Overtures by
Mendelssohn, Nicolai, Wagner
and Weber

Legge was able to influence

happily. The playing technique
performance itself seems to

principal cellist) there's ahint

BPO/Herbert von Karajan

Karajan prepared Britten's

sing with inner joy. CB

of that in the Second Concerto.

EMI 476901 2

Variations for strings; two

Performance

Recording with Scrowaczewski,

128m 20s two discs ff

years later they programmed

Recording

•••••
••

BEETHOVEN

aconductor of great integrity,
seems to inspire greater

BRAHMS

concentration, and the First

Symphony 4

repertory too, and for the
953 Edinburgh Festival

it and Vaughan Williams's
Tallis Fantasy during aNorth
American tour.

Piano Concertos 1-5 • Choral
Fantasy

receives the finer performance.

SCHUMANN

Chopin's idiom sits less easily

Symphony 4

Rudolf Serkin, Bavarian RSO, Ch/Rafael Kubelik

with the Symphony of the Air

Phitharmoniail3PO/Herbert von Karajan

Philharmonic, he recorded

Orfeo C647 053

(formerly the NBC Symphony,

EMI 476881 2

IWO

194m 33s three discs [special

created for Toscanini) than with

78m 25s part mono ££

with his predecessor

The Telarc reissues of Serkin's

the London group. CB

Boston cycle - minus its Choral

Performances

Fantasy - Ireviewed with

Recordings

reservations in August. These

•••
•••

In 1957, two years after
Karajan took over the Berlin
symphonies associated

Furtwängler: Schumann's

BRITTEN

Fourth and Bruckner's Eighth

Frank Bridge Variations

lin which he was comparably

HANDEL

successful). It was akind of

Water Music Suite

holy grail for Karajan: Barry

Oct/Nov 1977 Herkulessaal

DVORAK

concert recordings are an

VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS

stereo mentions the wartime

Thomas Tallis Fantasia

experimental recording of the

Beethoven conductor than Seiji

Tone Poems — The Golden
Spinning-Wheel • The Wood
Dove • The Noonday Witch • The
Water Goblin

PnilharmonialHerbert von Karajan

finale; Karajan took 32 hours

Ozawa, his spiritual empathy

BPO/S"ir Simon Rattle

EMI 476880 2

of radio studio time over those

with Serkin more palpable. The

EMI 558019 2

60m 50s mono ff

1944 Bruckner 8tapes!

booklet quotes an interesting

83m 45s two discs [special

Marking no evident

Munich review describing Serkin

Dvorak's 1896 programmatic

anniversary, EMI has just

the Schumann ( mono) wears
less well than the honeyed

altogether better proposition
as Kubelik is amore idiomatic

Fox's Feb ' 05 article on early

First issued on a10in LP,

as ' an artist of lyric vulnerability'

cycle of four ' orchestral ballads'

reissuesd 25 titles nearly

whose performances were

was based on the folk poetry

all recouplings of material

Philharmonia Brahms 4on

'freshly minted'. That is the

of Karel Erben: grisly tales of

digitally remastered at

the same CD. It was often

crux of it: Serkin brought a

vengeful abduction, death and

Abbey Road in the ' 90s. The

the case that Karajan's

fusion of inquiring freshness

dismemberment. You might not

one exception is the 1960

first recording of awork

and authority to Beethoven, and

instinctively recognise that from

with Kubelik suggested both

the nature of the music itself,

Concert', new to CD ( with the

Philharmonia Promenade

proved more satisfying than
successive remakes prompted

other than in The Water Goblin,

Roman Carnival Overture and

by new technologies. This

whose depiction suggests as

Intermezzo from IPagliacci

Brahms recording has always

moments, but far more of

much evil as Wagner's Ring

added from 1958/9). The

meant alot to me, although

illumination and power. The

cycle. This is perhaps the best of

sound is rather too bright

it was castigated in one 1956

slightly washed out stereo

and aggressive to bear

review. It would have been

disappoints ( it would have been

comparisons with the deleted

interesting to hear the original

nice to have the quality of the

analogue equivalent, yet this

mono: its stereo equivalent

live Pollini/Abbado on DGI. CB

programme has one piece

wasn't published for several

Performances

of near miraculous quality:

years after. The same with

Waldteufel's Skaters' Waltz. It

the Bruckner 8: the coupled

is in itself aperfect miniature

overtures Der Freischütz,

CHOPIN

tone poem, and Karajan never

The Hebrides, The Flying

Piano Concertos 1and 2

conducted anything better.

determination and humility.
This set has its weaker

Recordings

••••
•••

It was Walter Legge who,

Arthur Rubinstein, New SO London/Stanislaw

Dutchman and Merry Wives of
Windsor are all slightly too big

Scrowaczewski, Symphony of the Air/Alfred

in the aftermath of the War,

for their respective boots. A

Wallenstein

visited Karajan in Vienna and

blanket rating is given. CB

RCA 82876 67902

these March/June 2004 Berlin

persuaded him to sign to EMI;

Performances

70m 45s SACO hybrid ff

Philharmonie performances

from 1948 they brought the

Recordings

Two legendary engineers

-recorded live according to
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REVIEWS • CLASSICAL
Arias sung by Leontyne Price, remastered with cables from SIIILTMECH

that allow headphone listening

SIBELIUS

-occasional traffic noise can be

Symphonies 1-7

heard thus. CB

Gothenburg SO/Neeme Jervi

Performances • • • •

DG

Recording • • • •

477 50138

244m 37$ four discs SACO hybrid fspecial

MAHLER

Jervi first recorded the Sibelius
symphonies with the Gothenburg

Symphony I.

Orchestra for BIS in the early

Amanda Roocroft, CBSO/Sir Simon Rattle

1980s - the first Scandinavian cycle

EMI 558023 0

since Sixten Ehrling's pioneering

59m 22s + bonus DVD

Mercury set, and still current. As

In HEN July 98 Bill Newman

with the Osmo Venske/BIS series

quite rightly marked this

which succeeded it, Jervi's included

Mahler recording down to ' 3',

the Kullervo and other pieces,

criticising Sir Simon Rattle's

some of which were subsequently

preoccupation with ' tempo

redone for DG. Symphonies 1

changes that exaggerate

and 2were recorded live in 2001,

movement cf the Fourth, the finale

the project running on until this

of 6too ' fluorescent lit', and the

March ( No.61. These are big, bluff

first half ( at least) of 7as if dragging

readings superbly played and very

along in firs. gear.

and interrupt continuity'.
Especially given his success
in 20th century repertoire it
is surprising that EMI should

With their more spacious sound,

well engineered. Jervis tempo

choose this as arepresentative

1and 2are the most engagHg

relationships are unquestionable.

recording for its ' Legend'

parts of this cycle. The SACD

Small details nonetheless
worried me, especially the way

layer offers marginally sharper

the closing chords of the Fifth are

soundstage focus but does tittle

timed. As with Sir Colin Davis,

for timing aspects. Recommended

Jervi's fidelity to the score makes

alternatives: Davis/LSO Live 3, 6;

less musical sense than conductors

Bernstein/Sony 5; Karajan/DG 4-7;

such as Barbirolli and Bernstein,

Boult/BBC Legends 7; Monteux's

who followed their own instincts

Classic Records LP for 2. CB

over timing here. Ialso find the

Performances

flutes too fulsome in the slow

Recordings

series. To my mind the reading
lacks all sense of through line
and ( as Bill also suggested)
Roocroft is sadly miscast for
the finale. EMI has issued
several more durable Fourths
over the years: Horenstein's,
Tennstedt's, Welser-Most's ( all

•••

with the LP0); Previn's with the

•••••

Pittsburgh Orchestra.
The bonus DVD has the Mahler
5Adagietto/Finale from the 2002
intonation - just listen to ' the

inaugural GPO concert. CB

guess as much and there's

Lied: acloser look suggests
that the likenesses are merely

theme' in ( i) as an example

Performance

nothing on the packaging to

coincidental. CB

of taste and artistry. He can,

Recording

confirm it. Like Harnoncourt's

Performances

Concertgebouw Teldec set, the

Recordings

EMI although one would hardly

tone poems are paired on two
discs priced as one.
Sir Simon Rattle gets much

•••
••••

however, be alittle dry and

•

•

••••

serious; the Gendron/Haitink

RACHMANINOV

Dvorak Cello Concerto is mcre

Piano Concerto 3

DVORAK

to my personal taste. Kol Nidrei

BEETHOVEN

Cello Concerto

(rather glum for all its alleged

Piano Concerto 5Emperor'

detail and refinement from

BRUCH

popularity) is well done.

Vladimir Horowitz, RCA Victor SO/Fritz Reiner

the Berlin orchestra but

Kol Nidrei

Much is made of Mercury's

Naxos 8.110787

the pacing is too even, the

Janos Starker/LSO/Antal Oorati

purist microphone philosophy,

74m 49s mono C

characterisation too neutral;

Speakers Corner Mercury 90303

but the cellist is very prominent,

Is there adifference between

Kubelik's control may be more

180gm LP Cspecial

suggesting that much could be

seeking out complete sets of

loose ( 1974 Bavarian RSO

As Dvorak's lengthy exposition

achieved in the re- mixing of that

78s to remaster digitally and

currently in aDG Trio set)

makes plain, Dorati was

vaunted centre channel track.

simply, as here, transferring

but, as aCzech, he understood

obviously as keen to make

Speakers Corner provides a

from LP? Setting that question

the necessary ebb and flow,

his mark in the concerto as

superb cut with wide dynamic

aside, these recordings were

the dramatic impulses. Both

his fellow- Hungarian soloist

range and flawless surfaces

not together on one CD in RCA's

he and Harnncourt offer

(his one-time Dalas principal

more gripping readings; more

cellist). But as Julian Lloyd

earthy still are those in Zdenek

Webber showed me once in

Chalabala's 1961 Supraphon

interview, Dorati blots his

more agreeable results. His

cycle, although this has cuts in

copy- book with agratuitous

sources were American Victor

the 28m Golden Spinning- Wheel

doubling of speed right at the

pressings, although the quoted

(perhaps determined originally

end of ( iii). Otherwise, the LSO's

matrix numbers in the booklet

by LP side- length constraints).

accompaniment . nthis 1962

suggest that waxes rather

In these pages in the past I've

Wembley Town hall recording

than tapes were used at the

Horowitz Edition, and Mark
,IJVINC/ PRESENCE STEREO 351

Obert-Thorn has, at least in
the Rachmaninov, produced

been guilty of suggesting this

has awealth of engaging detail.

1951/2 Carnegie Hall - those

tone- poem influenced Mahler's

Starker plays with complete

used for the Emperor' all first

graduate cantata Das klagende

control of expression and

takes. In his book on the pianist
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'
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REVIEWS • CLASSICAL
The Boston Symphony Orchestra, remastered with cables from siLTECH

sacd

TCHAIKOVSKY
Violin Concerto • Méditation •
Swan Lake - Danse russe
JUSHUi1

beu.

liken Thomas

Sony Classical SH 94829
51m 28s SACD hybrid Cff
For this live Concerto ( Jan

different trains

'051 Bell, now 38, adopts an

f

intimate, expansive manner
for the opening Moderato:
2m 17s longer than the
[Simon & Schuster, 19921

Milstein reissue this month.

Harold C Schonberg gives the

Iwasn't so convinced by the

best critique Ihave read on the

end fff timpani encouraged

Horowitz/Reiner collaboration

by MTT, yet it's exactly as
eener sengineering

-Horowitz did not play much

prescribed in the score.

Beethoven in public and first

The Berlin accompaniment

prepared the Emperor' for a

complements Bell's

too much of agood thing.

ha; managed awonderful

1933 Toscanini concert; by then

technically astonishing

But Bell's interpretation

live sound in the difficult

he was strongly associated

playing even if the last

has changed little since his

Philharmonie, possibly the

with Rachmaninois Third, first

measures of the ( uncut)

1988 Decca version with the

finest on record. Balance

recording it in 1930 [ Naxos

finale only just synchronise.

Cleveland, where Ashkenazy's

changes inevitably for non-

8.'106961. As Schonberg says,
listeners found the ' Emperor'

Bell thinks the Glazunov-

conducting was perhaps

live fillers, which include a

orchestrated Méditation

even more sympathetic ( he

dazzling Swan Lake excerpt.

cobleague, Arne Akselberg

esoloist's musing

more classically restrained than

is worth programming

subdues that timpani part). I

SACO stereo layer degraded

they expected, whilst the most

as an alternative to the

listened to it again and would

the listening experience. CB

thrilling of the pianist's Rach 3s

Canzonetta, as Tchaikovsky

be unable to express an

Performances • • ••

was the live 1941 with NYP/

planned it. Some will find

overall preference. Andrew

Recordings

•••••

Barbirolli, available on APR. CB
Performances

•••

•
Nonesuch 10CD edition; but the

'The Palace Square'? The

two more engaging Milstein/

Kronos/Nonesuch remains the

Royal Scottish National makes

Steinberg concerto recordings,

REICH

definitive Different Trains, partly

quite astab at this work, but

both made for Capitol in

Different Trains • Duet • Triple
Quartet

because they bring more tonal

Lazarev hardly disguises the

1957/59. In 1962 Milstein

shading, even more because

thinness of material in ( 0and

recorded Glazunov's Méditation

The Smith Ouartet/Steve Reich

the voice- tape is given athinner

'The Ninth of January' needs

and Tchaikovsky's Valse -

Signum SIGCD 064

quality on this Signum disc. This

more momentum or heft. Iwas

Scherzo and Souvenir d'un

46m 59s £££

is true of the string pieces too; a

less concerned by the much

lieu cher with Robert Irving

The ' different trains' upon

bit too ' electronic'. CB

faster than usual ' In Memoriam'

conducting aNew York pickup

which Reich's 1988 commission

Performances • • • •

Adagio, criticised elsewhere:

orchestra; these items round

for the Kronos Quartet were

Recordings

this works for me in arather

out the CD.

Recordings

•

•

based were those he boarded

•••

song- like way. Good sound from

The accompanying OVO

as achild, accompanied by his

SHOSTAKOVICH

the Usher Hall; the recording

has film of Milstein in two

governess, to cross America to

Symphony 11

is from January 2004. Excellent

excerpts from Bach Partitas and

see his separated parents; and

RSNO/Alexander Lazare;

notes, too, by David Fanning.

Novacek's dazzling Perpetuum

those in darkened Europe: Nazi

Linn CKO 247

transport for Jews. By then,

60m 33s SACD hybrid f£C

Multi- channel enthusiasts will

mobile; these 1957/63 tracks

find Rostropovich's expansive

-two of which can also
be found on BBC Legends

Reich had discoved how speech

Did Shostakovich write

'LSO Live' performance on

patterns might translate into

anything more atmospheric

SACD; my personal preference

BBCL4151-2 ( see HFN Dec ' 041

melodic phrases and Different

than the opening of his ' Year

is for Stokowski's Capitol

-are excerpted from alonger

Trains incorporates the voices of

1905' Symphony - that chilling

recording with the Houston

EMI ' Classic Archive' OVO

concentration camp survivors,

timpani motif that pervades

Orchestra, now available on EMI

programme.

his nanny, an old Pullman

[5 65206-21 CB

porter and authentic 1940s'

Performance

locomotive sounds. All three

Recording

It has to be sa:d that the
Tchaikovsky Concerto sounds

•••
••••

horribly bright and coarse;
Milstein uses plehty of slides

pieces involve multi- tracking:

NATHAN MILSTEIN

between the notes but this
is nonetheless exciting and

sour viola and four cello parts.

Violin Concertos etc by Glazunov
and Tchaikovsky

Three string quartets are

Pittsburgh SO/William Steinberg

side is shown in the shorter

revolved in the three- movement

EMI 558035 0

works, which certainly benefit

the short Duet ( 1994), for
instance, has two solo violins,

jarep
_..

dramatic. His more patrician

72m 44s + bonus OVD CC

from better sound. CB

commission). Buy this disc for

This EMI Legend' package

Performances

those two pieces, not in the

restores to the catalogue

Recordings

Triple Quartet ( another Kronos

•

••

••
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REVIEWS • JAZZ
Pietro Antonio Locatelli performed by Sanckme Cantoreggi, recorded with cables from SILTECI-1

Rachel Z
Grace
Chesky .11308
62m 49s (CC
A fine, compelling and melodic jazz
pianist, Rachel

also sings. The voice

that springs upon us is in her first vocal
CD is Laura Nyro transmogrified into
Tori Amos and repossessed by Kate
Bush - whose song ' This Woman's
Work' is covered here. '
Iwas going to be

Tony Bennett

an opera singer' says Rachel, and her

Sings The Rodgers & Hart

theatrical side ( though more Kate than

nvi

Songbook

Kind is ably brought out by her long-time
drummer and co- arranger Bobbie Rae.

Corcord CCD-2243-2
72m 57s £££

He buoys things up with asupple beat

£15.99

and some tremendous dramatic effects

This CD reunites and reissues
two LPs ( 20 tunes, along with

(brilliantly recorded), though for me

six unreleased alternate takes)
made for the singer's own label

even these couldn't rescue Rachel Z's

in 1973 but long forgotten.

'Imagine'. If you enjoy the wispiness of

Backing him is the drumless

Bush, this will grow on you - otherwise,

rather too de- tuned version of Lennon's

look out for Rachel's unsung trio

Ruby Braff/George Barnes
Quartet, with cornetist Braff
and guitarist Barnes backed

81-Z

by John Giuffrida on bass and

r.

albums instead. SH
Performance
Recording

Ntin_

Wayne Wright on rhythm guitar.

,

Bennett had enjoyed working

Moon so beautifully by playing

only word you undL

with this little swing group

the melody almost straight

whole album is ' R-r-roll-ei-flex',

as it made achange from big

but swinging of coJrse), and
in fact the late bassist's artistic

Performance
Recording

unfashionable it may seem, the

supremacy, and big warm sound

format allows Bennett, literally

are captured throughout. SH

and metaphorically, so much

Performance

room to breathe that he just

Recording

blossoms. Before your jazz
snobbery makes you turn back
to Tony Bennett & Bill Evans, give

•••••

•••••

Rosa Passos & Ron
Carter

•

•

uai

hooks that helped Jamaican
singers sell millions of records.

you'll be charmed. SH

band work. However deeply

60011111
•••••

•••

•••••

You also hear how, maybe, jazz
into reggae will go. SF/
Performance

Ernest Ranglin

Recording

Surfin'

•••••
••••

Various Artists

Tropic CD- 83632
68m 40s £££ £ 15.99

Concord Picante 25th Anniversary

Credited with the invention of

Collection Sampler

this one atry too. SH

Entre Amigos

ska, virtuoso guitarist Ranglin

Concord PRO- CJ- 0087-2

Performance

Chesky SACD291 [ multi- channel SACD/CD1

was the indispensible session

61m 10s CC

Recording

•••••
••••

Ray Brown Trio with
Ulf Wakenius

man when Jamaican music

A 12- track taster for the Latin

Over the years Chesky

exploded in the early 1960s.

jazz label's 4CD anniversary

has recorded astring of

Recorded mainly in Kingston,

box that reads like awho's

young'n'vulnerable English-

'Surfin' is arelaxed journey

who of the genre(s). Kicking

51m 51s £££

£ 19.99

Summertime

singing girls, and some strong-

back through some of his

things off is ' Mambo Mindoro'

Telarc CD- 83430

and- confident Latin singers,

favourite musical styles, in the

from the label's first album,

but Brazilian Rasa Passos

company of awarm- sounding

Cal Tjader's 1980 Le Onda Va

Ace guitarist Wakenius opens

resembles none o' them. She

horn section. Ranglin's playing

Bien while the salsa closer is

this 1997 recording with Wes

breathes freshness into ahoary

is rhythmically subtle and

'La Voz Del Caribe' by Puerto

Montgomery's waltz- time ' West

repertoire - ' Desafinado' ' Girl

endlessly inventive. On these

Rican pianist/bandleader Eddie

Coast Blues', faster and with

From Ipanema' and three more

instrumentals you hear Ranglin

Palmieri. Bashing away in

amore nervous kind of energy

Jobim songs plus five others

spontaneously creating the kind

between are Ray Barretto, Pete

than the original, before the trio

in the Bossa genre. It works

Escovedo, Poncho Sanchez and

(Brown, Geoff Keezer piano and

because she sings naturally,

Chick Corea. There are also the

Gregory Hutchinson( smoothly

without affecting Astrudisms,

late greats Tito Puento, Mongc

drop the tempo and pick it up

without the baggage of Bebel

Santamaria - and guitarist

again like the stunning, crowd-

and without trying to blend alien

Charlie Byrd who brought

pleasing musicians they were.

stylistic elements into this well-

Brazilian rhythms to the US in

'Summertime' is neat if you

defined idiom. There are well-

1962-3, sounding staid in this

don't mind this tune as ablues

turned solos from guitarist Lula

context. Even with this for a

vehicle; fast tracks like the final

and attractive, not- overdone

breather halfway through, you'll

blues workout ' Cakes Blues'

Getz- echoes from saxist Billy

be dripping sweat by the end. SH

really take off. Only Brown could

Drewes - while Ron Carter on

Performance

have opened * It's Only A Pape-

bass is just superb. Even if the

Recording

65m 57s

££

£ 9.99

•••••
••••
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REVIEWS • ROCK
More than asong by Witness, recorded with cables from SILTIEGH

CAROLE KING

GOLDFRAPP

THE LIVING ROOM TOUR

SUPERNATURE

Rockingale/Concord/Hear RCD2-6200-2

Mute MUM 250

(42m lOs 4. 46m 18s)

(43m 06s)

This double CD was recorded

The third outing for Goldfrapp is something of

during 2004's ' Living Room'

acocktail of Felt Mountain's under- the- stars

tour. Disc one doesn't really

moodiness - witness ' Let It Take You' with its

ignite until she launches into

husky vocal and ethereal piano over aslow life

amedley of hits she wrote as

support blip- blip machine metronome -

aBrill Building tune- wrangler
before starting out on her solo

combined with the sheer raunch of Black Cherry.

career. There follows astring

it's arolling glam electronica anthem: but there's

The single ' Ooh La La' falls into latter camp -

of pop classics, effortlessly

anew element emerging here, an ' 80s electro

establishing her credentials

groove that'll have Numan fans creaming in the

and setting the stage for the

synth wash. So is this arehash of the corniest of

second CD in which she delivers

cheesy pop? Far from it - the whole album ends

brilliantly understated renditions

up gelling as the best soundtrack to athinking

of ' You've Got A Friend', • It's

woman's erotic porn film you can imagine [ for

Too Late' and * Pleasant Valley
Sunday' before closing with a

more on Goldfrapp go to pages 18-191. AH

crowd- pleasing Locomotion.

Recording

Performances

•••••

•••••

Will Geri Halliwell be able to do
this when she's 62? Isomehow
And did Ireally hear him sing

time, as well as keeping the

strange noises, but despite

the line, ' Gonna treat you like

quality levels up on songs,

the lusciously romantic

aqueen, service you all night'?

performance, production and

atmosphere of ' Walk You Home*,

Ithought servicing was what

arrangement, they've gone

the enjoyable daftness of tne

NATE JAMES

bu.is did to cows. JB

overboard with the packaging

minor hit single lazer Beam',

SET THE TONE

Performances

of the CD which includes not

and despite some superb

OneTwo Records ONE001

Recording

one but two full colour booklets.

orchestral flourishes concocted

Songs that grab right away

by Sean 0.Hagan of the High

doubt it. JB
Performances
Recording

••••

••••

(47m 13s)

•

•••

•••

Claims being made for Nate

DECORATION

are the gorgeously lilting 'An

Llamas, it seems to me that

James hailing him as the

DON'T DISAPPOINT ME NOW

Average Sadness' and the

the Furries have sacrificed one

saviour of British r'n•b, are

St Records LONE 38

orchestra- driven ' Strange

of their biggest plus points,

perhaps abit over- stated

(40m 28s)

Sympathy' but this entire album

decent tunes, on the altar of

because, while entertaining,

Decoration knock up aglorious

is destined for many plays in the

lavish production. Devotees of

there's nothing particularly

i-idie-pop racket that reminds

living room, kitchen and car. JB

classic psychedelia will enjoy

original about Set The Tone.

me of industry mavericks like

Performances

spotting how Atomic Lust starts

Imagine an artful blend of

The Wedding Present or the

Recording

early ' 70s Stevie Wonder with a

Monochrome Set, but only in the

smattering of Kool & The Gang

sense that their gung-ho assault

and aheavy seasoning of late

or every track tends to obscure

SUPER FURRY
ANIMALS

'90s Jamiroquai and you're not

the catchiness of their choruses

LOVE KRAFT

like Steve Katz of Blood, Sweat

far off the mark. His voice is

and sharp lyrics. They're also

Epic 5205012

& Tears, but fans of the Super

appealingly fresh but he doesn't

blessed vvitn guita -ist Steven

(52m 23s)

Furries will miss the spirit and

have the vocal chops of aCraig

Dickinson whosa rhythmic

Seven albums under their belt

energy that made them vital. JB

••••

••••

out as adead- ringer for The
Beach Boys' ' Feel Flows', or
how the backwards guitar in
*Cliudberries' sounds so much

David, and lacks the dynamism

embellishments frequently

and there's no reduction in

Performances

of American acts like Black

elevating the songs to anthemic

their pursuit of wonderfully

Recording

Eyed Peas, preferring instead to

oroportions. Given the right

remain in the kind of pop- funk

breaks this could easily be the

zone that sounded novel when

oiggest little band in Britain. JB

Kool did it back in the day, but

Performances • •• ••

now sounds decidedly retro.

Recording

•

•

•••

••••

MIRACLE MILE
GLOW
Miracle Mite Records CEIMM11
(55m 44s)

T
ei

omes
lone

If only all albums could be like
this. Trevor Jones and Marcus
Cliffe have long been producirg
the most criminally overlooked
albums in Britain under their
Miracle Mile monicker. This
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Johann Sebastian

The Kontrapunkt series from Ortofon.

gontraPu ni
\

would-have been very yroud:

Named as a sign of respect for possibly the

greatest, and the last, of Johan Sebastian Bach's works - The XIXth Contrapunctus
From around £400 and available from most quality Hi Fi stores.

Distributed by Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk

To hear the fine
detail you some
times need alittle

muscle
AU DIA

AIP
Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs Ltd, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, infoehenleydesigns.co.uk
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REVIEWS

AUDIOPHILE

The Chopin Ballades & Scherzos by Rubenstein, remastered with cables from Si LT E

JAMES BROWN

JOHNNY CASH

GREATEST BREAKBEATS

ORIGINAL SUN SINGLES '
55-'58

Polydor 981 472-6 3LPs

Sundazed LP5179 2LPs, 184 vinyl

Twenty four tracks on six

With Cash rightly having been

sides, amix of album and

deified during the last 20 years of

single versions of material

his life, and with his last albums

sampled by all and sundry,
with documentation to help

so dark and ' conceptual', it's easy

you sort out where each lick

fabulous singles made for Sun

Okriae <an çaigtat 55

M4IttetY
eAg41

to forget his roots: aseries of

has appeared. The end result

Records. Sundazed has assembled

is apretty fine portrait - on

adouble LP with pristine mono

vinyl - of amaster's canon. It

transfers of the 14 seven-inchers

won't take you long to hear why
the samplers and mixmasters

he issued for the label during

worship the man. KK

chronological order. ' Get Rhythm',
'Folsom Prison Blues', ' Ballad of a

Performances
Recording

•••••

•••

e

1955-58, their A- and B-sides in

Teenage Queen': this just may be
the most important body of country

NICO

music since Hank Williams took

THE MARBLE INDEX

it out of Hicksville. Liner notes by

Sundazed LP5131 180g vinyl

Colin Escott ice the cake.

The late Nico virtually wrote

Performances •••••
Recording
••••

the template for the miserable,
gothic, Euro-kvetch chanteuse;
think distaff Leonard Cohen with

Clifton James. This in itself

shimmers. Frankly, the best way

on which nearly ai, of its tracks

atouch of Morrissey. But for

differentiated it from other

to hear the songs is on original

originated. The 16 tracks are

all of her tunelessness and the

late- 1960s ' revival' efforts, and

45s through acrap record

spread over two LPs here

all- encompassing cod stench

player. But th,s version will do,

and the benefits include the

of pre- WWII Berlin about this,

the feel is 1950s Chess with
modern sound quality, but rural,

if you just can't bite the ("ron -

most impressively real bottom

it's safe to say Bjork, Chrissie

not urban. A bottleneck primer,

audiophile) purist bullet. KK

octaves imaginable. And the

Hynde, Laurie Anderson and the

to be sure. KK

Performances

bonus 7in single - w,tn ' The

revived Marianne Faithfull owe

Performances

her their careers. Fascinating,

Recording

•••••

••••

Recording

•••••

Loner' and ' Sugar Mountain'

••

-is priceless. Young is one of

NEIL YOUNG

very few ' crusties' w»-itotal

VARIOUS

GREATEST HITS

credibility among ;
hose under

MOTOWN DISCO

Classic Records/Reprise 4893E-1 2d0g vinyl

30; I'd love to be : here when

Motown 982 909-9 3LPs

A brilliant sounding- collection

they hear this material as it's

ROY ORBISON

Subtitled ' Soulful Grooves from

even on bog- standard CD, this

meant to be heard. KK

GREATEST HITS

the ' 70s and ' 80s', originally

career overview begged to be

Performances

Classic/Monument SLP18000 204 vinyl

these 12 tracks were 12in

issued in the very vinyl format

Recording

like acorpse. KK
Performances
Recording

••••

••••

This ' best of' boasts two

single mixes. Highly collectible

attractions that have made it a

treasures from Diana Ross,

high- ticket collectible: sublime

Teena Marie, Jerry Butler,

music and equally sublime

the Temptations, Marvin Gaye

sound. Classic's challenge was

and other Motown luminaries,

to match an original, and Idon't

made affordable and accessible

think there's any doubt they've

for the soul crowd. Standout

succeeded. Airy, luscious and

track? Thelma Houston's ' Don't

open, it's like you've never heard

Leave Me This Way', completely

'Crying' or ' Only the Lonely'

defying its over- familiarity. KK

before. A perfect showcase for

Performances

one of the sweetest voices ever

Recording

committed to vinyl. KK
Performances
Recording

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

••••

•••

THE WHO
MY GENERATION
Classic Records/Brunswick LAT8616 200g vinyl

JOHNNY SHINES

This sounds better than it has

LAST NIGHT'S DREAM

any right to, given the crummy

Pure Pleasure 7-63212 180g vinyl

quality of the original mono

Dating from 1969, this set finds

recordings. But you buy this for

Shines accompanied by an

the incendiary performances,

all-star line-up that included

not the sound. The title track

Chess legends Walter Horton,

still kicks serious butt while

Otis Spann, Willie Dixon and

'The Kids Are Alright' almost
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It is, quite simply, the most impressive
mains filter we've ever heard.
HI- FINEWS Gil TITAN

For your free
IsoTek brochure call:

01635 291357
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www.isoteksystems.com

The Bolzano Villetri's loudspeakers are based
on the new RoundStreare technology,
symbolizing professional inspiration for
acoustic excellence, exquisite sound quality
with an elegant form and sophisticated style.
Without adoubt — this is the latest concept in
top-level loudspeaker systems.
Distributed in the UK by:
Yorina Overseas Ltd.. lebershons +44 (0)20 7244 0240,
ri/C +
44 (0)20 7370 MIL E-malk bv•yorina.com

www.bobanovilletrLcom
InfolebottanevibatrLeorn

Monkey says visit:
www.acacoustics.co.uk
for the fullest range
of Consonance audio
products on permanent
demonstration in
London.
Droplet CDP 5.0
www.odysseyaudiogb.com
for American solid
state amplification with
transparent pricing
available nationwide.
Please call or email to
Tempest pie-amplifier

arrange a demonstration.

"eteay-ovtetetetorxneeedeev"
acacoustics

47 Chartley Avenue
Neasden
London
NW2 7QY
020 8830 6509
andrew@acacoustics.co.uk
www.acacoustics.co.uk
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Luxurious styling. Luxurious sounding.
Opera Callas SP - £ 1,650. Available in
mahogany, cherry and light oak real wood
finishes
UKD Ltd (01753 652 669)
1nfo@ukd.co.uk I
www.ukd.co.uk

Meet UKD at The Hi Fi & Home Entertainment Show 2005
23rd, 24th and 25th September
Comet Suite - The Renaissance Hotel, Londom Heathrow.
wvwv. hif i
news.co. uk

Grass
Dance

Where music

AUDIO

will move you
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WHAT'S

7We
SPEAKERS

"A work of art consists

Avalon

of two elements, the

Acoustics

inner is the emotion in

Symbol,

the soul of the artist,

Ascendant,
Opus,
Eidolon Diamond

KA -I80
KA 450

capacity to evoke a
observer"

considered essential
as far as I'm concerned

As with art, so with

the term " Simply the best!"

music this is why we are

PVI4L

committed to offering

MV60-SE

our customers musical

Premier- / 7L52

They're now

Wassily Kandinsky

conrad johnson

Act 2

AT THE
TUBFSHOP

this emotion has the
similar emotion in the

AMPLIFIERS
Karan Acoustics

ii

.and bring anew meaning to
Roy Crory -

Fi+ magazine

reproduction pieces and

Premier-I8LS

systems that are capable of

Premier 140

enabling this process.

Premier 350
DIGITAL
REPRODUCTION
Reimyo
by Harmonix
Zanden Audio
Systems
5000 Sig DAC
2000 PCD Transport

We are independent audio

Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online:
mvw.cryogenictubes.com

consultants specialising in
two channel audio. Our
philosophy is to offer
our customers objective,
honest advice. And
products and services
which add value and
provide long term musical

CABLES
Cardas
TUNERS
Magnum
Dynalab
ACCESSORIES &
FURNITURE
finite elemente

satisfaction.
We do things
differently.
If music is apart of your life
and your living space, take
some time, relax, come and
listen to the best in musical
reproduction.

Andrew Lee

Call us to arrange a

design

demonstration.

01764 650 573

www.gnassdanceaudio.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk
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LARGÉST SELECTION

OF QUALITY TUBES ONLINE

FlinfiNews

essential hi-fi
buyer's shortlis

Welcome to the Hot 100 — Hi Fi News' vital
buying guide section. It's here that we list the finest
hi-fi components that we've reviewed, updated every month. The emphasis here is
on real value for money — which doesn't always mean the lowest-cost options — but
we've also highlighted those more expensive components that genuinely justify their
sometimes frightening price tags, by offering atrue advance in sound quality for the
audiophile. Listed are the issue date (month/year) where you can track down the
original review, and the author's initials. To track down the full-length review call our
Stunning looks: Inca Tech's Katana CD player

Back Issues service on 01733 370800, go to www.mags-uk.com, or check out our review
reprints service at www.hi-finews.co.uk.

CD PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Tested How we rate it

Arcam CD33

£1300

08/03
AH

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While multi-format
machines struggle to be ajack of all trades— this player is master of one.

Arcam Diva CD73

£399

03/C
TB

The replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 multi- bit sigma delta design from Microelectronics pays off here
with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound. Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.

Cambridge
C340C Azur

£250

09/04

Mechanically quiet and flawless in operation this high-performance machine boasts aclean, detailed sound and was rarely upset by even the most
challenging of discs. Cosmetic match for the 640A amp, with which it works well in small rooms and with modest-sized loudspeakers.

Chord DAC 64

£1960

07/02
AH

Chord's now fully sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH concluded, ' It's
not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

Creek CD 50

£700

07/03
DB

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags, extracting
incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?

dCS Purcell!
Delius

£5000/
£6500

12/9 ,
AH

Purcell is aDID converter that lupsamples .to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable firmware,
pro- grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link

Inca Tech Katana
SE

£995

12/04
DA

Stunning looks, sturdy build and balanced outputs to boot, this player deserves to make waves at its price-point thanks to thrilling vocals and a
dexterity and energy that truly brings music to life. Single-ended output version available for £600. Both players amust-listen concluded DA.

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

07/03
DA

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24- bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's sound
quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere, ' natural' and ' unforced'.

Musical Fidelity
X-Ray V3

£899

(8/0
DA

Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V3 puts the emphasis firmly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal
impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used asa digital transport.

Naim CDS3

£7050

10/03
MC

Top-of the-range two- box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for any other player high- resolution format or otherwise
according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.

Nam CD51

£825

Perpetual P- 1A/
P- 3A
Rotel RCD-02
Unison Research
Uni co

AHI

10'

$110W
$800

Naim's most affordable player excels in the areas for which the British brand has become justifiably famous: pace, rhythm and timing. For many
listeners this translates into excitement and involvement with the music, especially when it comes to modern pop and rock material.
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsam pier, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail order only in UK.
Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV receivers, it
hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.

£380

Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes ' scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

£1100

DVD-VIDEO, DVD-AUDIO & SACO PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

Arcam DV88 Plus

£1000

)
7/03
AG

dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.

Arcam DV29

£1600

1
3/05
PM

Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering that benefits both video and audio quality. The Arcam DV29 is awolf in sheep's
clothing and is adesirable alternative to its gadget-strewn competition. Buy with confidence.

Cambridge Audio
DVD57

£200

9/03

Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competent
performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.

Denon DVD-2900

£850

PM

9/03
PM

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and video,

Smooth and natural- sounding on both DVD-A and SAC D, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video performance.
Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DVAl, it remains afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.
Abenchmark with SACD replay thanks to exceptional transparency, speed and resolution, plus deep bass and an uncannily natural midband. With
CD-only replay this player can sound rich, lush and incredibly euphonic thanks to the proprietary user-selectable filters on board.

MarantzSA-11S1

£2000

Pioneer DV868AVi

£1000

/04
PM

Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very first of athoroughly new generation. Stunning pictures, with DDPD scaler
providing tighter, noisefree and contrasting images. Sonically, lighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.

Sony XA9000ES

£2400

,/04
PM

Sony's current flagship for the SACD format is also aDVD video player ( not DVD-A!). It offers an extended, transparent and wholly unforced sound with
the vast majority of rival DVD and CD players sounding artifical by comparison. If DVD leaves you cold then buy the Sony, said PM.
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RECOMMENDED TURNTABLE
Michell Orbe NC £ 2413 ( HFN Jan'05)
Michell Engineering's top deck is now sounding better

unit yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained
by the DC unit which preceded the Controller NC. And if

turntable has received an effective revamp courtesy of a

you already have an Orbe with VC power supply, it can

new Controller NC ( Stver Connected') DC power supply.

be upgraded to the new spec: the cost is £ 235 ( for decks

Careful comparisons snowed that the new wrsion offers

which already have aDC motor) or £ 835 ( where an AC

the best of both worlds - it brings you the pace and

synchronous motor has to be replaced). A benchmark

toe-tapping timing of the company's original AC- powered

product just got even better.

TURNTABLES
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

02/04
ill

Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12in effectiie length and even to c.3rry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to tu:

0

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stab lity. the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic ' groove' and pace. With black acrylic base and

Avid Diva

£1100

Qlearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

Linn LP12

from
£1015

Michell Orbe SE/
NC power supply

£2413

Pro-Ject Debut
Mk11

£120

07/00
TB

Pro-lect RPM 9X

£1000

09/01
TB

Oracle Delphi
kilk V

£3180

SME Model 10

£3580

Rega P2

£198

subchassis) but the P2 remains agood buy if your sonic priorities are rhytnm and drive rather than subtety.

Roskan Radius 5

£850

Price quoted includes the Nima tonearm. This Rolisan deck offersa ' listen- all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect ' real dynamic
contrast and timbral colouring, with naturally-sourding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

TUNERS
Make/model

Price

engineering concepts of Avid's bgger models, and tse sound is not far behind them either.

translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.
Classic three-point suspended cassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for
improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonea rms.
Revamp for flagship deck courtesy of anew power supply that offers the best of both worlds in that it brings the paceand toe- tapping timing of the
company's AC- powered unit yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained by the DC unit.
Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m-m cartridge. ' No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'
commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed control, £ 160).
Pro-Ject favourite receivesa revamp courtesy of ar acrylic platter. Result i5 apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved definition
beween leading edges of instrument s. Less surfac ,3noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.
Basic design is 25 years old but according to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems are a
thing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic SeriesV tonearm. ' So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best ambassadors yet
for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... TheModel 10 let's you hea, the music and nothing else'.
Back in the 1970s, Rega's original Planar 2was the usual choice for those who couldn't afford aLinn. Design principles are unchanged (there's still no

Tested

How we rate it

Arcam DT81

£650

01/02
AH

With better controls than previous models, the DT81 is arguably superiorto the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include
engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its c'ear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.

Creek T43

£400

09101
in

Asimple fuss- free tuner witn excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM. MW and LW. Signal strength and multi- path distortion are

Magnum Dynalab
MD106

£3750

Ma ra ntz ST- 11
PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

Old-fashioned analogue tuner tather than adigit& synthesiser type, meticulously designed and built with atriode valve output stage. Expensive, for
sure, but now sets the standard of excellence. After all, as AG put it, on aRadio 3concert, 'the orchestra colours practically glowed.'
Three wavebands and ROS; for IH the sound was detailed and solid. pro,ecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' da little bright.

£600
£330

displayed. IH found it had ' afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable.., excellent value:

It lacks independent remote control but ' sounds so perb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
01
AH

Winner of our three-way grouptest, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausa ble FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for upgrading via a
PC; dark, attractive, contourec presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.

RECOMMENDED AMPS
Naim NAC 202/NAP 200
£1400/£1385 ( 1-IFN Dec'04)
If you've only ever dreamed of owning aNaim pre-/ power amplifier, take a
look at this under-£ 3000 pairing. Awell- executed design boasting excellent
musical and rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor
more than compensates, ensuring that music is both involving and hugely
enjoyable. Bomb- proof build and offers plenty of user-friendly features.
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Make/model

Price

Tested

Arcam FM1A32

£1100

03/02
AG

Arcam A85

£700

5/01
AH

Audio Research
VS110

£4000

03/03
DB

Audio Research
Ref Two

£10,000

03/00
PAC

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

08/01
MC

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

C7/09
AG

Blyston 3B-SST

£1725

12/03
DA

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

04/59
AH

Conrad-Johnson
Premier LS2

£5000

0'/04
sitC

Conrad-Johnson
350

£8000

Croft Vitale

£350

EAR 864

£1500

GRAAF GM5OB

£3950

Icon Audio Stereo
40

£990

Krell KAV-300iL

£3900

Krell KAV400xi

£2698

06,04
DB

Music First Audio
Passive

£1498

10/04
AIN

Musical Fidelity
A3.2

£1000

05/03
D

Musical Fidelity
kW 500

£4000

10/04
DI

Musical Fidelity
X-150

£800

06/04
DA

Nagra VPA

£9350

Naim NAC 202/
NAP 200

£1385

Nairn NAC 112/
NAP 150

£625/
£750

Naim NAC 552

11,750

Naim NAIT 5

£800

Pass Labs X350

£9950

Pathos IT RR
Pri ma re A30.1

3250

£1500

0
9/04

This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the most of
speakers ft was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.
Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices ( not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.
Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility ( to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.
With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in spades.
DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab- handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-of-the-art
piece of audio engineering,' said MC.
Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to lightcontrolled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.
Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with the
finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.
David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 148-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to see
if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly— he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.
Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully- balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched- mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and transparent. ' Has
the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with '
transparency to music's inner workings.'
Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on audiophile sound at acompetitive price. More 'different' than ' better' than the long-lived original LS2, detail
was reference class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.
First solid-state Premier series amp turns out to be amassively powerful stereo chassis at ahighly competitive price. Offers the well-balanced, fluid
midrange of tube amps with the dynamic range, grip and slam of the best solid-state designs. The answer to an audiophile's dreams.
Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and
commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

Os«

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers
Improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.
This gorgeous-looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-£4003 market thanks
to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.

02'0
no
10/01

04/89
12/04
TB

UK-designed, Chinese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves fora claimed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter-sounding triode mode. TB liked
its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.
A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it'produced the very best soundlhave ever heard from the
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state am plcan name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
This 'entry-level' 200W model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch drama
and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.
Utilitarian looks belie aproduct boasting the the finest balance of virtues of any pre-amp AH had heard to date. If you can live without added features
from apre-amp then this passive device can stand alongside active units at over three times the price. Strongly recommended.
DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any domestic
speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'
Musical Fidelity does it again with aneutral-sounding high-powered ( 503W!) integrated that manages to offer ahigh degree of transparency with no
loss of musicality. It's powerful, yet never forceful, and boasts asilent electronic background. Sound from LP was stunning.
Compactat 218 x98 x377mm (whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with
transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m- m phono input of very adequate quality too.
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 80r 16 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback.
KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.
Awell-executed design boasting excellent musical and rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more than compensates,
ensuring that music is both involving and hugely enjoyable. Bomb- proof build and offers plenty of user-friendly features.

03/C 2
This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
AH1
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.
06/03
This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than any
1G
other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound '
comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!
02/08
Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going amp
AH
that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.
02/00
Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
AG
warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.
08/99
06/98
AG

Quad QC 24/
Ilforty

4000

11 /08
KK

Rotel RA-01/
RA-02

£250/

04/0..
TB

3195

08/04
DA/KH

TacTAudio RCS
2.2X

How we rate it

MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below
about 5ohm 'make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.
Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/1I valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original. Pre-amp
lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision
Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line inputs,
and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the listening
position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Make/model

Avantgarde Uno
ATC Anniversary

Price

sensitivity of 100d B/W. SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.
Astudio-quality speaker that combines fine engineering, solid hand- built construction and accurate, musically satisfying replay in the home. While

£12,720

B&W 8000

£13,000

B&W DM603 S3

£600

B&W DM303

£180

B&W Nautilus
802

£6000

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

£730

Ir

£2460

Energy Encore 2

£750

Epos M12

£500

Harbeth Compact
7ES

£1300

it's not cheap, remember this is an active design and so comes with dedicated high quality amplification on board.
3 Alandmark achievment in the evolution of speaker design, the Eidolon marries the speed and transient definition of top class electrostatics with the
tailored directivity and fine dynamics of amoving-coil design. Build and technology are of the highest quality.
Adiamond tweeter andnew materials used for the bass driver takes B&W's fagship to new heights, banishing colorations of the original model and
making for atighter and more tonally acurate musical ride. Remarkably well priced for aspeaker with its overall capabilities.
An excellent general purpose speaker that is sensitive enough to work with any half-decent amplifier and sounds pleasing with most types of music in
most situations. Not the most exciting ride, but balanced and sure not to disappoint. Rear ports come with foam tuning bungs.
In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get harder
when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.
1 One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801 simply
won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.
2 TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater vividness
and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Ed ibrs' Choice Award. ( Special finishes available at extra cost.)

iI
E

Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the capacity
The
to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.
Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150 W amp and 200 mm reflex -loaded driver. Well able to reproduce
subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all ,simply agreat find.
An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the MI2 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.
'Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with the
boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.

£1500

05/02
AG

Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell-braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little strain even

£11,000

02/04
AG

With ahigh sensitivity (9OdB/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth and

Leema Acoustics
Xavier

£1995

01/05
DA

One to dominate aroom physically though the Xavier thankfully proved unfussy when it came to positioning and rewarding with ahighly natural and

Linn Katan

£635

11
AH

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non- parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which, when

£8970

08/00
MC

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably MUs most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional spatial

Martinlogan
Clarity

£2500

08/03
DA

dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!

PMC DB1+

£625

11/04

Unburstable 'transmission-line' standmounter with aroom-filling sound that belies its compact size. Superb midband with warm rich vocals reveals

Jamo D830
krilab Utopia
Alto Be

MartinLogan
Prodigy

when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.
scale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.
transparent sound. Needs careful matching with sources otherwise excellent resolving abilities of treble can prove fatiguing.
reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual ( for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.
qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.
This is another ML hyd rid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, out also featuring arear- mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis sound

BBC pedigree, but no shortage of snap either. Upgrade kit available for owners of DB1. Aclass winner at the price.
PMC builds on the success of the OBI with afloorstander compact enough to suit the average UK living room yet which offers few compromises when

PMC GBI

£995

10/04
DA

Quad ESL-989

£4000

07/00
KK

Ruark Etude

£500

05/02
AG

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back presentation,

Sonus Faber
Cremona

£5000

09/02
KK

Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002 Awards issue.

Sonus Faber
Stradivari

£22,000

04/04
MC/KK

Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmiration of the dedication, skill and artistry of

Spendor S6e

£1495

11/04
MC

Admirably well voiced floorstanding speaker with low coloration and good transparency to allow the boxes to disappear. Midrange performance was

£6500

04/01
MC

With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn- loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has Tannoy's
Su pertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.

Totem Arm

£840

07/99
AH

Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the speakers.

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£120

09/01 &
12/01

Wharfedale
EVO10

Ç.320

06/03
AH

smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.

Wilson Benesch
ACT 2

LIJUDO

10/99

High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested arather

Wilson WATI7
Puppy System 7

22.500

Tannoy
Dimension 11)12

it comes to bass extension, image height and size of soundstage. Definitely one to audition.
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

Larger, wider- bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic ' 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile

but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open mid band.

You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.
Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.

especially impressive and the speaker could play easily at higher levels. Another winner from Spendor.

Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessnessbelping draw the listener into the fluid mid band.
An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'. AG and his
panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.
Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open mid band and

bright balance with superb articulation and class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.
12/02
MC

Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more dynamic
bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the ' 7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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£23,000

How we rate it
Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn- loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself- powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

£7350

Avalon Eidolon

5
audio Contour

Tested

In a world where so much looks the same.
we take pride in being different I

Authorised dealers:
Acoustic Arts, Watford, Tel. 019245250 - Adams & Jarrett, East Sussex, Tel. 01 424 437165 - Glasgow Audio, Glasgow, Tel. 01413 324707 - HI-FI Studios,
Doncaster, Tel. 01302 725550 - Holburn HI-FI. Aberdeen, Tel. 01224 585713 - Midland Audio Exchange, Belbroughton, Tel. 01562 731100 - Mike Manning,
Taunton, Tel. 01823 326688 - Mike Manning, Yeovil, Tel. 01935 479361- New Audio Frontiers, Loughborough, Tel. 01509 264002 - Phonography, Ringwood,
Tel. 01425 461230, Practical HI-FI, Lancaster, Tel. 01524 39657 - Practical HI-FI, Manchester, Tel. 01618 398869, Practical HiFi, Warrington, Tel. 01925 632179.
Sound Seduction, Sevenoaks, Tel. 01732 456573 - VIdeoTech, Huddersfield, Tel, 01484 516670

Densen

B-150

The new reference integrated amplifier from Densen is perhaps the most advanced integrated amp on the market. It is filled with advanced solutions, which all share the goal of giving
you even more musicality and flexibility. The B-150 is a downscaled version of the reference B250 pre amp and B-350 mono amps.
The B-150 employs a true attenuator, while everybody else uses potentiometers or cheap digital volume IC's. Densen use a sophisticated microprocessor controlled attenuator; this is the
reason for the distinct click you hear as you adjust the volume and it is a definitive sign that
Densen use the advanced relay driven attenuator instead of cheap inferior technologies,
which substantially downgrade sound quality. The click is your assurance that Densen does not
compromise!
The power amp stage has a tremendous grip on even the most difficult loads which it handles
with an ease and musicality that beguiles even the most discerning listener. Lifetime warranty.

Upgradeable with external power supply
Ready for SAXO electronic crossover
Ready for remote control and phonos stages
Ready for multiroom systems
Ready for Bi-amping and Tri-amping
Upgradeable with plug-in 7.1 surround board that only requires
an universal player or a DVD player with a built-in decoder.
B-150 2x100w 8ohms / 2x200w 4ohms - GPB 3000
Densen - Lundevej 10 - 6705 Esbjerg 0 - Denmark - Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: mail@densen.dk
www.densen.com
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(26:7

PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRONIC TUBES:Reich

(3511

MULLAH TIM CIRCUITS: Mullard UK

f17D

ELECTROSTATIC L/S DESIGN COOKBOOK: Saunders

(21D

LOUDSPEAKER PROJECTS Audio Amateur

E18D

AUDIO& HIFIHANDBOOK: Sinclair
ELECTRONIC CLASSICS, COLLECTING 2, REPAIR Emmerson

E3OD

MODERN RECORDING TECHNIOUES Huher&Runstein

f25D

STUDIO MONITORING DESIGN: Newell

(55D

THE WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER. Williamson ICD only)

CUD

(18D

(55:

(21D

THE LP IS BACK! Audio Amateur
AUDIO ELECTRONICS: Hood

E26f7

LIFE& WORKS OF ADBLUMLEIN Alexander

E12D

HORN LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN. Dinsdale

f2t1D

FIRSIS IN HIFIDELITY: The Leak Story

C20[1

GLASS AUDIO PROJECTS: Audio Amateur

teO

THE MICROPHONE COOKBOOK Tasella

E1OD

5.1 SOUND: UP & RUNNING: Holman

(20 J

SELF ON AUDIO: Self

E25E1

BACK TO BASICS AUDIO:Nathan

(32D

LOUDSPEAKER 1] HEADPHONE HANDBOOK Borwick

E65

VALVE & TRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS:Hood

C21

ART OF DIGITAL AUDIO: Watkinson

E55:

ACOUSTICS & PSYCHOACOUSTICS: Howard

C30 D

THE MICROPHONE BOOK: Bangle

(30D

NEWNES GUIDE TO AUDIO & HIFI: Beer

(15D

BUILD YOU OWN HOME THEATRE: Wolenik

(20

PRACTICAL ACOUSTICS: Kamichik

EIS O

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS: Capel

C12
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t: 0141 333 9700

mon-fri: 9 - 6pm

e : info@audiosalon.co.uk

sat: 9 - I
pm

w : www.audiosalon.co.uk

w

4 park circus, glasgow, g3 6ax, scotland

FIRST AMONG EQUALS

The Audio Salon is
proud to represent
Symmetry in
Scotland. Offering
our customers the best
portfolio of audiophile
products, the best postsales support, and the
most ethical pricing policy.
It is hardly surprising that Ayre Acoustics has joined the
portfolio and this advertisement celebrates Ayre's stunning
achievements as best we can, with ten reasons why we sell
Ayre Acoustics.
I. Only Ayre has the services of Mr Hansen.
Ayre Acoustics, from Boulder Colorado, is the creation of
Charles Hansen:a motivated, visionary and sincere man
untainted by the materialistic and marketing ethic which
unfortunately does succeed in audio and most other
industries.To summarise Mr Hansen's views, he has never
lost the core values (musical involvement) and is equally
comfortable with very high-technology and very traditional
means which play equal parts in his designs. For more details
you should read his recent press interview.
2. The evolution series
is the third generation
of his audio designs. The
x-series was the previous
level; thus, anew product like
the C5 universal player is designated C5-xe, but adefinitive
product like the KIpre-amp became KI
-xand is now
KI
- xe since its launch (nearly ten years ago). Upgrades to
products can be done; please enquire for details.
3. Each of Ayre's three product series
competes with rivals at least one price level up.
For example, the KI
-xe is atwo-box pre-amp selling for
only £4,995 (£5,995 with its legendary fully-balanced phono
stage) including VAT in the UK. It may sound different to
rivals at £ 15k, but not inferior.
•
4. The same may be said
about the VI - xe power
amplifier: £6,495 buys adevice
•
that competes with the very best
valve and transistor amplifiers that cost many times the
price. Reviewers have said so; more convincingly, we can let
you be the judge. Five minutes are enough!
5. On a lower budget? It is wise to spend as little as
possible to achieve your required performance level. But
it is foolish to buy used and abused, obsolete in the sense
that it was never good value, equipment correctly rejected
by previous owners! Enter the K5-xe pre-amp, astoundingly
now £ 1,995 including VAT. How can they do it, don't hang
around, and don't judge audio by its price tag?The series- 5
amplifier is the V5-xe, and the UK price with the present
low dollar is not £ 3,995, but £ 2.995, Ihad to take asecond
glance at the new price list!)At last, UK audiophiles can buy
state of the art for High Street domestic products which

/

audio salon
AX- 7e Integrated Amplifier

are mass-produced and bear huge
marketing on costs that you pay for and
don't recover upon resale.You may have
to look further than the High Street for
products like Ayre; now you know why!
6. If you want to pay fSk for
your system, Ayre can present
you with the legendary CX7xe CD player, now just £2, 195
(under Path Premier it was £2,995 only
two years ago). It can be confidently
asserted that the CX-7 performs by huge margins above
rivals up to and beyond twice the price. Introduce the
integrated amplifier AX- 7at £ 1,995 (formerly £2,995) and
your choice of loudspeakers, and no one in-the- know can
complain that true high-end is unaffordable.
7. If you are avinyl lover
and own satisfactory
amplifiers, the
astonishing K Iphono
stage has inspired the stand-alone PS-xe
single- ended and fully- balanced phono amp.
Again, staring at the new price list in disbelief £ 1,695
because this device is not atwo grand phono stage; it's a
top level piece of kit that brings analogue to its full potential.
Consult the reviews, then come and hear it, and/ or Ayre's
phono leads which seriously revise anything you are using
with these new dedicated low-level cables.
8. Digital has been evolving fast but has always
seemed acompromise, and we have despised
all universal players we have heard as seriously
flawed; but as stated above,Ayre have acquired traditional
and cutting edge techniques. Perhaps we should have
expected their universal player to rewrite the book. Price
is less than HALF the expected ten grand at £4,495, and
performance on all formats is user-friendly and musically a
revelation. It is one of the greatest hi-fi products ever made.
At its price it is the no-brainer CD Player to buy, which also
happens to—not just play—optimise the huge benefits of
SACD, and DVD in its various versatile sub-formats.
9. Ayre Acoustics has the same reputation
in video and home theatre circles with its
multi- channel amplifiers and DVD players. If
you want to integrate without compromise you have one
manufacturer at the top of your list.
10. Ayre Accessories. If you are an
impecunious, sceptical, or loaded with
appalling part-exchanges no one wants,
get ataste of Ayre's refreshing value
and performance; buy aset of Myrtle
wood equipment feet £ 11.50 including VAT and postage;
the enhancer CD £ 17.95; or Signature cables ( prices on
request).
Every journey begins with afirst step, and this could
take you right to the place you startect the desire
for musical involvement not disappointment

CX-7xe CD Player

C5-xe Universal CD Player

! Df
X-

ee
eDVD
Transport

•eie
D- I
xe DVD/CD Player

11
11:11.13

P-5xe Phono Stage

KI
-xe Pre Amplifier

K- xe Pre Amplifier

V- I
xe Power Amplifier

V-5xe Power Amplifier

V-6xe Multichannel Amplifier

HI-FI NEWS
AWARDS ISSUE JAN 2004
EDITORS CHOICE
BEST IN CLASS
THUNDER 3.1B CD

"... one of the greatest

"This 200 - watt monoblock

"...this preamp rocks"

examples of the genre..."

delivers awesome dynamics

Hi -Fi Choice, February 2005

Gramophone Magazine

that verge on the scary.
Better than that though,
it plays music"
Hi -Fi Choice, February 2005

Listen and believe
Talk Electronics Ltd., The Old Bah -i, Higher Park Farm, Halebourne Lane, Chobham, Surrey GU24 8SL
Tel + 44 8456 123388

info@talkelectronics.com

www.talkelectronics.com

Discrete - only by name
'Urns
ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE
Simplicity is avirtue as well as awinning formula.
The Acoustic Signature Mambo turntable embodies meticulous Getman
engineering, superb materials and massive construction to offer wodd doss
performance with style and, in today's terms, outstanding value.
The heart (and soul) of our current vinyl reference system.

HORNING
Even with its twin, rear mounted twelve inch Beymer boss drivers,
aLowther midrange unit and Horning tweeter, the mighty
Horning Agathon is designed for corner or near wall placement, delivering an effortlessly natural sound performance which demonstrates that
real music reproduction transcends mere hEfi.
r,

KR AUDIO KRONZILIA

•
e

•

fil=
AUDIO SYNTHESIS

Avalve specifically designed far high-end audio has '
raised the bar'
for lovers of 3008, 211 and 845's. KR Audio's gracefully powerful 1610 output
valve (larger thon awine bottle!) is the driving force of our new single ended
reference amplifiers, the truly awesome KR Audio Kronzilla DM monoblocks.Once
again, it's valves that restore emotion to music reproduction.

SAX

_
ii;
i rfJo1
1—S
LS

.

/

SHANLING CD-T300

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING

When arespected reviewer decides to buy this fabulous CO player,
even the extremely limited UK allocation sells out quickly!
Our own reference for months and now destined to be ahighly
sought-after classic, we have only one left. And of course, that one
could be sold by the time this magazine appears on the news stands!

DAX Discrete is aradically new converter, des:gned to handle all digital audio formats ( including
OVO Aand SAM) with stunning resolution, in conjuction with our ASL custom interlace.
DAX Discrete adopts the established DAX name and is the latest in aseries of converters which
began 10 years ago with the UltraAnafog equipped DAX original, followed by DAX-2 and the highly
respected DAX Decade. Although it shares the same well-regarded name as it's predecessors, DAX
Discrete shares no common circuits with them_ In fact the electronic design concept and execution
of DAX Discrete is aworld-apart from any other converter in existence today.

REFERENCE 3o
Many small speakers 'interpret' music in much the same way
we read text books. So if you'd prefer to experience the full story;
characters, drama, pace, rhythm, just take alisten to
Reference 3a loudspeakers. Small speakers that create the big picture.
Dulcet and MM de Cap i
models in stock.

Website: audiosynthesis.co.uk
Emails: salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk technical@audiosynthesis.co.uk
Location: P.O. Box 50, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1DZ U.K.
Telephone: +44(0)115 922 4138 Fas: +44(0)115 922 9701

MUSIC FIRST AUDIO
Apreamp that destroys all preconceptions. We've been converted!
Despite having no valves, despite being passive, despite ' manual' control,
we just love it! What's more, whenever we use the Music First
as our reference preamplifier, ifs very often preferred
to equipment costing many firrieS the price.

•

MANTRA

Special/st Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

lAVARDIN

Never underestimate the Lavordin IT integrated amplifier!
Where some solid state amps are phenomenally detailed but ultimately fatiguing, and others are 'gently rounded' but lack dynamic conviction, the lavardin delivers everything you'd expect and, best of all,
you can listen with it tirelessly, disc after disc after disc!

EX-DEM

PREVIOUSLY
OWNED

47 LAB 4700/4706/4707 Amplifier ((3,800)
AUDIOSTATIC Loudspeakers 2004 (£5,0001
BAT VK-515E Pre- amp ((7,995)
BAT VK-150SE Monoblocks (£ 15,500)

Mint, boxed £2395
Mint, boxed £ 3495
Mint, boxed £ 3995
Mint, flight cases £ 8995

BAT VK5 Phono stage
CARY 30013 SE Monoblocks (£ 2750)
CARDAS Golden Reference lmtr RCA
CONRAD JOHNSON PV- 14L Pre ( New £ 22501
CONRAD JOHNSON EFI Phonostage (( 2000)

New, boxed
Mint, boxed
As new
Mint, boxed
Mint, boxed

CROFT Charisma ' XSpec' Pre Upgraded.
HORNING Agathon in oak

Mint, boxed £ 1795
Abargain at £ 2795

£ 1395
£ 1995
£ 595
£ 1395
£ 895

?RICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS

AussIO
Audio
Technica
Electra
Goldring

Sumiko
Blackbird

Prestige

Reference

078 2192 5851
01476 591090

UNISON S2K Integrated valve amp

Beautiful, boxed £895

XT( CDT1LE CD Transport Relive control.

As new, boxed £ 495

www.audiolincs.com
PART-EXCHANC,E
HIGH- END REPAIRS

1006
1012 GX
1022 GX
1042
Eroica DUN
Elite
Blue Point Special

SR- 60

£75

SR-80

£90

SR- 125
SR-225

£140
£175

SR-325
RS- 1

£265

RS- 2

and abrand new Transfiguration Esprit cartridge Mint £3,495
LUMLEY Reference Stereo 70 Power amp
Lice new
£
795
PAPWORTH M200 Monoblocks 2004 ((4995)
Mint, boxed £ 2995

COMMISSION SALES
VALVE SPECIALISTS

EXCHANGE

AT 110E
AT OC 9ML

GRADO HEADPHONE SPECIAL OFFERS

Ultra DC motor drnie, abrand new Conqueror arm

GRANTHAM
(Al ) LINCS

SHIPPING CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE

CARTRIDGES

HORNING Perikles in cherry
So close! £ 2395
HORNING Zeus in cherry (£ 2,0001 Ex-dem, few hours only £ 1395
[INN SONDEK LPI2 (Trampolin) Fully serviced a
nd offered completewith abrand new Origin live

SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND

£635
£450

OED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
FULL RANGE OF QED
SWITCH BOXES,
CABLES & INTERCONNECTS
AVAILABLE
SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS.

£28
£330
£33
£76
£95
£124
£143
£133
£232
£235
£585

N/A
£295
£28
£62
£76
£100
£114
£109
£190
£200
£500

ST7LUS
EX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
EX
EX

£17
N/A
£24
£52
£67
£86
£100
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

HIFI ACCESSORIES
Godring FAt Phono Amplifier
Go'dring Super Exstatic Brush
Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge
Milty Pixall II Roller plus Refill
Why Zerostat Neutralising Gun
Bib Universal Standard Headshell
OED J2P Mini -Phono Interconnect

CARTRIDGES
Devon

£60
£13
£24
£16
£38
£15
£22

STYLUS

OL 110
DL 160
DL 304
Prestige Black
Prestige Gold
M97 XE

£79
N/A
£95
N/A
£210
N/A
Grado
£40 £ 27
£110
£73
Shure
£98 £ 58
V 15 VxMR
£304 £213
V 15 VMR
N/A £ 158
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Ex - Exchange price for MC from above companies
VISA

Order dirazt online or Tel/Fax 61757 288652

MANTRA AUDIO ( HEN), 22 GAFTH AVENUE. NORTH DUFFIELD, SELBY, NORTH YORKS YOB 5RP
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QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT.
BOUGHT. SOLD.
PART EXCHANGED

THE MIDLANDS BEST USED
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

TEL/FAX

0121 747 4246

Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•B AT • Boulder • Hovland
•Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs
•SME • Sound lab

9

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP NOW
2000 .. 795
AL DIO RESEARCH D130
2895 . 1995
AUDIO RESEARCH VSI55
5190
. 3495
AUDIO RESEARCH CD3 MK11
1999
. 1295
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16L
3999
. 2795
AUDIO RESEARCH VS110
4000
. 1295
ALDIO RESEARCH V70
2000
.. 595
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2
1600
.. 995
ARCAM DV29 DVD
N/A
495
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 BLACK BIWIRE STANDS
3000 . 1995
ACCUPHASE DP55V
3600 . 1995
ACCUPHASE PS500
1600
.. 895
ATC C2 SUB
1395 . 395
AVI S2000MC REFERENCE CD
7950 3995
BAT VK51SE 6 MONTHS OLD
16500
. 9995
BOULDER 1060 POWER
12950 7995
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC EX DEM
9450 6495
BOULDER 1010 PRE EX DEM
1500 .. 595
BRYSTON BP25 PRE
1800
895
BRYSTON BP20 PRE
6500
3495
CHORD CPM3300 SILVER WITH LEGS
1850
..
995
CHORD SIGNATURE SPKR CABLE 8MTR PAIR
3000 . 1395
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2 + UNIFY ARM
2000 .. 795
COPLAND CD288 HDCD BLACK
400 .. 150
DE NNON DVD1600
3000 .. 995
DE NNON AVC AISR BLACK
5500
. 3495
HITACHI 55PMA550 55 INCH PLASMA 3 MTHS OLD
7325 4995
HOVLAND HP200 WITH PHONO EX DEM
7000 . 3495
HOVLAND SAPPHIRE
12000 . 2795
KRELL KPS2OIL
3299 . 1995
KRELL KAV280P
4490 . 2695
KRELL KAV2250
7639 . 2495
KRELL KRC-HR KPE PHONO
4333 . 2995
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT 13 MONTHS OLD
3500 . 2495
MARANTZ CD]
600 .. 195
MARANTZ DR6000 CDR BLACK
11500
. 5495
MERIDIAN DSP 6000 24/96
4500 . 1995
MERIDIAN DSP 5000 24/96 ROSEWOOD MK1
1000 .. 495
MERIDIAN M60C BLACK
940 . 550
MICHELL GYRO SE SILVER
3000 . 1495
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD
979 .. 550
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 INTEGRATED AMP
999 .. 550
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 CD
699 .. 395
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 TUNER
999 .. 550
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 PRE
150 .. 75
MUSICAL FIDELITY XLP V2
800 .. 395
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 CD
12350 . 7995
NAIM 500 s/n 179450/177734
500 . 3795
NAIM NBL BEECH s/n 159946
4265 . 2995
NAIM 252 s/n193419
2600. 1195
NAIM 82 s/n 102930
829 .. 350
NAIM SNAXO 3-6 S/n 187399
2700 . 1795
PATHOS LOGOS 3 MTHS OLD
4000
. 1795
PLINIUS SA100
PIONEER 757AI MULTI REGION CD/DVD/SACD EX DEM . . 5 . • 295
PANASONIC TH42P PLASMA+STAND+VVALL KIT EX DEM 3500 .. 995
QUAD 12/L BIRDSEYE MAPLE LAQUER
499 .. 299
QUAD CENTRE BIRDSEYE MAPLE LAQUER
399 .. 250
QUAD 22/L BIRDSEYE MAPLE LAQUER
899 .. 495
RED ROSE PASSION INTEGRATED
2400 .. 995
REL STAMPEDE BLACK 2 MONTHS OLD
550 .. 395
REGA MAIA 3
549 .. 365
REGA EXON 3
1195 .. 795
RICHARD GREY 1200 CUSTOM MAINS DISTRIBUTION
1900 .. 895
SONY DVP-NS999ES CD/SACD/CD
999 .. 395
TEAC VRDS 9 CD
700 .. 295
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
4000 .1995
TARA LABS DECADE 2MTR BALANCED
2300 . . 395
T AND A TALLIS 5.1 NEW UNUSED
2200 .. 995
TRANSPARENT MUSIC WAVE PLUS B1VVIRE 15FT
900 .. 450
VVADIA 850
5000 .1995
Z NGALI OVERTURE 2
2500 .1395
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL
COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XLO • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

Tel: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website:
E-mail:

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk

www hifinews co.uk

brighto

11===iT excha
ephotiè
157
07734 436 180
dave@hifiguy.co.uk

we are the south
coasts leading st
of quality new,
and ex-oern Hi- R
equipment
we will travel
anywhere in the
country to pick
up or &Jiver your
equipment. our
website upda

Just In

NEW 1-lypey
938W SK:Ikels

£2,500 £4.800
£2,400
£4.500
£1300 £2.800
f1,250 £4.000
£350 £600
££3,500 £ 11.000
14.000
£30.000
£2,500
a.000
£650
£2.500
£1,400 £2.900
£2,500 £5.750
£995 £2.500
£5,995
£
13.000
E1,800
£
4.000

ACCUPHASE C2000 PREAMP[LAI Lb]
ACCUPHASE DP-67[LATEST]
AUDIO RESEARCH PH3 PHONOAMP
AUDIO RESEARCHV70 POWERAMP
B&W 603 S3
BASIS DEBUTE GOLD STANDARD SMEV
BOULDER 2010 PREAMPUFIER
BOULDER PHONO STAGE
CELEST1ON 7CCO SPEAKERS
FS AUDIO 600 MAINS CONDMONER
PUNIUS 250 POVVERAMFUFIER
PLINIUS CD LAD MK2 PREAMP
SOUNDLAB A3 SPEAKERS[VERY LAI SI
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR

Current

ACCUPHASE PS500 POWER CONDITIONER
AIRTIGHT ATM-2 [SUPERB AMPLIFIER]
AUDIO ARTISTRY DVORAK SPEAKERS
AUDIO NOTE ANE-SP [EBONY FINNISH]
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH VT150 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 600 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH 1.516mk2
AUDIO STATIC Ss [new]
AUDIO STATIC 4s ELECTROSTATICS
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX DECADE[DAC PRE]
AUDIO VALVE BALDUR 70 MONOBLOCKS
B&W NAUTILUS 80'Is
BATVK3i PREAMPVV1TH REMOTE
CADENCE ANINA SPEAKERS[NEW]
CANARY AUDIO CA303 MONOBLOCKS
CARY CAD300 SIGNITURE SE AMPS
CASTLE HOWARD 52 SPEAKERS[OAK]
CLFARAUDIO MASTER REFERENCE/MASTERTQ 1ARM
CONRAD J
OHNSON
OHNSON
PREMIER 8A
EA
MONOS
CONRAD OHNSON PREMIER 2PRMP
COPULAR 4TIER STAND
CYRUS PRE X[SILVER]
DCS ELGAR DAC[FIREVVIRE LATEST]
GAMMA 211 MONOBLOCKS
GAMUT CD2
HALCRO DM38
HARBETH COMPACT 7SPEAKERS
INNERSOUND M300 POWERAMP
JM LABS COBALT 807 SPEAKERS
JEFF ROWLAND CONCENTRA MK2[BOXED AS NEW]
JM LAB MINI UTOPIA
KONDO[AUDIO NOTE JAPAN] KASSA! SILVER[POWERAMP]
UNN SONC1EK LP1219CSILINGO 2/ARKN/CIRCUORAMPOUN
LINN SONDEK LP12/AKITO/CIRCUS/TRAMPOLIN/K9
LINN SONDEK LPI 2/BASIK PLUS
LINN PF_KIN FM/AM
LUMLEY ST70 VALVE POWERAMP
MARANTZ CD23[VERY RARE]
MARANTZ CD 1
2
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTEGRATED
MARK LEVINSON ML380 PREAMP
MCINTOSH MC2000
MCINTOSH MA 6850 INTEGRATED
MERIDIAN DSP 5000 SPEAKERS 96/24[LATrEsT
MERIDIAN DSP5000C [CENTRE]
MERIDIAN 500TRANSPORT
MERIDIAN 596 DVD PLAYER
MUSE 18 SUBWOOFER[with active cards]
MUSICAL FIDELITY DVD 1
NAIM 01 TUNER
NAIM NAR90/NAC62K PRE/POWER
NAIM NAIT 3INTERGRATED
NAIM 101/SNAPS PSU
NAIM 01 TUNER[2 BOX]
PASS LABS. X150 MWERAMP
PASS LABS,X350
PROAC DIS SPEAKERS
PROAC DIS SPEAKERS[YEW]
ROWLAND CONCENTRA 2
SME 20/SMEV
SNELL TYRE A/ TYPE2 SPEAKERS
TALON KHORUS X MK I1SPEAKERS
TANNOY CANTERBURY'S
TOVVNSHEND SEISMIC S1NC 4TIER STAND
TRANSPARENT ULTRA 6M PAIR
VVADIA 270/27IX DACTRANSPORT[LATTEST MODEL]
VVEISS MEDIA DAC
WILSON SYSTEM 7WATT/PUPPY[LATEST]
WILSON WITTS
VOYD REFERENCE'CYLENEAUDIO NOTE 10 LTD[KONDO]

£1,900 £4.000
£3,250 £8.000
£2,995
£6.500
£1,400 £2.1300
£2,400
£8.000
£2.995 £ I4.000
£7,000 £38.000
£1,500
£3.750
£3,250
£5.550
£1,500 £4.000
£1,100 £3.000
E2,400 £3.100
£3.750
£8.500
£900 £2.300
£1,900 £4.500
£2,950
£8.000
E1,900 £5,500
£500
CN/A
£5,500 £ 14.000

£7,995 £ 16.000
t500
Els1/A

£995 £2.700
£750 £ 1.000
£4,000 £9.000
E1,200 £6,000
£1,500 £3.000
£7,500 £ 13.550
£800 £ I.800
1,500
£3.500
£350
£700
£2.995 £7,500
£2,500
£7.500
El 2,000 £30,000
£1,700 [LOADS
£550
LNJA
£450
LN/A
£400 £650
£650 £2.450
I.500 £5.000
£1,200
LN/A
£
£2,995
£5.995
1,700 £4.500
£7,000 £ 14.000
E1,500 £3.500
E1,900 £4.750
£P0A
EN/A
£450 £900
f1,000 £2.500
£900 £3.500
450 £ 1,500
£995
fN/A
£295 £ 1.200
£250
£
EN/A
49 5
CN/A
£995
EN/A
E1,800 £3.750
£3,750 £7.500
£1,100 £2.000
£1,200
£2.100
£3,500 £7.500
£2.500 £6.000
£1,500 £4.5C0
£9,000
£18.000
£4500 £9500
£ £500
£ 1.100
1,000 £3,200
£7,995
£I8.000
£4,500 £9.000
£14,000
£22.000
f1,800 £ 10.000
£5,500 £ 14.000

Acoustic Zen IAudience j AudioValve IBAT IBorder Patrol IBoulder ICabbase
C.A.T ICEC IClear Audio IGamut IGraham IHalcro IHovland IHyperion
Lavardin
Oracle 1Pass Labs. 1Plinius 1PS Audio lReferelce 3A
Rogue Audio IS.PJ Record Players ITransfiguration IVincent
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"The best tonearm I've
heard"
HI Fl WORLD
W

inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2004 award

‘‘,A

new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREO TIMES

One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

NEW SOVEREIGN DECK

Ultimate performance
for your system

"T
The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration

he best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical

can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREO TIMES on the Aurora gold turntable 8c illustrious tonearm

Tonearm Models
(.)nr.r.reror - £2500

O
RIGIN

Illustrious - £1570
Encounter - £ 70
Silver - £ 99
OL1 from - £124

LIVE Demonstrably better

M
AZLEMERE
ePECIALIST
rtofon
Peak Consu
Penaudio
Plinius
Quadraspire
REF 3A
Renaissance
Resolution Audio
Siltech
SME
Spectral
Stax
Thiel
van den Hul
Verity Audi
Vertex A

I

Full information on web site

cartridges

AUDIO

HI- Fl DEALER SINCE 1989 - NOW IN OUR 16TH YEAR

Accuphase
A.R.T
AVID
Ayre Acoustics
Clearlight
dcs
DNM
Fanfare
Harmonic Tech
Isotek
Lamm
LYRA
Metronome
Nagra
Oracle

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

Based in High Wycombe
Expert, friendly & unbiased advice
Demonstrations by appointment only
Evening demonstrations upon request
Comfortable listening rooms
Flome consultation available
Open: mon sat 9ain-6pm
info@hazlemereaudio.co.uk
www.hazlemereaudio.co.iik

01494 865 829
ERVICES

lyra
ortofon
sumiko

>cables
chord company
nordost

headphones
akg
beyer
grado

www.originlive.com

:open
tor

stax

hardware
atc
audio pr ,
tabasse
creek
epos
harbeth
harman/kardon
lexicon
mithell
m+ k
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham

.%X-7e Integrated Amp

parasound
primare
sme
something solid
spendor

E213 Integrated Amp

trithord
Stiletto 6

CX-7e CD Player

EW & CURRENT PRODUCTS
124
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hi-fi for grown-ups
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fax ( 01 473) 6 55 1 72
email:eng@signals.'
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bucklesham
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w
w
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g n a IS
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Excellence is our
only compromise
KJ West One,
customers.

like any lesponsive business.

s shaped to an extent by its

A distinction we appreciate. this being because our discerning

clientele continue to expect only the best!
working hard to create an

With this in mind, we have been

aural declaration' of the absolute finest audio

components available today.

Once again we are so pleased to be working and collaborating with our friends the UK's
most distinguished distributor ' Absolute Sounds:

We are presently jointly

celebrating 50 years of involvement in the pursuit of audio excellence.

Both of our

Companies are grounded in the love of music and between us we have made it
possible to offer asensitive expertise and uncompromised demonstration facilities
which will enable you to complete your search for musical purity and authenticity.

Absolute Sounds have continued to provide us with ' State of the Art' audio
components which exceed all of our expectations.

Right now we are seeing the

introduction of a wide range of innovative and extremely exciting super audio
flagship products from several renowned manufacturers, each emphatically
demonstrating advances in sound reproduction. KJ West One are proud to be able to
invite you to enjoy an ' audition' at anytime convenient to you. Simply cad us on
020 7486 8262/3 or email us on info@kjwestone.com. we look forward to
meeting you again here at New Cavendish Street.

Perfection is infuriatingly elusive,
if we were to achieve it what objectives would remain?

TAMMIM«......11•1111•1•-a.

26 New Cavendish Street London WIG 8TY
42 Cowgate

Peterborough PE 1INA

T: 020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

www.kjwestone.com

F: 020 7487 3452

F: 01733 358 141

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

"Nothing less than total dynamite"

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at r will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade lita wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external
rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

;M

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL.

belt drive turntables

O

5

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking."
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER

MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by
Structural Modification - £75
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85

reettglIf

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of HiFi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the best of ()Mee power supplies costing over 4rimes as matt or
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000

*****

times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.

If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm ( manufactured
by Rega) £ 124
Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570
Upgrade Transformer - £ 175

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

Upgrade DC 200 motor - £129 with kit

www.originhve.com

d new loudspeaker

art
i
oudspeakers

ftcontact@loudspeaker-art.com

44 ( 0)1292 319 416
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Iwww.loudspeaker-art.com

Small is Best

21 - 22
Cadham Centre
Glenrothes

Ireferred last month to the unusual items we stock.

KY7 6RU
Scotland

in particular the new Nola Viper range of speakers from

tel: 01592 744 779
fax: 01592 744 710
infosishadowaudio.co.uk
www.shadowaudio.co.uk

America. details of which can be found on their web- site
(www nolaspeakers com

Pre-owned Hi Fi Equipment

We are one of aselected few who stock these, and can be

Our list of pre-owned equipment is changinj all the time so you really should
check back on this page whenever you can - you never know, you might just pick
up abargain.

heard here driven by the superb AVI Laboratory Integrated Amp
which with 200 watts/ch of power drives this and most other
speakers we have tried better than many apre/power combo.
The Viper range consists of 3models, with more drivers
using Alnico magnets. as you go up the range, with prices
from £ 3000 to £ 8000. with asuperb Mini at £ 600 providing
superb sound for astand speaker . Anyone wishing to see a

.00

reprint of the Hi -Fi + excellent review of the Viper 1 & 2
please ring or e-mail Iicyhifi@yahoo co uk 1
(Note that when reviewed, they were called Lotus Elite).
The Nola Thunderbolt sub- woofer at £ 1600 is one the the really
great musical units, and a must for keen A/V enthusiast's
Driven by CD or the AVID Volvere/ SME IV and various cartidges,
this combo sounds superb. so if you want something alittle bit
different, do give us a ring Don't forget as well that we also
specialize in Projector/screen systems. if you want the best
value for money. and the truth!'

CL

E

icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk
0117 968 6005

catalogue out now

packed with

award winning

•exclusive mains leads
•exclusive Hi Fi equipment
•exclusive speaker cable
•exclusive CD accessories
•exclusive supports

products

"We defy anyone not to
notice the improvement
in performance when you
switch... to aPowerKord."
What Hi Fi, May 2004

wmirr 111-R?
11001.10 AND VISION

AWARDS 2004
(10111

-

Russ Andrews
Classic PowerKordr°
from £ 55

ronnoxevewbuerlIrrron.rw:on

order online at WWW1MMIEVS.COM
or call UK Local Rate

0845 3451550

quote ANEWS

Loudspeakers

NEW

Audio Synthesis Transcend ASL iouslel transport (£4800)
£2495
Audio Synthesis DAX Discrete in Brack (14000)
£2195
Marantz SA-1, boxed, manuals, perfect condition (£5500)
£2695
Meridian GOB CD player, one owner, boxed as new (12250) £1495
DP67 CD player (£4500)
£2995
eAp
c utSr' e
9 000 Pro S3 13AC pre
£1495
Wadia 302 CD player (14000)
£2995
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista CD Player
£1695
DCS Verdi latest spec
£3495
DCS Verdi La Scala Transport (19499)
£6895
Shading CDT-100 (3D accoustics UK model) - £1600
£990
Audio Analogue Paganini (1950)
£795
Musical Fidelity A3DarD player
£995
Roksan Kandy MKIII silvenhlack en-dem
£450
Musical Fidelity TriVista 300 amplifier (14000)
£1995
AVI Lab Series Integrated amplifier (£ 1500)
£949
Conrad Johnson PV141, pre, 2yrs old (£2300)
£1250
Unison Research SR-1integrated (11325)
£699
BAT VK 250 BAT PAK power amplifier (14995)
£2495
BAT VK-200 power amplifier
£995
Parasound Halo IC-1mono blocks (£5600)
£2995
AVI S2000M mono blocks (£2000)
£595
Boulder 1012 DAC pre (£12950)
£6595
Musical Fidelity A3 CR pre-amp (11000)
£395
ART Diavolo Power Amplifier (15402)
£1795
Pathos Classic One mklf (11400)
£950
Moon i5 integrated amplifier (£2695)
£1695
Classe CP 475 reference pre amp
£1295
ES Lab DXS4 digital amplifier
£1295
Craft TS1 with Epoch Pre (13000)
11795
ART Conductor Pre-amp
£895
Conrad Johnson 16LS pre-amp (18000)
£3450
Musical Fidelity A3cr pre amp
£395
Sugden Masterclass Mono blocks(16600) £3895
Audio Note Soro SE + built in phono stage
£995
Graaf GM50, award winning KTft8 valve amplifier (£4000) £2995
Musical Fidelity X-150 v311799)
£650
Hovland HP100 pebuirt inphstage (£5350)
£3595
Hovland Radia Power amplifier (17995)
£4995
Hovland HP200 + phono stage (173251
,
£4995
Audio Analogue New Maestro (117501
£1255
Audio Analogue Primo Setanta
£395
Unison Research SR 1
£895
Rcksan Kandy MKIII (silver or black)
£450
Wilson Benesch Curve speakers (15000)
£3495
Triangle Titus ES stand mount (£370)
£269
Thiel CS6 boxed in supedi condition, Morado mahogany (£87001 £3995
Quad 989 ESL, boxed as new (15000)
£2895
Proac Response 2speakers, rosewood (£1695)
£695
Dali Helicon 400 (£3300)
£1995
Audio Note AN-ED speakers
£695
Mission 780 SE, boxed
£185
LivingVoiceAvatarll, finished in deny (£2700)
£1595
Nola (Alan) Elite Signature speakers (£8000)
£3595
Living Voice Auditorium mk11 speakers (11900)
£795
Diapason Karis Ill speakers + matching stands
£995
Ref 3a Dacapo i, maple 112700)
£1650
JM Lab Cobalt 816s (1999)
£595
Triangle Heliade, Champagne finish (£5951
£395
ATC SCM-50ASL, Yew (£7947)
£4995
Wilson Benesch ARCs with stands (£2500)
£1699
Triangle Australe in cherry (£33(X))
£1995
Living Voice Avatar OBX-ft in Cherry
£2695
Wilson Benesch Discovery (£5700)
£3895
Quad 989 ESL Vintage, new £5000
£3600
Quad 988 ESL in Nouveau, cost new £3750
£2999
Audio Physic Spark3, Cherry or light maple
£1250
Audio Physic Tempo 3i, Cheny or light maple
£1395
Audio Physic Tempo3i SE, Cherry/light maple
£1799
Audio Physic Virgo Ill, Cherry
£2895
Wilson Benesch ACT 1, Cherry
£3595
EAR 834P deluxe, boxed, mint, one owner. (£895)
£495
Audio Synthesis Passion Phono stage, boxed unused, (£1295)
£695
Michell Gyrodec Bronze edition, absolutely mint condition with £995
full Origin. Live Modified RF3300 (Structural, end stub etc) Boxed,
manual etc.
Ortofon Jubilee, very low hours, boxed as new, be quick!
£595
SME 10, boxed AS NEW (£28004
£1895
Audio Synthesis Passion Phono stage MM/MC
£795
SME 20/2a + SME V (nears (15695)
£3695
Wilson Benesch Full Circle+Ply Cart (12100)
£1495
Musical Fidelity M1 turntable, boxed as new
£1990
Michell Orbe SE boxed as new
£1595
SME 10A, boxed
£2495
Nottingham Analogue Spacedec
£695
EAR 834P de- luxe phono stage
£250
Trichord Dino - silver front
£199
PS Audio P600 power plant (£2895)
Townshend Super Tweeters in Titanium matt

Exclusive UN Retailer for

KINI3ER KABLE

£1595
£650

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd,
26 Moreland Court
Westmorland Business Park,
Shop Road, Kendal, LA9 6NS, UK.
Tel: + 4410)1539 797300
Fax: +44 ( 0)1539 797325

www.hifinews.co.uk

Solutions for better music & movies

Call 01592 744 779 for the best
Part Exchange prices!
Hi-FiNews
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MUSIC MATTERS

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
•Chapter Audio • Chord Company
•Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • Mj Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
•Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac

AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

•Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham B17 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30

17 Coniscliffe Road

LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of
complete systems integrating hi-fi,

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

01325 481418

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR

MUSIC
MATTERS

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

home cinema, multi- room and
lighting. Home trials are available

BADA
genn

CLOUA

for many products

MARTIN

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk

Me O'Brien HiFi

LOGAN

County Durham DL3 7EE

SPECIALISTS

EEC. 1966

•HAG. AIICAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • AVID • BEYER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • CUSTOM DESIGN • DEMON • DENSER • DIAPASON • DYNAVECTOR • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GRADO
•GRAM • COLORING • GUTWIRE CABLES • JADIS • JECKLIN • NE • MICHELL • MONRIO • MOON • MEAD • NAO • RAIN • OPERA • CIMITO • ORIGIN LIVE • OPTIMUM • PATHOS • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT • QED
•RESOLUTION • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SOUS FABER • STANDS • UNIQUE • SPECTRAL • SUDDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WATERFALL • WILSON

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service • Repair facilities • 5mino walk Raynes Park BR
•20 miros Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Raynes Park 8282 exit) • 25 mino M25 Junc 10 • Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
WA
Audio Anal! ue erubinigner ( ex den)
Audio Anal! ue onizetti ono(prttso) £ 72
Audio Aloi' ue aganini ( ex-dern).
Audio Anal, ue Donizetti tereo Howe Amp (
OIS)
1
Audio Anal,' ue Pccini a (ex-dem) £
Audio An li e_ e
fl
Audion 3
flyer night Integrated ( s/h)
›
araSr
u
rf r
0
11
1 Pf7ergr4) £ 1
arrard 4 • ( s/h)
Krell KAY
ni
Onix ACOM,11 ( new)
£ 795

N

b

oix

A1201g11 (ttew)
onneteer Byron OD (
ex-dem)
onus rober
(
new)
arbn Faber
Logan
Aeon
(co dent
Mono
onus
ASty ST
fixed
amplifier
stands
((50
ex dem)
Watts ex demi

fOQ
E495
£1
£75
î £ 425
£220
,,4 £269
ql 0 £ 1395

Monno Ar mp 0..% dem) black
£4
oori 508 03) eY,./rlem)
£15 £ 895
ottlaurtt hpi1 estryalS(s/h) £ -- £75
Ni eLni9inel
vti
uneen)
M
M . I. 5/76(new)
0 £ 695
please enquire

fa

uoix.vanoos moaes

Someteer Alabaster amplifieriex dem) £ 1200 £695
gngden riasterclass CD ( new)
£2700 £2200
—
Sugden6qou system ( new)
Sugden Masterclass amp ( new)
£3150 £2250
Theta Data 11 CD ( new mech)
£2647
01650
£1500 £400
Transparent MusicLink Flus ( 1m) new
£299 £249
Unimn Unico ( new)
£ 1195 £945
VelodyneD010 sub(ex-dem) £2000 £1695
Waterfall Iguasca ( new)
£ 1499 £1199
Waterfall Hurricane ( new)
£ 299 £225

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW Open 9.30-5.30 Tues Sat Tel: 020 89461528/0331 Web: vnvw.obrienhifi.co.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhifi.com

Lilo Destination
devons audio specialists
tockists of Audia, Audio
Physic, Audion, Avid, Ayre, Bel
Canto, Chapter Audio, Cairn.
Chord, Dali, Grand Prix Audio,
Inca Design, sol 8, Lexicon,
McIntosh Micromega, Monitor
Audio, Moon, Musical Fidelity,
Parasound, Primare, Project,
Rel, Roksan. Ruark, Sfax,
Tannoy Prestige, Thiel, Tivoli,
Totem Acoustics and many
more.
Free Advice in a relaxed
and friendly atmosphere
0% Finance Available
> Mike&Caroline > 2 Demonstration Rooms
> Childs Play Area
> Out of Hours Appointments
> Home Demonstrations
> Open mon - sat: 9am - 5pm

Call 01884 243 584
> McIntosh

ÍLockwood

Audio

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TAMMY Cones
Hotline at

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008
-‘11.

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
n h01710

enterlenment

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Reardon,
Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Mordaunt Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Reileson, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

128

vilnuen

HIGH END SALE
KRELL SACO Standard

3100

KRELL KAV-250a

1400

PATHOS LOGOS

1950

MARANTZ SA 12 (
unused

1500

KRELL KPS-25sc ( latest)

POA

AA MAESTRO 192/24 CD

1300

TRANSPARENT CABLE

Call

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

Mike & Caroline look forward
to seeing you soon!

thimpten tOtrett 'Tiverton ut:von LA lb t5Ati
website www audiodestination co.uk
erra I ,nrn.77\-1
,n1 ,
--tar.t.nylnn co uk

SPO.IIISIS

Oq talant Finance Available
details rrit request
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Shunyata

Research

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final. Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others
www.basicallysound.com

THEPROFESSIONAL'S

REFERENCE

AUDIO
ATMOSPHERE
tel 01785 711232
www.audioatmosphere.com

www.hifinews.co.uk

er Loudspeakers,
abl

by the compan
world. since 1828

the best . ianos in the

HiFi Choice April 2005
Editors Choice Gold Star
Le Festival Son et Image de Montréal
2004

It was also perfectly opyious that tip

.usicality and sense of being there, the VC7 is masterpiece. The

Beisendorfer loudspeakers had* finest **laction of piano music that Ihave e
rd.. Seeing
the quality of the piano in the same
asTna.:;).7:,-,
e,,
loudspeakers. Iwas impressed. but n
rise
;
They obviously knew what t1 y were d
en--

osendorfer VC7 is for me a dream come true

they built these beauties

liFi News and Record Review May 2005.. The

sound is extra-

dinar,'

in its overall balance. The VC7 sare capable of exceptionally fine
.tail and dimensionality In terms of the sensible compromises the sheer

Best Loudspeaker 2004 - W.

the VC7's performance in the fronth
and
left/right dimensions is expanisve and tkree-dimen'

ine

sional. Even subtle details are reproduckin a
magnificently rich sound Flute tones are
and
delicate while cembalo is well defined even
quiet passages.. Ever) when the music becomes
louder reaching dynamic peaks. the VC7 retains

it. experience

its effortlessness.
Marco Kolks - Horerlebnis

KJ West
26 New C

also at the Design Centre,

68262/

London

Chelsea Harbour,

LAT

Chelsea, London

INTERNATIONAL -

USA

Power, Analogue. Tonearm, Digital.
Video interconnects and single and

AUDUSA EUPEN

biwire speaker cable.
The world's only true Ferrite technology

Silverfused wire technology.

cables - a high quality ferrite is extruded over the conductor strands.
Power Cords - GNLM 5/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) and GNLM 05/04. From £48 for a
1m power cord terminated with an IEC and MK tough plug. Also available are the CMS Analog, Digital and Video Interconnects with RCA,
XLR or BNC connectors.
A must for all digital products - CDP, DAC/Transports, DVD,

NEW FOR 2005
IC 300 Analog and

cord, SS800 and SS1000 MKII
Speaker cables.

Sat/Cable receivers, Digital power and pre amp etc. Equally effective on TV's - CRT!Plasma/TU

AUDUSA 00M

f

products ,nclude ceramic speaker cable isolators from

ci6

the USA MK Tough plugs, IEC's, Wattgate 320L IEC and USA Plugs with silver plated contacts. Locking banana and RCA connectors with silver plated

lera.1.1111r.-

pins. New in stock are 13 amp fuses with silver plated end caps.

WWW.AUDUSA,COM
nln

5:19.41

asz9n

n9n

R9RA

n9Aci

r• n9ri

R9d1

DI- 30 Digital

Interconnects, AC- 2 MKII Power

nano
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HICAM

WAS NOW
PATHOS LOGOS INTERGRATED AMP 110 WPC
2750
AUDIO ANALOUGUE PAGANINI 24/96 CD PLAYER MINT
900 . 395
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO CD PLAYER
1195 . 995
ALPHASON AKROS 2 SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
60
30
AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI PRE AMP MM/MC REMOTE
625 . 350
ACCUSTICS ARTS POWER 1INTERGRATED AMP 130WPC
3690 3200
MONRIO ASTI CD PLAYER 24/96
895
595
GAMUT CD' MK2 24/96 CD PLAYER MINT
2950 2500
AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETI MONOBLOCKS MINT
1150
495
ACCUSTICS ARTS PRE AMP 1INC REMOTE CONTROL
2350
AUDIO ANALOGUE PRIMO SETTANTA 1NT AMP 70 WPC
425
GRAAF VENICINOUE INT AMP
2300 1500
AUDIO VALVE EKLISPE PRE AMP BALANCED
2100
AUDIO VALVE ASSISANT 20S INTERGRATED AMP
1500
AUDIO VALVE BALDUR 70.
70WPC
3100 2700
AUDIO VALVE AVALON MONO POWER AMPS
2450
CLEAR AUDIO SYMPHONO PHONO STAGE WC
770
ACCUSTICS ARTS DAC 1 32/384KHZ DM CONVERTER
2900 2400
EXIMUS SI POWER AMP 200WPC RCA/WI INPUT
ACCUSTICS ARTS PLAYER 124/96
2895 2
21 1
AVI LAB SERIES NEW POWER AMP 200WPC
1299
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
POA
AVI NEW LAB SERIES PRE AMP OPTIONAL PHONO/DAC
99
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
14
1
469
KIMBERKABLE HERO 1MTR INTERCONNECT
130
70
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC EX OEM
5
15
295
ACCOUSTIC SOLID ROUND TURNTABLE
1499
00
BLUENOTE BORROMED TONE ARM
999
THRESHOLD S300 POWER AMP
4000 1000
WHARFENDALE AIREDALE SPEAKERS IN NEED TLC
OFFERS
BOSENDOFER AC7 LOUDSPEAKERS
4745
BOSENDOFER VC7 LOUDSPEAKERS
FROM 5820
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 2 MIR PAIR
150
70
ACOUSTIC SOLID ONE TURNTABLE
2825
MONRIO MP2 POWER AMP 135 WPC
1095
795
ALACO RHODIUM POLAR ORATORIO 2 1MTR PR
697
CROFT VITA PRE AMP EX DEMO
990
695
CROFT TWIN STAR POWER AMPS EX OEM
1500
995
CROFT DAKSHINI ALL VALVE POWER AMP NEW
3600
CROFT GCI INTERGRATED AMP 40WPC NEW
12r0
NEW BLACK RHODIUM DCT HARMONY 2 11.1TR PR
160
ACOUSTIC SOLID ROYAL TURNTABLE
6400
NEW BLACK RHODIUM POLAR CONCERTO 1MTR PR
225
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION TURNTABLE
810
ACOUSTIC SOLID SMALL WITH RB250
1270
CLEARAUDIO MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE MAI/MC
230
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
2400
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
2000 1395
EAR 834 1ST AMP BOXED NEW
2440
TRESHOLD STASIS R 3 PRE AMP
2750
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE NEW
715
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A
3075 2600
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A
3250 2600
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
2690
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW
2275
EAR 864 PRE AMP
1850 1475
ELAC CL 310.2 JET SPEAKERS NEW
799
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
799 . 625
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
599
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
2499
AVI LAB SERIES DAB TUNER
795
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
499
GAMUT 03 PRE AMP BALANCED IN/OUT
3430
GAMUT 0200 MK3 POWER AMP NEW 200WPC
3990
GAMUT M200 MONOBLOCKS 200WPC
6100
GRADO RS 1HEADPHONES NEW
600
RuSS ANDREWS 8 PLUG MAINS PURF1EFVCABLE
325 . 250
KIMBERKABLE SELECT 1MTR INTERCONNECT
1200 . 500
HALCRO MCA70 7 CHANNEL POWER AMP
. 5100
I
YRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE
695
TYRA HELIKON MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1145
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1249
TYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
495
MICHELL HR PSU DC MOTOR NEW
315
EXIMAS DPI DAC/PRE 24/192 BALANCED CLASSA
2531
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM
9
112
98
1
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD NEW
2413
CLEARAUDIO BLUEMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
695
CLEARAUDIO EMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
655
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH PB 300 ARM NEW
700
COLORING GRI TURNTABLE CW ARM AND MM CARTRIDGE
140
CABASSE PIANOSA SPEAKERS CHERRY FINISH NEW .
585
450
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 0.36 MV
690
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 0.38 MV
2250
CABASSE 505 5WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM INC SUB NEW
895
595
STELLO P200 PRE AMP RCMEIALANCED
1195
950
STELLO A1320 INTERGRATED AMP
1685
STELLO DP 200 DAG/PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
1
1495
9
STELLO S200 STEREO POWER AMP 200WPC EX OEM
1495 1200
GRAAF GM 50 INTERGRATED AMP 50WPC
3950
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS POWER 3CABLE 6 FT LONG
125
REGA RB 600 TONE ARM BOXED EXCELLENT CONDITION . 400
225
AUDIO ANALOGUE ARIA MWMC PHONOSTAGE
495
OPERA CALLAS SPEAKERS
1695 1295
BASIS OVATION TURNTABLE
4000. 1200
PATHOS CLASSIC ONE INTERGRATED AMP 70 WPC
1325
THRESHOLD STASIS 7POWER AMP
5800
THRESHOLD S/7000E MONOBLOCKS 600WPC
Pale 4900
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW
970 .. 970
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
1570 . 1570
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
1970 . 1970
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONOBLOCKS
3750
PLINIUS P8 POWER AMP 200WPCO8OHMS
2250
PLINIUS M8 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
2250
PSB ALPHA 6 ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
500 . 225
STANDS UNIQUE AV 1SPEAKERS BEECH FINISH AS NEW
399 .. 200
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW
900
550
KIMBERKABLE MONOCLE XL SPK CABLE 1X4.1X2 MIRS .
1400 .. 600
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
1250. 750
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
159
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
2643
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
1126 1000
SME SERIES V ARM NEVER USED MINT
1615 1400
SME 20/2A TURNTABLE INC SERIES V ARM
5273
KIBER KABLE THE REFFERENCE WATTGATE 350
165
90
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT 1MTR NEW
499
WIREWORLD ALANTIS 51 MTR INTERCONNECTS NEW
149
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
POA
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5 FOR NAIM OWNERS DIN/DIN
109
STAB SR 007..SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
2495
STAB SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS NEW
349
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
995
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
589
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
65
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
T.A 24/192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL 'No Ill MC NEW
239
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5 IMTR INTERCONNECT NEW
69
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
KIMBERKABLE THE REFERENCE 1MTR INTERCONNECT
165
90
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5 1/2 METRE INTERCONNECT
159
120
THRESHOLD S300 POWER AMP
4000 1000
TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW
299
NEW TRICHORD DIABLO PHONO AMP WMC INLINE PSU
699
AS ABOVE WITH THE NEVER CONNECED PSU
1198
OED SI DISCSAVER CONVERTS LINE LEVEL TO ACCEPT MM
35
SHURE FULL RANGE
POA
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS 13 125 MTRS NEW
45
35
MISSION RANGE OF SPEAKERS AVAILABLE
POA
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER
FROM f132
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5 INTERCONNECT 1MTR PR
219
WIREWORLD RAINBOW 5INTERCONNECT
149
AGENTS FOR. EAR, TRICHORO, AUDIONOTE. MICHELL, AK STAX, LAT, ELAC. RUM,
SME, PLINIUS, BLACK RHODIUM, LYRA, SUMINO, OED. GAMUT. ORIGIN LIVE, ORELLE,
WIREWORLO.TRANSFIGURATION, AURUM CANTUS. ACOUSTICS ARTS. HALCRO. STELLO
CLEARAUDIO, ALIN& SHUN MOOR CROFT AUDIOVALVE, VIRTUAL DYNAMICS.
THRESHOLD. ACOUSTIC SOLID, BOSENDORFER
PHONE FOR BEST PRICES

Open Mon- Sun 9am - 6pm Now in Northampton 2minutes olf A508
For further details

01604 842379
07973 233380

Tel/Fax
Mobile.
.
Website
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Hi- FIN,

Hertfordshire

UK Wide

thesoundpractice
simaudio moon
47 laboratory
avid
shahmtan
lavardin
electrofluidics
hying voice
border patrol
neat acoustics
csoblue
resolution audio
tom evans audio
dnmireson
ltd audio
audio physic
slinkylinks

4
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stalbans: 01 727 893 928
www.thesoundpractice.com

ACOUSTIC PANELS

ij furless

vtfea c

accuphase
arcam
Cyrus
dynaudio

NeiRDOST

focal jm lab
linn
nagra

BON

naim audio
peak consult
proac
siltech

scan•speaK

spectral
spendor

the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull, HU128JH

.
.1ADISOUND

SPEAKER COMPONENTS INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744.4283 U.S A

tel 01482 891375
marvér.theauclioroom.co.uk

TEL 608-831.3433 FAX 608-831-3771

open mon sat 9a m -6p m.

infuemaffisounO cum
Web Page' http iwww madmound corn

the largest selection of mint, pre- loved
aim
onents on the planet.
•

nth guara

• credit/debit car

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
best
tell i
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

• dem facilities
• mall order
• open 7days
• products tested
• help & advice
• see website for stock

Tel: 01727 893928
www.tomtomaudio.com

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
1ACCESSORIES
UBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consuhation
(215) 862-4870 • fax ( 215) 862-4871

r

Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

ir
mammon /
THE
CAME

,

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS
.Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Volt,
Vita, Scanspeak, Peerless and Morel, for use in AR,
Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission, ProAc, Rogers Fostex
TDL plus many others.
.Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound, SCR & Hovland MusiCap),
cables, damping and grille materials.
.UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers all on demonstration.
FOSTEX Drive Units
now available. Including
the FE lull range series
with cabinet plans
available on request

Phone today for your FREE
FULL COLOUR Catalogue
or check out our websile

50 Main Street, Broughton Astray, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com

www.hifinews.co.uk

The Guide
Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIN' AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAIHNIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

ni
delit Y
indecently good hi-fi

9iiigh Sireef, Hampton Hick. Kingston upon Thames.
Sorren KTI 4134 Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 100m - 6pm

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

Plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: www.cartridgeman.com
Email: theeartridgemanw bliuternet.com

020 8688 6565

call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

AudiOrefiections

Cables

REAL

Celebrating a Decade of Sound
For friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some of the
World's finest audio equipment contad JOHN 8LEAKLEY on
LEEDS (0113) 204 9458 (
evening calls welcome)
Generous part exchange allowance always available.

High End Cable
call nave Jackson 01775 761880
or visit www.highencicable.co.uk
Chord Company
Full range from Calypso to Signature tChord to HDMI
Stemmer
Studio and Reference
HOW - HDX2 - LSP-600c - HDLS - SEI-60011 - SEI-600s - BAL600 - HOSE
Nordost UK
From Flatline to Valhalla Full range - Speaker, interconnects 8power
Black Rhodium
Deep Cryogenic Treatment speaker. IC & power cables
Acoustic Zen
Full range - Speaker, interconnects 8power
van den Oui
Full range - Speaker, interconnects & power
Male
Titan - Nova - GII MiniSub 8Solas - Mali-ways
1501 - 8
Oahe - Substation - MiniSub - Cleanline - Mainline
Stan earspeakers
Omega - 2020 - 3030 - 4040 systems
Ortoton - Semite - Lyra - van den Hut
Moving Coil Cartridges
Tenney - ECO - Arpe CD
Turhosound personal headphones
Home trials available. Why not look at our 2nd hand section.

Agencies include ATC • Audionet • Ay! • Brystion • Chord
•Gamut • Nordost • Primare Systems • RBI • Wilson Benesdi
•The Professlonol Mondor Co • Wadia and many more.

AVIS NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE "EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
What HiFi 5 star and best buy
To find out more quickly
www.avihifIcom
TEL:01453 752656

«ME

Wdia

_
LAW° beneech

Pi s. LEEDS ( 0113) 204 9458 Ian LEEDS ( 0113) 253 3098
yor kshIre

toe info@audiereflections.co.uk
www.audioreflections.co.uk

atc
cabasse
creek
epos
harbeth
harrnan/kardon
lexicon
m+k
mIchell
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottinghan

Free delivery worldwide on all interconnects.

'vi

A V INTERNATIONAL LI

Limited
SYSYTEMS

HIFI

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit:

www.servicesound.com

orne

Primare

sIgn

or phone Geoff on 01424 216245

1pswic

Specialists in Valve and

(01473)

fax (01473)
W VV VV .

reel to reel tape recorders

MAIL ORDER - WORLDWIDE
90% of - 1month home trial - customers keep our Naive amplifiers.
Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas, within 30 days) that you

HUGE expensive "High End"potted" transformers

prefer £650 or £ 1,400 "Triode Connection" amplifier to most £200 to £200,000
amplifiers (
integrated,pre,power.monoblocks,power supply) (transistor.valve,digital)
with silver wire + polypropylene capacitor + Himalayan volume control + snake oil
1. Transformers are very important. Most of our customer prefer our amplifier
to ? unbeatable? budget valve amplifiers and most ?high?end? valve
amplifier / monoblock because our £350 or £ 650 transformers are bigger.
2. You do not have to muck about with a separate power supply,
if you put a huge transformer + choke regulation into the amplifier.
3. The " heart" of a "typical" £ 3,000 preamplifier is £ 0.50 " Op amp" or £ 10 valve.
About £2,800 is gross profit, VAT, labour and the cost of the pretty box.
How can these ? high?end? components improve the sound of our £ 100 300B
valve or £ 40 KT88 valve ( matched by our computerised valve tester) ?
There is a difference between -High Price - and " High End'
and " King's New Clothes sensationalized by magazines to sell magazines.
A magazine gave a rave review to £ 3,000 valve amp, whilst another magazine
described it as "slightly bright' and should be used with °warm sounding" speakers.

Unbelievably
' huge
transformers

5670
valves
expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
chassis

....

Which magazine do you believe ? Believe YOUR OWN EARS and audition
any £3,000 pre Ipower/ monoblock against our £ 650 " Triode Connection"

Buy direct Si save US,
Free UK delivery
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime

www.hifinews.co.uk

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £1,400
KT88 valves
are more
xpensive
than
6550
valves

huge
transformer

American
5670 valves

Most 5" or 6" drive units struggle with 10 watts of bass and produce a lot of
2or 6
distortion ( 1% to 3%).
Why do Hi Fi magazines recommend 100 watts amplifiers pieces
for 5" or 6" drive units ?
Has any Hi Fi magazine measured the huge distortion of silver
capacitors
and audible compression of 100 watts of bass into a 5" or 6" drive unit ?
Larger
Even our " standar
Big powerful
Shop prices are expensive
transformers
transformer
EL34
are
valves
because of rent, rates, wages

2 years guarantee on amplifier
& valves.
8 times longer than
"typical" 90 days guarantee for
most valves of ? high?end? amps

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

Ultra Linear
£650 £ 750

•huge
transformer

Triode
Connection
O£
1,000

Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
134 valves
watts
watts

Upgradeable
to £ 1,000
40 watts
+ 40 watts

American
5670 valves

5 0 0 e
v I
M
T
fo
rir
°d
ca
eriale
nection
+ £ 50 for used valves

Ultra Linear

£6043 £ 700
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Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

AUDIO EQUIPMENT

KLIN Cook

FOR SALE

Audio servicing

020 8255 0572
07973 436135

specialists,
upgrades available.

A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3 Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Avid, loto, PrimaLuna ( valve), Krell, Marin Logan, Theta, Copeland,
Audio Research, B&W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sim Projection,
Sonus Faber, D.N.M, Crimson, Wilson Audio, Monitor Audio, Myrycd,
Michell, S.M.E, Rotel, Denon,
Now
£ 1,695

Audio Note AN/J spits & stands

£ 1,750
£2,295
£ 1,195

OAL pre
Conrad Johnson DV I

£1,250
£685
£795
£695

Moil Order Available •

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Tinte Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

18A Eldon Street, Trarford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22
telephone 101777) 870372 Facsimile 101777/ 870437

Loud

Too Loud

British, Japanese
& American hi-fi
catered for.

£ 1099 £ 399

Chanto Academy Millennium 1 & stands

£ 1650 £ 750
£995

£ 500

Crimson CS610 pre/CS630 monoblocks £ 1250
EAR 859 pwr amp

£525

CI 800

Jadis JPL pre

Phase Linear & SAE
specialists.

£ 599

£4300 £ 1295

Jamo Concert 8piano black LIE

£1800

Linn Kolektor pre. r/c

£ 50

£ 495

£ 150

£ 3500 £ 1199

Meridian D600 Active spits

£ 2500

£ 995

Musical Fidelity A370 Mk 11 pwr amp

£ 2500

£ 695

Pink Triangle Decapo 1307 chip

£ 1550 £ 495

Rogue Audio MI20 valve monoblocks

£ 3000

LI 600

Sonic Frontiers power 2valve amp 110 watts £ 5000

L1
995

Custom equipment designed
& built in house.
Sale of pre- owned
equipment.

Sonic Frontiers Line 3.2 box valve pre- amp,
r/c, bal & s/e

£ 5000 £ 1995

Talon Raven 2002 spks

£ 7500 £ 3500

Yamaha CT7000 Tuner Box - Rare

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0

Sale

£ 2750 £ 1195

Chario Academy 3. Sft. solid Italian walnut spks £8000 £ 2995

McIntosh MC7010 CD player

NB. All Ex Dom items ore as new, unmarked, ond boxed end include the
full manufactures guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon the product.
• • • • • ........

New

Audiomeca Mephisto II CD transport

CHANTEY AUDIO SALE
New
B&W 804 Speakers, red cherry, boxed (ex dem) £2,500
B&W 805 Signature, boxed,
mint, red tiger eye
( ex dem) £2,500
Meridian DSP 5000, rosewood, boxed (ex dem) £4,540
Meridian 5000 centre, boxed
(ex dem) £2,150
Acustot Speakers, sub and
(s/hl £4,350
electron active xover
(ex den) £ 1,000
Linn Ckasik, black, boxed
Ratel RSX 1055 AV omp, silver, boxed
(ex-dem) £ 1,195
leo- dosel £995
Ratel RSP1066 AV Proc/ re, silver, boxed
Please contact us for afull list of ex-dern equiprnent
lo see our full up to dote listings go to www.chontryoudio.rogn

0

Dynavector's SuperStereo

It's a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the

The only multi-channel for music lovers and audiophiles.
Simply add a Dynavector SuperStereo Adapter to your system and 2 small speakers.
Improvements to the overall sense of realism were quite startling..." Hi -Fi News

Rothwell In- Line Attegmators. They can be used
with pre/power or iniMrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and bring sonic
benefits, even with the most expeffelve equipment.
The cott is only £39 per
ered To order, call

Tel: 01264 323573

Everything must go, all reasonable offers considered.

Way too Loud

fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or

£495

All above equipment in good working order.

"Superb" Hi-Fi World
"Produces astonishing results" HI-Fi +
"Extraordinarily convincing" Hi-Fi Choice
"Indespensable for listening to music" Stereo Sound, Japan
Make the most of your LP's, CD's, SACD's & DVD's with an Adp-2 (£ 895) or Adp-3

Rothvvell: 01204 366133 ,
www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

(£ 1,495).

Info & sales direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo
Tel/fax. 44 + ( 0)1202) 767873.

See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi Fi World,
HI- F, Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

E-mail: dynavector(a onetel.com

Web: http://web.onetel.com/—dynavector

STOWSOUNDS
Creek Epos Exposure Frozen Solid Audio Living Voice Myryad QED
Resolution Audio Soundstyle Stands Unique
1111.1.111.111MiL
Goldring GR I
Linn Classic K
Creek CD53
Exposure 2010
Linn Classic Movie

N,
Silver ex dem
Ex dem
Silver ex dem
New

120
750
850
375
1400

New

Ex dem
New
Ex dem
Ex dem

495
375
445
1500
350

Ex dem
Cherry ex dem
New
Light ash ex dem
Ex dem

985
215
240
265
1850

Creek A50i
Exposure 2010 integrated
Myryad Z1 40
YBA 33 Pre and Power
Exposure 2010 power

Linn 5.1 Surround package
Epos M13 Centre
Epos ELS 3
Linn Kan 4
Living Voice Avatar

Something Solid Rack
Soundstyle XS 105
Arca
Stands Unique
Atacama BDS 25

Soundstyle Midi rack
Target
Acoustic Energy Aesprit 300
DPA Enlightenment Pre
Magnat Vector 55

4 shelf gunmetal/light wood
5 shelf Silver/blue
Light wood cabinet/castors
AA/ rack cherry/glass
Black stands

200
250
375
305
20

Blue
A/V rack small
Used light wood
Used
Decent floorstanders black

50
25
150
295
100

gSgiCt
c
D- Fi
'Putting the high-end within reach'
Select Hi Fi offer only the finest, tried and trusted
high- end audio at sensible prices. We specialise
in selected hi-fi we know and love, but can source
virtually anything, so if we don't have it in stock...let
us know. Part exchange welcomed.

HALCRO DM -38 power amp
£8250
BOULDER 1060 power amp
£7995
BAT 150SE valve monoblock amps
£6850
PASS LABS X350 power amp
£3100
HALCRO DM- 10 pre/phono
£6750
BOULDER 1012 pre/phono/DAC
£6495
MARK LEVINSON No.32 pre
£6750
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO pre
£4250
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 3 pre
£6850
ESOTERIC DV- 50S CD/SACD/DVD player
£3200
WILSON AUDIO WATT/PUPPY 7 speakers
£ 12500
WILSON AUDIO SOPHIA speakers
£6850
VERITY AUDIO PARSIFAL ENCORE speakers
£6650
DCS ELGAR+/VERDI/PURCELLNERONA CD system
£ 14500
Stock is constantly changing please visit 'SELECTHIFI.CO.UK'
for the most up to date listings.
DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT PLEASE

Upgrade your cable with our leading treatment by Frozen Solid Audio

poa

Silver DCT interconnects, speaker cable and power chords

poa

www.frozensolidaudio.com

Call or visit

For further details of listed products and other equipment call us on

01449 675060
132
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Hi-FiNews

www selecthifi.co uk
info@selecthifi.co.uk
07795 173 094
Located in Cheltenham ( 2 mins J11A M5)
www.hifinews.co. uk

The HiFi Company's

Trading
Station
ACOUSTIC Research EB101
DUAL CS505-1 Silver
GOLDMUND Studio/TOP Arm/PIE Servo
LINN Axis / Akita / K9
ANN Axis Block
LINN Batik Turntable
LINN Ittok 11 Block
LINN L.P12 Air Lingo Akito Ex- Demo
LINN LPI2lIttok If
LUXATAN PD282 Rosewood
MICHELL GYRO SE ( No Arm) Ex- Demo
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE Mentor
ORACLE Alexandria
REGA Planar 2
ROCKPORT Cabello 11 / No Arm
ROKSAN Xerxes / Morph Arm . AT 0(5
SME30 iVArm iMicro Benz Ref. Cart
SME 10A Ex- Demo
SME 20/2A Ex- Demo
TAA VIO Integrated T/Table Ex Demo
THORENS TDI25/SME3009 Fixed ( SME Plinth)
THORENS TD150 Rare
THORENS TDI65 / Shure VIO Ill
THORENS TD280 Mk 11
TRAHORD Dino phono
WILSON BENESCH Full Circle Ex- Demo

Retail
Offer
£275 £ 148
£150
f65
£10,000 £ 2,398
£795 £ 335
£595 £ 295
£600 £ 265
£800 £ 395
£2,900 ( 1,994
(1800 £ 696
£595 £ 325
£1,065 £ 876
fl 495 £ 795
£1,500 £ 495
£325 £ 178
£10,0013 £3,496
(2,000 £ 798
£16,5013 £9,298
£3,581 £ 2,954
£5,537 £4,568
(4,000 £3,196
n/a
f495
(300 ( 145
MOO £ 128
f350 £ 115
f299 £ 225
£2,000 £ 1,496

• Digital Sources
ARCAM Alpha 6CD Ployer
ARCAM Alpha 8CD Player
ARCATA Alpha One CD Player
ARCAM Delta 250 Transport
AUDIOLAB 8000 ( DM
AUDIO ANALOGUE Paganini
AUDIO RESEARCH CD2
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC-5 Ex- Demo
CANDEIAS DAC
CYRUS Dad30 CD Player
CYRUS DVD6 DOD Player
CYRUS COR Silver
COPIAND CDA288
DPA The PDM One Series 2
DOS Purcell Upsompler
ORNAN DCDS-10 II
F.A.D. T8000 ID CD Transport
HELIOS Slargote CD Player
KINSHAW Perception DAC
KRELL KPS25sc
KRELL Kps 28c CD Player Ex- Demo
LINN Karik
LINN Karik CD Player
LINN Numeric
LINN Numerik DA(

Retail
Offer
£329 £ 145
£450 £ 185
£300 £ 115
£695 £ 225
£1200 £ 598
£950 £ 495
£3750 £ 2255
f2,335 £ 1,297
£3000
f796
£895 £375
£1,000 £ 595
(1000 £698
£2000 £ 995
£1300 £ 75
£4,500 £ 1,395
£1,300 £528
£3,950 £ 698
(2995 £ 1798
£1,000 £378
£24,998 £ 11,998
£8,998 £5,996
£1850 £595
£1,850
f896
£1500 £695
£1,500 £ 796

The leading reseller of carefully used
and mint condition hi-fi components
and systems.
Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.

www.hifitradingstation.com

WE HAVE CASH READY
FOR VINYL - INTERESTED?
GIVE US ACALL

The Trading Station
35Cowgate Peterborough PEI 1LZ

Tel: 0870 608 8211

email: info@hifitradingstation.conn

QUALITY HI-FI WANTED
Cash ... Trade-in ... Commission Sales

BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat: 10am - 5.30pm - CLOSED MONDAYS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED'NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE•COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

LINN Numerik Korik Transport
MURANT? ( DI 7CD Player
MARANT2 CD85 CD Player
MERIDIAN 200 Transport
MERIDIAN 207 CD Player
MERIDIAN 501 CD Transport
MERIDIAN 565lAC3
MERIDIAN 596 DVD APlayer
MERIDIAN 506 ( 18 bit) CD Player
MERIDIAN G91DH DOD Ex Demo
MERIDIAN G98DH DVD Trono Ex Demo
MERIDIAN 203 DAC
MERIDIAN 206 CD Player
MERIDIAN 263 DAC
MERIDIAN 500 CD Transport
MERIDIAN 506 14 Bit CD
MERIDIAN 507 CD
MICROMEGA Duo DA(
MICROMEGA Stage 2
MICROMEGA Stage 3
MICROMEGA T-DAC
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 CD
MUSICAL FIDELITY E60 CD Player
NAD 5440 CD Player
NAIM ( Di CD Player
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES P
OU DAC Ex- demo
PHILIPS DVDI010
PHILIPS CDR- 880 CD Rey
PIONEER PDR 04 CD Recorder
PIONEER DVR-7000 Ref DOD Recorder Ex- Demo
PIONEER DVR-3100 DOD Recorder Ex- Demo
QUAD 66 CD Player
QUAD 77 CD Player ( Bus)
BEAU Jupiter CD Player Ex- Demo
RATEL RCD 965 CD Player
ROTEL RCD 991 CD Player
SONY ( DP 970 CD Player
SONY DVP-NS 905V DOD Ployer
SONY , AUDIO SYNTHESIS Transcend Trans
SONY 145900V
SONY SCDX940 SACD Ployer
TUC VRDSIO CD Player
TUC VDRS7 CD
THETA Basic II Tronsport
THETA Carmen DVIT.'CD Player
THETA Dora Basic 1Transport
THETA Progenry DA(
TRICHORD Pulsar Series 1DAC
WADIA 9013200 Transport
WOODSIDE W52 CD Ployer

f3,350 f1,726
£895
E395
£450
L195
£695
L225
£700 (225
£1200 £598
(3300 £595
(2,500 £ 1,296
£1,295 £495
f3,895 £ 3,116
£3,350 f2,686
£595 £ 198
E500
E295
£500 £245
£1200 £598
£1200 £698
£1295 £ 798
£499 £ 146
£600 £296
£750 £198
£1,000 £375
£1000
f698
£300 £ 165
£250 £ 75
£1,999 £595
£795 £596
£650 £248
L200 £ 75
£1,000 £396
£1,299 £596
£450 £394
£800 £396
£600 £298
£995 £694
£400 £ 145
£799 £296
£495 £ 148
£250
f95
£1,000 £336
£450 £228
£290
0145
£700
E346
£600
0195
£1800 £ 898
£4,000 £ 1,726
£1,800 £ 648
£1,396 ( 676
£1,900 £ 748
£4000 £ 796
£1,000 £ 298

II Amplifiers solid state
ADVANTAGE 0300 Power Amp
ARCAM Debo 120.2 Power
ARCAM Alpha 6Plus lar. Amp
ARCAM Alpha 8
ARCAM Alpha 0050 Amp
ARCAM Delta 110 Dig Pre
ARCAM Delta 290p
ARCAM FMJ 822 Dore Module
ARCAM Diva A90 Ex- Demo
AUDIO ANALOGUE Bellini Pre
AUDIO ANALOGUE Donizetti

Retail
Offer
£7,699 ( 1,495
£300 £ 125
(350 £ 115
£450 £ 188
£700
f245
£700 £ 248
£450 £ 145
£1,850 £675
£850 £684
£595
f265
£650 £346

£600
£600
f600
£650
£2,500
£1500
£2500
£2500
£3750
£275
£395
£500
£500
£800
CYRUS Pre
£400
CYRUS PSX Grey
ORNAN AO(- 2800 AV Amp
£800
£2,000
OHM Pre r3PSU
f2,800
DNM Pre 2 PAI Pte 11 Power
£500
ELECTOR ?AFL Pre- Amplifier
£950
EXPOSURE 19 Pre- Amplifier
£400
JOHN SHEARNE Phase 3Power
£14,998
KRELL FPB700 vo
£2200
KRELL KAVI 50A
KRELL KCT Pre-Amplifier Ex- Demo
£9,998
£1,950
LINN 2250 5ch Power Ex- Demo
LINN 10/5103 AV Pre/Processor Ex- Demo
£3,285
LINN Classic ' Movie' AVRec Ex- Demo
£2,000
£995
LINN Wakondo Pre- Amp Ex- Demo
£1750
LINN Nairn
LINN Cairn Pre-Amplifier
£1,750
£1,100
LINN LK280 / Sparks RS.
MARK LEVINSON ML9
£4000
f4999
McINTOSH MA6900
McINTOSH MC7108 80 50 watt Power Ex- Demo £2,449
MARANT2 PM1 7Integrated Alk)
MARK LEVINSON 331 Power
£5,500
McINTOSH MCI201 ( 1200 watt Mono's)
£15,000
McINTOSH ( 200 ( 2box Pre)
£7,995
£900
MERIDIAN 205 Monos
f895
MERIDIAN 555 Stereo Power
£2.?95
MERIDIAN 561
MERIDIAN 562 Pre
(1,250
£1,295
MERIDIAN 5621E2 AV Pre
(1,500
MERIDIAN 603 Pre Amplifier
MERIDIAN 057 Power Amp Ex Demo
£1,995
£1,750
MERIDIAN 002 Pre E0 Demo
MICHELL Argo Electro Mono's
£2,495
MICROMEGA Tempo 1Integrated
£600
£4,500
MUSE Monoblocks ( 300 watts)
MUSICAL FIDELITY Ell Integrated
£350
£350
MUSICAL FIDELITY ' THE' Pre Amp
£375
MUSICAL FIDELITY 38 Pre
(2000
MUSICAL FIDELITY 8308 Integrated
£350
NAD ( 352 Amp
£660
NAIM NACII2 Pre
NAIN NAPI50
£795
£400
MAIM 42 Pre Amplifier
OPERA Aida Integrated
f795
PLINIUS 9200 Integrated
£2,500
£249
PS AUDIO L(C Pre
QUAD 303 Power
f250
QUAD 77 lnt
f700
QUAD 77 Power Amp
£595
£899
QUAD 909 Power
£175
QUAD 33 Pre Amplifier
£395
QUAD 34 Pre Amplifier
£1,295
RED ROSE'Spirit' Integrated
(150
ROGERS Rovensbrook Integrated
£545
REGA Corso Pre Amplifier Ex- Demo
AUDI OLAS 8000A
AUDIOLAB 8000(
AUDIOLAB 8000( Pre
AUDIOLAB 8000SX Power
BURMEISTER 850 Mono blocks
CHORD SPM900
CHORD CPA1800 ( Block)
CHORD CPA1800 Pre Amplifier
CHORD 5PM 1200 Power Amp
CYRUS Two Integrated
CfRUS 2Int. Grey
CYRUS 3Integrated Amp
CYRUS 5Integrated

£295
£225
£185
£228
f998
£596
£1298
£1798
£1798
£95
£178
£325
£395
£358
£178
(195
£378
£678
£118
£298
£228
£8,998
(1398
£6,996
£1,194
£1,994
£1,296
£494
£898
£896
£528
£1998
£3756
£1,496
£525
E2,295
£8,028
£3,998
£495
£596
£696
£698
£596
£525
£1,596
£1,406
£1,126
£245
f1,998
£118
£75
£175
£1298
£245
£398
£498
£95
f445
E1,596
£98
£126
£298
£296
f495
£75
£198
£696
(55
(344

SANSUI 9090 Receiver ( Classic)
SONY 00333F5 AV Amplifier
SPHINX Project 12 mono's
SPHINX Project 2Pre Amplifier
TAG MALAREN F3 Pram Amplifier
TALK ELECTRONICS ' Storm' In?
TESSERA( Pre Amplifier
THE MOD SQUAD Line Drive Std

£600
f298
f799
075
£3,000 £ 1,128
£1,600 £ 598
£1,500 £ 488
f650 £ 285
£1,500 £378
£300 £ 145

• Amplifiers valve
Retail
Offer
£1200 £ 698
ART AUDIO Concerto Int.
f1,200 £ 448
AUDIO INNOVATIONS Series 800 Mono's
£1,200 £ 518
AUDIO INNOVATIONS S800 Power
£3,300 £ 1,346
AUDIO RESEARCH Classk 60 Power
(2798 £ 1395
AUDIO RESEARCH 1.52
£1400 £ 898
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 Silver
C3,000 £ 1,498
AUDIO RESEARCH 1515 Pre- Amp
£3000 £ 1,495
AUDIO RESEARCH LS16
£3000 £ 1298
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14
£6,000 £ 1,498
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIS A box) Pre
f3999 £2996
AUDIO RESEARCH VSII0 Ex Demo
£2699 £ 2026
AUDIO RESEARCH 0055 Ex Demo
AUDIO RESEARCH 01100 Mk 1Power £5,500 £2,246
AUDIO RESEARCH 01200/2 Power Ex- Demo £ 11,982 £6,997
f2645 £ 1195
AUDIO RESEARCH 0160 Power
£10,500 £5,997
AUDIO RESEARCH Ref 2Pre Ex- Demo
£1,200
f876
AUDION Sterling 30013 Int.
£850
f298
AUDION Sterling 6550 Int.
BEARD 101 - 100 watt Mono's
£ 3,600 f1,298
BEARD MOO Integrated £ 1,200 £525
CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 78 Dual Mono Pre £ 10,000 £5,298
(16,000 f6,996
CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8A Mono's
CONRAD JOHNSON PVIOAL Pre
£1,400 £505
CONRAD JOHNSON PVI IPre
£1,950 £748
£2,000 £ 1,195
CONRAD JOHNSON PVI2L Pre
£1995 £996
COPLAND (TA501 Int.
£5,750 £ 2,626
HOVLAND HP100IM( Phono Pre
KORA holm 90 Hybrid Amp
£695 £495
£4,000 £ 1,998
LAMM LL2
£6,000 £ 2,698
MANLEY Ref VII 275 watt mono's
£12,500 £9.998
McINTOSH MC2000 ( Anniversoy LE.)
£5,500 £ 2,698
McINTOSH MC220 Pre-Amplifier
f6,995 £4,996
NAGRA PIP Pre- Amplifier Ex- Demo
£3250 £2128
PATHOS Twin Tower Int.
£3000 £1275
PM COMPONENTS 845 Monos
TIA VIO Integrated Amp Ex Demo
£4,000 £3,196
£1,950
£896
TRILOGY 902 Pre
TRILOGY VT, Integrated
£2,500 £1,048
UNISON Simply 845 Int.
f4000 £1798

• Tuner Tape misc
ARUM Alpha 5Tuner
ARCAM DABIO Dogorol Tuner
ARCAM Delta 80 AM FM Tunee
ARUM Diva TOI FM AM Tuner
AUDIOLAB 80001 Tuner
CYRUS Tuner
DEMON UDR- F10 Cassette

Retail
£295
£800
£300
£230
£1000
£500
£200

Offer
£128
f295
(148
£164
£598
£148
f95

DENON UTU-F10 AM/FM Tuner
LOWTHER PM2C Drive Units
LUXMAN 50 Tuner
LUXMAN ST50 Tuner
MARANTZ STS4000 Tuner
MERIDIAN 504
NAKAMICHI MIME
NORDOST SPM 5m bi-wire
NYTECH RA 206 ( rare classic)
PIONEER F656 am/fm Tuner
PURIST AUDIO Dominus SE I
m IC
QUAD 77 Tuner ( Bus)
REVOX 871 10" reel to reel
SONIA FABER ' slonewood' stands
SONY 9300 AV System incl speakers
SOUNDSTYLE 5Shelf Stand ( Green)
STANDS UNIQUE ' Ref' 5shell support
STAX 3030 Boor electrostatic phones
SIGO Omega electrostatic phones
TEA( 033405 4track 10" reel to reel
TECHNICS FAH8OLEAM/I0E Headphones
TRANSPARENT ' Ref' ( 0.75m) Speaker

£200
£95
£400
£175
£600 £ 195
£900
£295
£120
£
58
f795
£475
f400
£178
£4,500 £ 2,996
£300
f98
£250 £ 75
£4,000 £ 2,469
£599
f248
£750 £ 288

KRELL Resolution Centre Ex Demo
LEAK Mini Sandwich
LINN Kober
LINN Kober * iv Xover
LINN Keilidh
LINN fkwell (
centre) Ex- Demo
LINN Silmik IDOS
LOCK/WOOD Studio 15
McINTOSH 15320 Ex Demo
McINTOSH 15340 Ex Demo
MAGNA PLANAR lc Imp
MAGNA PLANAR 2.5
MARTIN LOGAN Aerius I

£480 £ 195
£900
f446
£200 £ 98
£1,000 £ 398
MO £ 286
£2,000 £ 996
(900 ( 295
f250 ( 78
(2,250 £ 1,495

MARTIN LOGAN CLSII
MERIDIAN 060 Rosewood
MERIDIAN DSP33( Dig centre Ex- Demo
MERIDIAN DSP5000( Dig. Centre
MERIDIAN DSP5000 Rose
MERIDIAN D97000 Silver Ex Demo
MIRAGE M-Isi Block
MISSION 753 Freedom ( Block)
MISSION 770S Speakers Stands
MISSION 760
MISSION 771
MISSION 774
MISSION 781
MONITOR AUDIO Silver 5
MONITOR AUDIO R652MD
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 14
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 12
MORDAUNT SHORT Avant 5.1
MOREL Bass Musters
MUSE 15 15" Active Sub
NAIM DEL
PROA( Studio 1
PROA( Super Towers
PROA( Tablette 2000
QUAD ESL57 ( Mint)
REGA 818 Black
REGA Nano
BEL Stodium Sub
BEL Strata Sub
MCI Elegance bookshelf
ROGERS LS33411133
RUARK Sceptre
SHELL Type K
SONIA FABER Amati
SOUS FABER Concerto
SOUS FABER Electa Amotor II + Stnds

Loudspeakers
ACOUSTAT Spectra 1100
ARISTON ONE Monitors
AT( SCM10
AUDIO- STATIC Da ( While)
AUDIO- STATIC E5300
AUDIOPIAN Kontrost 11
ORIEL ACOUSTICS Model 8's Rosewood
13 & VII P6
ROSE 901
CHORD 1535.12A
CELESTION AVF302
DCM Time Windows ( collectors items)
DYNAUDIO 3.3 ( Rosewood)
ENSEMBLE Prima Donna
GALE 401 inc. Stands
GALE 401 ( Chrome)
HEYBROOK ' Halos'
HEYBROOK Heystock
IMPULSE H7 ( horn- loaded)
EM LABS Utopia
JPW AP3
KEF Cube ( EO. box)
KEF Ref 104.2
KEF 035
KEF 055
KEF Ref Model I.2
KEF X01 Ex- Demo
KEF X01 stands
REF 005
KRELL Resolution 2En Demo
KRELL Resolution 3Ex Demo

Retail
£1,500
£1,200
f950
£3,500
£1,500
£3,000
£5,679
£1,000
£1700
£1,995
£600
(600
£4,500
£10,000
£750
£595
£450
£500
£1,200
f7950
£295
£700
£600
£350
£500
£1,500
£999
£299
£1,999
£6497
£3200

Offer
£438
£275
£528
£1,198
£375
£746
f2,996
£295
£898
£1,088
£245
£185
£2,298
£2,246
f395
£298
£208
£146
f338
£3996
£95
(145
£295
£198
£296
£678
£644
£184
£1,294
f4876
f2406

SONUSFABER Signum
SOUNDLAB Al ( full range)
SPEND OR 58 Cherry Ex- Demo
SPEND OR S8
TANNOY Buckingham
TANNOY DC2000
TANNOY 1125
TANNOY 1025
TDL Nucleus II
TDL Studio 1
TOWNSEND RIBBON
TRIANGLE Icare
TRIANGLE Celius Ex- Demo
TRIANGLE Titus 702
WHARFEDALE PPX-1 PPS- I
WILSON BENESCH Actor Cherry
WILSON MUCH Orator Ex- Demo
WILSON Sophia
YAMAHA NS1OOM
ZINGAli Colosseum sub sots

£2980 f2236
£200
f78
£2,500 £ 748
£1,000 £ 378
£1,000 £ 288
£795 £ 454
£995 £554
£1,500 £578
£1790 £ 996
£4590 f2496
£1,400 £ 445
£2,950
f788
£2,100 £ 1,125
£6,700 £ 2,245
£2500 £ 795
£1,425 £ 1,146
£1,995 £ 1,344
£3,500 £ 1,798
£17350 £ 12996
(2000 £895
£800 £475
£495 ( 195
£100 £58
£350 ( 145
£500
f255
E250 £98
£450 £ 274
£500 £ 148
£900
f226
£1,200 £ 446
£1,150 £698
(1,600 £ 445
£5,000 £ 1,998
10750
3996
£795 £ 376
£1,000 £ 445
£649 £375
£598
£300 £ 145
f998
E594
£700 £395
£500 £ 295
£450 £ 286
£895 £395
£700 £ 228
£395 £ 298
£11800 £ 8996
£995 £596
£2400 £ 1598
£1300 £ 795
£13,500 £6,668
£1,700 £ 1,195
£1800 £ 1198
£5,000 £ 1,875
L200 £ 75
£295 £ 178
£395 ( 165
£130 £ 75
£1,000
f295
£1,295
f495
£1,500
f255
£1,095 £ 896
£345 £ 276
£300 £95
£4000 £ 1998
£3,000 f1,724
£11,950 f9,596
(300 £ 125
f770 £ 428

IAN

HARRISON

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE

NATIONWIDE

HIFI

DELIVERY

S>4%Le
MICHELL ORBE
POA
MICHELL ORBE SE
POA
POA
MICHELL GYRODEC
MICHELL GYRO SE
POA
TEC NO ARM "A"
£340
DENON DL304
£1 75
SHURE VI 5VXMR
£270
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
£800
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA
£585
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
£1 900
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER XX/
£1 900
KOETSU BLACK
£800
KOETSU RED T
£1 300
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2 £1 700
CLEARAUDI 0 CHAMPION
£700
GRAHAM TON EARMS
EPOA
PESON LEXE
£1 050
DECCA SUPER GOLD + POD
£475

TRICHORD DING
£ 250
TRICHORD DELPHINI
POA
TRICHORD DINO/DINO+ £ 425
XX/HEST AUDIO
POA
GRAHAM SLEE
POA
JAN ALLAERTS
POA
ZYX
POA
VAN DEN NUL
POA
GRADO RS I
£ 625
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD
£ 490
SUMIKO BPS EVO Ill
£ 190
SUMIK 0 PEARNX/OOD SIGNATURE £ 845
KOETSU RED K SIGNATURE £ 1975
KOETSU THE SIGNATURE £ 3300
TOM EVANS GROOVE
£ 1500
TOM EVANS VIBE
£ 2200
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE £ 350
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE+ £ 625

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 8 AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 8BOXED WITH FULL UKGUARANTEES NO EX- OEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES
ES TABLISHED 1986

TacT-Lyngdorf Audio Digital Amplification
and Room Correction Systems

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6G0
TEL: 01 283 702875 9Arrs.9prn INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Set Music Free!

Nordic ( inicepi

Absolute Analogue® turntay, -• •
Artist

Your access to musical truth

with
air-hearing
tonearat

"Few Exhibits, indeed, could compete
with the TacT system for revealing

It is not necessary to have great hi-fi
equipment in order to listen to music...

both the true timbres and the
original acoustics."
The Absolute Sound April/May 2005
To audition these revolutionary products.

;;;;; Camas
LeAure 3S17

please contact Formula One Audio

...but it helps.

WEST III!

Get it right!

Tel 020 8480 3333

BOOM@

PO Box 30429.. I.ondon, NW6 7GY

Mob 079 1802 2870
Fax 087 1243 2003

Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113
Absolute_Analoguedemailmsn.com

Web www.formulaoneaudio.com

www.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

Cd players, dacs

ORTOFON SPU SHINDO MODIFIED new
P06
350
650 ORTOFON KONTRAPUNKT Anew boxed 500.
150
375 ORTOFON TOO mk 2mc step up transformer .
250
1500
0 ORTOFON T30 step up transformer
PINK TRIANGLE ANNIVERSARY with battery pou
1300
1250 PINK TRIANGLE LPT gti with rega arm excellent condition 350
VEGA COUNTERWEIGHT MODIFICATION KIT in brass.
SO
mc stage
125
35
50
0
0 RACLA
RAGA PLANAR 3d)300 boxed
200
saxes.
40
3°
0
° REVD% 8790 turntable with parallel traclunp arm.............250
ROKSAN COGNOSCENTI Ipuro black oerunol
i(RELL DT10 reference nail loading transport
KRELL KPS201cd transport
2250 'with tripod stand, SME 309
KRELL REFERENCE 64 hvo box dac. 191»0 new 3000 SHINDO LABS meursalt r1773 12' tonearm
POE
,ECTOR CD TRANSPORT/ DAG - new ............
3700 SHINE() LABS modified ORTOFON SPU.A.
PON
,
.
just serviced 500 SMIND° LABS AROME MC step up transformer
.INN KARIK nice old version,not aKARIK 3
/TARANTZ CD11 LE . ..................................
700 SHORE V15XMR in stock 275 new boxed.
MARAfiTZ CD12 LE, 2box player. boxed .................... 1250 also available for home dem
MERIDIAN 200 transport
300 SME
MERIDI01206 cd Dave,
350 SYSTEMDECK II the biscuit N. line basik arm ¡died wain lid 275
TALK ELECTRONICS BREEZE 1phonostage......................... 150
MUSICAL FIDELITY AX0. boxed
254
MUSICAL FIDELITY M3CR mister cd player
OÓ TECHNICS SL150 vrith sme 3009 imp
TECHNICS SP10 MK2 slate plinth With tekno arm
1001
KINK TRIANGLE LITAURAL cd player
0 TECHNICS OPTS in heavy technics print, wry very Moe_ 600
THORENS TD124 mk2 excellent example
°INK TRIANGLE CARDINAL & DA CAPO
350
900 In very nice wooden plinth
GUADIACD
300 TOWNSEND ELITE ROCK with ALPHASON XENON amt.......400
°OKSAN CASPIMI CD silver
500 TOWNSEND ROCK MK.3.vritti built rpneumahc base,
SHANLING COT80 new ........
IN STOCK ame arm cut out..
SNARLING CETI 00 secondhand, boxed
900 TRICHORD DINO mm/mc phono stage ex dem
TRICHORO DIABLO With NEVER CONNECTED pou new
SHANLING CDT300 LE in stock - decent trade moffered
AVAILABLE FOR HOME DAM
GASEEN MASTERCLASS cd player, black, boxed
1700
ANALOGUE MAESTRO tek 1CD. boxed ....
ANALOGUE PAGANINI 61111 CO, black. boxed
3_,DIG NOTE COD with border patrol psu.......
AUDIO SYNTHESIS madded Kreatura transport
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX DECADE

-HETA

PROGENIE lac, boxed
HETA PRO EASIC3a lac
d•SYSTEMS ROOT, DIGITAL Efl

600
850
1000

Turntables/arms/cartridges
ART AUDIO VINYL ONE mm
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 80Orm transformer......................

750
125

CARVER mc stepup with 5impedance
COUNTERPOINT HEAD AMP MC to

200
400

DYNAVECTOR
LINON DLTOD 00200
mc newNEW
boxed11191 or My . output

35

GARRARD BERTON' PLINTH.................see website for photo
GRAHAM SIR PHONOSTAGES NOW IN STOCK
KADCOCK 01242 SE vd hull ulyer xd-sc ses
550
1000
1350
_ECTOR PHONOAMP SYSTEM
,INN ARKIV reasonable Irle len
350
1600
„INN LP12 black, hngo. 083000 Nam Are boxed
750
JAN LP12 79000, boxed LINGO
75
JAN TONEARM CABLE UPGRADE
800
LYRA HELIKON SI. mint boxed. .
950
LARA PARNASSUS OCT lust retipped
MICHELL TERRE Aarm UK sales only .
419
MICHELL HYDRAULIC REFERENCE
550
miEHELL ODYSSEY
IN STOCK
MICHEL GYRO SE new
5,00 X
MING OA valve phono stage
300
MUSICAL FIDELITY XLPS 3box se's c
TOO
MUSICAL FIDELITY XLPS v3 phonasrd:.
2
1
2
7
5
5
NOTTS ANALOGUE OMEGA POINT VIP.
2500
ORIGIN LIVE SOVEREIGN deck EX DIM
1500
ORIGIN LIVE CONQUEROR arm ex Or
1000
KIWI LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS

VAN DEN HULL MC2 /61C1 last rebuilt. unused
VPI TNT Junior with 12' ¡me arm
5
..1 MINIS 5RECORD cleann macToe

500 1750
2000
sea

Tuners, Cassette Decks,
Reel-to-Reel, Headphones etc
Cr

"

215
00

FANFARE El tuner exceilent . npoor reception areas,
GRAHAM GLEE SOLO headphone amp__ .......
HEIL AIRMOTION headphones. AMT rather good,

400

LEAK TROUGHLINE Ill STEREO legendary tuner
MICROMEGA STAGE TUNER
MUSICAL FIDELITY MP tuner
NAKAMICHI DR2, cote ...
PIONEER CT9la cassette....
PIONEER CTF1000 cassette
GUS FR44 troueraI ores

200
. 200
300 EACH
250
200
206250

RE VGA B760 fm tuner. .................................OISO
VEGA
REVOX B77 MK2 7.5/ 3.75 ips 2TRACK
nth nab adaptors and 2reels of tape...............
450
350
112 12212G36 2track very nice indeed
125
ROTAI RT940AX remote tuner.
600
STAX LAMBDA NOVA REFERENCE with srm1ls
TEAC )11000F1 reel to reel, serviced new drive belt lied .300

Solid state amps
ACCUPHASE 200 preamp. 25 years old but lovely
AL8ARRY M408 monoblocks, red fronted slow t»r
ALCHEMIST GENESIS monoblocks

200
325
600

Email info@formulaoneaudio.com

APCAM ALPHA 10 amp
. 375
ATC CA2p preamp, boxed mk2
. 1500
AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI mk2 DONIZETTI monos
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE boxed.
51)3
AUDIO ELECTRONIC SUPPLYAE2 pre
with SE MOSFET power amp
700
AUDIOTAB 80000
200
AUDIOLAB 8000c /pgraphite pre/power
650
710
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION ULTIMATE 3input, remote
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE power amp, boxed 1350
AVANTAGE MONO8LOCKS600lesere .2000
AVI PREAMP SOO
325
AVI INTEGRATED amp
400
BOW TECHNOLOGY WAZOO XL
.
uso
CUBASSE POLARIS AMINO
1250
no
COUNTERPOINT ACME preamp/ surround with remote
..300
CYRUS THREE
250
DYNAVECTOR L.200 pre vnth mm phono, boxed
KRELL KSA200 rust serriced

Boo

750
2000
450
500
250
LUMLEY A2400 100 watt transistor power amp
MAGNUM 250 pre/power boxed
400
MAGNUM SE CLASS AiMegrated.....
500
700
MERIDIAN 605 monoblockS .
METAXAS CHARISMA PREAMP, chrome hrush 1525 .
425
MICHEL ARGO/HERA
325
MUSICAL FIDELITY PIE 8 & MA65 class Amaned** ... 675
MUSICAL PIOOLTY 0-AT
300
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 integrated
450
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3cr PRE/POWER amps
1200
MUSICAL FIDELITY F25 pre/ F15 power amp
1500
MUSICAL FIDELITY 0370 upgraded to mk2.
800
MUSIC FIRST AUDIO PASSIVE MAGNETIC pre ............... 1500
NAIM NAC 32.5 & SNAPS / NAP 110
550
NAIM NAC 72/NAP 140 boxed. later
750
NAIM NAIT 3integrated amp, hne only..
250
AIIM
150
PASS ALEPH 3poweramp 30 watts class A....
1000
4000
PASS ALEPH 0monoblocks..............................
3500 Fa,
PERRAUX 2001 remote integrated amp...........
1000
PLINIUS 8100 integrated amp, boxed silver
850
QUAD 44 /405 mkl din sockets.
400
QUAD 77 CD, pre/ 707 power carbon with remote
1000
SIM AUDIO CELESTE PW4000 Integrated any
600
SONOGRAPHE 250 pre/power
1
1
205G
0
SONUS FABER MUSICA excellent integrated amp3
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS POWER AMP.. .... .
boxed
XTC POWER 2big 150 wader
. 900

Loudspeakers
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE 120 rosewood floorstanders.
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI wIth pillar stands
ADAM MONITOR SOU active speakers
with dbbon tweeters, boxed as new
ALPHASON ORPHEUS ribbon hybrid speakers. .
ANALYSIS EPSILON lull range Obboos. boxed .
ATC SCM20A-PRO active with carry cases 1750
AUDIO CLASSICS Type Cefficient mnimaorntors,
excellent with valves 1500
BEAUHORN B2 & Wbraplane plinths, metallic bus
BRA/HORN VIP.TUO REFERENCE with MP

EMPORIUMNEW AND USED HIFI SPECIALIST Open

250
500
1250
450
1000
500
2000
3000

BOSE 4)1 mIdV with stands 8mkt/ ea, all nee drive ands 500
CABOSSE FARELLA 400 boxed
450
CARVER 013 ribbon hybrids. boxed 2800.................900
CASTLE HARLECHS. mid Noorstanders 960.400
CELESTION KINGSTON will stands
1250
CHARIO ACADEMY 1,001 4walnut 1400.775
CURA 10 speakers stand mount
500
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 3. pair
1500
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.3 mk2 .
650
EPOS ES14 teak
HYPERON FtP5-938 In stock.
IMPULSE H. new bass and treble drive ends fitted
KEF REF 2walnut
'MARINA CERAMIOUE CE3 0champagne finish 4550_
ALIPSGH 15020 horns.boxed
LINEUP.' grande ribbon speakers, boxed.
LINN SAROS walnut, mth new foam
LINN ISOBAR XS rosewood OMS
LOWTHER ACOUSTAS ',
nth pm6a

APCLLOS single ended ltd
edition monoblocks. 25 watts
AuDIIIN STIRLING phone stage. boxed
BAT kM60 power amp vat spare valves............

2500 Pair
350
2000
. 900
CANARY CABOT Me preamp boxed
1200
CANARY CA 303 SE SIGNATURE monoblucks .....
3500
CONCORDANT EXULTAN - pre amp ..........................
SEO
CONRAD JOHNSON MA55. boxed
1200
5
CONRAD JOHNSON MV75 power amp
800
.............................450
PATOAL 1X0
3750 00NRADJOHNSON
1250
450 CONSNANCE M500 30Cb morobloc18...................
750 COPLAND 3C1 valve pram° witb phono
500
2200 COPLAND CTA401 integrated vaht amp vath phono 30 watts 750
700 CR DiNELOPMENTS CALYPSO 12 waits integrated amp
350
700

. 400 pair

GAMMA SPACE REFERENCE integrated 3011b amp..........
GOLDEN TUNE AUDIO SE40 power amp . .............

1200
450

MAGNERLANAR SMGa pair with oatmeal grille doth, bared 250
MISSION 752 cherry
MISSION 782 boxed
MODAUNT SPORT 860 heavy cabs
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 5small floorstanders, boxed..
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER Wfloorstanders, boxed.

275
500
250
500

RROAC RESPONSE 1in labiale cabs
with external crossovers
300
GLAD ESL 57 excellent pair serricd by Cluatin 191305...... 700
QUAD ESL 57 serviced by one thing audio
with Ftuped Stands 10000UAD col 63 lust serviced
by One Thing and new black cloths
1250
REFERENCE SA DA CAPO ROYAL VIRTUOSO new Mixed ... 2900
ROGERS 5
-11010 1. black
ROKSAN ROK 1Standmounts.375

SNELL dspeakers, serviced bass units,
slight cabinet damage
275 pair
TANNOY ORE repro cabs with 15' monitor golds...cc...3500 pair
WISDOM AUDIO ADRENALINE DIPOLE

Valves amps
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS 30 with mc gold cards .... 1400
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 2nd Audio MONO8LOCKS, 80XE0....11116
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 ANNIVERSARY,power amp.
silver pos boards etc boxed.
100
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 mk1 50 watt monobloMs..........850
AUDIO NOTE M. ZERO line meanie...
200
AUDIO NOTE K4 606 valves, upgraded caps, boxed
500
AUDIO RESEARCH V7130.balanced inputs.
2400
AUDIO RESEARCH BL1 balanced line comedor.
400
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15 boxed..
1400
AUDIO RESEARCH LOO mkt line pre ,black front, boxed. 800
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1
0
AUDIO RESEARCH SP8. with phono, boxed.„......
8
5
0
50
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 upgraded to MIT3, boxed
1000
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 mkl
800

r,
CDnial ho
XUxed
DIO

MB25 with kw months ese 3000 PO,
1
100
0
5
0
0
LEAK STEREO 20 fully serviced 400-.SEE ALSO VINTAGE SECTION
LECTIM ZOE remote line ere, new
LUMLEY LOIS LINE PRE & ST70 POWER chrome
upgraded caps. Ulver wire
1400
LUMLEY LOT tine preamp & 5170 power amp .
1000
PATHOS CLASSIC ONE integraled amp, as new .....
850
OUAE IIS rebuilt pa, wit 066 VALVES ...............
600
ROGLE AUDIO 99 PREAMP with phono.
remote and boxed 2600
1250
SHANLING MONOBLOCKS 40 watts
with remote volume condo'. new ........................ .... MOO pa,
SHINUO LABS UK- RING FOR DETAILS OF NEW PRODUCTS
SONO' FRONTIERS phonesrape , adjustable mc loading etc
coot 3500 board .
TRILOGY 902/ 948 pre power combo, chrome boxed..
1600
UNICD RESEARCH UN/CD 1111.2 integrated sep
600
VIVA AUDIO- Tallan valve amps
stunnmg sound ring for details and adernc

Cables, Power Conditioners
ISOL-8 we have finally Msad amains Pt, ••
. RING FOR AHOME DEMO
KIMBER SILVER STREAK 05m pair lsrercc-'ri,
75
MIT DIGITAL REFERENCE IM INTERCONNECT
200
MIT ERMINATOR 3DIGITAL INTERCONNECT .
75
MIT TERMINATOR 4biwre speaker cable
200
MIT ERMINATOR 2bi-wie 45m
200
SHINIKI ARM CABLE 1M with silver bullet plugs ............. 400
SKTEC fq a3 plvergold 1m dig interconnect cost 350 ... 175
ICI peon 5m spk cable
80
YAMAMURA MILLENIUM 5300 lm 419520 aeSiebu Cable_ 150
EMPERIWIRE our own cable silver plated
Irrercenecft with gold prom) plugs .
35 pair

10am-5pm Mon-Sat, MAIL ORDER AND EXPORT Email emporium@modomail.com

Website www.emporiumhifi.com Telephone 01379 870873. Demos by appointment
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KRYSTAL
KABLES

II You Look Closely You Can See This Stereo
401 has Original Mullard Driver Valves!

PURE SOUND . . .

STRATOS solid silver
power cord 1metre.
lbOutstanding performance
for only £ 145.00

TITAN high power
entry level cord.
1 metre - £ 72.00

Full no quibble money back
promise with every cable sold
POWER CORDS •

MAINS BLOCKS •

SPEAKER CABLES •

MAINS FILTERS

INTERCONNECTS
•

ACCESSORIES

Hi Fi World & Hi -Fi Choice reviewed power cords

VVWVV.KRYSTAL-KABLES.COM

Tel: 01579 349295

Stop Press: ne Stored Si now comes with achoke
regulated power supply, and Mullard NOS driver
valves, and is still only £899.95
"The Stereo 401 sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with
plenty of depth... The frequency response exhibited extended bass
below 10Hz" ..."Stunning styling and an impressive spec at avery
sharp price"... HiFi Choice June '04

"Editors Choice" Award Winner
in HI Fl News for 2nd Year
Hi Il Ni

"
ample, deep, bass, underpinning a

lucid and effortless midrange and treble"..."I liked the impeccable
finish and feeling of bomb-proof solidity as well some of the most
natural sounding music that Ihave heard at home". Tony Bolton

WANT TO HEAR MORE MUSIC?

Then get rid of the noise!
NC - the total
solution to mains
noise and
interference

No Noe else gives you WINOS whit
•

Beautiful see through valve cover (Included in the price)

•

Over 32 options of Stereo 40i from £599 to £1079

•

Choice of Mullard, Ji, EH & Svetlana valve upgrades

•

Switchable Triode Mode ( 40i&SE) highly praised in reviews

•
•

Tape out (for tape, CD- R, MP3 recording) I & SE models.
'Soft Start', protects from switch on '
power surge'

•

Optional HT Delay to protect & extend valve life £79.95

•

Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester

•

Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us!

Good old fashioned technology built to last, easy to maintain. We
guarantee you can listen all day without " listening fatigue"
Features include: All Triode front end.
monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control
terminals, Audiophile components by
Stainless steel & alloy plate construction.

Fit a Trichord
Clock 4 and
'Never Connected' power supply to
improve the performance of your CD or
DVD player. Let us undertake the work
for you in our Modification Workshop.

_onLaLL u.5 ioVv LL)
liovv
:an help you to reduce thc

Hand built Point to Point wring Tape
No printed circuit board Gold plated
Solen. Rubycon, Silver audio cable
Soft start Plexiglas valve cage included

by with confidence. 100s sold at home and abroad. Proven rellabiNty.
Unbeatable advice gback up service, fry for 30 days, refund if not delighted*
tElterec...ecibie

EL34 40 watts integrated

from

Eiteirea> 401e

KT88 45 watts integrated

from

£ 599.95'
£699.95`

Eitierecii 410i SE EL34 40 watts ( 19w triode)

from

Stereo ..104 SE KT88 45 watts ( 20w triode)

from

£ 799.95'

Stereo...10i

EL34 40w ( 19 triode) integrated from

£ 899.95'

feterNeo

KT88 45w (19 triode) integrated from

£ 999.95'

Stereo

0

EL84 15 watts integrated

£699.95'

£499.95'

LA. a

All Triode Line Level pre amp

£ 599.95'

1V113 25.

3008 PP 28w Mono blocks ( pr)

£ 1799.95

Ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment.
Beware of Imitations! Other amps mav look similar , but our circuits are unique to us a
designed for UK 2411v operation. Full repair a, alter sales in Leicester UK.

Come and su us at the Hi Fi Show 23-25' September
Visit our new website at www.iconaudio.co.uk
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600

Fax. + 44 ( 0)1684 311928

salesetrichordresearch.com
www.trichordresearch.com
www.hifinews.co.uk

d e
buiten
*Conditions apply

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa ,lrld MasterCard accepted

Hi-FiNews

CE marked
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Award Winning Retailers...

kers f

KEF3'
Maran

The North of England Hi -Fi Specialists

Meridià
Michell
MJ Ac

Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000

Monito

eWidest choice in the area

Monrio .

eIndependent advice

Mordu

eConsumers Choice Gold Award Winners

NAD

eOver 35yrs experience. le,Qualified staff

Nordos

Comfortable dem rooms

Opera

Main road location

Origin

Insurance estimates

Ortofo
Pathos

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

eService Dept.

Up to 3years Interest Free Credit*

Picker'

only 20% deposit

eCarriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) *

Primare
Pro-Ac

Delivery & installation

Project ,

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

QUAD

Visa, Access, Switch etc.

subject to status

I> Part Exchange
6days: Mon. to Sat.

Roksan
Shanling
SME

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0

Sugden

01904-629659

Tannoy
TEAC

www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

Tnchord
Unison R
Van Den
Wharfed

alists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

Yamaha

"Music is the movement of sound
to reach the soul..."

[
Plato]

If you love your music, you'll play it
through Beauhom loudspeakers
Single- driver horns give the clarity, dynamics
and imaging of electrostatics. But they're
easy for valve amplifiers to drive. And the
unique styling of the Beauhorns shows that
these are not run- of- mill conventional
speakers, but hand crafted objects of beauty
as well as unrivalled music reproducers.
If you know what live instruments sound like,
you'll want nothing else
Find out why Beauhorn users enjoy their
listening so much - just ask for a
demonstration

webs/fe: www.beauhorn.com

NOVEMBER 2005

infon©beatihom.com Hastings TN35 4NB England Telephone: +44 (0)1424 813888

www.h if inews.co.uk

hifisound

by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts

Part exchange upgrades a speciality - Try us, you might be surprised'

hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, County Durham, DL3 7TE
Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk

...what are you up for?
Amplifiers

Digital - CO, OVO etc
AH ,Rae Tioeb
Arcam
u
Arcam
CD82T
Aram
Alpha 9
Arcam
CD721
Arcam
Alpha 7SE
Audio Analogue
Pagannini ex dem
AudioIn
8000DAC
Audiolap
8000CDM and DAC
Audionieca
Obsession
Cairn
Fog 02 24/196
DPA
Renaissance
Marant
DV41000SE
Maranti
CD17Mk2
Want
CD17 Xi
Meant CD60000SE
Marne.
SAI
Meridian
208
Meridian
508/20
Microroega
Stage 1
Micromega
Stage 2
Micromega
T-drive and T-dac
Micromega
Duo CD3/BS2
Micromega
Optic
Missal,
Dad5/Dac5/Isoplat
Musica Fidelity
XPSU
Musica Fidelity
XDAC
Musica Fidelity
XPSU v3
Musica Fidelity
CDT
Myryac
120
NAD
C541i
NVA
Transparent Statement
Pass 1...bs
DI DAC
Pioneer
PS-S904
Proceed
PDT2
QUAD
99CDP
Resolunon Audio
Opus 21
Roksas
Caspian
Roksae
Kandy Mk3 ex dem
Roksas
Caspian Mseries ex dem
SAT
CDFix
Sony
MDP850D
Sony
WOES
Sony
CDP940

199
99
399
379
199
Call
679
299
749
399
Call
299
129
299
549
99
2499
349
699
179
229
799
899
129
299
119
99
179
Call
249
199
1749
Call
199
699
499
1799
349
479
749
699
149
179
149

Systems, Cables etc
Audio Analogue
JPW
QUAD
QUAD
QUAD
TEAT

Primo • CD and Amp
204/200/208 - 5.1 Speak es
33f303/FM3 with sleeve
99CDP/909
34306 FM4 Pre/Power/Tuner
2' r
j1" . - Am

CD

649
399
299
' 149
499
449

Adcom
AMC
Arum
Arcam
Audio Analogue
Audiolab
Audiolab
Audiolab
Audio Research
Aura
AV/
AVI
AVI
AVI
Cann
Cairn
Creek
Crimson
Crimson
Croft
Cyrus
Cyrus
Denon
III
Lumley Reference
Magnum
Magnum
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian
Micromega
Musical Fidelity
Musical Fidelity
NAD
NAD
NAIM
Pnmare
Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad
Rega
Rega
Roksan
Roksan
Roksan
Roksan
Rotel
Shearne
Sumo
S..,

Aa5 integrated
A75. Integrated
Puccini Settanta ex dem
8000 Munoblocks
80008 Integrated
8300P Power
LS7 Preamp
PA200 Power
S2030M integrated
S2COOM" Preamp
S200EMM Monoblocks
5200001P/MM Pie/Moros
48D8A
4610
4330Mk2i Integrated
510'520 're/Power
610C430E Pro/Moros
Line.staga Preamp
Integrated
3Integrated
POAE600 Monoblocks
MA80/MA1CO/M&100 Pre/Power x2
STTO Valve Power
MP300 1MF125 Pre/Monos
MA120 integrated
605 Mcnoblocks
505 Mcnoblocks
205 Monoblocks
Tempo 1
3a Preamp P150 Power
Pro/Power
912 Power
C340
62140 're/Power
020 Integrated
405 Power
44 Pearl()
465/2
33303 Pre/Power
Cl Integrated
909
Brio Integrated
Luna Integrated
Caspian MPE/Monos x/dem
Caspian Integrated
Caspian Power
Kandy Mk3 ex dem
90995 Preamp
Phase ? Integrated
Andromn,da Power
rArcrr,r1,, 10, 0-,P'

Speakers
399 Acoustic Energy
199 Acoustic Energy
419 Acoustic Energy
249 Acoustic Energy
749 Acoustic Energy
799 Acoustic Energy
249 Acoustic Energy
429 Amphion
699 B&W
299 B&W
Call B&W
279 Epos
699 Epos
899 Epos
Cal I Heybrook
Call JPW
249 JPW
199 OF
599 Meadowlark
499 Mission
399 Mission
229 Monitor Audio
699 Monitor Audio
349 Monitor Audio
699 Monitor Audio
599 Mordaunt Shod
149 NEAT
799 NHT
899 QUAD
599 QUAD
449 QUAD
Call QUAD
Call REL
119 Ruark
119 Tandberg
549 'annoy
379
annoy
frar 149 Tannoy
249 TDL
tic, 199 TOL
199 Triangle
299 Wharfedale
699
129
179
Call Arcam
349 Creek
299
479
249 '.'.
279 jJso
299 Quad
Call

Standmount
• 'Ar2 Standmount
0105 Floorstander
AE1mk3 Standmount
Mae 3Floorstander
AE2 Standmount
AE505 Floorstander
Xenon Floorstander
602S3 Standmount
60353 Floorstander
BO1S3 Matrix Floorstander
M5 Standmount ex dem
MIS Floorstander
ES11 Standmount
HB100 Standmount
200 Standmount new
204 Foorstander new
010 Standmount
Sin:aware.Hotrod Floorstander
753 Floorstander
752 Floorstander
Silver 58 floorstander
Silver S5 Floorstander new
Silver Bi Floorstander
Silver LCR Centre new
912 Standmount
Mystique 2
012 Floorstander
ESL63 Floorstander
ESL63 Floorstander
12L Standmount new
12L Standmount ex dem
050 Subwoofer
Templar - ex. boxed
Studio Monitor Large standmount
Chatsworth Floorstander
DC130 Standmount
Revolution 3Floorstander
Studio 1Floorstander
RTL3 Floorstander
Antal ES Floorstander
Dam71 54

Analogue
399
449
119
Ca II
549
899
349
1299
249
349
1999
279
279
Call
79
79
269
89
999
349
249
from 449
349
349
149
149
349
449
1299
699
449
399
199
199
399
649
119
99
199
179
749
Cod

Tuners and Tape
761
4030
ORS810
ST4000
730
FM2
56FM

159
99
99
79
199
149
379
-199

Alchemist
Bragi A,age ciw Eased' pis
Areal
R:133 ,ladcock228
Audiolab
PEA Phono stage
EAR
834P Phono stage
Chord
Phono stage
Heybrook
112
Slateries 3/Mission774
JBE
Kinshaw
Perception phonostage and p/s
Linn
1112/Syrinx PU3
Linn
LF 12/Lingo/Ekos
Linn
LP12Nalhalla/Akito
Linn
Basik. Mito
Linn
Basik ( no arm)
Linn
Axis, Mito
Linn
Ittok 12'
Logic
Teinpo/Datum arm
Michel
Gyrodec Export
Michel
Referenig Hydraulic/Fluid arm
Michel
Referenei Electronic/ SME3009
Prisma/AT arm
Michel
Michel
Fociis One/Focus arm
Michel
Gyrodec SE
Tecnoarm A
Michel
Michel
Isodiera
Michel
Orbe SE
MTM
The Source
Nottingham Analogue
Hypersaace/Mentor arm
Nottingham Analogue
TI? Foot Tonearm
Odyssey
RP1-8G
LPT/R(3250
Pink Triangle
Project
Xpression 1
Project
Phono box LE
Rega
Ranar 2/RB250
Rega
Planar VR8250
Rega
Planar 3/RB300
Rega
Planar 78/R8250/Mono Cart
Roksan
>erxesrlabriz 21
Roksan
tadius 3/Tabriz
Roksan
Reis 5/Nima ex dem
Rotel
R0970
Graham Slee Propels
Era Gold ex dem
Graham Slee Propels
Era Gold/Elevator ex dem
SME
309
Thorens
TD160b/Mission 774
T3160b/Mayware
Thorens
Transcriptors
Skeleton/Vestigal
Hydraulic Reference
Transcrators
Transcriptors
Saturn
Truchord Research
Dino
Voyd
Val/Helms Scorpio
Voyd
Valdi/RB300
Wilson Benesch
Act/Act 2arm

399
249
449
379
999
149
349
479
549
1499
399
229
99
299
999
149
699
699
599
999
379
Call
Call
299
1399
499
1399
599
499
379
149
59
149
179
179
175
449
429
679
79
299
729
449
249
249
799
649
199
199
599
599
2499
1399

VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR CALL TO SPEAK TO A REAL PERSON TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 10 70 5-ISH

0845 6019390 or news@2ndhandhifi.co.uk
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash

Call us before you trade in

Commission Sales too.

turntableworld!
Our Dem facilities offer a wide selection of all types of analogue equipment from all the best brands including...
Clearaudio, Dynavector, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth, Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live,
Ortofon, Project, Graham Slee, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichord, Whest Audio and Wilson Benesch

...there is no better analogue decision
turntableworld! is at 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, DL3 7TE. Tel 01325 241888 or email news@turntableworld.co.uk

SOO?. d381.A13AON
'.'ofIld -!H

the problem?
Ever get that feeling that something is
missing from your music, from your
system? While your music sounds
quite nice you know deep down you
are just not getting the most out of
your equipment?

mn•opsmauwq Nvem

Like many unhappy Audiophiles you are not alone!

the solution?

the best bit!

JPSLabs Cables. Its all because of
Alumiloy. Alumiloy cleanly transfers
audio frequencies better than any
other conductor available. Extensive
measurements and testing have proven
that this proprietary alloy material has
superior qualities to copper, silver,
gold, or any combination of these
materials, in terms of bandwidth,
dynamic range, and neutrality. Pure
mids, highs, and afaster bass region
with greater impact than anything you
have ever heard.

Save 15% on JPSLabs Cables and

JPSLabs Cables are sold in the UK by Audio Salon. Tel: 0141 333 9700

I jpseaudiosalon.co.uk

receive free delivery tin UK only)
until the end of September 2005.
Call the Audio Salon today on
0141 333 9700 and banish that
feeling that you are nlksing
something in your system
-forever.

www.audiosalon.co.uk

I www.jpslabs.com

eé"
Seeta ge

,,,

01376 521132
07709 260221

Chelmsford, Essex

E-MAIL:
soundstage®netlineuk.net
wN,‘s.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX PRE/POWER/PS/PHONO STAGE
£1295
BOSE 901 SERIES VI WITH ACTIVE EQUALISER
£595
CASTLE HARLECH FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK OR CHERRY £399
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED £595
DENON DVD-5000 BLACK WITH MULTI REGION CHIP FITTED-SUPERB MACHINE £495
EPOS ES14 BLACK SINGLE WIRE
£329
EPOS ES12 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
GARRARD 301/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARD BOARD
£599
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF RUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS . £399
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP GREY MARBLE EFFECT
£649
LINN SONDER LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB .... £1295
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£695
LINN SARA 9 BI-WIRE WALNUT BOXED AND STUNNING WITH STANDS
£499
LINN SONDER LP12 VALHALLA BASIK K9 AFRO BOXED VGC
£499
LOEWE ACONDA 32" WIDESCREEN FLAT SCREEN SILVER + GLASS STAND
£895
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MERIDIAN 605 MONOBLOCS BLACK PAIR
f795
MICROMEGA DVD PREMIUM-MULTI REGION
£395
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MICROMEGA STAGE 5 CD PLAYER IMMACULATE
£349
MICROMEGA TRIO 3 BOX CD PLAYER BLACK BOXED SUPERB
£1695
MISSION 753 BLACK ASH FLOORSTANDERS
£449
MONITOR AUDIO MA1&DO REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS-BOXED
£495
NAIM FLATCAP 2 POWER SUPPLY SUPERB
£429
NAIM NAIT 5i MINT AS NEW WITH BOX AND ALL ACCESSORIES
£595
NAIM NAP140 OLD STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£349
NAIM NAC 92 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£279
NAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL) £399
NAIM IXO 2-WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£349
NAIM NAPV 175 3CHANNEL POWER AMP LATE 2004 AS NEW
£975
NAIM NAP 135 POWER AMPLIFIERS PAIR CHROME BUMPER SUPERB BOXED .. £1495
NAIM INTRO BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED AND SUPERB CONDITION £329
NAIM CD5X MINT AS NEW WITH BOX AND ALL ACCESSORIES
£1195
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
£1495
QUAD FM4 TUNER DIN BOXED AND LOVELY CONDITION
£249
REGA PLANAR 3/RB300/ROKSAN CORUS BLACK MM FIXED POSITION MOTOR £249
RUARK TALISMAN MK2 ROSEWOOD VGC
£349
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT-FEW MONTHS OLD . £1195
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS
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definitive audio
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KT88 integrated 2x 60w rms
Brand new UK design
ALL TRIODE Push-pull driver
Stage. Triode mode 2x 30w
Choke regulated PSU.
Remote control. Four inputs
plus tape loop.
Huge transformers (35kg1
Prices from £1,295 Inc valves
[Upgrades available]

terc cs 300
3008 Integrated amplifier
Full 2x 30w rms
UK Designed
Remote control
ALL TRIODE driver stage
Choke regulated PSU
Four inputs plus tape loon
Huge transformers (39kg)
Prices from £1,599 Inc valves
legacies available)

Lieler,z-e-eirruc
Valve rectification.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loon
DC heaters
High and law level output
Stunning looks
£649.95 c( mete

Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience

PS II

that is peerless. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy
is unique and our results are celebrated the world over.
We use a selection of the most artful and ingenious
creations, including the emotionally persuasive and
sublimely beautiful KSL Kondo amplifiers
and Living Voice loudspeakers.
New Western Electric 300B valves available from stock.
Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

Sale

Naim CDS - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed

£795

Naim NAC 112 - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed

£395

Naim NAP 150 - 2003- mint - manual - boxed

£445

New

£345

Naim Flatcap - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed
Border Patrol Control Unit - line pre-amp

£1000 £ 1700

Audio Note Japan M7 pre-amp - line only

£3000

Musical Fidelity A2 Integrated - very nice

£250 £500

Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - Single ended flea power for the sensitive type

£3000 £4000

Krell KAV-300iL

£1900 £ 3000

AudioNote (UK) Ltd PZero pre + monos - perfect condition
Sugden Masterclass integrated - nearly new

£400
£2500 £3300

Helios Model 1CD player

£700 £ 1300

Benz Micro LP phono cartridge - 5minutes use - perfect
AVI S.2000 M1 integrated amp

£1400 £ 1900
£400 £ 1000

Border Patrol P21 • mahogany - integrated - 11 months

£3800 £4800

Audio Mecca Mephisto CD transport

£1200 £2500

Canary 608 ( blue) line integrated - great sound for low dough

£1900 £3000

Canary 303 ( 110v) - new - fillet mignon

£3800 £ 7200

Canary 309 - very nearly new - beef wellington

£4800 £ 10000

Canary 801 [ 110v) line pre-amp - lemon torte

£2500 £4500

Cyrus CD8 CD Player - 2years old

£600 £ 1000

Alola pre-amp - very new - very good condition - beautifully made - OK

£900 £2800

Thomas Sheu turntables ( 80mm platter with 12" arm)
(50mm platter with 9" arm)

ring for details

Sugden A21.3 - titanium - classic integrated

£600 £ 1050

Vitavox RH330 Mid range horn - pair

£400

Revolver 45 loudspeaker - cherry - unused

£500 £ 1200

Revolver 45 loudspeaker - grey + maple

£400 £900

Kimber Select inter-connect - 0.75m - new - in elaborate plastic box

£250 £500

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet: wwwdefinitiveaudio.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

Fax: 0115 973 3666

1i .ri

StEigre

High output with level control
Will drive most power amps!
All valve, all triode, no feedback
Passive RIAL Custom moving
coil T1( option. Choke regulated
smoothing. Separate power
supply. 9kg
From only £399.95 comma
.
1hanks

to all our customers who's feedback inspired
us with the design of these new products

•

Designed in Leicester UK

•

Wide choice of valves: inc, Mullard, Ji, EH, Svetiana, Sovtek

•

Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester

•

All supplied with beautiful valve covers

• Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us!
Features: Hand built ' Point to Point' wiring. No printed circuit board. ALPS Volume control.

Gold

plated terminals Audiophile components by Solen, Rubicon. Silver audio cable. Steel & alloy plate

se start. Unique HT delay. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info.
Roy with Mince. Weil established. Prows rulalmfty. UnbeataMs advice C
hack up servico. fry for 30 days. refund if not delighted*
For more info visit our website at my.iconaudio.co.uk

construction,

Or ask tar an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by

appointment

See us at
the Fi Show 23-25ffi Sept
Lear Jet room, I Floor, Renaissance Hotel
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
•

LC.177HL £47111117— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
'Conditions apply

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked

email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk
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The Market
The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

For sale

1990s, offers? Email: ADavies95@aol.com for

795214 ( Norwich) [ KM17]

details or Tel:01446792319 [JL17]

Quad 34 pre- amp, FM4 beige DIN, 405-2 power

Marsh P2000 Class A, high resolution line

amp, Quad rack and stand, walnut £625, prefer

Spectral Audio DMC-30s pre Spectral Audio

pre- amp ( 7inputs), R/C, boxed, manual, vgc £ 500

buyer collects, Tel: Peter 01775 760604 [ KL141

DMA- 150-2 power amp Accuphase DP- 75v CD

(£1040), Hovland Music Groove phono cable,

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 power amplifier,

Jeff Rowland Model- 2power amp with battery

1.5m, RCA, little used £ 525 (£ 725), Tel: 01737

two chassis, separate PSU, mint, boxed £ 2199
ono, Tel: Jeremy Willcocks 01481 232439 /

power supply Wilson Audio Maxx Series 1, serious

248473 [ JA71

enquiries only, please phone or email for prices

Emperor loudspeakers by Faradaysound, low

711556 [ KM17]

and details, Tel: Ian 020 7584 5784 email:

density, concrete cabinets, reviewed as a ' Sonic

PS Audio P300 power plant £ 700 (£ 1850),

ianbodill@btinternet.com [JL22]

Revelation', excellent with Naim, Quad, Musical

Meridian 500 Mk 2with Audiocom clock3/power

Bryston 4B SST, black, 18yr warranty £ 1600,

Fidelity, Linn etc, as new £ 795 ono, Tel: 01603

supply (£400 mod) £650 (£ 1750), PS Audio

REL Q400E £ 380, Cyrus aCA7.5 balanced pre-

632248 [ JL171

Lambda transport £ 400 (£ 2500), TacT 2.2xAAA

amp, black £380, Nordost Solar interconnects

Chord CPM2600 integrated amp ( silver) stunning

£2000, Tel: 0131 466 3330/07900 694404,

£40, speaker leads £ 140, everything mint, boxed,

sound and build with remote, genuine bargain

email: S.Hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk [ KM17]

receipts, Essex, email: p_vantage@yahoo.co.uk

£1950, Isotek Cleanline mains filter, can be

JMIab Micro Utopia Be, mint pair, 6months

[GJ17]

upgraded to GI Ior Substation spec £ 145. Tel:

old, Iam relocating so moving to asmaller place

Nordost Blue Heaven interconnects, new, 0.5m,

Dave 020 8641 3911 ( evenings) [ KM17]

therefore selling some of my kit, please email:

Eichmann RCA or gold-plated XLR, £ 55, Blue

Snell Type E3 speakers, vgc, light oak, 93dB/W

zijafferji@yahoo.co.uk or Tel: 07921 044254

Heaven REV- 11 speaker cables, bi-wire, Z- plugs,

£450 ovno, Naim CDX CD player, boxed with

with offers EKC34

8m, £ 520, Transparent Reference Digital Cable,

manuals £ 1150 ovno, Goldring 1042 m- m

ProAc Response Five floorstanding speakers, yew

XLR, mint, £420, Tel: 020 8661 5329, email:

cartridge, very little use £ 105 ono, Tel: 01492

finish, very good condition, superb sound, £3750,

zhuo_deng@hotmail.com [ JL171

516875 [ KM171

buyer collects ( Somerset), Tel: 01460 55970

Gamma Space Reference single-ended power

Myryad MT100 award-winning tuner, silver,

(office), or 01460 57071 eves and weekends

amp, upgraded Audio Note 300Bs, excellent

boxed, as new (£ 600) plus Hovland 1.5 metre Gen

[KL141

condition £ 1750 ( new £ 8000), Anal lysis Oval 8

3interconnect (£400) £ 400 the pair, Acoustic

Naim NAC92 pre- amp, Nairn NAP power amp with

bi-wire 5metre speaker cable £ 595 ( new £ 1190)

Zen Hologram116ft bi-wire speaker cable, (£800)

Chord interconnects £ 750, Arcam Alpha 8SE CD

hardly used, Tel: Chris 020 8993 2006 UL171

as new, accept £ 350, Tel: Chris 07753 742021

player £360, all boxed, as new, great sound, Tel:

BAT VK51SE Reference tube pre-amp, 10 months

[KL14]

07771 775563 ( Reading) [ LA17]

old, little use, boxed as new RRP £ 7950, sell for

10ft pair of Nordost SPM speaker cable and 4.5m

Shanling SP80 valve power amps, remote volume,

£3495 ovno, Tel: 01638 731888 ( daytime),

pair of Nordost Quattrofil interconnect with RCAs

great reviews, boxed £ 1150, Restek Fantasy- 11

01638 602319 ( evenings/weekends), Mobile:

in mint condition, together for £ 1500 ( new price

dual- mono amp, remote, chrome/black 130 +

07956222919, email: steve-byrne@ntlworld.

£5500), Tel: + 353 87 903 5751 or+ 353 91

130W/ch £ 750, Apogee Stage ribbon speakers,

com EJL171

637745 ( evenings). Eire numbers.[MK171

good condition £ 950, Tel: 01604 584630 /

ProAc 0100 stunning ebony finish, mint, boxed,

CAT Signature Mk III full function pre-amp with

07808 096684 [ L1050]

£11,750, the best British speaker ever made,

superb phono section in like- new condition, full

Quad 306 stereo power amplifier £ 169, Tel:

Gryphon Mikado highly acclaimed CDP, mint,

packaging, includes new set of CAT tubes, used

01932 242083 ( Surrey/Middlesex) [ 1_8]

boxed, bought new from UK dealer, 10 months

for only 300hrs ( typical life of 4000hrs)highly

dCS Elgar DAC, 24/192 model, mint condition,

old £4150 ( RRP £6800), transferrable warranty

rated worldwide for £ 2800 ( new price £ 6500),

boxed, remote, manuals, non-FireWire version,

arranged with Gryphon. email: JSpratt007@

Tel: + 353 87 903 5751 or+ 353 91637745

stunning with CDs, new £8500, accept £ 2650

aol.com for references, photos etc. [
KL17]

(evenings). Eire numbers [ KM17]

Tel: Bob 01386 446134 anytime. [ L8]

Meridian M20 Rosewood Active speakers, boxed

Michell Argo/ISO/Hera, classic and highly

LP12 Grace 707, £ 500, TD160 SME 3009,

vgc, £ 400, Audio Research LS9 pre-amp, boxed,

acclaimed Tom Evans line pre- amp, also matching

£200, Denon DL304 unused, £ 200, Shure V15

as new, with manual and remote £ 650, great

Michell Is° m-cphono amp, each with separate

new stylus £ 85, Mission 774, hens teeth, £ 140,

combination, both items for £ 950, Tel: 01782

Hera power supply, both in excellent condition,

Croft pre-amp, unused £ 275, Quad 22 and 1ls,

397971 ( Staffs) EJL171

with original boxes and packaging £ 350 (Argo),

£350, Stirling Broadcast LS35A, rosewood,

Nordost Valhalla speaker cables, 2metre bi-wire,

£250 ( lso), or £ 500 both, areal bargain. Tel:

hardly used £ 550, IMF Reference Monitor IV,

all original Nordost banana plug terminations, an

01923 855235 ( Herts)1KL1

astonishing £ 1000, all excellent, ono, Tel: 0161

astonishing cable, more important than source

Chord SPM 1200C power amp, black wood sides,

2848651 ( evenings), 07752 989461 ( mobile)

upgrade. Tel: 01296 437314 ( Aylesbury, Bucks)

cost £4670, 4years old £ 2200, boxed, Chord

[LA27]

EJL171

3200E pre- amp, black wood sides, cost £4000,

Sonus Faber Electa Amator Mk 1and ironwood

Bang & Olufsen Beosound 3200 system, Beolab

3years old £ 2000, boxed, any test, both perfect.

stands £ 1300, T+A V10 integrated amplifier

8000 speakers, beautiful speakers, beautiful

Tel: John 07958 492243 [ KL161

£1800, Advantage integrated amplifier £ 1000,

system. best sound around, 4months old, original

Meridian 596 MSR £ 1200, EARNoshi no 8L6

REL Stampede subwoofer £ 325, NHT speakers

packing/documents, mint condition £3250 ono,

50W rms tube, excellent, £ 1950, Exposure

M6 Monitors new £ 500, NHT Al amplifiers 250W

Tel: 01748 826372, email: mail@adamlever.info

2010CD silver, blue text, remote £ 375, Quad 909

monoblocks £400, Nordost Blue Heaven 3m bi-

(Richmond, NYorks) [ JL17]

sealed box £879, Quad CDP2 sealed box £979,

wire Rev- 11 £ 300, Tel: 020 8531 5979 [ KM171

Quad 77 CD player, pre-amp, amplifier and

Tel:01206510392 ( KM171

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 300, two sets PSU

remote control, carbon finish and boxed £950

Krell KPS 25sc and FPB 700cx both in absolutely

leads, m-m/m-c, remote, number 156/500, mint

ono, rare Quad 50E monoblock amplifiers, boxed,

mint condition, very latest specification and

condition £ 2350, Pro-Ject Phono Box SE, m- m/

etc (
see HiFi News July 2005) £350 ono, HiFi

cosmetics ( not upgraded units) £ 14,850 for

m-c, 100-220 ohm switchable, little use £ 50 Tel:

News magaznes from the 1960s, 1970s and

the pair (£40,000), may split. Tel: Akis 07971

01278 793886 [ KL141
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Acoustic Energy AE1 speakers, series I, rosewood

[LA171

finish with dedicated stands £495, Alphason

Gamma Acoustics Era valve pre and Space

(00353) 872310778 [ LA17]
Krell KSA80 class Apower amp, excellent

VR5555 support, five thick mahogany effect

Reference single-ended triode power, Gamma

condition and recently refurbished by Absolute

shelves £ 160, Music Works six-way mains block

floorstanding speakers, Copland CDA288 CD

Sounds to original specification, all invoices

£115, Tel: 0117 9629725 [ KM141

player, Glass/copper, bomb- proof electronics,

available, one owner, original boxes and manual,

Genesis Vwith 800 watt bass amp £ 3000

eye-opening dynamics, new £ 11K, offers please,

can be demonstrated £ 1000, Tel: 020 8372 8609

(£16000), Wilson Watt Puppy 3/2 black

Tel: 020 8861 0841 Harrow [ L8)

(evenings) [ MA141

immaculate, like brand new £4000 (£ 14,000),

Zuzma Stabi XL turntable, plus Stogi Reference

Krell Showcase processor, as new, £ 2900,

Wilson Witts black £2000 (£ 12,000), Hales

tonearm, mint condition, boxed with manuals,

beats anything below £ 10k, Osborn Reference

Signature System II Cardas external crossovers

cost new £ 10,500, sell £ 5000 ono, also valve

Titan speakers(& centre), custom piano black,

£800 (£ 6000), Duntech Princess ( Dunlavy IV

amps and speakers Tel: 020 7622 5420 [ L81

awesome sound £ 2800— no offers, black granite

equivalent) £800 (£4000), Classé 30 pre- amp,

Roksan M Series amplifier, Roksan M Series CD

stands £ 450, Meridian 800 OA03 analogue

Tel: Bill 01993 851508 [ L161

player for sale, original boxes, mint condition

card £ 100, IA40 Analogue Input £ 100, VS20

Hi-fi Clearout — Nordost Solar Wind cable 5m

accept £ 500 for amp, £ 550 for CD player, £ 1000

Video card £ 150, Tel: 07789 543751 or email:

bi-wire £ 250, Trichord Dino £ 140, AV1 Pro Nine

both items, cash or bankers draft, Tel: Vic 01372

audioaero@hotmail.com [ LM191

Plus £325, Meridian 500 transport, recent

Audio Innovations series 500 Class Aintegrated

service £ 425, Rega RB 250 with MC10 Supreme

456196 [ L91
Magnum Dynalab MD208 receiver, Al condition,

cartridge £ 95, all items in excellent condition. Tel:

boxed, less than 12 months old, Stereophite Class

CTA8196711 / 00353506 45951 [ L81

Julian 01455 212362 or 07795 671932 ( Warks)

A, cost (£ 3000) accept £ 1495ono, Tel Dublin

Audio Note DAC 4black £3995, Audio Note M3

valve amp, boxed, spare valves £ 300, Nytech

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: carole_molloyfaipcmedia.com. For your security, do not include acredit
card number in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your credit card details or fax 020 8726 8399

Hi-FiNews

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

Rates: alincVAT) per30-word insertion for one Issue.For two months£14;three months£17. Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word leg, Pioneer A400 = two words)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please publish the above advertisement for
FOR SALE

M

insertions under the heading:

Name

WANTED 1

Box number required

m yes

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

Address
1 no
( pounds sterling) made payable to

IPC Media or please charge my Accessrthsa/Arnex'
L—I

Daytime telephone number

Card Number

_

r

Date of sending

Send to: Classified Ads, Hi Fi News, IPC Media. Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ
Expires ( date)

Signature

*Please infficate Much

11,-F, News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry Would you like is receive e- mails from ih-Ft News magazine and IPC containing news.
special offers, and product and service information and take part in our magazine research via e- nail' If yes please tick here J 1.1, Fi News magazine and IPC would like to contact you by

• No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
la we are not responsible for clerical errors

post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services Tck here fyou prefer not to hear from us J IPC may occasionally pass your details to carefully selected
organisations to they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their products and services lick here if you prefer nets be contacted _I
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pre-amp silver £ 1995, Magnum Dynalab 1019

as new (£ 200) £ 125ono, Tel: 020 8883 5618 [ L8

amplifier, m-c/m-m phono, manual, mint, £ 275,

and signal sleuth £825, Consonance Cyber 845

Aurez System SY-C15 pre-amp, SC- MI5

Tel: 01304 380859 [ L81

£2250, Aerial 6speakers £ 1799, Si lverli ne

monoblocks, ST- Fl 5tuner, PC- D15 cassette

Krell KRC HR Reference pre-amplifier with PSU

Sonitina £ 1699, Audiophile APS 1050 mains

deck, AD- 15 adres unit, AR- M1rack unit, all

£2750 (£ 7000), mint condition and boxed, plus 2

regenerator £ 1450, Tel: 01923 826830 [ LA17]

items very good cond £450 ovno, Tel: 01252

off lengths of Balanced Transparent interconnect

KEF Reference speakers 203, cherry veneer, 4yr +

569058 [ 1_8]

cable 3metres long £ 150, 1off Mana reference

warranty, latest specification, immaculate, boxed,

Audio Valve Ekipse pre-amp, mint condition,

table £ 200, Tel: 01384371586 evenings and

instructions etc £2200 (cost £ 3000), Tel: 01782

Audio Valve PPP45 monoblocks, ex condition

weekends [ L81

256087 Mobile: 07791 048621 [ 1_8]

Pioneer PD91 Reference CD player, mint £ 1100,

Krell KRC HR pre- amp - former top of the range

Musical Fidelity Tri vista 21 DAC £600 (£ 1200),

Audio Valve Assistant integrated amp, mint £ 500,

Krell pre, with separate psu - sounds fantastic

Roksan Caspian CD player Mseries £ 500

Monarchy Audio 18B De- lux DAC £ 275, Tel:

- £2100 ono (£ 6500 new), Krell KAV250/a3

(£1100), 9months old, Tel: 020 8393 4265

01252 659058 [ L8]

-250W 3- channel power amp £ 2000 (£4250

(day), 01737 362899 (
eve) [
1_8]
KEF Reference Series 103/4 speaker pair,

Canary CA339 300B monoblocks, new, boxed,

new), both amps in excellent condition, discount

only 60 hours ( new £ 9000) £4700 with TJ 300B,

if both bought together, Tel: 020 8948 0040 or

excellent condition, in real wood teak finish,

or £4200 without, Hyperion 938 speakers, boxed,

07734 850600, email: pcaveller@yah000.com

superb sound quality and excellent condition,

as new only 60 hours, best speaker in the world?

[LA171

sensible offers only, Tel: Mike on +44 7904

(new £3700) £ 2350, Tel: 07973 128355 or

Bang & Olufsen Beogram 9000 ( record player),

789471 or email: herms617@hotmail.com [ L81

01707 875112 ( eve) Enfield, London ELM141

hardly used, boxed with instructions, as new, can

KEF Reference series 104/2 loudspeakers,

Quad 34,405 Mk 2, FM4 £ 500, Thorens TD125

be used with other hi-fi systems £ 249, Tel: 01451

rosewood finish, superb sound and immaculate

Mk 2SME £ 125, Celestion SL6 with stands

820714 [ L8]

condition £450 ono, Sony Super Audio SCD-555

£100, Aiwa FD770 £ 90, Sony ES338 CD £ 90,

Tom Evans new design Linear A, 25W/ch pure

ES, immaculate condition £ 550 ono, Tel: 01494

DNM PAl/GEM £250, Lyra Clavis Evolve 99

Class Atriode Amp £ 2799 (£3995) amazing &

445005 ( High Wycombe) [ 1_8]

£175, two John Austin CD cabinets ( large) £ 450

very musical, Audio Valve Baldur 70W/ch black

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 300 Limited Edition,

each, Tel: 01444 417911 ( eves) [ L12]

monoblocks, mint, has solid-state bass with

two box integrated amplifier, No 85, recently

Audio Research VT 200 Mk 2 £4750, Audio

the triode midrange & excellent detail £ 1899

overhauled, mint, boxed, guaranteed, £ 2400,

Research Ref 1 £ 3250, together £ 7250, both as

(£3195), Walker Audio Velocitor S+ with maple

Bowers & Wilkins 703 floorstanding loudspeakers,

new, Tel: 0031 628876862 ( Netherlands) can

stand, £ 1499 (£ 2400), email: musik@btconnect.

cherry finish, five months old, boxed £ 1400, Tel:

personally deliver ELM141

com Tel:07919 211 332 [ LA17]

07859 388167 [ LA17]

Michell Gyrodec with Rega RB300 arm, Audio

Meridian 502 pre £ 750, phono BDS, m- m £ 60,

EAR 864 pre- amplifier, boxed, as new £ 900, The

Technica AT- F5 m-ccartridge, mint condition with

m-c £ 60, PR 505s £875, MSR £40, 504TU

Cartridge Man Music Maker ( Mk1)approx 100

original boxes, etc £450, Tel: 023 8025 5649

£375, 588 CD £ 1050, bal interconnects 3sets

hrs, £ 250 ovno, Indigo Model 1compact, two-

(Hampshire) [ LM14)

6xlm £ 95 each, B&W speakers, Signature 805

way speakers, boxed, as new £ 150, Tel: 01604

Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista M3 integrated amp and

Nautilus grey tigers eye+ stds £ 1650, Nakamichi

644250 [ LA171

3D CD player, mint, boxed, £3300 pair, £ 1650

cassette CR7E £ 950, CR4E £400, Ortofon

Kimber Select 1130, 0.5m XLR £ 290 ( 797), PS

each, also Monitor Audio Gold Ref GR60 speakers,

Kontrapunkt a' m-c' £ 250, Merlin SP cables

Audio XStream 5m XLR £ 250 ( 600), Transparent

unused, boxed £ 1750 ono, Tel: Steve 07921

Scorpion bi-wire 3.5m £ 150. Wanted: Sony

Super 2.4m speaker cable £ 390 ( 1100) 2-3 years

572823 ( South London) [ LM14]

MiniDisc MDS-SA333ES, Tel: 01474 326220

old, excellent, original packaging, Tel: 07973

Meridian DSP5000 Mk 1loudspeakers, finished

[L15]

220663 ( Leics) [ LA171

in black ash, pristine condition, originally owned

SME 30, SME V, £ 6500, Audio Research VS

Rotel RCD991 CD player, complete with remote

since new, supplied with dedicated remote, cables

55 £ 1275, Croft Absolute 1pre- amp, updated

and manual £ 300, excellent condition, Tel:

and manuals, no timewasters please only genuine

internally and externally £695, Vintage Fisher

01793 490968 or Mobile: 07941 419196

enquiries, Tel: 01383 413695/07971 632162

500 valve receiver, walnut case £ 175, Tel: 020

ELM FOC]

[LA17]

8688 6397 [ LA171

Unison Research Smart 845 monoblocks £ 1750,

Audible Illusions Modulus 3a pre- amp with m-c

BAT VK30 valve pre- amp, US spec, boxed, as new,

GRAFF WFBI pre- amp £ 750, Nottingham

gold phono boards, new, £ 2599 ( SRP £ 3400).

remote £ 1295 (£ 3450), BAT VK200 power amp,

Analogue Mentor/ ET2 air bearing tonearm / Lyra

Li, I
inestage version of Modulus 3a, external

boxed, as new, £ 1200 (£ 3250), Naim CD3.5,

Helikon £ 1500, PMC FBI loudspeakers £ 750,

power supply, mint, £ 1100 (£ 2299), boxed,

£325, Arcam DV88 DVD £ 250, Tel: 07767

Tel: Jon 01923 219711 ( evenings), 07736

manuals, Tel: 01304 380859 [ 1_8]

766060/01932 872164 [ MA17]

480263 ( daytime) ELM141

Wilson Audio System 7, Mercedes silver, mint

Quad ELS-63 speakers, factory overhaul, June

condition, complete with manuals and crates,

2004, black with walnut, Quadropods, stands,

£12995 ono, please phone John, Tel: 07944

mint £ 1100 ono, Tel: Mike 01246 209578 ( day),

669448 anytime. ELM141

01246 570556 ( eves) [ LM141

Naim NAC 72 + 140 pre/power bow for 72, vgc, +

Wanted
Sonus Faber Grand Piano original Mark 1version,

Sonus Faber Electra Amator Mk Il speakers with

Snaic cable for Hi-cap £ 650, Tel: James 01293

wood/metal stands £ 1100, cherry Meadowlark

821884 near Gatwick Airport [ LA171

must be walnut and like- new condition, Tel:

Shearwater ( hot rod) speakers £ 750, Krell KRC3

Dynaudio Contour 55.4 rosewood speakers, 18

07791 361620 EJL171

pre- amp £ 1500, Krell KAV 250 amp £ 1200,

months old and mint condition with boxes, house

Technics SL10 or SL7 direct- drive auto record

Theta Data Basicl1CD Transport and Pro Prime Il

move forces sale, bargain for someone at £2900

turntable in full working order please, Tel: Mike

processor £ 1400, Tel: 01634 724081 [ LM16]

(£5000 new) Tel: Daryl 07900 248604 [ LA171

Rodway 01202 481386 ( will pay carriage or

Van den Hui MC10 cartridge, low mileage, vgc,

6922/E88CC Tungsram NOS valves, factory

collect) [ JL171

(£800 new) £ 250 ono, matched pair TJ Premium

graded for Audible Illusions pre- amps, sets of

Quadropod stands for the ESL- 63, these are the

Mesh Plate 3006 valves, ceramic base, gold pins,

four £300, Musical Fidelity A100, class A, 50W

stands that Quad produced themselves
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Choice
hi-fi
Choice HiFi & The HiFi Exchange - The only place to Buy, Sell
and exchange used high end HiFi from leading manufacturers
Krell, Linn, Nairn, Mark levinson, Audio Research,
Wilson Audio and may more.
Unique when we first started it in 1994, copied but never
bettered until now. Choice HiFi data base driven system will
automatic match customers HiFi sales and wants.
\Nether Buying or selling, used high end HiFi, list the items with
us on the HiFi Exchange for afast efficient and safe service.
The key to online trading is security, as abuyer or seller one is
always relyant on the integrity and honesty of the other party.
Choice H:Fi has been brockering deals between fellow
audiophiles for over adecade.
Our ability and willingness to take part exchange when selling
your item means that we attract many more buyers.
The key benefits to you are:
1. Complete peace of mind in the knowledge that athird party
(Choize HiFi) has voted both the equipment and the
buyer/seller.
2. Products tried tested and sold with guarantee
3. No lead times on adverts
4. One stop shop, from long standing and trusted dealer.
5. No more home dems, no more strangers through your door,
no more staying in for people who do not show, no nusance
calls, no low balling.
6. Active, HiFi sales and wants matching service
7. Woddwide exposure to your HiFi requirement
8. HiFi equipment available to view / audition at our premises
9. Unique verifiable scale ( 1-10)- allows HiFi equipment
condition to be graded, so you know what you are getting.
10. Mail Order/ Online purchasing
You can post as many HiFi items as you wish; The items do not
get addel automatically to our site, they are sent to us where
they are veted for accuracy. This allows us to contact the seller
and to make adjustments where necessary.
Our knovledge of the market and products means we can help
you achieve the best and fairest price possible. Dont forget we
will take items in part exchange to facilitate the sale.
We are open for demonstrations and consultations
Monday to Saturday between 10:00 am and 6:00 pm,
by appointment please.
We accept all major credit cards,
mail order and export enquiries welcome.

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

AV Processors
Arcam AV8
£2395
Integra Research RDC 7
£1800
Krell HTS
£3995
Lexicon MC12 Rev 4
£9500
Lexicon MC8
£4150
Linn 5103
Sold
Meridian Audio 565
£695
Meridian Audio 861 digital Pocessor
Sold
Parasound Halo Cl
£4500
Parasound Halo C2
£2995
Proceed PAV/PDSD £ 1995
Tag AV192R
said
AV Receivers
Denon AVC A10 SE
£350
Pioneer VSX-02011-S £450
Cables
Audio Note AN SPX Silver 2metres
Bi Wire Banana
£1450
Cardas Audio GOLDEN CROSS
INTERCONNECT 1MTR/XLR
Sold
Ecosse Reference MS 2.15
£150
Ecosse Reference MS 2.3
£ 150
Nordost SPM Speaker cable and
Quattrofil Interconnect £ 1650
Nordost Valhala Digital 1m
£750
PS Audio XStream Statement
Sold
Sittech Cables balanced £200
Transparent Audio Music Wave £150
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker
Cable
£ 12990
van den hul revelation £350
van den Cul the 2nd / 3metres Bal
£150
CD Players and DACs
Accuphase DP 67
£2495
Accuphase DP75V
Sold
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
£2250
Advantage CD 1S
Sold
Arcam DIVA CD-72T
Said
Audia Flight CO1
£3795
Audio Aero Capitole
Sold
Audio Aero Capitole mk11 P6.1
Said
Audio Research CD3 Mk11
£3550
Audio Synthesis DAX
Said
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade
Said
Audiomeca/ Pierre Lame Damnation £565
BOW Technologies Wizzard mk2 24/192 Said
BOW Technologies U-8 (24/192) £3300
dCS Elgar PlusNerona/PurcelWerdi £14995
EAD DSP 9000 Pro III
£1795
Exposure 2010
£375
Gamut CD 1
£1995
Kenwood DPF,15010 £90
Krell KAV300CD
£1450
Krell (PS 20 iL
£4250
Krell MD-1
Sold
Linn CD12
Sold
Linn Numerik DAC
Sold
Maranta CD7300 CD PLAYER £200
Mark Levinson ML39
£2750
Mark Levinson No 39
Sold
Meridian Audio 506.20
£440
Meridian Audio 508
£725
Meridian Audio 566 20-bit DAC
Sold
MICROMEGA DUO CD 3.1
£600
Musical Fidelity M3 CD
£1995
Musical Fidelity TRIVISTA SACD £2250
Musical Fidelity TRIVISTA SACO
Sold
Naim Audio CDS 3 + XPS 2
Sold
Naim Audio CDX 2CD
Sold
Naim Audio XPS psu
Sold
Onkyo MSB-1HDD+CD MSB-1 HDD
recorder
£500
Pioneer CD-95
£995
Pioneer PD- F1009
£120
Sony SACO 1
Sold
Theta Data II Transport £1395
Theta Pro Prime 2
£695
Theta Progeny
£495
Trichord GENESIS
£250
Loudspeakers
Alon Vmk11
£1195
PIC ATC 20SL passive £895
PIC SCM 10
Sold
PIC scm 10A
Said
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer £2500
Audio Physic Virgo 3
Said
Audio Physic Virgo Ill
£3000
Audiovector M3signature active £2100
B&W 801m series 2
Said
Definitive Technology Super Oube II
Said
Duntech The Princess
Sold
Elac Jet CL310 Jet
£550
Genelec 205 Active Monitors £395
Hales concept 5
£2200
Infinity Primus Centre speaker £60
JMLab Alto Utopia
Sold
JMLab Diva Utopia
£5900
JMLab Electra 920
Sold
JMLab Electra 920
£975
JMLab Micro Utopia + Stands £2500
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE + Stands £3600
JMLab Micro utopia be with stands £2695
JMLab Mini Utopia Black + Stands £2200
JMLab Utopia
£6995

KEF 107.2+cube
Said
KEE Coda 80
£60
KEF Reference 3.2
£995
£ 1800
KEF Reference 4
leema SPLX12 sub-woofer £650
Linn Keilihds
Sold
Loewe L2 A
Sold
Lumley Loudspeakers Lampros 400 S2 £3750
Marlin Logan Quest
£2200
Martin Logan SL3
Sold
Martin Logan SL3
£1395
Meridian Audio M33 Active Centre
Sold
Mirage M3 si
£1295
MJ Acoustics PRO 100
Sold
Perigee FK 1Loudspeaker £2995
Proac Response 3.8
Sold
Proac Tablettes mkt
£250
Quad ESL 57
Sold
Quad ESL-57
Sold
REL Stadium Ill
£995
Revel M20 Performa £895
Rogers LS 55
Sold
Sonus Faber Concertos + I/W Stands £795
Sonso Faber Electa Amator+Stands
Sold
Sonus Faber extrima
Sold
SoundLab Al
£8990
Talon Kite Centre
£750
Triangle Australe 260 Stratos £2100
Triangle Naia
Sold
Velodine FSR 10
£495
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£250
Vienna Acoustics BERG
£475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler £4500
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
£29990
Wilson Audio System 5.1
£7495
Wilson Audio System 7
Sold
Wilson Audio System 7
£11995
Wilson Audio System 7
£12995
Wilson Audio System 7
£12995
Wilson Audio System-7
Sold
Wilson Audio Watch Centre £3696
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2 £3995
Wilson Audio Witt
£3495
Wilson Audio Witt 1
£2750
Wilson Benesch ACT 1
Sold
Multi Channel Amps
Arcam P7
£1995
Bryston 98 ST
£1995
Denon AVC lOse
£600
Krell MV 250 a/3
£2495
Krell UV 250 A3
£2250
Krell Showcase 5
£3395
Krell Showcase 5
£3000
Linn 5125
Sold
Parasound 12 channel
Sold
Parasound A51
£2895
Pioneer VSA-E07
£375
Multi Channel Speaker Systems
creative 7700
£ 150
JMLab Sib & Cub 5.1
£450
Sonos Faber Rear Wall
£695
Vienna Acoustics 3Webern/2 Berg/
Subson
£2650
Power Amplifiers
Accuphase M 2000 mono
£ 12995
Accuphase P700
£4000
Aragon 8008 mk2
£ 1500
Audia Flight Flight 100
£4495
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated £3495
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkl £ 12995
Audio Synthesis Desire Decade
Blackgate
Sold
Audiolab 8000a mklIl
£300
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
£2300
Bel Canto Evo 2i integrated £ 1900
Bel Canto EVO 4i
£2995
Boulder 1060
£9995
Boulder 500 AE
£2250
Boulder 500 AE Monos
£4650
Carver TFM-42
£360
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS £1200
Cary 805 CMonoblocks
Sold
Cary SLA 70
£995
Cello Duet 350
£4995
Chord Electronics 1200c £2300
Chord Electronics SPM 4000 £5495
Dared -Vacuum Tube amp MP-60 £1250
Dared -Vacuum Tube amp
VP-20 + SL 2000 Al
£1850
Dual mono block-200w 23.5 £2200
EXPOSURE 21 PRE/ 18 POWER £ 1350
Gamut D100 mk11
£ 1395
Gamut D200 mkiii
£3395
Halcro DM 38
£9995
KEF KSA 100S
£2000
Krell FPB 400cx
Sold
Krell FPB 600
Sold
Krell FPB 700 co
Sold
Krell FPB 700 cx(600 U/graded) £7995
Krell FPB 750 mcx
£22250
Krell FPB-7000X £9995
Krell MV 300i
£ 1295
Krell MV 400xi
£2250
Krell KSA 100s
Sold
Krell KSA 100S
£ 1800
Krell KSA 100-S
£2000
Krell KSA 150
£ 1295

Krell KSA 150
£ 1350
Krell KSA 80 B
Sold
Linn active system
£4500
Linn Klimax 500 Solo
Sold
Linn klout
Said
Mark Levinson 27.5
Sold
Mark Levinson 33H monoblocks
Sold
Mark Levinson ML436
£7975
McIntosh MC2000 Anniversary
Sold
McIntosh MC501 Monoblocks
Sold
Mulos 402 Gold Monoblocks £2995
meracus Intrare 6
£850
Meridian Audio 557+502+MSR
£0
Meridian Audio 559
£1600
Musical Fidelity F15
Sold
Musical Fidelity NU Vista M3 Integrated
Sold
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power £2495
Naim Audio SBL System £6975
Naim Audio DOL Active System £19750
Naim Audio Hicap
Sold
Naim Audio Nail 3Integrated
Sold
Naim Audio NAP 180
£650
Papworth M100 Valve Monoblocks
Sold
Plinius SA 250 mk IV
Sold
Plinius SA100 mklIl
£ 1700
Primare A30.2
£595
PS Audio HCA 2Pwr(x2) &PCA2 Pm £ 1800
PS Audio HCA-2
£750
Quad 33/303
Sold
Roksan rocksan kandy kal
£450
Tag Avantgarde 10004
£1295
Tesserac TAMP 60
£999
Said
VIL VTL MB 450 Sig Monoblocks
XTC power one
£1300
YBA Passion Monoblocks
£6995
Pre Amplifiers
Ad/ton Modus
£1295
Aloia PST 11.01i
£1450
Aragon aurum
£1150
Audia Flight Flight Pre
£3495
Audio Note M3
£1795
Audio Refinement Pre 5
£395
Audio Research LS 2
£1095
Audio Research LS 5mk I
£1595
Audio Research LS3
Sold
Audio Research LS9
£1195
Audio Research SP16 L
Sold
Audio Synthesis Passion 8m
£850
Bit.T.1/K3i
Sold
Boulder 1012
£8495
Boulder 2010 Pre
£9995
Bryston P25/with mc/mm
Sold
C.A.T SL1 Signature MK Ill
£2995
C.A.T Ultimate Reference
£5995
CARVER C-1
£260
Cary SLP 98 L
Sold
Chord Electronics cpa3200e
£2100
Densen DM- 20
£595
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
£5500
Halcro DM 10
£7995
Krell KAV250P
Sold
Krell KRC
Sold
Krell CRC HR
£2495
Mark Levinson 32 Reference
pre-amp and phono
Sold
Mark Levinson No 28
Sold
Mark Levinson No. 32
£7995
McCormak Line Drive
£325
Meridian Audio 502
£850
NAD C160
£300
Naim Audio Hi Cap
Said
Naim Audio XPS pos
Said
Plinius MI6 Phono
£1200
Spectral DMC-30s
Sold
Tact RCS 2.000
£1995
Tesserac TALA Pre
£495
Tom Evans The Vibe
£1995
YBA 2Alpha
£995
YBA Passion Pre
£3995
Turntables/Arms/Cartridges & Phonostages
Audio Note 73
Sold
Audio Research PH 3Phono
£ 1350
Audio Synthesis MM/MC phono Equaliser £395
Basis Debut Gold Std/SME V
£4995
Breuer Type 8
£2000
Clear Audio Accurate £2395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE £200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig. Plat. £3250
Krell KPE reference phonostage
Sold
Kuzma Stahl S
£825
Origin Live Encounter £750
Ortofon 540
£85
Ortofon Jubilee
£1000
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
£550
Pro Ject RPM 6
Sold
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/Artemiz/
Jubilee
£3500
SME 20/2A Turntable and Arm
£4250
SME 30/2A Turntable & km
£10495
SME Series 10A
£2795
SME Series VArm
£1400
Systemdek 11XE900
£350
TV/Plasma/LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
£1995
NEC 50 XMAIXR$
£3500
Panasonic 42 HDPWD7
£1995
Panasonic 42 P1ND7
£1995

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
15,1 enthus ,asts
Below is just a Small Selection of
some of me exciting new products we offer.

Heatherdale
*audio limited

DRIVERS:
> ATC

202, Findon Road, lloribing, BNI4 0E1
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hifi-stereo.com

> AUDA X
• ETON
• FOSTEX
a. LPG

Main dealer for
Tammy Presti:ge Speakers

> VIFA

CD Player/ CT-91a Cassette deck

The Clearaudio Emotion turntable package pictured above
ncludes the Satisfy tonearrn and the Classic cartridge for just
£655
This record player produces a level of detail, speed anc
openness which is very unusual foi adesign in this price range
and it has superb build quality to match

Verdier are perhaps best known for their turntables, but they
also produce a range of valve amplifiers. The Control ' EV
pre-amplifier shover here has a superb phono stage suitable
for both MM and MC. cartridges ( the latter via high quality
internal transformers). It costs £ 1,200 and can even be
upgraded by connecting an external valve regulated power
supply (£ 1.075 extra).
The Music First Audio
NC ( Transformer
Volume Control) is the
most natural sounding yet
curate pre
amplifier
we've found instead of
using resistors in the
signal path to attenuate
the sound it uses apair of
stepped transformers which have the additional benefits of
impedance matching and the breaking of ground loops
The copper wired version costs £ 1,500 and the new all silver
wired costs £2,750
The Audion Silver Note
power amplifier has been
produced exclusivay for
Noteworthy Audio This
superb sounding amplifier
uses one 2A3 output valve
per channel in a single
ended, zero feedback
design which produces 4
glorious watts per
channel £2,500

Only £ 2495
SPEAKERS
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MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

fee'
ee.
.

C.

•

SOLEN
Tel. 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email. solenesolen.ca
Web' mmarmr.soleri.ca

Absolute Demos

£3,995
Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier

£15,000
£2,950
£ 1,295

TRANSPORTS

9,

£ 219.00

Audio research VT100 MKIII - Valve Amplifier

£ 4650.00

•-•

Audio research 150.2 - Class T digital amplifier £ 1494.00

el

Audio research 150.M5- Class T 5 ch digital amplifier £4025.00
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier

£ 1,295
£3,995
£895

Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier
Copland CVA 535- 5 X125W amplifier

£1499.00

Krell KAV250P - Preamplifier

e
m

Martin Logan Odyssey- Electrostatic Loudspeakers

£4700.00

Martin Logan Ouest - Electrostatic Loudspeakers

£2400.00

E

Martin Logan Script - Electrosatic Loudspeakers

£1225.00

o

McIntosh C200 - 2 chassis Preamplifier

£4200.00

U

McIntosh MC2000 - Ltd. edition Valve Amplifier

£9000.00

4 Mcintosh CR16 - Multizone control system

4r,
/
1

•
o
tti

£1719.00

Mcintosh MC202 - Amplifier

£1999.00

PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp
& nos Faber Concerbno Horne Loudspeakers
Theta Digital David II - CD/DVD Drive

i

o

Wilson Audio CUB II w/stands Black

17 Wilson Audio Witt II Loudspeakers Black
2 Systems RIDC11- Transparent Digital Equalizer

01903 872288 or
Evenings 07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Tel:

=1

Email:

heatherdale@hifi•stereo.com

£399.00
£2999.00
£2900.00
£5499.00
f5400.00
£1850.00

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1 year full warranty

Premier Audio

gle"

0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years.
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.

WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD

£1999.00

Wilson Audio System 6 - Loudspeakers Cashmere £ 12500.00

Room I

MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL

£3199.00
£989.00

PS Audio Ultralink ii -DAC

a Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver
=

£2299.00

Mcintosh MC58 - Amplifier
Mcintosh MHT100 - Home theatre processor
no
=

Blue Pearl (
the prototype) with gold plated SME V.. £9995
Zyx Airey Cryogenic copper cables
(as new, retails £ 1,500)
£995
Project 6.9 Turntable (no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £600)
£425
Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new)
£2,995
My Sonic Eminent Cartridge (as new)
£2,750
Dynavector DV-DRT XV1S cartridge
(as new, retails £2,900)
£1,995
Project 9c S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new, retails £550)
£375
Project RPM9 Turntable ( no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £ 1,000)
£700
RS Laboratory RS-At with rotary headshell
(as new, retails £850)
£595
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges

£18995.00
£800.00

Krell KSL - Preamplifier

+

£650.00
£1700.00
£899.00

Jadis Orchestra - CD Player

O

£ 699.00
£1099.0

Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
a)

Krell KPS 25Sc-Preamplifier/CD player CAST2

PS Audio Powerplant mains conditioner
£1695
Nakamichi ZXL1000 Gold plated Ltd edition
Cassette deck
£3495
Krell Home Theatre Standard Processor £2,495
CZ gel Balanced interconnects
£250
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 1m pair (ex demo) .
£450
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 2m pair (ex demo)
£695
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel (retails £35)
£25
Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths (retails £25) .. £17.50
Selection of AudioTekne Tables and accessories
at unbeatable prices ..
Phone for details

£ 265.00

Audiogram MB1- Amplifier

MISCELLANEOUS

.-

Ow
-

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

‘1`

£8,995
£ 1,595
£5,495
£345

Gamut CD / 1R CD player
Lab 47 Flat Fish Transport, Progression DAC &
Power Dumpty PSU
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DA1 and ROK DS4 PSU

NOTEWORTFY AUDIO
Tel: 01296 422224
•-

LOUDSPEAKER

£ 1.795
£ 1.395
£ 1.495

VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

Buckingham Street, Ayleshu -y, Bucks, HP2C 2Ll
Open 9.3C to 5.3E Tuesday to Saturday

MOST DISCRIMINATING

AMPLIFIERS

TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES 6 TONEAREIS

30 Sonics 'Transparence' is an open
baffle speaker which uses amodified
Supravo:-: full range drive unit
These speakers produce an incre.dibly
impressre sourd that is fast open and
as the name suggests!) transparent
i
Their high 9646 sensitivity makes them
•
uary easy far any amplifier to drive
(including the Silver Note mentioned
above), and despi:e the lack of abox their
low frequencies are decently extended
£2,400 per pair.

INDUCTORS - USED BY THE

Mark Levinson 28 with phonostage
£1195
ATC SCA2 pre Amp Mint
£2250
Mark Levinson ML32 Ref. Pre Amp with phono. £8500
Exposure 11 & 12 Pre Amp & PSU
£595
Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp
£595
Toft LBPA-5 Line level Pre Amp
£495
Audio Note M8 Pre amp with phonostage
(brand new, retails £ 19,500)
£12,500
Audio Research SP14 Pre-amp
£1,495
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
£1,395

PLAYERS

> VISATON

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

PRE AMPS

CD

SEAS

> VOLT

ATC Active 20/2 speakers
£2250
Audio Physics Tempo Speakers
£795
B&W Silver Signature 30 Speakers
(very rare, retail £7,000)
£3,995
Spica TC-50 Speakers
£275
Orchid LWO Speakers
£2,795
Klipschorn Speakers medium oak finish
(retails £5,700)
£2,950
Tannoy 15" HPD drivers with cross overs
£395
Genesis 350 SE Speakers 10 months old
(retails £35,000)
£16,995

Sirius (Gamut 2) power amp upgraded
to latest spec
Perreaux 200ip integrated amp
Krell 250a/3 3-channel Amp
Mackintosh MC2000 limited edition
Amp Boxed/Mint/Rare
Parasound HCA 1206 6 Channel Amp
Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks
Parasound HCA 1000a Power Amp
Mark Levinson ML 336 Power Amp
(cost new £9,995)
Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers, western electrics 300b's.
Brand new ( retails £28,000)
Accuphase A20V class A amp
(as new, retails £4,000)
Advantage Integrated Amp

>

a- SILVER FLUTE

C-73 Pre-amp/M-90a Power amp/PD93

The Denon DL-103 Moving Coil
cartridge is a true classic, not
just hei;ause its been in
production since 1963 but
because it still offers a
perfoirrance to rival
design!: costing much more
than its low £ 100 price tag
would suggest

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

PIONEER REFERENCE SYSTEM

The Audio Note toi is abeautifully hand crafted cartridge that
features Alnico magnets and coils made from pure silver wire
Its sound is transparent yet dynamic, with a mid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutiality £ 1,595

> MAX FIDELITY

• MOREL

'
slow demonstrating

Dcs Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transpon. Plinius ( I) Lad &
250 Power, Minty Fidel° & Sonos Faber Speakers, Siltech
Cables, Ism* Sub Station, BOA Equipment Stands
ROOM 2

Audio Acro, Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Manin Logan/ Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, bark Sub Station P/S

Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Aces Absolute Sound,
DCS - Kora - Punjas - Siltech - Arcici BDA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - Onofon - Van den Hull - Mirage
werniir

Ifome étmonstrarien

good section ef S,esn4

We are 10minsJ 39 - M1
10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045
Colin Grundy

www.hifinews.co.uk

Elegant Storage
Solutions for

30 High Street Rochester Kent ME1 1LD

gí -ri, Book-5,
LT's, CDs,

01634 880037
info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

DVDs
Any veneer
supplied

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

Ter: 01423 500442 Fax.01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk
The Old* Chapel«
282 Skipton Road
I (arrogate, N Yorks
51.
G1 351E

New Brochure

now available

JT Hi-fi/CD/Cassette Unit

-0

ADVANTAGE, ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDICA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE,
AVI, BOULDER, CAIRN CLEARAUDIO, CYMBOL, DALI, GAMUT, GOLDRING,
GRADIENT, GRADO GRAHAM SLEE, GRAVES AUDIO, JMLAB, LOEWE,
MERLIN, MUSIC MAKER, NAD, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, OPTIMUM,
PARTINGTON, PURE, TRANSFIGURATION, TIVOLI, QUADRASPIRE,
STELLO, USHER, VINCENT

NextMonth in HI-FINews
PURE EVOLUTION

ZCL fJ%1VE
e

We get to grips with Krell's
amazing Evolution amplifiers

ALSO ON TEST...
•Jadis DA88 amp - LAB TEST
•Vivid's stylish K1 speakers

,

•Meitner COSO transport
•Sutherland phono stage

PLUS:
Q&A - EXCLUSIVE! Ed Meitner interview
•Objects of Desire • Apogee Scintilla
Hi -Fi News December 2005 issue is on sale Friday, 4 November
NOVEMBER 2005 • www.hifinews.co.uk 145
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FAVOURITE THINGS

Greatest
guitar tracks
In the first of anew series of Top Ws' Marcus Leadley, Editor of
Guitar & Bass magazine, picks his favourite all-time guitar tracks
DEEP PURPLE
SMOKE ON THE WATER ( 1972)
Many guitar shops have banned patrons from
playing this legendary Ritchie Blackmore
riff, but there's nothing so life- affirming
as belting out
dum,
dum, dumm...'
repeatedly until
your wife and
kids call the
police.

LED ZEPPELIN
WHOLE LOTTA LOVE
(1969)
This butane- fuelled
monster soundtracked
Top Of The Pops during its
glory years and Jimmy
Page's solo is the work of
avery, very bad man - in a
good way.

THE SMITHS
HOW SOON IS NOW ( 1985)

GUNS ' N' ROSES
SWEET CHILD O.MINE l'19871
Take possibly
the last
guitar hero,
aLes Paul, a
Marshall and
an alternating
leadline whose
cheesiness
is surpassed only by it's spine- tingling
beauty... you have the recipe for arockin'
muddaflippa that still blows away old

Hendrix's
fret- fancying
histrionics ( and
pyromania) blew
everyone away,
but this ballad
proves that
behind all the
showmanship there was amammoth musical
talent that could touch the hardest of hearts.

PINK FLOYD
COMFORTABLY NUMB ( 1979)
If you want to know how aBig Muff
and Electric Mistress should be used
(stop sniggering at the back), check
out David Gilmour's finest bars. As epic
as Lord Of The Rings, when you hear
titanic guitar
tones you'll
understand why
certain fans of

Morrissey's whingeing out of the
doldrums and the lashings of

keep some
sense of reality.

the Floyd need
the ' wacky
baccy' just to

slide and reverb here is one of
the wonders of the guitar world.

TELEVISION
VAN HALEN

MARQUEE MOON 119771

ERUPTION ( 1978)

Angular alchemy from Tom

The technical excellence

Verlaine and Richard Lloyd

you hear from Eddie Van

who showed that guitar

Halen on ' Eruption blew
every guitar player's

solos needn't be exercises

tiny mind and took the

Imitated by many agarage

instrument to awhole
new level. Tapping,

rocker in the past five years
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LITTLE WING 119671

and young alike to this day.

Tense, swampy and utterly
sublime - and that's just
the intro. Johnny Marr's
inventiveness always lifted

picking and harmonics - all done at aspeed fast
enough to kill anormal human being.

THE JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE

in musical masturbation.

but never bettered.

ROLLING STONES
(I CAN'T GET NUI SATISFACTION ( 1965)
Rock'n'roll magic
in adirty, sleazy
nutshell. While
Jagger yelped, Kee;
delivered the
fuzzed- up strains
that would help
christen him ' The
Human Riff'. Richards once claimed that this
riff has appearea in some form in every song
he's ever written, lazy blighter, but when it's
that darn good yot: can't really blame him.

STE VIE RAY VAUGHAN &
DOUBLE TROUBLE
COULDN'T STAND THE WEATHER
11984)
There'll be plenty who argue that the
likes of Scuttle Buttin' and Texas Flood
are better, but
this game's all
about opinions
and, in mine, the
title track of the
SRV's second
album is up
there with the
best of the blues.

•' Guitar & Bass' magazine is published every four weeks. For more information go to www.guitarmagazine.co.uk.

asolid foundation
A transparent musical source is the foundation of afine audio system. Recent advances

in analog and digital technology are allowing music lovers to get so much more from
their favourite records, compact discs and high resolution digital formats.
At Symmetry we are proud to announce the availabi:ity of these fine new components.
Allowing you to experience the music you love and experience it as never before.

C-5xe Universal Player
Introducing agiant leap forward in digital
playback technology-the Ayre C-5xe universal
stereo ( L.12) player. The first of it's kind, this no
video, no-compromise design plays all existing
optical disc formats. The C-5xe is for those of us
who vclue the enjoyment of music above all else.

X-01 SACD/CD Player
The Esoteric X-01 establishes a new bencnmark for
digital replay, from it's propriety and exclusive
VRDS-NEO mechanism to it's high precision 24 bit,
dual moraural digital decoding system. The X-01 is
the ultimate source for the finest high end systems.

Titan iMoving Coil Cartridge
The Lyra Titan iis an improved version of the widely
acclaimed Lyra Titan. More than just a refitme-rthe new
Titan iis equipped with adifferent suspension and damping
system. Tracking ability has been substantially improved,
bass performance is IHted to new levels of refinement and
speed, low level resolution and dynamics has gained a
marked improvement. Fin31Iy the Titan ihas been voiced by
master craftsman Yoshinori Mishima, who builds and
painstakingly adjusts each and every cartridge by hand.
For the finest playback of your favourite records.

LYRA

symmetry
Ayre Acoustics, Cello, Esoteric,

t: 01727 865488

Grand Prix Audio, Lyra, Mark Levinson, Stax,

e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

Stereovox, Sumiko, System Audio & Thiel

w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

"THIS MACHINE IS PURE AUDIO RESEARCH:

HIGH- END, THOROUGHBRED AND UTTERLY MUSICAL."

ARC ANGELS
4 / HI Ft NEWS / CD3MKII IKEN KESSLER

"A SUPERB
ALL-ROUNDER AND
AN OBVIOUS BEST BUY"

"SOUNDS ARE PRODUCED FROM
AN UNSHAKABLE FOUNDATION...
YOU FEEL LIKE YOU COULD TRIP
OVER THE MUSICIAN"
'CD3MKII

AL!

"THERE IS SOMETHING SPECIAL ABOUT THEIR
SIMPLE 1950'S STYLING; THEIR USE OF VALVES
AND THEIR UNDOUBTED ABILITY TO PRODUCE
MUSICAL SOUNDS THAT MAKES THE PRODUCT
EXTREMELY DESIRABLE."

"OUSTANDING SOUND
QUALITY AND EXCEPTIONAL
EASE OF USE"

Audio Research has studiously applied the technology
gained from their Reference series amplifiers to every
model in their range, right down to the entry-level designs.
The SP16 preamplifier. VS55. VS110 and VM220 power
amplifiers, the state-of-the-art CD3 Mk II CD player, the
multi- channel amplifier and the VSi55 integrated amplifier
are not only packed with knowledge gained from the
company's legendary flagship models, but they herald a
change in the way reasonably-priced high- end equipment
is perceived. The astonishing PH5 brings Reference
Phono performance to a remarkably affordable price
point. The LS25 Mk II Pre- amp clearly shares parentage
with the Reference pre- amplifiers. And the VT100 Mk Ill
boasts DNA derived from the Reference 300 and 600
power amps.
Now, there is new inspiration. Joining these classics is the
the
mostReference
radical product
3 preamplifier.
yet to wear
An absence
the AudioResearch
of conventional
logo:
controls, refined circuitry, better sound.
The bloodline strengthens.
For details of the full range and your nearest dealer.
contact Absolute Sounds.
AUDIO RESEARCH VM220

audio research
HIGH

OLFINtilltJr;

Audio Research: not a cautious choice, but a
considered one.

AUDIO RESEARCH CD 3 MK2

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
T: + 44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

